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PREFACE 

Of all the social problems, marriage is of the 
paramount importance. It is a factor which is vitally 
connected with the ~ranteed continuation of the 
human race. . Most ·or. .oWt;jfW'ir<jl" ideas are based 
upon the institution· of"llttW.a.~. The savage and 
the civilized, have alik~ felt lts i.ii;lj>qr,tance. Origi
nally a social question, • a!·· aU . Ovff" the world, 
it is intermingled with re"l~gl()~e.rid·thus, tM problem 
becomes somewhat a cq_mplex. on~. ... . ... ' 

According to the ancient Hindu ideas, marriage 
is an essential preliminary and an instrument in 
achieving the fourfold aims of life. Hindu marriage 
is governed by two sorts of restrictions: endogamous 
and exogamous. Every Hindu must marry v.ithin 
his endogamous sub-caste, and outside the exoga
mous group, variously known as gotra, got, mid, kul, 
intiperulu, tarvad, etc. In the present work I have 
confined myself to the consideration . of only the exo
gamous restrictions. 

Since the entry of the Indo-Aryans in India, 
the Brahmin has been constantly at work to estab• 
!ish his spiritual superiority, not only over the 
Kshatriyas and VaiSyas, but also over the mixed and 
purely Dravidian races. The Brahmin has proved 
eminently successful in his mission. All non-Brah-, 
min Hindu castes, high or 16w, are being slowly Brah
manized, though, perhaps, the Brahmin may not be 
any longer honoured as the spiritual head. The 
caste, that adopts the Brahmanical ideals and dog
mas more completely and more e:.>.."tensively, is re
garded higher in its social status than the surround
ing castes. In consideration of this gradual Brah
manization of all Hindu castes, I found it necessary 
to examine the Brahmanical rules of exogamy at some 
knsth in the present work. 
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The work is far from being an exhaustive one; 
but I have tried to touch almost every side of the 
subject within the narrow limits in which I set my
self to work. 

In discussing the problem of the pravaras, the 
writings of Dr. S. V. Ketkar and Mr. KrishQasastri 
Ghule on the subject have proved highly useful to 
me. 

For the spelling of Sanskrit words I have fol
lowed the system of transliteration adopted in the 
Cambridge History of India with slight variations as 
far as the sibilants are concerned. The index was 
made for me by my friend Mr. S. N. Gokhale. 

I am extremely thankful to the University of 
Bombay for a handsome subsidy that was granted to 
cover a part of tlie cost of publication. 

Finally, I should like to express my gratitude .to 
Dr. G. S. Ghurye, University Reader in SQciology, 
Bombay, but for whose encouragement and guidance 
I would have neither undertaken the work· nor 
completed it. 

Bombay, 
June, 1929. 

S. V. Karandikar. 
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HINDU EXOG~ 
CHAPTER I 

Exogamy in Vedic Times 

Even though the word 'Hindu' is popularly under
stood to denote a homogeneous race, labours of ethno
logists have proved that the race, now conveniently 
called the Hindu, count.s among its components such 
divergent races as the lndo-A.ryans, Dravidians and 
1\longolo-Dravidians. A Brahmin from U.P., the re
presentative par excellence of the pure Indo-Aryan blood 
!illd the pariah of Madras, the representative of the Dra
vida or Adi-Dravida race, or a l\funda from Bengal, 
are all equally proud to-day of being called the Hindu. 
In spite of the ethnic differences, in spite of the keen 
social distinctions based upon caste, all these races have 
been classed 'Hindus' !or all administrative purposes. 
'l'hey l<ave lived together on the Indilill soil for some 
thommml years ; and as is quite natur&l, civilization 
and cultmo of each is very materially influenced and 
coloured by the civilization and the culture of the other. 
'l'hero has been much lending and borrowing on either 
side, sometimes deliberate, sometimes unconscious. Dur
ing t.hrso long times, mixture of blood was inevitable; 
but complete fusion of races never took place. Every 
mce lu\1:1 nmintained its distinct physical type. Much 
modifit,d 11s it is, due to constant crossing in the past, 
one is always di~tinguishnble from the other. In the 
l'ro•'inre of weial life also, every race has preserved some 
of it.s p<wuliilr soeial customs. It has been rightly ob
served tlmt the Indian Dravida was no doubt politically 
conquered by the hHlo-Aryan ; but in matters social, 
t.he Dnwida can hardlY be derhned to be Yanquished. 
1 ll're ho prowtl almost an equal of the Indo-A.rylill. 
'l'he Aryn.n t•onqueror h\ught the Yanquished Drz.vida. 



2 HINDU EXOGAMY 

many things ; and at the same time he had to learn many 
things from the Dravida. 

The Hindus are exogamous as a rule ; and at the 
same time due to the prevalence of rigid castes and sub
castes which are practically innumerable, Hindus are 
endogamous also. The very rigid caste endogamy of 
the Hindus has perhaps no parallel in any other social 
organization of the world primitive or civilized. The 
exogamy of the Hindus has two sides-£ept exogamy 
that prohibits marriage between members of the same 
sept or gotra who are all believed to have descended 
from one common ancestor ; and sapil)ga exogamy which 
prohibits marriage within certain generations counted 
from the father as well as the mother. .In some castes 
the rules of exogamy are very comprehensive; with others 
they have rather a limited scope. However, marriage 
between the members of the same sept, gotra or got 
is generally looked upon as the most accursed thing. 
Marriage with a sapil)ga relation· also is condemned in 
strong language by the Hindu law-givers. It will be 
the subject of this work to describe the different forms 
of exogamy, prevalent among the Hindus, and to trace 
their probable origin and subsequent developments. 
In doing so, the question who was the lender and who 
was the borrower in this matter shall have to be dealt 
with. Finally, an attempt will be made to consider 
the subject in the light of the principles of modem 
eugenics. 

Marriage customs in different Branches of the Aryan Race 

As the Aryan race or specifically called the Indo
Aryan race by Sir Herbert Risley is the leading 
race m India, it will be suitable to begin our enquiri
es wit.h them. That the Indo-Aryans are not the na
tives of India, but they Were invaders and conquerors 

• 



EXOGAMY IN VEDIC TIMES 3 

<If India at least four thousand years ago, and that, be
fore their arrival in India, they lived in company with, 
=d formed a part of, the ancient Iranians, are noW un:
disputed facts. "As the Ionians, Dorians, etc., were 
different tribes of the Greek nation whose general name 
was Hellenes, so the ancient Brahmins and the Parsis 
were the two tribes of the nation which is called the 
Aryas, both in the Veda and the Zend-Avesta. The 
former may be compared with the Ionians; the latter 
with Dorians.1

" On comparing the dialects of the Zend
A vesta with the language of the ~{igveda, we find a 
striking similarity-a similarity that diminishes as soon 
.as we rcaGh the classical literature in Sanskrit•. 

The study of marriage customs therefore among 
the lndo-Iranians would enable us to formulate our ideas 
.as to what sort of marriage customs the lndo-Aryans 
brought from the Indo-Iranian home. Strictly speak
ing, the hi6tory of the lndo-Iraniana before the disper
sion is little known to us. But from the study of the 
life of ancient Iranians as depicted in the Zend-Avesta 
and Pahlavi texts, we can get some information 
as to the nature of the life that the lndo-Iranians led. 
It has been observed that the various offshoots of the 
great Aryan race \\'ere conspicuous by the absence of 
exoganw among them8

• A contrary view has been main
tained by some writers. l\Iorgan traces sept exogamy 
to t.he aneiont Greeks and Romans. Marriage was con
tract-ell, according to llforgan, outside the gens in Greek 
and Roman sociotie;,'. Senart goes a step further, and 
nmintnius t.hat the Aryans practised some form of exo-

1 Unu~ u E..."'\tl)"B.H p. 69. 
2 lhi,!. p. 10. 
3 Fr~Uer, Vol II. p. 33Q, 
4 "ADl·icnt Society," pp. 224, 290. 

• 



4 HINDU EXOGAMY 

gamy even in Indo-European days•. Evidence for Mor
gan's and Senart's contention is, however, very meagre, 
and unconvincing. The ancient Teutons do not seem 
to have observed any more exogamous restrictions than 
barring the marriage between ascendants and descen
dants, and between brothers and sisters•. In the an
cient Greek society, "forbidden degrees were few, the 
practical Working of the laws of inheritance and adop
~ion being to encourage marriage between near rela
tions, and even to enforce it. Marriage of cousins was 
common. Union of uncle and niece Was possible and 
even of aunt and nephew.. . . . . . There Were, it seems, no 
other prohibited degrees of affinity except between in
dividuals in the direct line of descent ·or ascent.'" 

Regarding the gens exogamy of the Greeks and 
Romans, Morgan's assertion that the gens formed an 
exogamous unit does not seem to be correct. Th~ gens 
was an endogamous unit, and· not an exogamous one•. 
It was the household, and not the gens, that constitutei:I 
the exogamous unit. In phe ancient Roman society, 
marriage between brother and sister was barred, and so 
between the first cousins on t.Qe paternal side ; but se
cond cousins could freely intermarry. Even the cou
sins-german Were allowed to intermarry from the fifth 
century after Christ•. "The Roman like the Greek law 
compelled an heiress to marry her nearest kinsman. 
In later times, cousins undoubtedly married without let or 

5 " Les castes dans I'Inde," translated in the " Indian 
, Antiqna.ry," Vol. XLL p. 110. 

6 Westerma.rck, Vol II. p. 101. 
4 \\-. J. '\\roodhouse, in H Ency. of Religion &Ethics," (1915). 

Yo!. 8, p. 4!5. 
S W. Warde Fowler, in "'En<y. of Religion & Ethics," (1915), 

Vol. 8, p. 463. · 
9 .T. W. Greene, '"Reman Lal'l•,'" (1884), p. 48. 
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l:J.indrance. . . . . . . . In Livy's oration of Sp. Ligustinus, 
there is this clause : My father gave me to wife 
his brother's daughter. " 10 If a sort of sept exogamy did 
.exi;;t among the Indo-Germans as Senart believes, we 
naturally expect it to appear fully matured among the 
Greeks and Romans. In that case some penalty ought 
to have been prescribed for the violation of exogamous 
restrictions. Facts, however, fall very much short of 
·our expectation. The law of exogamy is nowhere 
actually enunciated in contemporary literature, and the 
question of penalty for the breach of the law really does 
·not arise. 

As far as the ancient hanians are concerned, for
tunately we have sufficient evidence to arrive at defi
.nite conclusions. In the Zend-Avesta and Pahlavi texts 
.we find no trace of exogamy ; on the other hand inbreed
ing of the most in tense tyPe was practised by the ha
nians. Next-Qf-kin marriage under which father and 
danght.er, mother and son, brother and sister were mated 
to got her, is very highly spoken of by Parsi Scriptures11 

• 

.A pastJing reference is made by Brihaspati, a Smriti
writer of the fifth or si.....::th century, to the marriage bet
ween son and mother preYalent among the Parsis". Most 
probably, this connection between parent and child 
which is attributed to the ancient hanians, is an exag
gt>sated statement. Perhaps the interpretations, put on 
.ancient works by the European scholars, are incorr~t .. 
\\'hat<~ver it might be, we cannot readily believe that 
sunh ince.-t.uous practice of mating the parent and the 
-child 'ms eyer follo7>"etl by any civilized society, within 
the time-limits known to history. Modern Parsi writers 

10 Huth, p. li6. 
11 S, B. E. Vol XVIII: pp. 393, 395, 3Ji, 401. 
12 Brilu.,pati. XXVII-21; S. B. E. Vol. XXXIIL p. 389. 

• 
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are very emphatic in asserting that the next-of-kin mar
riage has been misunderstood by foreign translators of 
the Parsi Scriptures". 

After reading the Parsi Scriptures carefully, one 
cannot· help thinking that the ancient Parsis not only 
did allow marriage between very near relations, but 
looked upon it as an act of the highest merit". The best 
next-of-kin marriage is between the sister's daughtel." 
and brother's son. The second best next-of-kin mar
riage :is that of a brother's son with a younger brother's 
daughter, or of a sister's son with a younger sister's 
daughter ; while the intermarriage of the elder sister's. 
son and the younger sister's daughter is an inferior 
next-of-kin marriage••. Whatever may be the original 
meaning of the next-of-kin marriage, a.s early as the 
date of the composition of the Dinkart, next-of-kin mar
riage had come to bear its present meaning of marriage · 
of first cousins. The recent ·rarsi Rivayats have the 
same interpretation. Dinkart has put forth three rea• 
sons· .in recommending the next-of-kin marriage. It 
helps to preserve the p~rity of the race. It tends to 
increase the compatibility bet~een husband and wife 
and lastly, it increases the affection for children which 
will be felt in redoubled measure for offsprings so wholly 
of the same family••. This detailed analysis of next-of· 
kin marriage almost leaves no room in our mind for 
doubt as to the actual practice of consanguineous mar• 
riages in ancient Iran. 

! 3 Damb Dastur Peshotan Sanjana, in bis appendix to 
" Zarathushtra in the Gathas," pp. 205, 206, 207. 

14 Mgr. Baron C. De. Har!ez, " Introduction to the Avesta,,. 
translated by P. A. Wadia, p. 280. 

15 S. B. E. Vol, V. pp. 389, 390. 
16 Louis H. Grey, in " Ency. of Religion and Ethics," 

(1915), Vol. 8, p. 458 . 
• 
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Thus, sept exogamY. in any form was entirely non
existent among ancient Iranians, and even in modern 
times, a Parsi girl can marry with a parallel cousin on 
the paternal side. In the Avesta, there is not a word 
to suggest that the Parsis were ever familiar with sept 
exogamy, even in the days prior to the Avesta. The 
intense inbreeding of the Parsis may be the result of 
the peculiar circumstances in Iran and the religious 
scruples of the Parsis to unite only with the faithful11

• 

But, as we fail to find the least reference to sept exogamy 
even by way of condemnation in the old Iranian litera
ture, it will be a legitimate conclusion to say that sept 
exogamy was not probably practised also by the Indo
Iranians. If sept exogamy was once practised and then 
given up by the Iranians, we may naturally expect a 
strong denunciation of the old custom in the Parsi Scrip
tures. Whenever an old custom is to be abolished, and 
a new one quite contrary to the old is to be introduced, 
it.is but natural that the person who enunciates the new 
rule will prepare his ground by criticising and condemn
ing the old custom. In any case, when a law-giver in
troduces a novel rule to supersede and contradict the 
old one, he cannot but help referring to it. Parsi Scrip
tures are vehement in denoiUlcing the religious and so
cii•! dogmas of their opponents, the ancestors of the an
ciont Brahmins who lived together for some time "1\'ith 
the Imninns. If sept exogamy had been current among 
the ancestors of the Indo-Aryans, Parsi Scriptures, while 
advocating the next-of-kin marriage, would have 
certainly assailed and ridiculed the exogamy, preached 
or practised by their opponents. From all these facts 
we may reasonably deduce that sept exogamy was un
known to the Indo-lranians. 

17 S. B. E. VoL XVIII. p. 4:19. 
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Exogamy in the gigveda Times 
As sept exogamy had been unlmo'I'V"'D. to the Indo

Iranians, we may reasonably conclude that the Indo
Aryans, while they were settling doWn in the plains 
of the five rivers, did not observe it. At least, at the 
outset, sept exogamy was unlmm>"ll to the Indo-A.ryans. 
There are very few references to marriage in the ~ig
veda, and they do not give the slightest indication of 
the prevalence of sept exogamy. Besides, considering 
the fact that the Indo-Aryans Were settling dovrn in 
a new land, their numbers must be necessarily small, 
and the limited population of the new settlers was na
turally unfavourable for the novel introduction of sept 
exogamy among them. The present ~xogamy of the 
Indo-Aryans is based upon gotra or got. But the very 
word 'gotra' occurs in the ~igveda only five or six times; 
and it has not been used there in the sense of sept. An 
objection may be raised that if. the word gotra was not 
used in the ~igveda times to denote a sept, the the~ 
sept exogamy among the Indo-Aryans may have been 
ba.sed upon some other social unit. If it had been so, 
in the vast Vedic literature some literary remnant, in
dicating sept exogamy, would ·have been found. 

There are one or two hymns in the ~igveda which 
go to prove that young girls enjoyed the privilege of 
choosing their husbands in Vedic times. Courting, so 
univers:.lly absent in the modern Hindu society, was 
current among the marriageable girls of the ~igveda 
times. The idea of courting has been suggested by the 
word 'van;' which is explained in later works on Kama
sastra, as winning the heart of one's beloved. Father's 
duty was confined in such cases to give his consent 
to the selection made by his daughter'". There is no 
difference between this sort of Vedic marriage and the 

18 l,{!ll. X-27-12. 
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-Gandharva form of marriage as recognised in later 
:Sutra and Smriti works. In a system of marriage where 
love is allowed to play its full part, there are very few 
chances for the development and observance of sept 
·exogamy. In another ~{igveda hynm, some scholars read 
that Si1ry,1 Was united with M-vins, because they won 
the rmming race••. If this interpretation is correct, the 
Svayamvara practice of marriage, described in the epics 
and the Purii~tas, shall have to be traced back to the 
1.\igveda times. If Svayamvara i.e. the selection of 
the bride-groom by the girl after a due trial of the com
]leting suitors was allowed in the J_{igveda times, it will 
be an additional reason to conclude that sept exogamy, 
in all .Probability, did not exist in early Vedic- days. 

There is another piece of evidence to prove that 
.sept exogamy Was absent among the Indo-Aryans at 
· one time. The following verse has been quoted from 
Brnb.mapurii~ta by Apar:irka in his commentary on 
Yfrjiiavalkya-Smrit.i: "Celibacy for a long period, carry
ing tho camandalu, marriage with a sagotra or sapi(J<~a 
relation, cow-slaughter, human sacrifice, horse sacri
fice and \\'ine-tlwse things the twice-born should avoid 
in Kali age"'." Whenever a thing is considered 'Kali
varjya,' it means that the thing was once in practice 
and was lat.l'r dit>approved, and so it fell into ditluse. 
This Yen<e proves, beyond any doubt, that at one time 
~mgotm mnniage was not prohibited in India. In He
mudri's work we get a slightly different read ng of the 
WrBe. Aceording to IIemadri's reading, the verse iB 
·t'apablo of more t-han one interpretation. The writer of 
Nirvnyasindhu makes it mean that in Kali age the 
.daught,t'r of the father's sister and the daughter of the 

19 ~ig. 1-116-17. 
~0 Aparflrka. p. 6'. 
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maternal-uncle should be avoided in marriage". I think, 
however, that the reading from Hemadri should be in
terpreted in such a way, as will be in a line ·with the read
ing from Apararka. An objection may be raised that 
such an interpretation vrill be a forced one; but the same 
charge can be directed against the interpretation sug
gested by the Nirl)ayasindhu. Eesides, we canr:ot ig
nore the fact that Apariirka is more ancient than He
madri, and his reading of the Brahmapural)a must be 
regarded more authoritative; and even if the quota
tion from BrahmapuriiJ;Ja given by .Apararka be incorrect, 
the fact remains that a learned writer of the eleventh 
century like Apariirka believed that sagotra marriages 
were not prohibited in India at one time. 

Although sept exogamy was unknown to the Indo
Aryans in early Vedic times, they were accustomed to 
observe some form of sapil)qa exogamy. How many
generations exactly were avoided from the father's and 
the mother's side under the rule of their sapil)<).a exo
gamy by the ancient Indo-Aryans, it is difficult to tell. 
But, if we examine the 'various references to marriage 
in the J;tigveda, we shall be able to arrive at some con
clusions on this point. Our attention is first directed 
to the famous dialogue between Yama and Yami in 
the J;tigveda.22 Yama and Yami are represented as bro
ther and sister in the Vedic as well as in the Iranian 
mythology. The very dramatic dialogue is unfortu-· 
nately left incomplete. Yami is maddened with passion, 
and she presses her brother Yama to accept her 
for his mate. Yama, however, is very emphatic in his. 
stand against such incestuous connection. Yama warns 
his sister that man's actions are watched by the spies. 

21 Nirl)ayasindhu, p. 403. 
22 ~ig. X- 10 . 

• 
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of gods, and directs her to go to some one for the satis~ 
faction of her passion. Although the dialogue is incom~ 
plete, the impression that is left on our mind is that 
the composer of the hymn is opposed to the marriage 
lletween brother and sister. In Buddhistic literature 
we find some references to brother and sister marriage. 
Da.-'aratha Jiitaka tells us that Riima and Situ, the hem 
and the heroine of the great epic, Ramiiyai)a, were pre
Yiously related as brother and sister, and later on, they 
married and became httsband and wife. Another re~ 

ference to marriage hehteen brother and sister happens 
to be in the Mahavamso. A prince named Slhabahu 
married his uterine sister, Sihasivali. •• Now, as regards 
the first reference, it is probably a deliberate perversion 
of the Brahmanical version of the RamayaQa. Regard
ing Sihabahu's marriage with his sister, if it is not 
entirely mythical, even from the 1\Iahiivarhso, we may 
see that it is an incident belonging to the prehistoric 
age. 

The following passage occurs in the seventh book 
of the A.itareya BrahmaQa: "He who has no child has 
no firm footing. This even know the beasts. Hence 
the son cohabits (among beasts even) with his mother 
and sister. This is the broad "·ell-trodden path on 
whit,h those who have sons \\'alk free from sorrow. Beasts 
w1d birds know· it. Thence they cohabit even with 
their mother. Thus he told (to Hari~chandra)"'·" In 
connection with the above passage it has been argued 
thtlt the ancient lndo-A.ryans, being anxious for a son, 
did not mind much whether they cohabited with their 
motht:~r or sister. This conclusion may appear plau
sible, and e:;·pecially so, when we remember, that in Iran 

23 "Mah!iwallllO," editoo by Turnour, (1837), VoL L p. 46. 
2! A. Brihm&Q&, 7-13-(9, 10); Haug. p. 462. 
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the Aryans did indulge in consanguineous marriages. 
With regard to the dialogue between Yama and Yam!, 
it is possible to in terprete it otherwise. Mr. R. C. Dutt 
reads in the myth of Yama and Yami the natural 
phenomenon of day and night, the latter always follow
ing the former, but never coming in contact with it. 
But all these speculations are completely set at rest 
when we take into consideration how emphatically 
Prajapati's :incestuous connection with his daughter 
has been condemned both :in the Aitareya Brahmar.1a'5 

and the Satapatha Brahmm)a."6 As soon as the gods 
observed Prajiipati's :incestuous deed, they cried aloud, 
"Prajapati commits an act never done before"; and 
Prajii,Pati was punished for his deed, . his body being 
pierced through with an arrow. 

If the Yama and Yami: hymn shows that the an
cient Indo-Aryans disapproved of the connection bet
ween brother and sister, another hymn :in the tenth 
Jlilar)~ala will show that the Indo-Aryans usually marri
ed outside their family. Eighty-fifth hymn of the 
tenth Jl.:la!}gala is called the· marriage hymn, and some 
of the stanzas of that hymn are even now used on the 
occasion of marriage. We see :!'rom the hymn that at 
the time of the marriage the bride and the bride-groom 
were generally strangers to each other. Marriage was 
contracted outside the family. Upto. what generation 
family relationship was recognized cannot be defini
tely ascertained; but if we are justified :in basing our 
argument on the analogy of_ di:fferent Aryan peoples, 
we may reasonably say that, among the early Indo-Aryans, 
family relationship ceased :in the fourth generation. As 
has been shown by Hearn, Aryan household included 

25 A. Brlihmal)a, 3-33; Haug, p. 218. 
26 S. Brabmal)a, 1-7-4; S. B. E. vol. XIL pp. 208, 209. 
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the descendants of a common great grand-father, but 
went no further.27 According to Schrader, an Aryan 
house-community consisted of agnatic blood relations 
only to the second or third degree.•• Following verses 
from the hymn will show that marriage was generally 
between strangers, there was distance and sometimes con
siderable distance between the homes of the bride and 
the bride-groom,and the bride on entering the husband's 
house \vas asked by him to domineer over her father
in-law, mother-in-law, sister-in-law, etc. The verses in 
question run thtts :-

" Let Pi1sha.n hold your hand and take you away 
from this place ; let Asvins carry you in their chariot .. 
Go to your (new) house as the lady of the place, and 
speak to tl1e people, gathered there, in a winning way.,, .. 
"Those robbers who assail the couple on the road may 
not find you. You may re<J.ch the difficult place (des
tination) by easy paths. l\lay (your) enemies run away.""" 
"This bride is endowed with all auspicious signs ; come 
ntHl see her. Give her aU8picious blessings and go back 
to your re~pectiYe homes"". " Rule over your father
in-law, and mother-in-law, and domineer over you!' 
sister-in-law and brother-in-law.""" 

After reading these verses, one cannot but conclude 
that the Indo-Aryan married outside his family. The 
custom of marrying outside the family must not, how
eYer, be confused with sept exogamy, which, as I have 
already Mid, was unknown in the early Vedic days. 

27 " Aryan HousehclJ," (187\l), p. 181. 
28 " I'rehi•toric anti<1uitios of the Ary»n people," transluted by 

J,wons, (18\10), pp. 393, 394. 
2ft l,\ig4 X-85-26. 
30 n X-85--32~ 

31 , X-<-5-33. 
32 , x~-45-11· 
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:Marriage outside the family ha;; for its basis the know
ledge of actual descent from a common ancestor, while 
the sept exogamy is based upon the dogmatic belief that 
so many families are descended from a common ances
tor. In the ~igveda times gotra organization was yet 
to develop ; so marriage outside the family is to be 
understood in the literal sense of the word. 

Thus, in the early Vedic times i.e. the ~igveda times, 
although some generations of agnates were excluded 
in marriage, as far as the cognates were concerned, prin· 
ciple or exogamy had made very little progress. This 
will appear quite natural, when we take into account 
the predominantly agnatic character of the Aryan or
ganization. In the Indo-Aryan society cognates could 
intermarry in the third generation. The following pas
sage from the ~igveda is decisive on this point : "Come, 
0 Indra, by fine paths to this sacrifice and receive your 
share. They have offered you f<J.t mixed with ghee, 
that is your share, as the maternal-uncle's daughter or 
the paternal aunt's daughter js 5>ne's share in marriage."33 

Apararka reads the passage in .a different way: "0 
lndra, come to our sacrifice toge~her with other drink
-ers of Soma; and partake of your portion of Soma, 
that has been left for you by them, just like the daughter 
-of the father's sister who is most unsuitable for being 
-one's wife. This Soma is therefore your lot continuously 
(like a stream of water).""' From the clumsy sense of 
the verse that has been somehow brought out of it by 
Apariirlm, one may easily see that Apariirka's reading 
-of the verse is an incorrect one; or it may be that he has 
.deliberate!;- changed the original reading. Apariirka 
wrote in the eleventh century; and by that time in the 

33 Aufrecht's ~igveda, Vol. II. p. 672. 
3l A pa.riir ke., p. 83 . 
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whole of Northern India, sapiw]a exogamy, that avoid
-ed five generations on the mother's side and seven 
generations on the father's side, was in full force. So 
Aparftrka was naturally anxious to show that there 
was no reference in the ~igveda or other Vedic literature 
that favoured marriage in the third generation. But, 
.after all, these efforts of Apariirka to prove that in Vedic 
times sapir.H'a exogamy of later days was followed in 
its entirety are vain:_ \Thile commenting on the thirty
third verse of the Achii.riidhyaya of Yajnavalkya, he 
has already quoted the Brahmapura~ta to the effect, 
"Observance o celibacy for a long time, carrying the 
-camandalu, marriage with sagotra and sapir.t1a relations, 
cow-t~laughter, human sacrifice and horse sacrifice and 
wine are to be avoided by the twice-born in the Kali 

·age." That Brahmapurii~ta placed sapil.l<Ja marriage 
under Kalivarjya (things not to be done in the Kali age) 
really shows that at one time marriage with mother's 
sapi~t~a and marriage with father's sapilJ<]a, in other 
words marrin.ge in the third generation with the cog
nates, was approved of in the Indo-Aryan society. 

The l_{igveda text approves of marriage between 
the children of the brother and the sister. Marriage 
between parallel cousins on the father's side was com
pletely out of the quest-ion due to their near agnatic 
relationship. But what can we say regarding the in
termarriage of parallel cousins on the mother's side? 
In the whole Vedic and Puranio literature, we fail to 
find any prominent e.....-:ample of such marriage. Rely
ing on this negative evidence, we shall not, howeve-r, 
be J11stifiod in concluding that the intermarriage of the 
t'hildt"Cll of t\\"o siaters was forbidden in the ancient Indo
A.rywl society. In the Roman society children of two 
sist<>rs could intermarry... With the Iranians, this was 

:15 lluth, p. uG. 
• 
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one of the popular matings. In the modern Hindu 
society, this kind of marriage is strictly forbidden. Mar
riages between parallel cousins whether paternal or ma
ternal are regarded as almost equally objectionable. 
Considerations of consanguinity cannot satisfactorily ex
plain the prohibition, in as much, as marriages between 
croes-cousins are permitted or at least tolerated. As 
will be pointed out in the sequel, the stem prohibition 
of mating parallel cousins on the mother's side pre
supposes well established sept exogamy. As the an
cient Indo-Aryans were not accustomed to sept exogamy, 
there seems no plausible reason wh} they should prohibit 
the intermarriage of the children of two sisters. On the 
other hand, Manu, the greatest and the most ancient 
law-giver of the Indo-Aryans, condemns in similar terms 
the marriage between cross-cousins and the thildren 
of two sisters.86 If the Indo-Aryan had never married 
his mother's sister's daughter, Mam would no~ ·have 
thought it necessary to condenin the practice in strong 
language. For knowing carnally one's female relatives 
such as the uterine sister~ father's sister, mother's sister 
and maternal uncle's wife several penances are pre
scribed by Yajiiavalkya, Narada, Vishuu and Para~ara.37 

No penances are, however, prescribed for connection 
with the females in the third generation such as father's 
sister's daughter, motber's sister's daughter etc. If 
the mother's sister's daughter had been unmarriageable 
from very ancient times, the Smriti-\uiters would have 
naturally placed the sin of knowing (arnally the mother's 
sister's dat ghter on a par with the sin of knowing ~one's 
uterine sister. 

~~~~---------------------36 Manu. XI-170, 171. 

{

Yajfivallry;a. chapt~r on pena~o.s, 232, 2,"3. Niir:-da: ~II-73, 75; 
37 8. B. E.'. ol. XXXIU. pp. ],9, 180. \ 1ShJ.!u. XXX\I-4, 5; 

8. B. E. Vol. VII. p. 134. Par5iara. X-9, 10, 11, 12. 
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To sum up, therefore, the state of exogamy in early 
Vedic times i. e. in the J.ligveda times, we fail to find 
any clear evidence for the existence of sept exogamy. 
All circumstantial evidence speaks against the prevalence 
of sept exogamy in the J.\igveda times. The passage, 
quoted from Bra.hmapuriiiJa, directly says so. The mar
riage-hymn in the tenth M!l.IJ<Jala, however, leads us 
to conclude that at the time of marriage the bride and 
the bride-groom were often strangers ; and thus some 
generations of agnates were excluded in marriage. It 
has l>een further noticed that marriage could take place 
with the COb'Ilates in the third generation. 

Exogamy in later Vedic Period 

Leaving the l.{igveda period and coming down to 
the Brahnmr.1a works and other Sarnhita works, we do 
not yet find any mention of sept exogamy. Younger 
brot.lters and sisters who anticipate their elders are cen
sured in those Sarhhitiis, and special titles are coined 
to ·denote the various parties. Thus, the younger bro
ther marrying before the elder is called Parhrividana. 
'The Lrothcr so superseded is called Parivitta and so 
-on."" As we shall see lat.er on, gotras and pravara.s had 
been pstnblished in Briihmaua times. The word 'sagotra' 
actually occurs in Tar.1gya Brahm!l.l)a, not in connection 
with marriage, but in connection with the drinking of 
Soma."• But \\·e do not find a \\·ord about sept exogamy. 
In the Stlt.ra \\-orks that followed almost inuuediately, 
the rule of st>pt exogamy is stated in such terms as show 
that it bud been well established long since. In some 
Siitras we find that pemances are actually prescribed 
for tmgotra marri•\ge. It seems, therefore, quite natu-

38 Mai. Sari,hit!l, 4·1-9; Viij. Sarilhit&, XXX-9; Tai. Br.lhma{la, 
~2-8-12. 

39 T. BrnhmaQa, 18-2-12. 
• 
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ral, that sept exogamy must have made its first appear
ance in the Brahma!)a times. Wb.y there should not be 
the slightest reference to sept exogamy in the whole 
Vedic literature, we cannot satisfactorily ex!llain. All 
that '1\'e may say is that the rule of sept exogamy was 
yet in its infancy, and although it may have been ge
nerally followed in the days of the Brahmal)as, its breach 
was not yet considered a sin. As is observed by Jolly, 
because the rule of gotra exogamy is mentioned in the 
Grihya Siitras, it must have been in vogue from times 
much prior to the composition of those works.•• Weber 
also has expressed a similar opinion. On the whole, 
we may be justified in presuming that sept exogamy 
must have been introduced among the Indo-Aryans in 
Brahmai)a times, although no direct reference is made 
to it in the BrahmaJJa literature. 

As far as sapi1.1qa exogamy was concerned, Sata
patha Brahmai)a tells us that mitrriage might take place 
in the third generation or fourth generation. " From. 
one and the same person spring both the enjoyer (hus
band) and the enjoyed (wife); for now kinsfolk live sport
ing and rejoicing together, saying: 'in the third or fourth 
gt>neration we unite."" Macdonell and Keith are of 
opinion that this passage speaks of marriage in the third 
or fourth generation with the agnates. In this way a 
girl may be allowed to marry her paternal uncle's son!~ 
This interpretation is untenable on more than one ground. 
As we saw in the preceding paragraph, gotra exogamy 
is clearly enjoined in most of the Siitra works; and its 
beginning must be traced back to the Brahmal)a times, 
if not to an earlier period. Even in the J_\igveda times, 

40 " Recht und Sitte," p. 62. 
4o1 S. Brlihmalfa, 1-8-3-6; S. B. E. VoL XII. p. 238. 
42 V. Index, VoL I. p. 236 • 
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we have seen that marriage Was outside the family, and 
some generations of agnates were avoided in marriage. 
'!'here is one more objection that can be raised against 
the theory. Paternal lUlcle's son is called Bhratrivya 
in Vedic literature, and Bhratrivya in Sarhhita and 
Brfthmar.Ja times was a synonym for an enemy!' It is 
not, tl1erefore, probable, that a girl would like to marry 
her Dhriitrivya. Thus, the Satapatha passage sanctions 
marriat;e in the third or fourth generation not of the 
agnatl's but of the cognates only. Harisvamin, the 
commentator, observes that the Kal)vas allow inter
marriage in t.he third generation, and the Saurashtras 
in.tcrmarry in the fourth generation. But Harisvamin 
does not evidently refer to the third or fourth generation 
of the agnateR. 

Thus, it \\'ill be seen that a girl could marry with 
her cognates in t·he third or fourth generation till the 
days of t.he ::;l,tapat.ha Briihrnal)a; but later on, this 
limit· was gradually raised to five generations on the 
mother's side, and seven generations on the father's 
~<ide. But law·givers who flourished after the Christian 
era were not satinfled with. the mere raising of the limit 
of gt•m•rations to be avoided on the father's and mother's 
sitle. '!'hey aim at showing that even in ancient times 
flye genl'mtions on the mother's side and seven on the 
fatlu•r's side wore avoided in marriage. 'Ve have seen 
how A1mriirka di~torted the original te:!..'t of the Ri!!Veda 

ob 

Khila-l1ymn to prove this proposition. With later \\"riters 
marriage of Sublu\drii with Arjllla is a stock subject 
for nrgumt•ut. Sul,hndrii is well known in the Puriil)as 
ns the sist~r of Kri:ili~ta; and KlUlti, the mother of 
Arjunt\, ""as tl1e sister of Y asudeva, the father of Kri
shva n.ud Subhn.drii. Thus, in marrying Subhadra, ArjlUla 

(3 \'. Ju,\ox, Vol. II. p. 11(. • 
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married his maternal uncle's daughter. The enthu
siasts who wrote on Dharma after the Christian era 
would not tolerate this. Kumarila, the author of Tan
travartika, so argues on this point: "KrishTJa was the 
son of Devaki; Balarama of Rohi¢; and EkanariJsa was 
born of Yasoda. But the Harivamsa says that the se
venth Garbha of Devaki was transferred from her womb 
to RohiTJi at Yishi)u 's bidding by Nidra for fear of Kamsa, 
and became Balarama; that Nidra herself was directed 
by Vishi)u to be born of Y asoda as her daughter called 
EkanariJ§a; that Ekanam§a and KrishTJa (born of Devaki) 
were made to change places; that Devaki said to Kamsa 
that she gave birth to a daughter and that Vishi)u 
speaks of Balarii.ma as 'his' (Nija) arnsa and of Nidra 
as of his own family i.e. these two, though born of dif
ferent mothers, are still styled. 'his own' (Xija) by KrishDa. 
Therefore, Subhadrii, though spoken in the .Mahiibhiirata 
as the sister of Vasudeva, need not have been the real 
sister of Vasudeva KrishTJa. ·she was probably th.e 
daughter of the sister of Vasudeva's mother or she was 
the daughter's daughter ·of the sister of the father of 
Krishi)a's mother (step-mother Rohil)I). A maternal 
aunt's daughter may be called· a sister and is often so 
called. How would Krishi)a who gave e:ll'Pression to 
the lofty sentiments of the Bhagvat-Gita encourage a 
usage that is so sinful ~"44 I have purposely given this 
tedious quo~ation from Kumarila to show how later 
·writers t-ried their utmost to disprove the fact that the 
Indo-Aryans married in ancient times their cognatic 
relations in the third or fourth generation. To achieve 
this end, they would resort to any wild theory or they 
would adopt any tortuous interpretation. And, after 
all, what has been really proved by Kumarila? Follow
ing the analogy of the use of the word 'Nija' in the 

44 V)'l'vahii.ra-MaJ'lkha, edited by P. V. Kane, pp. 201, 202 • 
• 
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IIarivari1~a, he suggests that in the l'tlahUbhiirata Subhadrii 
may have been called Krislwa's sister only conventionally, 
This explanation, if it is worth that name, is certainly 
unconvin('ing. What is the use of quoting Harivamsa~ 
The Harivmi1~a does not declare-it does not even 
hint-that Subhadrfl was not the real sister of Krish~1a, 
but was a very distant kin. Neither the Harivamsa 
nor any other Purft~ta lends support to the speculative 
theory of Tc.ntraviirtika. 

In the Harivmh~a two more marriages with the cog
nates in the third and the fourth generation are men· 
tioned.•• Pradyunma, the son of KrishQa and Rukm.i.QI; 
was married to the daughter of Rukmi i.e. his maternal 
uncle. 'l'his was a marriage in the third generation. 

'l'rauyunma's son, Aniruddha, was married to Rochanii, 
a gmnd-tlrmghter of Rukmi. This was a. marriage in 
tbt> fourth generation. From Buddhistic literature also 
we find that marriage of cousins was not unusual. "The 
Ill!l.rria!'e of princess Vagirii "ith king Ajatl\Satru, the 
son of her father's sititer, is an illustration of the kind 
of marriage. l\1<1gha, a house-holder of l\1agadha, mar
ril'd his nmternal uncle's daughter named Sujiitii. 
Ananda was enamoured of the beauty of his father's 
sister's d:>ughter and \mnted to marry her".•• The l\Ia
]Jiivalil60 ~peaks of continuous cross-cousin marriages 
in t!te families of the Sakya kings.47 

Thus, although sept or gotra exogamy may have 
made its first appearance in the Brahmar.>a times, sap it:~<~ a 
I'Xogamy i.e. the rule of prohibited degrees does not 
st•om to htwe advmwl'd more than the avoidance of two 
gt'nl'rations of tile cognates. 

--~---------------------
(!) 1lt>riY1\Illia, ( publi.•h<'d by the Asiatic Society of Bengal}, 

67llt 6';2~. 6723. 
46 R. C. Law, in Indian Hi.«torin;l Quarterly, Yo!. IL pp. 56!, 5G5. 'i lllaMwailso, l'<lited by Turnonr, (1831), Yol. I. p. 9. _ 



CHAPTER II 

Ootra 
All sections and sub-sections of the Indo-Aryan 

race are now exogamous. Their exogamy has two as
pects. The first aspect prohibits marriage between per
sons related to each other within certain generations 
on the father's and mother's side; while the other as
pect of exogamy bars man-iage between members of 
the same sept. "\Ve shall first examine exogamy among 
the Brahmins who were and who have been the leaders 
and e)l:-ponents of the Indo-Aryan culture. The e..xo
gamous restrictions among the Brahmins which are 
very rigid are based upon gotra and pravara system. 
The hold of gotra on the mind of the Brahmin is so great 
that, although under the in:{luence of the western civi
lization he has either given up or relaxed many religious 
dogmas and social prejudices, he still devoutly follows 
the exogamous restrictions based on gotra and pravara. 
Even in this twentieth century, the slightest breach ot 
these restrictions is unthinkable. How deep-rooted are 
the prejudices of the people on. this point may be seen 
from the storm of protests that was raised in 1918 
against Mr. V.J. Patel's Bill to legalise sagotra marriage. 

No persons belonging to the same gotra and recit
ing the same pravara can be mated together. Such 
connection is considered incestuous; and the progeny 
born of such wedlock is considered Chiil.l~<lla or the 
pariah'. 

Tl\e common belief among the Brahmins is that 
persons belonging to the same gotra are born from a 
common ancestor, and the various pravaras attached 
to each gotra are also the names of very remote illus-

1 Yama Smriti, quoted in Pravara-Maiijarl, p. 7 . 
• 
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trious ancestors. They further believe that these divi
sions of gotra and pravara, and the exogamy, based there
on are very ancient. 

Both these beliefs, deep-rooted as they are, are erro
neous. '\Ve shall first try to see the origin and de'\--elop
mcnt of gotra and pravara. As the two ideas are 
inter-related, unless we thoroughly examine the gotra 
and pravara problem, the real nature of exogamy among 
the Brahmins cannot be properly understood. The 
subject has been passingly referred to by many oriental 
scholars; but it has never been as yet exhaustively 
disctwsed by any one. Mr. P. Chentsalrao has published 
a collection of Sanskrit tracts and treatises dealing 
with gotra and pravara in a work styled 'Gotraprava
ranibandhakadambam.' He has prepared a list of at 
least four thousand gotras, and as a book of reference, 
the work is invaluable for a student of the Brahmanical 
gotras and pravaras. Prof. Zi=er has discussed at 
son~e length the problem of the gotra and pravara in 
his '8tudi.-n Zur Geschichte Der Gotras.' lli. C.V. Yaidya 
has written an eJ<l>lanatory note on gotra and pravara 
in his 'History of Mediaeval Hindu India' Vol. II. A 
Nagpore antiquarian, Mr. KrishQa.~iistri Ghule, has also 
giwn a lucid and ingenious eJ<l>la.nation of the subject 
in the Chit.ramaya-Jagat, a Marathi Magazine, in the 
yc!\r 1923. Besides this, a paper on 'gotra and pravara 
Wlll their inddt'nce on marriage' was read by Pro
fessor K. Rnngacbari at the Oriental Conference, Madras. 
The paper has been since published in the proceedings 
of the tbird Oriental Conference, Madras, 1924. 

ft\r. Vaidya's Views regarding Ootra 
It will be convenient to open the discussion with 

wht\t· :IIr. Yaidya has to say on this subject: "Accord
ing to the latest view the gotra ~ishi is a son on rather a 
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descendant of one of the Seven 1;\ishis with the addition 
of the eighth Agastya who is outside the well-known 
Seven ~ishis of Baudhayana. According to Baudha~ 
yana's dictum the original Indo-Aryan families were 
considered to be eight, viz., 1. V:iSvamitra, 2. Jama
dagni, 3. Bharadvaja, 4. Gautama, 5. Atri, 6. Vasishtha, 
7. Kasyapa, and 8. Agastya. But an important Sloka 
in the 1\iahabhiirata takes us still further back, and 
states that originally there were four gotras only. 

"Mula-gotrii~Ji chatvari samu.tpannani Bhfirata 
Angiral;l Kasyapa~chaiva Vasishtho Bhrigurevacha". 

Santi P. 296. 

"These ancient four gotras, Angiras, Ka,<yapa, Vasish~ 
tha and Bhrigu are supported by the Pravaradhyayas 
also in several Siitras which always begin with Bhrigu 
Pravara. Now this shows that, when the first or Solar 
race Indo-;\..ryan invaders came to India, there were 
four family stocks, 1. Bhrigu, 2: Ai1giras, 3. K~yapa, 
and 4. V asishlha. They were the patriarchs--so to say 
the mind-born sons of the· Creator and they were pro~ 
genitors of all the three Aryan. classes. They in fact 
were not Brahmin ~ishis but Aryan.-~ishis." 

"Now Bhrigu's name does not appear in the Sap
tarshis; but that of his descendant Jamadagni does. 
So also .At1giras is substituted by his t\"l"o grandsons, 
Bharadvaja and Gautama. Therefore, in order to con
stit.ute the later eight stocks, we have to add Atri, ViS~ 
vamitra and Agastya. It is clear that Atri stock re
presents the second horde of Aryan invaders i.e. the 
Lunar Race Aryans, as the moon is looked upon as the 
son of Atri and Lunar Race Aryans have generally the 
Atri Gotra. Agastya is entirely a new addition; but it 
took place in Vedic times; for Agastya is a Vedic J;\ishi, 
\"l"hile V~vftmitra, an Indo-Aryan Kshatriya, became 

• 
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a Brahmin and a Pravara J.lishi by his austerities. ViSva
mitra was, therefore, a Solar Race Kshatriya stock, which 
became priest by his intelligence and his religious merits.•" 

I have taken this long quotation from Mr. Vaidya's 
work with the intention that his view point should be 
clearly made out and the discrepancies in his state
ments should be '\'ividly seen. He first states that the 
dt>scendants of the Seven J_{ishis and Agastya the eighth 
are the gotras. This definition is, hoWe¥er, a faulty 
one. Commentaries on the r.lahapravaradhyayas of the 
Siltra-writers mention the fact that Baudhayana based 
his definition on PiiQini's dictum: "A descendant being 
a grand-son or a still lower offspring is called a gotra. "" 
Baudhiiyana ha~, however, overlooked the real nature 
of PiiiJini's definition as well as its context. "While 
conuuenting on the definition of gotra as given by Bau
dhiiyana, Niiriiya!)a, a commentator on Asvaliiyana. 
Srauta Siitra, has rightly remarked that Pii!)ini's defi
nition is a technical one•. The conteA-t in which Pal)ini 
gives it supports Naraya!)a's propo~ition. The Sutras 
that immediately follow the above Sutra. are as follows: 
"But, when one in a line of descent beginning with a 
father (and reckoning upwards) is alive, the descendants 
of a grand-son or a stilllo\\•er descendant is called Yuvan.•" 
"When an elder brother is ali¥e, the younger brother 
get.s the title of 'Yuvan' being the descendant of grand
son."" "The living descendant of a grand-son etc. is 
optionally called a ' Yuvan ' \\'hen a more superior 
sapiD<Ja other than a brother is ali¥e.1 " By adopting 

ll "Hi•tory ofMediae<-al Hindu India", Vol. II. pp. 56, 57. 
3 l'ii!,Iini, 4-1-162; Vasu, p. 622. 
t A. 5. Sutra, p. 871. 
6 l'iii,lini, 4·1-163; Yasu, p. 623. 
6 , 4·1-1M; Vasn, p. 624. 
7 .. 4-1·165; Vasn, p. 6~t. • 
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Pal)ini's definition ior the explanation of the Brahma
nical gotra, Baudhayana virtually declares that the 
Seven l;{ishis and Agastya are not the gotras, while their 
descendants constitute the gotras, which is an anomaly 
as observed by the co=entator; because the Seven 
l;{ishis and Agastya are popularly lmown as gotras. In 
the verse, quoted by Mr. Vaidya from the Mahabharata, 
Angiras, Bhrigu, Ka.ryapa and Vasisbtha are themselves 
called the gotras. Thus, the two passages, one from 
Ba.udhiiyana and the other from the Mahabbarata, which 
1\Ir. Vaidya supposee as complementary, contradict each 
other. 

According to 1\Ir. Vaidya, Bhrigu, Angiras, Kas
yapa and Vasishtha are the four great· progenitors of 
the first three classes of the Indo-Acyans. He oonsi
ders them Aryan J.{ishis rather than Brahmin ];{ishis. 
:Mr. P. Chentsa.lrao also in his introduction to 'Gotra
pravaranibandhakadambam' has·. argued in favour' of 
the theory that the first three classes of the Indo
Aryans are the direct desc~u,dants of the Seven J_{ishis. 
Now, both the views are not supported by any autho
rity. The Si1tra-writers exhau;:;tively deal ·with the 
gotra.s of Brahmins; but as far as the Kshatriyas and 
VPisyas are concerned, they finish the matter within 
two or three Sutras. Kshatriyas and Vaisyas are re
commended to borrow the pravare.s and gotras of their 
priest~; or the Kshatriyas may repeat the stock prava
ra ' Manu, Ila and Pururavas,'; while the Vai~yas may 
recite the one pra.vara 'Vatsapri' or 'Bhalandana. The 
commentators of the Sutras ate of the same opinion 
and the commentators of Srnritis also affirm the same 
thing. \Vhether the Kshatriyas and VaiSya.s had their 
0\'1'11 gotras is an important question; and I have treat
ed it fully in the present Work later on. What concerns 
us for the present is that from the Sutras as well as 
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from their commentaries on which • Mr. Vaidya mainly 
relies, it does not at all follow that t-he whole of the Indo
Aryan race, consisting of the first three classes, sprang 
up from the great patriarchs. Mr. Vaidya, in declaring 
that Ehrigu, At>gir&s, Ka~yapa and Vasishtha were 
the progenitors of the first three classes, seems somewhat 
conscious at heart, th.&t at best these ~ishis were the 
progenitors of the Erahnlin caste and not of the other 
caHtes; because_ in the paffiage that I have just quoted 
from his work in full, he tells us that Vi:Svamitra was a 
Ksllatriya, and by his eusterities became a :Brahmin 
and a pravar& l_{ishi. What does this conversion of 
Visvftmitra really mean? It means clearly that the 
gotra or pravara l.{ishis, if at all, were the progenitors 
of tho Brahmin caste and not the other castes. If the 
three castes were born of t.he four patriarchs, Vi:Sva
mit.rn, a Ksltatriya, would not have been compelled to 
praeti~e am;terities to be declared a gotra or pravara 
l,li~hi. 

In Mr. Yaidya's opinion, Bhrigu, Ai>giras, Ka.4-
yapa ttnd Yasisltlha are the most ancient pP.triarchs
the mind-born sons of the Creator; while Agastya, Atri 
nnd Yi~Yiimit.ra are Inter additions. lie thinks that 
Atri WitS t,he last to come, and he represented Lunar 
Aryan hordes that deil'ated the Solar Aryans that had 
l're.·edt•d them. Now, all thl'se conclusions of 1\Ir. Vaidya 
are nwre spt•eulations. Agastya, c.ccording to Mr. Yaidya, 
i,; rather r!'t'l'llt, while Vasishtha is ancient. But, from 
the eYideiH'O of the l.tigvcda itself, this statement is 
di,provcd. Agastya and Ynsishtha were hom fimul
tanl'ouc>ly from tho seed of l\Iitra andY arul)a, and Agastya 
was t.he st•nior, because he came out of the upper por
tion of tlte 11ot in whit·h the seed was deposited•, and it 

8 l_\ig. Yll--33-13. l6 07 
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was .Agastya who introduced Vasishtha to the Tntsus• .. 
Thus, Agastya was not posterior to Vasishtha but was. 
his contemporary. The same thing can be proved about 
\·iSvamitra. The most important feature of Vasishtha's 
life, whom Mr. Vaidya considers much anterior to Yis
vamitra, was apparently his hostility to the latter'". 
The enmity between ViSvamitra and Vasishtha is pro
verbial; and it has proved the source of store of mytho
logical stories in the later epics and Puriii).as. In the 
sacrifice, performed by Hari.Schandra, Vasishtha was 
the Brahma and ViSvamitra was the Hotri" . .Atri whom 
l\1r. Vaidya considers the most recent is declared by 
Manu to be a contemporary of Vasishtha and a mind
born son of Brahma12

• The last recension of the JUaha
bharata, from which l\1r. Vaidya has quoted the verse· 
in question, chronologically comcides with the present 
V<lrsion of :Manu-Smriti; or rather it is later, because in 
the AnU.Siisana Parva in a chaptE:r on marriage, Manu 
is quoted by name and the nde of exogamy is attributed 
to him. Thus, Jlilr. Vaidya. i~ not justified in conclud
ing, solely on the authority of an isolated verse from 
the Mahabharata, that Atri repr~~ents the second horde. 
of the Aryans, and that he is the last addition to the 
old stock of the Indo-..A..ryans. If Mr. Vaidya does not 
consider Manu's evidence sufficiently trustWorthy, the 
same thing may be proved also from the J;tigveda.. One 
hundred and eightieth hymn of the first ma.I)<Ja!a of 
the };tigveda. is a. hymn composed by Aga.stya.. The 
authorship of Agastya. is not at all doubtful as far as 
the present hymn is concerned. Agastya's name as 
the composer of the hymn is mentioned in the eighth. 

9 ~ig. VII-33-10. 
10 V. Index, Vol. II. pp. 274,275. 
11 A. Briihmal}a, 7-16; Haug, p. 465. 
12 llfl>nu. I-35. 
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... ·crsc of the hymn. In the fourth verse of that hymn, 
Agastya mentions Atri by name and declares that "Atri 
turned the very Great into a sweet and cold thing like 
water." The hymn proves that Atri was not only a 
contemporary of Agastya, but was perhaps more an
cient than Agastya; and Agastya I have already pro
ved to be a contemporary of Vasishtha. The same con
clusion is confirmed by a hymn from the seventh maugala 
the reputed authors of which are Vasishtha and his 
sons. SarvanukramaQI which is the last word of authori
ty with 1\lr. Vaidya declares Vasishtha to be the composer 
-{){ the particular hymn, and in that hymn the composer 
says to A~vins that Atri was a great favourite with 
them". Thus, Atri must be either a contemporary of 
Ytlsi~<htha or even senior to Vasishlha. 

Out of the eight gotra ~ishis, :rtir. Vaidya thinks 
tht1.t At.ri was the sole representative of the Lunar Aryan 
mce. Nmv, as the Lunar Aryan race defeated the first 
horde of the Indo-Aryans of the Solar race, the second 
horde must be sufficiently strong in their numbers; other
wise they could not have triumv.hed over the Solar race 
Aryans, who by this t.ime must have settled down in 
the Jllains of the Plmjab and U.P., fortified themselves, 
.and must luwe made alliances with the natives of India.. 
Atri, therefore, must be the representative of the vast 
numbers of the second horde of the Indo-Aryans whom 
Mr. Ynidya is plealled to style Lunar race Aryans. Atri
gt\l~a or Atri-gotra nllly be, therefore, l'::.:pected to be 
Yl'ry wide and C).."f.ensive; but from t.he perusal of the 
I'r>WIIrftdhy;1yas of all Sfltra-writers, we find that Atri
g,wa is compr;mt.ively very small. Looking to the other 
:g>wns collectively, Atri-gar)a is almost nl'gligible. 

Anot.her qul'stion may be directed against :r.Ir. Yaidya. 
"1\n<'n the four original gotras developed into eight, 

13 }.{ig. Vll·6S.l>. • 
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why were the two miginal names of Bhrigu and Angiras 
dropped, and Jamadagui, the descendant of Bhrigu, 
and Gautama and Bharadvaja, the two grandsons of 
Angiras, were included in the list of the eight families? 
When did this change take place? What were the pe
culiar circumstances that \\ere responsible for this drop
ping of the two ancient patriarchs and substituting their 
grandsons and their descendants? There is another 
difficulty. Jamadagui is found to be a contemporary 
of both Yasistha and Yi-".iimitra. Jamadagui offi
ciated in the sacrifice of Har~chandra, and a constant 
feud was maintained betw·een Jamadagui and Y~va

mitra. So they must be contemporaries; and, as Yasish
tha and Yif.-vamitra are contemporaril:'s, Jama:lagni 
also must be allowed to be a contemporary of Yasishtha, 
the ancient patriarch. Bharadvaja is considered the 
~andson of Angiras by Mr. Vaidya, and Bharadvaja's 
name, according to him, was added to the old Jist· at 
some later date. But, here also, ·he is groping in the 
dark. Bhrigu, Angiras, KaSJ-apa and Yasishtha are 
the great patriarehs-th~ progenitors of the first three 
classes of the Indo-Aryans. So they must be all con
temporaries; and Bharadvaja was a grandson of Ai1giras, 
and as his name was added at a later date, he must have 
flourished some time after Vasishtha. But :from the 
Vedic literature we find that Bharadvaja \\'as the family 
priest of Divodasa'<, the father or grandfather of Sud,\sa 
-whose famous family priests w·ere alternately Yasishtha 
and v~vamitra. Thus, Bharadvaja was senior to Yasish
tha, at least by one or two generations. 

After the formation of the eight gotras at the close 
of the J.\igveda period, Mr. Yaidya proceeds, new gotras 
were formed after the names of the most illust.rious 

U T. »rlHunal_la, 15-3-7. 
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descendants of the Seven ~Ushis and Agastya. But, 
here also, one pertinent question may be put to :Mr. 
Vaidya. Para~urama, the son of Jamada.,ani, was the 
invincible hero of the Brahmins; stories are told that 
he extirpated the Kshatriyas twenty-one times; and 
still no gotra is current in his name. Similarly, no gotra 
is current in the name of Krishl)a Dvaipayana Vyasa, 
or the sage Durvasas. :Mr. Vaidya shall have to admit 
that all the three are sufficiently illustrious names; and 
the matter does not end there. According to Bau
dhiiyu.na, there are millions u.nd millions of gotras15

• Does 
1\Ir. Vuidya hope to prove that all these gotras are the 
direct illustrious descendants of the Se...-en J:tishis and 
Agastya? One who wants to establish the theory of 

.deseent must prove it. 1\lr. Vaidya absolutely produces 
no evidence to prove his statements. 

As regards the term 'Seven ~ishis,' what does it 
eX11ctly mean? We find different views regarding the 
'Sevon l.ti~hi~,' founded on different authorities. In 
t.ho l_{igveda tho word occurs twice16

• But we are not 
sure whet.her the seven stars, representing the Sa.ptarshi 
group or actual seven human personages are meant. 
Aeeording to 13nudhayana, the Saptarshis are Jamadagni, 
Yi~vamitm, Atri, Bharadvaja, Ga.utama, K~yapa and 
Ynsillh\ha. But., ac(>ording to the Viiyu PurilQa, the 
Seven l.{ishis are Bhrigu, 1\Iarlchi, Atri, Angira.s, Pulastya, 
Pulnh1l, Kmtu and Yasishtha. Thus, while enumerat
ing the Scvl'n I;i:iliis, the Vayu PuraQa has mentioned 
eight l,U.,;lJis, and all of them are described as the mind
hom sons of the Creator. In the first Adhyiiya of liianu
Smrit-i there are giwn ten mind-hom sons of Brahmii. 
An•ording to the PuriiQas, the Seven );tishis were derived 

15 Pravara-Maiijarl, p. 7. 
16 ~ig. X-82-2, X-109-4. 
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:from the different parts of the body of the Creator
Bhrigu from his skin, Mar!chi from his mind, and so on. 
Quite a wonderful description is given of the origin of 
.Bhrigu and At1giras in the Aitareya Brahma~1a. Pra
japati was enamoured of his daughter. The result of 
Prajapati's lust was the dropping of his semen which 
flew on the ground. The semen was heated by gods. 
The spark which blazed up first from Prajapati's semen 
was Aditya, the second spark became Bhrigu who was 
subsequently adopted by VaruQa; the coals of the semen 
were the Angiras, and the coals which were extinguished 
and blazed again became Brihaspati17

• What principally 
concerns us here is that the denotation of the word 'Sap
tarshi' is not constant, and their origin is a matter of 
speculation v.ith the various PuraQas and Brahma!)as. 

It may be contended against what has been said 
up to this time that, after all, mythology is myt.hology, 
and a critical accuracy and Mp.sistency, quite ('ss'ential 
in history, is not to be expected in the realm of mytho
logy. Nobody would di~agree with this view. l\Iytho
logy is mythology no doubt; but when a historian like 
l\Ir. Yaidya tries to establish :from the gotras an un
broken line of descent on the authority of mythology, 
it becomes necessary to examine mythology critically 
.and to prove that no historical deductions can be de
rived from it. I have tried to point out so far that even 
mythology has not been properly followed by l\'Ir. Vaidya. 
His theory, that originally there were only four gotras 
Vasish1ha, Bhrigu, Ka.~yapa and Angiras, and the four 
~{ishis were the progenitors of the first three claBses 
.Qf the Indo-Aryans, and Agastya was a later addition, 
.and Atri was the last addition to the gotras of the Indo
Aryans, is contradicted from all sides; and it cannot 

17 • A. Brahma\Ja, 3-34; Haug, pp. 219, 220. 
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stand. Now remains to see how the Mahiibhiirata pas
sage and Baudhayana's dictum are to be interpreted 
so that thoy should not contradict each other. In the 
?.1ahii bharata passage the word gotra means pravara, 
and I have tried hereafter to prove that different pra
vara.s are the difi'erent schools of rituals. Thus, what 
the 1\<lahiibhiirata quotation really means is that ori
ginally there were four schools of rituals, and later on 
they developed into many. In the Asvalayana Srauta. 
Slitra, the word ' samiinagotra ' has been rendered as 
'samiiniirsheya' i.e. samiina-pravara, by the commenta
tor Niiriiyal)a; and in the same way the author of Pravara
Maiijari has paraphrased the word 'sagotra', used by 
Baudhiiyana in his pravariidhyaya as 'samiinapravara'18

• 

Thus, the writer of the Mahiibhiirata has nothing to say 
about the origin of the first three classes of the Indo
Aryans; but he simply wants to say that originally there 
were only four schools of thought or rituals going under 
the names of Bhrigu, Angiras, Ka5yapa and Va.sishtha. 
Professor Zimmer would like to go still back. He argues 
that originally there was only one gotra, namely, the 
Bhriguat1giras (combined) and it was a synonym for 
the whole Brahmin class. Bhriguangiras are styled a.s 
gods in Vedic literature. They competed with the gods 
and ascended the heavens10

, 

Identity of Ootra and Surname 

Having so far discussed :Mr. Vaidya's views about 
got.ra, ll't us try to see what information we can have 
directly from Yedic literature. In the ~igveda, the 
word 'gotra' happens to occur sh: times; but nowhere 
it llll't\llS a family or family name. In four places it , ____________________________________________ _ 

18 I'nwara-"Maiijarl, p. 137. 

19 "Stutlion Zur Gcschichte Der Gotras", pp. 40, 41, 42: 
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means either a cloud, or a mountain'"; while, in two other 
places, it means a herd". Roth interpretes the word as 
cow's stall, while Geldner thinks that gotra means a 
herd22• We may infer that the word 'gotra' in the J;l.ig
veda times, though it did not imply the later sense 
of family, was slowly gathering around it the idea of 
a group. The word definitely came to mean a family 
in the Chhandogya Upanishad where Gautama question
ed Satyakama Jabala, a young boy who approached him 
for education, to what gotra he belonged'". Here, gotra 
exactly means a family name. \\ e may gather that 
between the ~igveda period and the period of the ChMn
dogya Upanishad, the word 'gotra' assumed its normal 
meaning i.e. family or family name, though it had not.h
ing to do with the artificial meaning that BaudM
yana attributed to it. Baudhayana himself declares 
that there are thousanas and millions and multi.: 
millions of gotras or family n~mes. Disregarding some 
details, we may say that the innumerable gotras or family 
names very nearly approached the surnames in the 
modem societies. The w~rd 'gotra' has been ufed as 
a synonym, for the surname jn the l\lahabhiirata2

' and 
in the Kautillya". · 

How did these millions and millions of gotras or 
'family names come into existence? In the beginning 
of the Vedic period we do not find any direct re
ference to these family names; while, in course of time 
they become innumerable. The reason is ob\·ious. 
As long as the population of a place is wry limited 

20 ~ig. Vl-17-2, IX-86-23, X-48-2, X-120-8. 
21 ~ig. VI-65-5, X-103-7. 
22 V. Index, Vol. I. p. 235. 
2 3 Chhando gya Upanishad, II -4. 
24 Adiparva, 75-10. 
'25 Kau\illya (Jolly's edition), III-I-19 . 
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and that small population also is cut off from the rest 
of the world, denotation of individuals is quite satis. 
factorily done by personal names. But, when the 
population increases, when isolation disappears·, and 
when the intercot:rse between man and man, province 
and province, becomes more intensive and extensive, 
personal names can no longer suffice tl1e needs of the 
society. Corporate life necessarily requires a fuller 
description to denote the same person; and that is done 
by adding the father's name to the son's name. Some.
times tl1e name of the locality is added. As time ro!Is 
on, the personal name of the father, sometimes unchang
ed, and sometimes with some variations, becomes the 
surname or gotra for tho descendants. In Englisll
'Joncs, Thomson, 'Williams, Richardson-auch sur
names are clf.'arly formed from the fathers' personal 
names. On f.'Xmuining the list of gotras we find a large 
number, lH•longing to the patronymic type. Some
t:me's the gotra is formulated from the unmodified 
patronymic name, but more oft<m with suitable changes 
in t.he body of tl1e word. Thus, from the patronymie 
name Kfll,l\'ll, we get t.he following gotras--l(aQva, K:u;wi, 
Kftr.•va and Kfl~IYflyana. Most of the known gotras of 
the ]mhmins fire P"tronymic in their origin. But, at 
the same t.ime, t.l1ere are several gotras referring to 
part.icular localit.y in which the person or persons Jived; 
j\IKt as G:1ndhflm (>l resident of the Gftndhflra province), 
l':likhflla (a r<'Sidont of Paikhala), Khfn.~<.Java, (a resident 
Qf the Khii1y.hwu. forest), Mat<>ya. (a re.Udent of 
l\l;; t."ya provin<'t' ), l\liilyn (a resident of l\!ala province), 
llloldhyam<>yn (a rl.'llidont of mid-land), Giii•gi (residing 
on the G:mgt•8.) Godayw1a (residing on the banka 
of tl1o Goda riwr), Snindhava (a rt'.'lident of Sindh), 
Yc.<yn (lh·in~ on the front~er), etc. Different occupa
tions of l'<'np!t•, ece!e3iast.ic or otherwi,;e, r.re re.;pbnsible 
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for several gotra-names such as Chhandoga (a singer 
of the Vedas), llleshapa (one who rears goats), Yajili.ka 
(the performer of a sacrifice), Yajnavaha (the leader of 
the sacrifice), Rota (a priest), Pracharya (a very learned 
teacher), Somapeya (a drinker of Soma), Somayaga 
(performer of the Soma sacrifice), Gayaka (a singer), 
Neta (a leader), Pachaka (a cook), Rajasevaka (a ser
vant of the king) etc. Finally, there are gotras, formed 
from nick-names such as Kiil)iikshi (having a blind eye). 
Kapimukha ( mo_nkey-faced ), lila una (dumb), Gardhabha 
(an ass), Gardhabhl-mukha (ass-faced), Mahodara (having 
a big belly), Uliika (an owl), Kami (lustful), Tanukarl)a 
(having small ears), Satha (a villain), 1\:ladhupa (a drink
er of honey), Yamaduta (a messenger of death), Gaura 
(white or fair-coloured), Kris@a (black-coloured), Jvari 
(feverish), Jimhasiinya (free from craft), Godveshi (a. 
hater of the cow), Tailake5i (having greasy hair) _etc. · 

From my investigations in ·1\lahiiriishlra, I have been 
as yet able to collect fourteen cases in the Brahmin com
munity where the surname of a person and the name 
of his gotra are identicaL These families still repeat 
the same pravaras, as they did in Siitrs times. The 
fourteen surnames are as follows :-

1 Para§ara Was a gotra ~ishi. At present Parii
sare is a surname current among the Brah
mins. The gotra of Parasare is Para§ara. 

2 Dattatreya is a gotra ~ishi. Datte is a sur
name among the Karhii~a Brahmins. The 
family belongs to Atri-gal)a. 

3 Gandhariiyal)a was a gotra ~ishi. He be
longed to the Bharadvaja-gaQa. Giindhiire 
is a surname among the Chitpiivan Brah
mins. The gotra of the family is Bharad
vaja. 
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4 l_{ishi is the name of a gotra belonging to 
the ViSvamitra-gai)a. J_{ishi is a surname 
among the De.~tha Brahmins, and the 
gotra of the family is ViSvamitra. 

5 Atri is a gotra J.lishi. Atre is a surname 
among the De8astha Brahmins. The gotra 
of the Atres is Atri 

6 Agasti is a gotra J_{ishi. Agasti is a surname 
among the Desastha Brahmins. The gotra 
of the family is Agastya. 

' 7 Chandratreya is a gotra l_{ishi Among the 
Sukla Yajurvedi Brahmins, Chandratreya 
is a surname. The gotra of the family 
is Chandratreya. 

8 Pii•ga is a gotra l_{ishi belonging to the Bharad
viija-gaQa. Pit•ge is a surname among 
the Karhii9a Brahmins, and the gotra of 
the family is· Bharadvaja. 

9 Paif•gala. was a gotra. J_{ishi belonging to Kevala 
At•giras-gaQa. Piilg!e is a surname among 
the De.-\astha Brahmins. Piilg!es belong 
to Kevala Angiras-ga.Qa. 

10 Srotriya is a gotra J_{ishi belonging to the 
Kevala Bhrigu-ga.Qa. Srotriya is a surname 
belonging to the De.-'astha Brahmins. Sro
triyas belong to Bhrigu-ga!)a. 

11 Kluu.uJa is the name of a gotra J.lisbi belong
ing to Ka,'yapa-ga!)a. Khii!)~ebr is a 
surname among the Karhiiga Brahmnis. 
The gotra of the family is Ka,'yapa. 

12 llaridra is a gotra.l_{ishi belonging to Kevala 
A.ngira.s-ga.Qa. Ha!dye or Ha!dyo is a 
surname among the ~iigii Brahmins . 

• 
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Ha!dyes belong to Kevala Aligiras-gaoa. As 
is apparent, both the words are derived 
from Haridra. 

13 Kau!')~il)ya is a gotra ~ishi belonging to 
Vasishtha---ga!')a. Kauo•Jioya is a surname 
among the Sarasva.ta Brahmins, and the 
gotra of the family is Kauo<Jioya. 

14 Ga.rga is a gotra J.tishi. Garge is a surname 
among the De:iastha Brahmins. The gotra 
of the family is Gargya. 

Among the Bhuinhar Brahmins of U.P. names 
of several Rishis are used as surnames 
even now, s~ch as Garga, Gautama, Sai;l
gilya, Pathaka, Kausika, Bharadvaja etc."" 

Thus, it will be seen that at one time gotra and sur
name were identical terms, 'and there is a rational ex
planation for the appearance of millions of different 
gotras in ancient India. Anipng the ancient Greeks 
and Romans, >'l-ith the rise of population and the growth 
of civilization and co=unication, the need of fuller . . 
connotation to denote a person was felt, ana we find 
such expressions as 'Dionysil)s the Tyrant' and 'So
crates, the son of Sophtonicus'; while the Romans had 
to go a step further, and a Roman citizen had a three
fold name as 'Marcus Tullius Cicero.' The first was 
the personal name, the second was t:h.e clan name, and 
the third was the surname. Among the Southern Slavs, 
a man was known as 'Jovo Petra (father) 1\larkova 
(grand-father) Jankovica (house community) Kovacevica 
(clan).'21 With the Norman conquest and the conse
quent social and political growth of England, surnames 

26 W. Crooke, VoL II. p. 68. 
27 Schrader, "Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan People," 

translated by .Jevons (1890), p. 397. 
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eame into use; and all of them are either patronymic, 
occupational, local or nick-names.•• 

The gotras, as explained in the last four para
graphs, have nothing to do with the idea of gotra as 
explained by Baudhiiyana. Baudhayana does not view 
gotra as an independent factor, but treats gotra as solely 
dependant upon pravaras. The current practice among 
the Brahmins is to determine the gotra on considering 
its accepted pravaras. So, we shall have to consider at 
this stage the problem of the pravaras; but it might 
he repeated with much propriety that the gotras, when 
they originated among the Brahmins, must have very 
much resembled the surnames of modern societies. 

In his article on 'Gotra' in the Encyclopa>dia of 
Religion and Ethics••, Dr. Fick has expressed the Gpinion 
that at least some of the Brahmanical gotras have a 
totemic origin, because they are named after animals or 
plants. By way of illustration he mentions certain gotras 
such as l\latsya (a fish), Aja (a goat), Ka§yapa (a tortoise), 
KauQ•JiQya (a mon:key), Kapi (a monkey) etc. It is 
true, no doubt, that a few of the Brahmanical gotras are 
named after plants and animals; but it does not at all 
follow from it that the Brahmanical gotras are totemic 
in their origin. In totemic septs, it is not the name of 
the sept tllllt counts; out the essential thing in totemism 
is the superstitious belief, held by each member of the 
S<'pt that he is intimately related to his totem. "The 
«>nnect ion bet\\'e<'n a man and his totem is mutually 
benefi.ct'nt; t.he totem protects the man, and the man 
shows his n>spcC't for the totem in various ways, by not 
killing it if it be an animal, and not cutting or gathering it 

28 Bard•l•y, "Our English Surnames," p. 8. 
29 Em-y. of Religi<>n and Ethi<:'S, Vol. 6 (1913), p. 3,';8 • 

• 
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if it be a plant80
." Gotras mentioned by Fick orany other 

Brahmanical gotras do not entertain any such super
stitious beliefs. Certain trees like the banyan, fig, pi pal 
etc., are no doubt worshipped in India, but the worship 
is not confined to any particular gotm or co mmunity. 
Certain trees are respected and worshipped from one 
corner of India to the other. The same may be said 
about the monkey-god Hanuman. Hanuman-worship is 
not the cult of any particular caste or community; but 
Hanuman is universally recognized as the representative 
deity of muscular strength. In the English society we 
:find such surnames as Bird, Bull, C.ane, Cock, Eagle, Hare, 
Heron, Lilley, Peach, RQSe, Silk, Wnale, Wolf etc.; but 
it will be certainly ridiculous to argue from these names 
that the English society is not free from totemic influ
ences. As I h&ve already mentioned, such family names 
are based upon nicknames;· and they have nothing to 
do with totemic superstitions. 

Before proceeding, we muSt try, if posaible, to :find 
some satisfactory reasons for the almost entire disappeat
ance, in the modern socie.t):, of the innumerable gotras-
the surn&mes of the Brahmins. One of the obvious 
reasons is the long intervening. period, covering at least 
three thousand years; but a more pot~t reason, I Yen
ture to suggest, for the elimination of the ancient Brah
manical surnames. As will be shown in the fourth chap
ter, innumerable gotras or surnames were grouped under 
ten heads on the basis of the pravaras, the most con
spicuous names being selected for the purpose. The 
ten gotras and their major subdivisions were covered 
in a spiritual glory and the rest of the innumerable gotras 
were subordinated to them. The Brahmin was taught 
to think of his spiritual gotra to the neglect of his in
dividual gotra or surname. In course of time, only 

30 Frazer, Vol I. pp. 3, !I. 
• 
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the sanctified few gotras remained, while the ordinary 
gotras or ancient surnames, a vast majority of which 
was patronymic, slowly disappeared from the field, 
and new surnames were introduced. Mr. Rajavade 
has shown that many family names or surnames, men
tioned in the Mahii bharata, are still current in the Mara
tho. community in Mahiirashka;81 but in that case, it is 
necessary to remember that there is no record of any 
artificial organization of the :r.Iaratha community in 
which a few patronymic surnames were given promi
nence and the rest were subordinated to them. 

31 "ltibasa &ilgraha," a Marathi Monthly 1\Iagazine, VoL II. 
4th issue, p. 22. 



CHAPTER ID 

PRAVARA 

Pravara as explained by the Siitra-writers 

What is a pravara! None of the various Kalpa
Sil.tra-writers has made any attempt to define the 
word precisely, though all of them have given exhaus
tive details of various pravaras. The commentators 
of the Siltras have tried to explain the subject as best 
as they could understand it. The sum total of the com
mentators' explanations of the pravaras may be best 
given in the words of Max 1\liiller: "When the fire is 
to be consecrated, Agni, Havye.vahana-the god who 
carries the libations to heavens must be invoked ........ . 
This invitation or invocation is called Pravara. Agni him
self or fire is called Arsheya-. the o:ffspring of the ~ish is, 
because the ~ishis first lighted him at their sacrifices. 
-He is the Hotri as well as t~e Adhvaryu among the 
gods. Like the Hotri and Adh-..·aryu priests, he is sup
posed to invite the gods to the sacrifice, and to carry 
himself the oblation to the- seat of the inunorte.ls. When 
a Brahmin, therefore, has his aw-n fire consecrated, he 
wishes to declare that he is as worthy as his ancestors. 
to offer sacrifice, and he invites Agni to carry his obla. 
tions to the gods, as he did for his ancestors. The 
names of these ancestors mum then be added to his 
invitation, and thus the invital!ion or imrocation of the 
ancestors came to be called Pravaras.'" 

.1.\Ir. Vaidya also, trying to prove that the pravara 
~ishis are the ancestors of the gotra ~ishis, so proceeds. 
with the pravara discussion. The study of the Pra
varadhyayas of several Sil.tras discloses the fact that 
pravara l;tishis are the ancestors in one's family, who 

1 Max MUller, pp. 198, 199 • 
• 
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composed the hymns of the ~igveda end who have prai&; 
ed Agni by those hymns. The sacrificer, in reciting the 
pravaras, is supposed to pray to Agni, 11nd to tell him. 
that he is the descendnnt of the ~ishis who have prais
ed him by their hymns in the 1,\igved&. J,\ishi, &S a 
nu.tter of fact, me&ns a composer of the ~{igveda hymns. 
A gotra l_{ishi mey be or may not be a composer of the 
I,ligvedf} hymns. Gotms are innumerable, but pra
w.ms are few ; beC!luse the number of the hymn-com
posers is a fixed one. The gotre ~{ishi is one of the pra
varu 1,{ ishis, or he is the descendr.nt of the prnvara 1,\ishis. 
ThP Si1tms declr.re that the Adh'li·aryu priest should_ 
redte the names of the pravara ~{ishis in the order of 
the ascent, while the IIotri is to recite them according: 
to the order of the descent.· 'l'his further means that 
gotrn and pravara indicate descent and not disciple
ship•. 

So, both :Max :Miiller end Mr. Vaidya are support
ers .of the theory that the pmvara system shovrs a re
gular and trustworthy descent. In his introduction 
to ' Gotrapravaranibandhr.kadambam,' l\lr. P. Cben
tsalrao also has expressed views similar to those of 
l\1r. Yuidya•. My own view is opposed to the theory of 
descent, and I cun see nothing more than formal dis
cipleship in the pravarns. 

I will no\\· turn to how the euthors of the Si1tras. 
and tlu•ir conunPntntors treat the subject. Satra is a 
kind of sacrifice, where ell the officiating priests sueces
siwly play the role of Yajumfine (sacrificer). It is in 
COIIlll.'ction with these Satrns that the Si1tra-writers 
deseribe the pnwarns. ThP second Si1tra of Apastamb~ 
in tbe praYnmkiiiJ<.la is ".\rshPymu Vrii:Jite." Kapar-

2 "History of Medioow.l Hinuu lndia ", Vol. II. pp. 57, 58. 
3 P. C'hentsalrao, introduction, p; I. 

• 
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disvamin, the coiD.IIientator, interpretes the Sutra in 
-two ways: (I) He tells his connection with the ];tishis; 
(2} He invokes the fire, the o:ffspring of the ~ishis, the 
sacrificer himself being a descendant of the same ~ishi'. 

Thus, it will be seen that the commentator is not 
sure as to which of the two senses is correct. Both 
-the senses cannot be true at one and the same time. 
-Subsequent St'itras of Apastamba clearly show that 
neither the Sutra-writer nor the commentator has any 
-definite idea as to the two words 'Arsheyam VriJJite'. 
Apastamba continues, "He chooses his Arsheya with 
:f;tisbis but neither ·with men nor gods. He chooses 
-three :f;tishis-the composers of Vedic hymns-the com
posers that may belong to his family. The Adhvaryu 
is to recite the Arsheyas in the order of· the ascent, and 
-the Hotri is to recite the pravaras in the order of the 
descent•." With such brief iritroduction the Sutra-writer 
proceeds to the details of the pravaras. 

Relying on the Sutra-writers, Mr. Vaidya main
tains that the sacrificer recites the names of those J;tishis 
who are his ancestors and :who composed the :f;tigveda 
hymns. Here, two things are. presumed, namely, that 
we possess the accurate knowledge as to who com
posed the :f;tigveda hymns, and further the sacrificer 
remembers his ancestry perfectly from almost imme
morial times. Both these things, being very important, 
·cannot be simply presumed. They must be proved 
by unquestionable evidence. For the first statement, 
there is at least a shadow of evidence; for the latter there 
is none. 

Untrustworthy Records of the Sarvanukrama~ I 
In the ~igveda itself we have very little positive 

·evidence to determine the authorship of different hymns. 
4 P. Chentsalrao, p. 302. 
li P., Chentsalrao, pp. 302, 303, 301. 
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It is very rare that the composer of the hymn directly 
mentions his name. In a collection of one thousand 
and odd hymns, there are less than one score csses 
where the composer's Il!lome is mentioned or can be in
ferred from the references in the hymn. Mr. Vaidya 
offers the evidence of the SarvanukramaQi of IGityayana 
to prove that the pravara ~ishis are the authors of the 
l~igvedu hyn,ns. He himself has compared the names 
of prav-ara ~ishis with the ll&mes in the Anukrama!)i, 
and he vouchsafes that they agree. It is a fuct, no doubt, 
that IGttyayana gives the ~ishi or the composer for 
each hymn, the metre of the hymn, as well as the deity 
or the subject matter of the hymn. Katyayana not 
only gives us the name of the ~isbi, but even his gotra 
or family name. The question, however, remains whe
ther the AnukmmaQi is a faithful record. Katyayana 
is a contemporary of A§valayana, the famous author 
of the Kalpa Sittra, and Macdonell bas shown that the 
mid&~ of the fourth century before Christ is the pro
bable date of Katyiiysna•. Thus, a considerable period 
passed betw('{'n the composition of the ~igveda hymns 
and the days of the Anukrama!)i. In the absence 
of any direct evidence to attribute a hymn to a parti
cular author, the very long time, that intervened bet
ween the ~igveda period and the Anukrama!)i period, 
mises a very strong presnmption against the correct
n«>ss of the statements, made by the Anukrama!)i. 

The autlwr of the Anui..."Tama!)i, having undertaken 
the task of supplying an author to each hymn, often 
finds hin1Self completely ignorant of facts; and then 
he has to resort to the im'"ention of fabulous authors 
of the hymns. Thus, Katyiiyana has been compelled 
to attribute the authorship_ of some of the hymns to 

ti •· l'rcf""" to the S.Uvanukmm"\}1 ", p. viii. • 
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.Agni, VaruQa, Soma, Speech, Prajapati, Parameshthi, 
Indra, Indral)i and so on. As it will be the height of 
-credulity to believe that all these authors were histo
rical personages, it very naturally follows that, where 
Katyayana was at a loss to put in any other suitable 
name, he has put forth manifestly fabulous persons. 
It may be argued that such doubtful cases, or rather 
·cases where Katyayana's infonnation amounts to almost 
nil, are very few;· and his other statements may be tr.ken 
.as correct. But this also will not stand, because Katyil
yana does not quote any reliable authority for his str.te
ments. In fact, he has nothing to fall back upon except 
the idle tradition of the BriihmaQa works. Often times 
Kfttyayana assigns the authorship to one man, and then 
doubting his own informatiop, supplements it by add
ing another m1me. Sometimes three and four n2.mes 
are given e,s joint authors7

• Again, from very anQient 
-days, disputes r,s to who composed a hymn and who gave 
publicity to it were going on. The dispute as to the rear 
authorslrip of certain hymns between Vftmadeva and 
VisvJmitra. is narrated in Aitareya Brahma.Qa8

• The hymns 
in question were the work of Visvamitra; but it was Va
madeva who gave publicity to the hymns; and so the 
latter was considered the composer of the hymns. The 
doubting mentality, which is betroyed by the author's 
mind when he suggests two, three or four nmues of com
posers, speaks very strongly aguinst the authenticity 
of the infornwtion supplied by the AnukrmnaT)L 

A stronger proof for the contention thd those in 
whose names the hymns str,nd l:<ccording to Anukr<.m~wi 

did not aetne.lly compose the hymns, lll>>y be offered. 
The whole of the seventh l\IaQgala of the l.{igvcda is 

7 .t;{ig. X-57, X-<2, X-179, X-181. 
8 -'- l\ral>m&\1&. 6-18; Haug, pp. 406, 407. 
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.attributed to Vasishtha and his sons. Thirty-third hymn 
in this MaQ•Ja!a which has been already referred to in 
the previous chapter is partly attributed to Vasishtha 
and partly to his sons. According to AnukramaQI, in 
the first nine verses Vasishtha praises his sons who form 
the deity of the verses, and in the remaining five verses 
the sons of Vasishtha are the seers or the composers, 
and Vasishtha is the deity of the verses; and what a. 
wonderful praise the sons have offered to their revered 
futlwr ! They graphicr.lly describe the &bsurd story of 
the seed of l\litra and Varul)a being deposited in the pot, 
and Yasishtha and Agastya coming out from it. As the 
story of V11sishtha's birth is a fable on the face of it, it 
follows that Yasishtha's sons were in the dark as to the 
origin of their father, and V asishtha who opens the hymn 
noJs his t~sscnt to the whole by praising his own sons 
in the first nine verses. The whole 11fiair-Vasishtha 
himself ignomnt of his origin, r.nd he and his sons both 
_glorying in that ignorance, and both recording it in a 
hymn-strikes wry strange to the ear, and if it leads 
to any inference, it is that the said hymn is neither the 
rom position of V a.sisht ha nor his sons. To quote one 
more instmu~c, in the fourth l\lai)<Ju!a Tmsadasyu is the 
~~mposer of hymn No. 42, according to the Anukramal)i. 
In it 'l'msad>t~yu is deduring that he himself, who is 
nothing short of a demi-god, and is vaJignt like Indm, was 
oiTt•rPd to his mother hy the Se,-cn l.lishis, while his father 
lay in imprisonment. Here ,Jsc, we are asked to believe 
that. 'l'm~>tdaRyu is adwrt.ising his very obscure descent, 
and is all the while Lm>sting of his greatness. 

What we can gat her from all this is that Katyayana 
!Hod no definite knowledge as to who were the respectiYe 
t•omposers of the hynms. In th9 absence of any his 
tori<·al information, it was really impossible for him to 
}lrt'pare a li:<t of the composers of the ~Ugveda• hymns. 
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Bu~ he did undertake the impossible task. Having com
mitted himself to supply a composer for each hymn, he 
had to fabricate names, and as has been already pointed 
out,-Yama, Varmu>, Soma,Vivasvan, Aditya--such names 
appear as the composers of hymns. Katyayana's cri
terion of determining the authorship of a hymn is 'Yasya 
Vlikyam sa ]:tishili. (He whose speech is in the hymn 
is the composer}. But the difficulty or the impossibility 
is how to determine whose vakya is the particular hymn. 
Often it happens that the authorship is offered to one 
whose name is found in the hymn in any connection what 
soever. The dictum has led in certain cases to strange 
results. Thus, in the famous conversation between Y ama. 
and Yam!, the verses embodying Yam.l's exhortations 
to Yama are attributed to ~he composer Yam!, \\'hile 
the verses that give us the firm reply made by Yr.ma are 
assigned to the oomposer Y ama. As is quite obvjous, 
the conversation between Yama· .and Yam! has been re
corded by some one else. But Katyayana, because of 
his ignorance of definite fa.cts and because of his dictum 
"Yasya Vakyam Sa ~ishil;l," has been compelled to put 
in the names of Yama and Yami as the composers of the 
respective verses. A similar anomaly is found in the 
ninty-fifth hymn of the tenth mal;lgala. The hymn re
cords the dialogue between Purii.ravas and Urvasl. Kat
yayana, according to his dictum, has to declare that Purli
ravas is the composer of some verses and Urvasl is the 
deity. As regards the remaining verses of the hymn, 
Urvasl is the composer and Purliravas is the deity. Thus, 
the authorship of the J:tigveda hymns, as described in 
the Sarvanukrama!)i, cannot be considered at all a faith
ful record. On the other hand, it would be reasonable 
to conclude that the author, trying to perform an impos
sible task, had deliberately to supplement his informa
tion by fiction. 
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Pravara Rishi is not necessarily a composer of the ~igveda 
· hymns 

The next question is, are all the pravara ~ishis, as 
enumerated in the pravara-Kai)gas, the authors of the 
J;tigveda hymns as recorded by the SarvanukramaQI ? 
This is a question of actual ~ference and not of argu
ment. In the Bhrigu gal.la, Apnavana, Anlipa, Mitra
yuvan, Sathara, Mathara etc. are the pravara ~ishis, 
but are not the authors of the ~igveda hymns. Simi
larly, in the Aflgiras gal.la, Aflgiras, Somarajaka, Prisha
dasva, Bida, Divodiisa, Karei)upala, Raghu, Saflkriti, 
Sail'lga, Saisiri, etc; in the ViSvamitra gaQa, Salat1kii yana, 
Kathaka, Krathaka, Devatarasa, Dhanaiijaya, Aja, Rohil;Ja, 
Vadhula, Udala, etc; in the Atri gal;lll, Plirvatithi, Pu

, trika, Sumaf1gala etc.; in the Ka8yapa gaQa, Sii.Qgilya; 
in the Va~ishtha. gaQa., MitravaruQa. and KUQQina; and 
in the Agastya gaQa., Sambavaha, Hemodaka., Piirr.la
miisa, Ilema.va.rcha, etc. are pravara };tishis; but the 
Anukranuwl does not recognize them as the mantrakrits 
<Jr the composers of the ~igveda hymns. 

So far two things have been proved; first, that the 
information, supplied by the Anul-ramaQI, is far from 
being trustw'orthy; and secondly, granting that it is trust
'1\"0rthy, the prav1ua l_tishis as given in different Siitras 
are not necessarily the authors of the Wgv·eda hymns; 
or mther \\'e may say that a !urge number of pranua 
}:{ishis are not the hyn\n composers. At the same time 
there are a lot of mantrakrits or hymn-composers who 
are not pra\"a.ras. Thus, the assertion of 1\lr. Vaidya that 
the pnwnra I,ti:>his are the composers of Vedic hymns 
cnnnot hold its ground. 

Ne:~.i; \\'e shall h•we to examine the second point of 
Mr. Yaidya, namely, that the pravara };tishis are the an
ce<>tors of the sacrificer. Max: Miiller and other o()rie.lta-
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lists are inclined to take a similar view of the problem, 
though perhaps they are not as emphatic in their state
ments as .l\lr. Yaidya. In such cases, where one makes 
a bold and comprehensive assertion, the burden of prov
ing that statement naturally must fall upon him. 1\Ir. 
Vaidya has, however, brought absolutely no evidence t(} 
prove such an important statement. He asserts and 
reasserts his statement, and expects his readers to be
lieve him. What may be considered as the evidence t(} 
prove that pravara system is based upon descent is 
nothing beyond two or three passages from Taittiriya 
Samhita and Satapatha Brah.m.aQa. All the Siitra-writers 
and their commentators have quoted from the Tait
tiriya Samhita: "He chooses one of a J?.ishi's family; 
verily he departs not from the connection; (and so it 
serves) for continuity. He. chooses, beginning at the 
further end, in order of descent; therefore the pitris
drink after men in order of des~ent, beginning at the fur
ther end0

." The second passage is from the Satapat~a 
BrahnUll;la : "He chooses from the remotest end down
wards; for it is from the r-emote end do"·mrards that a 
race is propogated. Thereby he also propitiates the Lord 
of Seniority. For, here, among men, the father comes 
first, then the son, and then the grandson. This is the rea
son why he chooses from the remotest end downwards'"." 
In these two passages the idea of descent may be traced 
by superficial observers, but as will be proved in the next 
chapter, the words, grandson, son and father, are used 
in the text only by way of illustration. They are not 
to be understood literally. 
Order of the Pravaras does not support tbe Theory of Descent 

By the examination of difierent pravaras, let us 
se.e whether they support the theory of descent. The 

9 T. Saruhita, ll-5-8; Keith, p. 198. 
10 S, BrahmaQa, 1-li-1-10; S. B. E. Vol. XII. pp. 133, 134. 
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pravaras, assigned to the KUJ),qina gotra, are V asishtha, 
Mitravaru1,1a and KUJ),gina. Here Mitravarul)a is the 
most senior, and KuQqina is the most junior. So, in 
KUI)<~ina gotra neither the order of the descent or ascent 
is followed. In Visvamitra gal)a, with Aghamarsha1,1a 
gotra, the pravaras are Visvamitra, Aghamarsha1,1a and 
KIL4ika. Here, Aghamarshal)a is the grandson of ViS
vftmitra, and no systematic arrangement is kept in ar
ranging the pravara names. Again in the same gal)a 
with the sub-division Ku.Sika, the pravaras are ViSva
m.itra, Devariita and Udala; and all these names belong 
to the descendants of Ku.Sika and not to the ascendants. 
Lohitas who also embrace the Vi:iviimitra gal)a have the 
two alternative pravaras, namely, 'Vi.-ivamitra, Ashtaka, 
Lohita' or 'Vi:ivamitra, Lohita Ashtaka'. Here we are 
at a loss to understand whether it is the order of des
cent or the order of ascent that is maintained. If we 
look to the Gautama gal)a, We shall be confronted with 
an anomaly which will dash to pieces the hypothesis 
that pravaras represent three successive generations. 
Wit.h the follO\ving four sub-divisions of Gautama gal)a 
namely, Uchatha, Viimadcva, Rahuga1,1a and Briha
duk1.ha, the opening pravara is Angiras. The closing 
pmv.m• is uniformly Gautama; while the intervening 
pravtlm in each case is Uchatha, Viimadeva, Rahu
gal,la and Brihadu1:tha in order. Here we are driven 
to the absurd conclllSion that, while Angiras is the com
mon anecstor if not the father of the four sons or gotras, 
G.mtama is the conuuon descendant or son of all the four 
p<'rsons, namely, Uchatha, Viimadeva, Rahugal)a and 
Brihaduk-tha or 'I.--ice versa. Besides, according to the 
theory of ascent or descent, the gotra ~ishi's name miLst 
appear £'ither at the beginning or at the end of the pra
vams. But, as in the present case, it can never appear 
miJ-way. The pravaras of the Bhiiradvaja gqtra are 
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:Bharadva j a, Brihaspati and .Ailgiras. l\1r. V aid ya has 
expressed the opinion that :Bharadvaja is the grandson 
of Angiras; and it follows that Brihaspati is the father 
of Bharadvaja. In Aitareya BrahmaJ;Ia we are, however, 
told that Brihaspati was not the son of .Ailgiras, but, 
so to say, was his brother, in as much as, both of them 
were born from the burnt sperm of Prajapati. Thus, 
Brihaspati and .Ailgiras represent the same generation. 
l\Iany such flagrant inaccuracies can be shown to 'lritiate 
the dictum that pravaras are based upon the line of des
cent. 

To prove blood relationship of the pravara J;tishis 
with the Yajamana is really an impossible task. Nara
ya:oa, the commentator of Asvalayana, is very frank 
on this point. The Sruti tells us, the commentator pro
ceeds, that one should recite "the names of his hymn-com
posing ancestors. That these J;tishis belong to one's 
family and among them the particular ones are the hymn
composers, is to be believed solely on the authority of 
Sruti and Smriti There is no direct· kno"·Iedge of it. 
reople remember what gotia they belong to. Thus, they 
say that they belong to Vatsa,":Bida or KaUl)q.il)ya gotra. 
:But nobody remembers ·or i.ridependently kno"·s what 
~ishis of his family composed Vedic hymns11

• Thus, 
in determining the pravaras or gotras, our sole guides 
are the authors of the Siitras. 1\ledhatithi, the famous 
-commentator of 1\lanu, has maintained the same sceptic 
.attitude about the connection between gotra and pra
vara J;tishis12

• 

Original Denotation of A.rsheya 
·we have discussed the pravara problem so fur as the 

Sii.tm-writers and their commentators have understood 
it. But the fact is that neither the Sii.tra-writers, nor 

11 A. S. Sutra, p. 873. 
1'? lledhatithi's commentary on "Manu. ffi-5 ". 
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their commentators, nor the modern writers who base 
their arguments upon them, have fully grasped the pro
blem. Among the difierent explanations of the word 
'Arsheya', one, offered by Mr. Ghule, seems to be con
vincing and rational on the whole; and I have found 
myself in complete agreement with his line of argument 
ou this point. In the BriihmaQas as well as the Siitra
works, the word 'Arsheya' has been used as synonymous 
with pravara, and the usual formula runs 'Arsh~yam 
Vril.>ite.' As we have already seen, Kapardisvamin, Apas
tamba's commentator, who is held in great reverence by 
Iuter writers, has given two interpretations of the formula. 
Two explanations cannot be correct at the same time. 
What does the formula really mean ? Kapardisvamin 
has assigned two alternative senses to 'vril)ite;' one is 're
cites' and the other is 'chooses or begs'".' Now, the root 
'vri' is nc\•er known to mean to 'recite.' The usual sense 
of the word is to beg or to select or to choose. Professor 
Eggeling, in his translation of Satapatha BriihmaQa, has 
interpreted the word as to 'call'; but in the foot-note 
he ndds that the literal meaning of the word is 'to choose".' 
The sense of reciting which is unsupported by any autho
rity has been suggested by Kapardisvamin alternatively, 
bcenusc he entertained doubt in his mind as to the exact 
interpretation of the word 'Arsheya.' And with the pro
per understanding of the word, the pravara problem 
is ellsily solved. Arsheya, originally an adjective, is 
used like a noun. Is it a noun in the masculine gender 
or is it a 110\ill in the neuter gender? Eggeling takes it 
to be a notm in the maseuline gender; but he thinks that 
others take it in the neuter gender, either as a noun or 
us un ndjcctive. When the w·ord is used in the accusa
tive singul!\r as is often done by several writers, we can-

13 P. Cht>ntlll\lmo, p. 302. 
H 8. B. E. Y ol. XIL p. 115. • 
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not make out the gender of the word as used by them. 
A5valayana16 uses the word in the masculine plural as 
Arsheyiin, while Katyayana16 and Sailkhyayana'7 Srauta 
Sutras use the word in the accusative plural as Arsheya:r;U. 
What is then the gender and the sense of the word ' Ar
sheya'? The commentator of Sankhyayana Siitra clearly 
states that Arsheyiil;li means the names of ~ishis, but 
the etymology of the word does not sanction this mean
ing. The word occurs only once in the :J;tigveda in the 
ninth Mal;l9ala and the verse runs thus :-

"Abhi: no arsha divya vasuni abhi vi8va piirthivii 
piiyamanal;!. 

Abhi yena dravil;lam asnavama abhi iirsheyam Jama-
d\lgnivannal;!." IX-95-51 · 

"~1llle thou art being purified, Oh, Soma, send down 
upon us the. wealth of Heaven and the wealth of the Earth. 
Send us down the Arsheya like that of Jamadagru by 
which we shall be able to enjoy wealth." Sayana ha~ 
interpreted 'Arsheya' as wealth that is worthy of the son 
of a ~ishi or a mantra· that is worthy of a :J;tishi. 
Here it will be seen that in spite of the alternative inter
pretations, givt-n by Sayana, the first is apparently pre
ferable. This further determines the gender of the word 
which, we ~y see, is neuter. This shows that in the :J;tig
veda times Arsheya was a thing for which the poet-s of 
tEe J;l.igveda h:rmns aspired, and while praying for tbe 
~rsheya, they qualified it by connecting thEir desired 
Arsheya with the name of some great sage. In the pre
~nt case, the composer of the hymn is asking for an 
Arsheya of the t)1>e which Jamadagni attained in for
mer d»ys. The termination 'vat' used after each pra-

15 A. S. Sutra, 1-3-1. 
16 Ka. s. Sutm, 3-2-7, 3-2-9. 
17 Si- S. Su tra, 1-H5. 
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rara name is very significant, and that termination, pro
Jerly understood, would lead to an easy and natural 
olution of the problem. Just as the hymn-composers 
;sked for an Arsheya, resembling that of some great sage, 
;o, the Vedic ·writers, while invoking the fire, or while 
:hoosing the Agni for their Hotri, mention the names of 
~eat l:_{ishis, and add the termination ' vat ' implying 
;hereby that they are following the great sages. The 
'ollow'ing passages from the l:_{igveda will show us how 
;he practice of invoking Agni or choosing him for the 
!Iotri after the fashion of great J;tishis was current in 
;he ~igveda times. 

1 Manushvat agne Angirasvat Af•giro Yayativat 
sadane pilrvavat 8uche 

Achchha Yahi avahii daivyam janam asadaya 
barhishi yakshi cha priyam I-31-17. 

2 Priyamedhavat Atrivat Jiitavedo Virlipavat 
Angirasvat Mahivrata Praska1;1vasya 5rudhi 

havam 1-45-3. 

3 Agne tava tyat ul..-thyam deveshu asti apyam 
Sa nab satto Manushvat a devan yakshi viduSh

taro vittam me asya rodasi I-105-13. 

4 Manushvat tvii ni dhirnahi Manushvat samidhi
mahi 

Agne l\lanushvat Angiro deviin devayate yaja 
V-21-l. 

J5 Evendriignibhyftm Pitrivannabraviyo Mandha
trivat Angirasvat avfichi 

Tridhiitunii Sarma1;1ii piitarnasmiin vayam syarna 
patayo myil;liim Vlll-40-12. 

~ Uta tva Bhriguvat suche Manushvat Agna 
iihutab • 
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Angirasvat havamahe VIIT-43-13. 

7 Yam tva janasa indhate Manushvat Aligi
rastama 

Agne sa bodhi me vachal;l VIII-43-27. 

In all these places, while invoking Agni or while 
establishing Agni or while requesting him to do some
thing, the poet quotes one, two or three names of J;lishis 
by way of standard of comparision. There are several 
more cases, where the termination ' vat ' has not been 
actually used; but words, meaning the same thing like 
Yatha, have been used18

• 

In course of time, the meaning of the word Arsheya 
was changed, and instead of meaning J.lishi's glory, it 
cnme to mean a ~ishi who had obtained such a glory. 
In Atharva Veda, the word 'Arsheya' loses its old sense 
and appears in its new meaning. "I invite again and 
again the Arsheya ~ishis i.e. "!;lishis who are the posses
sors of the Arsheya glory'"." Again, in connection \YitJ:t 
a barren cow, a curse is pronounced upon one who re
fuses to give such a cow to the Arsheya ~ishis asking 
for it'". The word appears three or four times in the 
Athan·a Veda."; but every time it is used in its new sense, 
namely, a sage endowed with Arsheya i.e. J.{ishl's glory. 

When the original meaning \\"as lost sight of, the for
mula 'Arsheyam V ~ite' was interpreted as the recita
tion of the names of the J.{ishis who had obtained that 
.~rsheya. And, even after the lapse of such a long time, 
the original meaning is betrayed by the termination 'vat' 
which is even now applied to each pravara ~ishi's name. 

18 Rig. \ill-5-25, VIJI-36-7, VIII-37-7, VIII-38-9, VIII-52-1 
etc. 

19 Athsrva Veda, 11-1-26. 
20 Ibid. 12-4-12. 
21 Ibid. 11-1-16, 11-1-25, 11-1-26, 12-4·12 • 

• 
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According to the present interprete.tion, no explanation 
can be given as to why the word Arsheya should be in 
the neuter gender, and why it should be in the singular 
number, as most of the writers have treated it. The 
~xplanation is to be sought in the verse already quoted. 
Arsheya, when it meant ~ishi's glory, was in th~ neuter 
gender. It was also singular. In asking for his Arsheya, 
the sacrificer chose such names of ~ishis as he pleased. 
and further begged that the Arsheya he sought shall be 
on the model of the Arsheya, attained by these ~ishis. 
When the number of Vedic rites and their scope increas
ed, this tendency of doing things, just as the ancients 
might have done them, also increased, and instee.d of 
asking for Arsheya of a particular ~ishi, when in a sacri
fice Agni was chosen Hotri, the sacrificer chose Agni a 
Uotri, just as the old l:jishis chose him. And, in the prac
tice of choosing Agni as a Hotri, just as the old sages 
lmd done, the formula 'Arsheyam Vril)ite' occurs in 
the. Taittiriya Samhitli22

; but evidently a chan~ in the 
dcnotation of the "·ord has taken place. The Arsheya, 
sought in the l_l.igwda times, is no longer in requisition. 
The old word i>~ still ret !lined; but, as in old de.ys, Vedic 
writers or sucrificcrs begged for Arsheya like that of 
su<'h and such a gm1t sgge, in Briihmal)a times sacrificers 
chose Agni, belonging to I~ ish is, Hotri. Just as the 
formula gn>W more and more popular, the original mean
ing was entirely oYerlooked, and Asheya came to nlean 
11 l.UNhi, _roS&>ssed of great po"·ers-Arsheya po"_!rs. So. 
finally, A~Yaliiyana has turned the ""ord into Arsheyiin 
~nd Kiityiiyana and Siit1khyiiyana have t""isted it into 
Arshcyiii.ri. The Siltra-"'riters do not seem to haYe any 
iJt>a of the original sense of Arsheya, while the "Titers 
of the Brulunar)a ""'rks, being nearer to the l:jig;eda 

• 
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times, have used the word in the neuter gender and in 
the singular number, just as we find it in the J;iiweda. 

Arsheya was a matter of selection in the beginning 
Thus far, it has been shown how the idea of choos

ing the Arsheyas or pravaras arose. One thing more 
may be emphasised with regard to this Arsheya selection. 
Just as in old times the poet sought the Arsheya of any 
particular ~ishi he liked, so in choosing Agni for Hotri, 
·the sacrificer had the fullest liberty to choose whatever 
ancient ~ishis he liked, for his standard of comparison. 
The very word 'pravara' from • vri' to select, is sugges-
tive of the free choice left to the sacrificer. In course 
of time, as it is quite natural, the free choice, exercised 
by each sacrificer, disappeared; and the whole work be
came stereo-typed. Among the Brahmins, there are 
hundreds of religious sects, based upon certain ceremo
nial dogmas, although the ceremonials themsekes have 
fallen long since into disuse. But it may be very easily 
seen that, when Vedic rituals were in full swing, each 
Sakha or sect had a practical meaning, and naturally 
enough, each individual liad the right of n-ee selection, 
regarding what Sakha or school"he should belong to. In 
the matter of pravara-selection also, a man could exercise 
the same right. 

That there v:as a free selection of pravaras at one 
·time may be seen from the fact that Apastamba as ""ell 
as his commentators have referred to a quotation from 
the Sruti03

• 

"Ekam vrii;Ute, dvau vrii;Ute, trin vrii;llte, na chaturo 
vriJ)ite, na panchati vriJ)Ite." Here the sacrificer has 
been allowed to choose one pravara or two or three, but 
not four and not more than five. Apastamba does not 

.support this view; but the existence of such a Sruti and 

23 l'. Chentsalrao, p. 303 • 
• 
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its mention in the Apastamba Sii.tra beyond doubt prove 
that the practice of choosing one pravara was once cur
rent among the Brahmins. As Apastamba has thought 
it necessary to introduce a Sii.tra in his work perta,ining 
to the practice of choosing one or two pravaras, we may 
be justified in inferring that even in Apastamba's days, 
some people chose only one or two pravaras. The 1\Hma
riJsakas maintain that the selection of one pravara and 
two pravaras is only an anuvfida; while the vidhi or the 
proper course is the selection of three pravaras... But 
-one may see that the later view of the Mimamsakas can
not disprove the proposition that at one time the sacri
ficer had the option of selecting one, two or three pravaras. 
The quotation given by Apastamba further proves the 
development of the idea of pravara-selection. Begin
ning with the selection of one pravara, some enthusiasts 
went to the extent of choosing an indefinite number of 
prav'"!lras; so the Sruti injunction against the selection 
-of more than five pravaras. 

24 P. Chcntsalmo, p. 187. 



CHAPTER IV 

Connection between uotra and Pravara 
With the explanation of the prava.ras, given in 

the previous chapter, it will be now convenient to see 
the connection between the gotras and pravaras. While 
discussing the gotra problem, I have shown that origi
nally the word gotra had no religious sanctity about 
it. With the appearance of intense social life among 
the Indo-Aryans gradually arose thousands and mil
lions of surnames styled gotras; and we have seen that 
there is nothing unnatural in it. Almost all societies 
of ancient and modern times have felt the necessity of 
introducing surnames. By a detailed analysis of the 
names of different gotras I have shown that the gotras of 
Brahmins are patronymic, matronymic, professional or 
local in their origin; while a few gotras are. clearly based 
upon nicknames. In short, the old word gotra must not be 
confused with the gotra as undei:stood and illustrated by 
Baudhiiyana in later times. Two things are noteworthy 
about Baudhayana's definition of gotra. He framed 
it after the Piil)ini's dictum 'Apatyam Pautra.-Prabhriti 
Gotram.' Secondly, gotra does not appear to Baudhii
yana's mind as an independent institution, but he 
considers it entirely dependent upon pravara.s. 

Thousands and millions of gotras are divided into 
ten main groups or gal)as according to Baudhiiyana1

• 

It is the principal pravara that determines each group. 
In other words we may say that, according to Baudhii
yana, though the ordinary gotras or surnames were 
innumerable, the spiritual gotra groups, based upon 
the pravaras, recited by each family or gotra, were ten 
only. In following the discussion of the gotra and pra.-

1 Pravara-Maiijarl, pp. 11, 12 . 
• 
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vara problems, one must not lose sight of this funda
mental diiierence between gotra in its narrow sense 
and gotra in its spiritual or technical sense. The word 
'gotra' is almost invariably used in its spiritual or tech
nical sense by the Siltra-writers and Smriti-writers. 
Out of the ten spiritual divisions, seven divisions are 
attached to the Seven ~ishis, the eighth division belongs 
to Agastya, while the ninth and the tenth divisions 
belong to Kevala Angiras and Kevsla Bhrigu. I 
will consider later on what is meant by the prefix Kevala 
attached to the two divisions AI'lgiras and Bhrigu. But, 
before that, one important question arises. At what 
time were the innumerable gotras grouped together on 
the basis of the pravaras? Is it Baudhiiyana who did 

. it? Or are we to trace such grouping to more ancient 
times? 

In the J;!.igveda, as we have already seen, the rigid 
gotra and pravara system did not exist. The word 
'gotra' was slowly gathering round itself the sense of 
a family. But, it seems, that in the l;{igveda period 
different schools of rituals were either already formed 
or were in the process of formation. We often find 
in the l.{ig\·eda such phrases as Vasist.hal;!, Kanviil;l etc. 
They are either family names or names of diiierent schools 
(){ rituals. That gotras and pravaras are not very ancient 
may he seen from the fact that in the very comprehen
si,·e ritlu•ls of the Vedic sacrifices very little import
nnt·e is uttached to gotras and pravaras. Such occa
sions, when the form of a ritual is determined accord
ing to the particular school to which the sacrificer be
longs, are \"ery few in number. One such occasion is 
the sclt•dion of .\pri Yerses. Apris are the propitiatory 
hynms at the animo\! sacrifice. By means of .. -\: pris cer
tain minor divinities are in\·ited and they are satisfied 
~hie fly with butter.. The first BrahmaQa wor~ where 
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the Apris are mentioned is the Aitareya Brahmal)a in 
which occurs the sentence, 'He ought to repeat such 
Apr! verses as are traceable to a ~ishi2.' Now, in the 
BrahmaQa works, the various schools of ~ishis have not 
been mentioned. But a verse has been quoted from 
Saunaka by NarayaQa, the commentator of &<vala
yana, where the ten Apri hymns are assigned to ten dif
ferent gotras Kaova, Ailgiras, Agastya, Sunaka ViS
vamitra, Atri, Vasishtha, Kasyapa, Vadhrya5va and 
Bhrigu. Certain gotras must invoke Taniinapat, while 
others must choose, instead of this deity, the Narasarilsa 
deity. This has been made clear by &<valayana in his 
Srauta-Siitra•. Narasmilsa is the special deity of Vasi
shtha, Sunaka, Atri and Vadhrya5va, while others 
worship Taniinapat. Here, we will notice one thing 
clearly, namely, ·the choosing of Apri verses depended 
upon a gaQa or a group to which a person belonged; 
but the gaQas that are mentioned in connection· with 
the choosing of Apri:s are not the same as the gai;Jas QI" 

groups given in the pravara-Kao<)as of the Sutra-writers. 
In determining the order· of the Apri verses, Kai;Jva, 
Sunaka and Vadhryasva are· counted as independent 
gaoas; while in later times, Vadhryasva and Sunaka 
are grouped under Kevala Bhrigu; and KaQva, in later 
grouping, is counted among the Angirasas. Thus, we 
may see that though from the days of the Sutra-writers, 
there has been no change made in the various gaJ:JaS 
and their constituent sub-gotras, the gotras were grouped 
at one time under different gaQas. This is quite naturaL 
When Vedic rituals were in full practice, and when 
Brahmanic Iores and their dogmas were a living force, 
different gotras would determine for themselves to 
which group they should belong. 

2 A. Brii.hmaQa, 2-4 ; Haug, p. 83. 
3 A. S. Siltra, 1-5-21. 
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In Taittiriya BrahmaQa every person is required 
to perform the Agnyii.dhiina with due attention to his 
separate deity. Then Bhrigus and Angirasas are r~ 
commended to perform their Adhiina with the Mantra. 
'Bhrigil~am Tvangirasii.m Vratapate,' while other Brah
mins are to perform the Adhana with the Mantra 'Adi
tyii.nii.m Tva Deviinam4.' Here also, groups based upon 
Vedic rituals are indicated; but to cut the matter short 
only three groups are made-Bhrigu, Atlgiras and other 
Brahmin families combined. Prof. Zimmer is of opi
nion that the Bhriguangiras was one group and the old
est group•. The different Apri hymns, depending upon 
different gaJ:laS, are given in the Sutra works and Briih
ma~m works; but going back still further to Yajurveda, 
where the procedure of the Daclapii.mamiisa and the 
animal sacrifice is given, different A pris for different 
g101)as are not mentioned; but one Apri is mentioned for 
all". So, we m>lY reasonr.bly infer that the groups or gal)as, 
each· consi~ting of sev·eral sub-gotras, cannot be traced 
in the Y ajurved<~. 

Thus, the grouping of gotras under certain heads 
which we fail to find in Yajurveda was originally made 
in the days of Brfthmar.UJ.s and we find it almost stereo
typed in Si1tra works. On \\'hat lines were these groups 
formed? Were they quite arbitrary or had they some 
basis ? It has been already pointed out that each 
saerificer on every important occasion of worship in
\'okl'd the names of ancient J:l.ishis, and tried to perform 
the rituals just as the aneients had done. This was 
alright as long M the sacrifice or fire-worship was an 
indh·idual duty; but, when sacrifice developed into a 

i 'l'ai, Br:lhma\>a. 1-1-4-8. 
I} "Studit•u Zur Gt••chichte D~r Gotras", p. 43. 
lj T. S.uhhit!'t, lll-1-3; Keith, p. 225. 
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science, it took a collective form, and Satras or communal 
sacrifices began to get popular; and this happened when 
individual fire-worship declined. With the introduc
tion of Satras it became both necessary and convenient 
for the priest-craft to group all Brahmin families under 
certain heads. And what were the heads that they 
selected? The ten gai)as or groups are formed by the 
usual Seven );tishis and Agastya, Bhrigu and Angiras. 
The ten divisions that were formed on the occasion of 
the Apri-selection differ from the groups or gaQas ap
pearing in the Siitra works. This will show us how 
the grouping process was going on for some time; and 
the latest and the revised edition of the grouping is the 
<me recorded by the authors of the Siitras. On exa
mining the individual );tishis who formed the ten gaQas, 
we notice that Vb<vamitra, Atri, Bharadvaja and Va
sishtha are the reputed editors of the four MaQ<Jalas 
of the ];tigveda. They are ID!!mbers of the Saptarshi 
group at the same time. So they possess a double im~ 
portance. With regard .t~ Kasyapa, the old Puriii)ic 
traditions go so far as to declare that the whole of the 
world originated from Kasyap~. In fact, he is identi
fied with Prajapati. Gautama is a member of the 
Saptarshi group, while his follower or descendant Viima
deva is the editor of the fourth :MaQ.~ala of the ~ig¥eda. 
Agastya is, no doubt, beyond the pale of Saptarshis. But 
he appears in the ~ig¥eda as an important personality 
on the whole. KaQva, Sunaka and Vadhrya-iv"a \\""ere 
considered independent gaQas in the selection of Apri 
hymns. But they could not hold their ground in later 
tinles; and they were coerced down under the Bhrigu 
and Ailgiras gar;u~s. Thus, it will be seen, how in form
ing the groups, the priestly class was careful enough to 
select the most hallowed names . 

• 
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It will he interesting to follow the conception of 
aptarshis prevalent. at different times. While dis
l!Rsing the gotra problem, we have seen that the term 
1 not understood by all to mean the same persons. Whe
IJ.er such seven individuals, forming the group, ever did 
xist is a question that cannot be definitely answered. 
~ut one thing is certain that even in the l~igveda thnes, 
IJ.e group of Seven l~iohis had become a popular term, 
epresenting great antiquity and probably suggesting 
ome indefinite idea or individuals. In the J:tigveda 
.ays Tmsadasyu was considered a demi-god. That Tra
adasyu was the fruit of the favour of the Saptarshis. 
~he composer of the hyn\n styles the Seven J:tishis as 
.is Pitris-foref,~thers7• So, the idea of the Saptarshi 
;roup is very an,cient. At what time the human Sap
arshis, either imaginary or real, came to be identified 
vith the Ursa l\Iajor in the skies is uncertain. Sata
mtha Brillunal)a states that the constellation now· call
•d the Snptarshis was once recognized as Seven Bears•. 
rhus, tho seven ltishis \Vere identified with the constel
ation Ursa Major in later times, the exact period be-. 
ng unknow·n even to the writer of the S>~.tapatha Brah
na~u\. 

'fhe nwuber seven has a peculiar fascination for 
he Aryan mind. 'l'he following Vedic verse will show 
1ow· popuh\r is the number 'seven.' "Oh, fire, seven 
~llllidluis are offered to thee; thou hast seven tongues; 
1,\i~his are seven; you h>~.ve seven names; seven hotris 
,,·orship you in se\·en "'ays or seven places; so, Oh, fire, 
[ill ,,·ith ghee all thy sev·en origins!" 'l'he se•·en senses 
Jf the hunum hotly are considered as identical with the 

7 ~ig. IV-4:!. 
8 S. Br:ihmal)a, 2-1-2-4; S.. B. E. Vol. XII. p. 2S3. 
9 T. s .. ·i>hit\, IV -6-5-5. 

• 
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Seven ~ishis in Brihat AraQyaka Upanishad10
• In 

Vedic geography we get seven rivers, while PuraQic
geographers have recorded seven islands, seven prin
cipal mountains and seven seas. The popularity of 
the number seven as well as the remote antiquity of 
the Seven J.lishis led the Brahmins to group the gotras 
principally under these seven heads. Agastya, though. 
not a n~ember of the Saptarshi group, had a very influ
ential school, and as he could not be brought Uil.der 
any one of the seven schools, his school was recognized 
as an independent eighth division. 

Kevala Ailgiras and Kevala Bh~igu Oroups 
With regard to the remaining two gai)as, namely, 

the Kevala Bhrigu and Kevala Angiras, it is to be ob
served that they are to be distinguished from Aflgiras 
proper and proper Bhrigu. The exact significance of 
the tenn 'Kevala' has been nowhere made clear. From 
the examination of the names. of the pravara ~ishis., 
connected with the KeYala Angiras and Kevala Bhrigu 
groups, we find that beyorid the two names of Bhrigu 
and Aflgiras, all other pravaras such as Mnndhntri, Am
barisha, Yuvanasva, Kutsa, 'I'rasadasyn etc., are the 
names of famous K&hatriya kings. Gotras, belonging 
to Kevala Angiras gai)a, are six in number, namely, 
Rathitara, Mudgala, Vish!)uvriddha, Harita, Ka!)va and 
Sankriti ; while the Kevala Bhrigns are Vitahavya, 
Sunaka, :tllitrayn and Vena. Not only the pravara 
J.lishis of these gotras are illustrious Kshatriya kings, 
recmded in the Pura1;1as, but almost in all cases, 
Puriii)as explicitly tell us that all these families were 
originally. Kshatriyas, but later on they were admitted 
to Brahmin community. These converts have been 

lC •Brihat Ar~yak& L' panishad, 2-2-2. 

" . 
. • ~· .,.·-
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styled l•y the PuriiQas as 'Kshatropetal;l Dvijatayal;l'll. 

As is admitted on all hands, in the early J;tigv-eda 
tim~s the four ·rigid castes were not formed, although 
there is e\•ery possibility that there Were four classes, 
engagecl in four different pursuits. Castes, if they exist
e.d, were not probably hereditary. Thus, Kakshivat, 
though of \'cry obscure origin, could rise to the highest 
position in the priestly class••. As we have already seen, 
V u;sishtlm and Agastya also had a questionable origin. 
Gm<hmlly the priest craft became heredillary in certain 
familil's. l rn\\·ever, it was probably open for the Ksha
triyas a1Hl Y>li~yas to enter the order of Brahmins and 
viec wr"1. .\ ~itdra, named Kavasha, was admitted 
tv Bmhmanie fold"'. While Vi.~vamitra 's supreme effort 
1\nd hi:< sueeessful entry among the Bra.luuins is a. mat
t.t•r thut lms been very exhaustively treated in the Pur
:1l.ms. Vi,<vamitra was, no doubt, admitted to the Brah
min h!.l; but (or a long time he was not completely 
merl!:<'<l am<>nl!: the orthodox Brahmins. In the Aitareya 
.Bralmllll,la he has been addressed by Sunal;t-sepa, 'Oh, 
Haj~eputn1 -Oh, Prince."' So it appears that, though 
Vi,<,·;lmitm ,,·as allowed to act as a priest, it was some 
time aftPr that he was recognized a. full-fledged Brahmin. 
Hut \'i,<,·,-unitm's linal merging among the Brahmins 
W;~s "" t'Hl in• that aften\·,Hds a. separate gaQa or group 
of gotms was fonn<'<l in his name. The other Kshatriya 
Lnnilit•s I hat \\'!'re somehow or other a.IIO\\"ed to rise to 
Hmhmani><H~ \\·1·re treated less courteously. They were 
nut alltnwd tn fmm a separate school like YEv.1mitra; 
lout t lwy W<'r<' yoked to two ,·ery ancient schools, Bhrigu 

11 \'i-ll\ltt l'ur;'t\13, llook [\'. l'hapt. XIX. (~"! 
1~ )[ax l!Ullt•r, p. :l\l. - -

I:l A. l\r:lhnll\\\3, 2-19; llaug, p. 113. 
H A. llr.ihm&\la, 7·11 ; H"ug, p. 46\l. 
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and Angiras. But, to distinguish them from other or
thodox Bhr:igus and Angirasas, they were qualified 
with the prefix Kevala. The grouping of newly con
verted families under Kevala Bhrigu and Kevala Ai1giras 
ga.I;~as must have taken place in late: times. This can 
be inferred from the fact that, among the divisions of 
gotras, made for the Apris, Sunaka, Vadhryasva and 
KaQ.va appear as independent divisions, and are not 
classed under the Bhrigu and Angiras groups. Or it 
may be that these newly converted Kshatriya families 
were rather refractory to the orthodox Brahmin orga
nization; and it was by degrees that they were brought 
under the fold of Bhrigu and Angiras. There is another 
reason why the Kshatriyas, turned into Brahmins, 
were classed under Bhrigu gaJJa. Bhrigus are well kno\\11 
for their chaplainship of the Kshatriya kings". What
ever it might be, the word _'Kevala' prefixed t<;> the 
llh:rigus and Angirasas was a significant one. It suggest
ed that the classification was an artificial one and thus, 
though Yrtahavya, Sunaka, Vena and lllitrayu all be
long to Bhr:igu gal)a, they -can intermarry. This is 
clearly against the general rule of pravaras. But the 
fact is that, though all the four gotras are called Bhrigus, 
they are really independent groups; and for the sake of 
formality, they are classed under the Bhrigu gal)a. In 
the same way, Rathltara, Vishl}.uvriddha, Harita, Sail
kriti and KaQva are styled as Kevala Ai1girasas in order 
to show that their belonging to the same Aligiras gat_~a. 
is only a matter of form, and really means nothing. For 
all practical purposes the six gotras are quite indepen
dent of each other and can intermarry. 

One more noteworthy feature ahout the Kevala 
Angiras and Kevala Bhrigu is that, though the really 

Hi Mabh. Anusasana. Parva, 91-2. 
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independent ten groups were brought under Bhrigu 
azul Af1giras, some of them still remained stubliorn, and 
would not accept the new school that was somehow forced 
upon them. Thus, Sunakas who v:ere now called Ke
val•• Bhrigu and who for A prl purposes formed an in
dependent school, still refused to accept Bhrigu as their 
dosing pravara. Thus, some Sunakas recite only one 
pra\'ara; and that is Sunaka and not Bhrigu. The same 
iH equally true of Vadhryasva. Vadhryasva was an in
dependent gaQa for the Apri selection. In later days 
the gar.1a was known as llitrayu gaJ;Ja and was subordL 
nu.ted to the Bhrigu. But, while some members of the 
\" adhrya.~va ga~1a became amenable to their new teachers, 
others refused and maintained only one pravara Vadh
rya.~va. With regard to Kevala A.ngiras ga~;m, the Mud
g!>la group deserves our notice. Mudgala, according 
to Baudhayana, though not according to ASva.liiyana, 
was an independent gaQa for Apri divisions. When after
Wa.I~Is brought under the Angiras ga.Qa, they maintained 
their" alternative pravaras, 'At1giras, Bharmya.Sva and 
lll•mdgalya' and "l'urkshya, BhiirmyaSva and Maud
galya.' Thus, some of the Mudgalas did not identify 
t lwmschres w itl1 the Angiras ga.Qa. 

Before considering the different aspects of gotra or
gani7.ution, I would like to point out that under the gotra 
syhil'lll n\cmbers of a particular gotra were not necessa
rily expeett>d to study a particular Veda. Dr. Fick, on the 
authority of a 'gotrii"rnli,' published at Benares, has ex
pl-.:s:<ed the opinion that each gotra had to study a. par
til"ular Yl'tl~>16• But, from a. study of the Brahmanical 
got m~, spn•ad nil oYer India, we find that there are a. lot 
of gntras, henring the same name, hut studying different 
Y e..il\S and belonging to different Sakhiis. 

111 "Ency. of Rdigion and Ethics," \"ol. 6(1913), p. :156. 
• 
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Possibility of Changing the Pravara Oroup i. e. 
the Spiritual Ootra 

A careful study of the two gaoas, Kevala At1giras 
and Kevala Bhrigu, will be sufficient to bring to our 
mind how the various groups might have been formed. 
Pravara grouping had nothing to do with the ancestry 
of a person. When pravaras had a practical meaning, 
they were determined according to the school of ritual 
or learning to which a person belonged. The ancedote 
of Sunal;!Sepa, recorded by BrahmaQa works, tells us 
how Sunal;Jsepa transferred himself from Angiras to YiS
vamitra gaoa. One more Yedic instance, where a person 
originally belonging to one group foresook it and adopt
ed another group, is the legend of Gritsamada, as told by 
Sadguru8ishya, in his commentary on Sarv<1nukramal)l. 
Instead of going into the details of the story, it will be 
sufficient to quote the inference that Max Muller ha!! 
drawn from it. "Second 1\Ia.Qgala of the ~igveda being. 
originally seen by Gritsamada of the family of Bhri,"ll, 
was afterwards preserved by Saunahotra, a descendant 
of Bharadvaja of the 'rate of Aligiras, v:ho entered the 
family of Bhrigu, took the name of Saunaka and added · 
one hymn the twelfth in praise of Indra." 

In Matsya-PuraQa we get the follo~·ing curious in
formation. The Kratus, Paulahas and Paulastyas be
long to Agastya-gaQa. How the three gotras were brought 
under Agastya-ga.Qa is an interesting piece of history.'" 
Kratu had no issue; so he adopted Idhmavaha, an Agastya, 
for his son; and so the Kratus are Agastyas. Pulaha 
had three sons. Being dissatisfied with them all, Pulaha 
~dopted Dridhachyuta, an Agastya; so Paulahas are 
Agastya.s. For a similar reason the Paulastya.s belong 

17 :r.Iax Muller, p. liS. 
18 Matsya Purii1,1a, (Published by Pal)ini Office) Chapter 202 • 

• 
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to Aga.stya-gal)a. In these three instances, not only the 
Agastyas were adopted, but even their gal)a was adopt
ed by the adopting fathers. According to the usual 
practice, an adopted son has to lose the gotra of his pro
genitor, and he has to adopt the gotra of the adopter.u 
But in the present case the adopted son has given his 
ga.l)a to the adopting parent. It may rest on question
able evidence whether Kratu, Pnlaha and Pnlastya 
adopted Agastya youths for their sons. It is, however, 
clear that at one time Pulastya, Pulaha and Kratu fami
lies did not belong to Agastya gal)a, but later on they 
-embraced the rituals and the teachings of that gaiJa. 

Different Pravara Groups i. e. the Spiritual Gotras were 
the different Schools of Rituals 

In Sii.tra works we get ten principal groups of go
tras. For Apri selections also, ten divisions of gotras 
were made. But the two classifications do not agree. 
If we go back still further, we will come across only four 
divisions-Bhrigu, Angiras, Ka:lyapa and Vasishtha-the 
-divisions that are found in the Mahabhiirata, and over 
which Mr. Vaidya based many of his speculative remarks 
about gotras and pravaras. It has been already shown 
hmv on nwre than one ground the inferences of l\Ir. Vaidya 
in this connection are insupportable. The phrase 'Mula
gotrftr.Ji' used in the l\Iahabharata, speaks of nwre an
cient four schools of rituals and learning. How and when 
the four schools deYeloped into ten cannot be historically 
traced from the Y edic litern.ture that is in existence. But 
from the fads that in Yerv ancient times there existed 
<mly four groups of gotrn.s,- later on they de;·eloped into 
t.en, those ten groups also were re-arrn.nged and re-group
~d, the reasonable rondusion would be that tht>se ga~;~as 

19 l\Ianu. IX·H~. 

• 
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or groups of gotras do not refer to blood relationship; 
but rather they disclose different schools of learning. 

In Vedic times, such terms as YasisMhiiQ, Bhiir
gavi\l;r and Atreyal;t were used not only for the members 
of the family of Vasishtha, Bhrigu and Atri, but they 
were often used for persons belonging to the respective 
schools of learning. In 'l'aittirlya Samhita and TiiQqya. 
BriihmaQa,"·e find the sentence,"Bharga,·o hotii bhavati"2G 

Here, both the senses 'family' and 'school' are equally 
applicable; but perhaps the latter is preferable. But the 
two passages that are quoted below in full will be suffi
cient e\idence to show that these names, originally family 
names, "'ere widely understood as names of different 
schools. 'Te.sishtha knew the YirJ.j. Indm coveted it. 
He spake, '~ishi, thou knowest the viraj; teach me it.' 
He replied, 'What would therefore accrue to me?' 'I 
would teach thee the expiation for the whole sacrifice. 
I would show thee its form.' The Rishi then taught 
Indra that viraj. And then In?-ra taught the ~his this 
expiation from the Agnihotra up to the Great Litany; 
and formerly, indeed, the Vasishthas only knew these 
utterances; whence formerly, only one of the Vasishtha 
family became a Brahman. But since now-a-days any
body may study them, anybody may now become Brah
man. ~1" . The second passage, if possible, is more con
clusive stilL "J.lishis had not seen Indra with their phy
sical eye. It was Vasishtha who saw Indra eye to eye. 
Indra spoke to Vasishtha, "I will teach you a Brahma~!> 
on account of which people will be born who will worship 
you as a Purohita. Do not, hO\\"e\·er, disclose my pre
sence to other J.lishis." Then Indra taught hin~ the Sto
mabhagas. Then people were born with Vasishthas as 

20 T. Samhita, 1-8-18 and T. BrahmaQa, 19-9·21. 
2l S. BrahmaQa, 12-6-1-( 38-39-40-4.1 ); 8. B. E. Vol. XLIV. 

p. 212 . 
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l'urohita. So, a. Vasishtha should be made a Brahman."''• 
'fhe passnge has been so commented on by Sayana: 'Va. 
sish(,im Purohita]:l Praja]:l,' means people who will worship 
VaHishtha as their teacher, and finally, a man born of 
VuHish\.ha's family or \Yho is endowed with the knowledge 
of the Stomabhagas according to the tradition of Va
sishtha school, should be made the Brahman. The same 
passage occurs also in Tii~HJya Briihmal)a'". The two pas
sages throw much light on the real nature of such names 
as Yiisisht ha, Atreya, Bhiirgava etc. Originally, they 
may be family names; hut, in after days they implied 
both the senses a memller of the family and more often 
a member of the school promulgated by the ancestors 
of that fanuly. 

'l'hat, in reciting the pra varas the sacrificer does not 
really mean to recite the names of his ancestors, may 
be further seen from the examination of the formula. 
of reeitation. As giv<>n in Kiityiiyana ~rauta Stltra24

, the 
formulu runs thus: ".Manuvat Bharatavat Amuva.t A.mu
vat it.i yajamiim1rsheyiiQi iiha." "He recites the Ar
sht>yas of the sacrifict>r, like .Manu, like Bharata, like this, 
like this." Thus, l\Ianu and Bharata are the common 
J>m\·ams for all gotras. 111anu and Bharata are both 
famous worshippers of Agni. Composers of the l_tigveda 
hymns often established or enkindled or invited fire just 
a" Manu had done"'. 'l'he fire or Bharata is equally well 
known. If the sacrificer and all other gotras originated 
from Reven \~ishis, the final pra,·ara of each gotra must 
he a l~ishi of the Saptarshi group. No gotra must trace 
baek its ancestry h<>yond the Sev·en ~ishis. But as a 
tnatt<>r of fact, the sacrifict>r does go beyond the SeYen 

22 T, Sari1hi~'l, Ill 1>-2. 
23 T. Bmluu "\!"- 16+24. 
:!4: Kii. 5. SUtra, 3-2-7. 
2:; ~ig. I-31-17, \"-21-1. Ylll-43-27 etc. 
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Rishis, when before the recitation of his ovm pravaras, 
he recites the two names of l\'Ianu and Bharata. 

It is not Katyayana alone who adds these two 
names. Even in Satapatha Briihma~•a and even in 
Taittiriya Samhita, the two names of Manu and Bharata 
are mentioned in connection with the enkindling of fire!• 
Even in the present times, when the Adhvaryu recites 
the names of the pravaras of the sacrificers, he always 
prefixes the two names of Manu and Bharata. 

The Brahmins who know not their own pravaras 
have been enjoined to accept the pravaras of their tea
cher, namely, the officiating priest, on the occasion of 
the thread ceremony!' If the connection of the gotra 
J.lishi with the pravara J.lishi had been originally con
sidered a blood connection, a Brahmin, ignorant of his 
own pravaras, would not have· been asked to adopt the 
pravaras of his teacher. Though the pravaras were 
afterwards much misunderstood, originally they meant 
clear discipleship. 

The Tii~~in 's :View of Pravaras 
All the Sutra-writers at the end of their pravara 

chapter have recorded the view of TaQ<)ins, a branch of 
Siimav-eda, on the pravara question. The TaQqins were 
possibly disgusted with the dogmatic prav-ara recitations, 
and they suggested a short cut, by recommending one 
universal pravara 'Manu' for all castes and for all 
people. Baudhayana simply states the Tii~l9in's Yiew, but 
does not opine. Apastamba does the same thing. But 
on the whole, the Sutra-writers are opposed to this view. 
in as much as, they place the v-iew, at the end of the Pra
v-aradhyaya, after the full exposition of different pravaras. 

26 T. Samhita, II-5--9-1; S. Briibm&\13, 1-4-2-5. 
27 Pravara-Mafijarl, p. 128 . 
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Katyayana-Laugaksh!, however, thus try to refute the 
view. "Tiii)<Jin's vie\~· cannot be right; because, one 
does not choose his Arsheya with gods or v.ith men. But 
he chooses his Arsheya with l;{ishis. So, the pravara 
suggested by the Tiiz.l9ins may do for others excluding 
the Brahmins and Kshatriyas.'"" Tiii)<Jin's view may 
not be acceptable to the Siltra-writers. But that they 
have mentioned it shows that they attached some weight 
to it. The Tii~1gins suggested the one universal pravara 
'l\fanu' for all, because the various pravaras, recited by 
the Brahmins, had lost all their significance and had 
grown mechanical, and were possibly considered bogus 
dogmas. Had it been otherwise, the Siltra-writers would 
have made an emphatic refutation of the Tiiz.uJins. 

In refuting the T<tl)<}in's view Katyiiyana-Laugii
kshi remark, "One chooses his Arsheya with ~ishis alone 
and not with gods or zuen." This sentence can have 
intt>lligible sense, only when we grant that pravara se
l~ction was voluntary and deliberate, and it was not the 
mere re('itation of names as fixed by tradition. Neither 
men nor gods were to be taken for standard of compari
son, but only the great ~ishis were to be so honoured· 
In other words, the ideal of only the great sages was to 
be sought for, and not the ideal of gods or men. In this 
Si1tra of Kittyiiyana, there is not even a hint of blood 
connection between the sacrificer and his pravara l;{ishis
Unrestrieted freedon~ in the selection of pravara ~ishls 
is further seen fron\ the fact that Baudhiiyana mentions 
forty-nine prav.ua groups; while the author of Pra\-ara
darp11l.la has, in all, Tl'Corded seventy-fn-e groups.•• 

28 Pravara-Maiijsr!, p. 134. 
29 P~ Ch<'ntsalrao, Jh 285. 
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uotra and Adoption 
\Vhen a man has no issue, according to the practice 

of the Indo-Aryans, he adopts a son. The son that i& 
recommended for adoption by the Smritis is a boy of 
tender age whose initiation ceremony is not performed. 
Now, the usual dictum of the Smritis on this point is 
that the son, given in adoption, should not inherit 
the gotra and the property of the procreating father.•u. 
All Stitra and Smriti writers completely agree on this 
point. But some writers are not ready to accept the 
dictum as far as exogamous restrictions are concerned. 
For the purpose of marriage, an adopted son is considered 
Dvigotra-belonging to h\'O gotras. The author of the 
Dattaka l\limamsii, howe,·er, has taken. a very critical 
"·iew of the whole thing. He divides the adopted sons. 
into three classes :-(a) a son whose tonsure and the ini
tiation ceremonies are performed before adoption by the 
procreating father is a pernlanent Dvigotra, (b) one whose 
only tonsure ceremony is performed but not the initia
tion ceremony before the adoption is considered Dvi· 
gotra for life. His progeny ·will not be Dvigotra. (c) 
But when a child is adopted in its infancy, the question 
of Dv-igotra does not arise altogether. From the three 
divisions of adopted son:<, we may see the real idea under
lying gotra. A son. merely by his birth, does not in
herit the father's gotra. It is the Upanayana or the ini
tiation ceremony that <"Onfers the gotrn upon a boy. It 
is the performance of the Fpanayana ceremony on ac
count of which persons belonging to the first three castes. 
are called Dv:ijas or twice-horn. The Sitdras are pro
hibited to ltave the initiation ceremony performed; and 
thus, they are debarred from the study of the Yedas. 

30 Manu. IX-14.2 . 
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A Traivar~tika. -one belonging to the fir&t three castes
-whose Upanayana ceremony is not performed before a fixed 
year of his age, becomes Vrfttya, and nobody can study 
the Vedas before the initiation ceremony is quly perform
ed. Upanayana is generally translated in English as 
the thread ceremony, but the translation is not quite 
appropriate. Wearing of the sacred thread is, no doubt, 
the principal feature of the ceremony now-a-days. But 
it is probable that at one time the principal business of 
the U panayana cerenwny was not to wear the sacred 
thread, in as much as the wearing of the sacred thread 
is not ewn mentioned in the A:<valayana Crihya Siltra. 
'The main significance of the cert>mony of Upanayana 
was t.Jmt tht>reafter the student was to go to the guru or 
the Vedic teacher to learn the \" edas, and to adopt the 
&ess 1\nd the habits suitable for a student. The proper 
-occasion to enter a particular school of learning and thus 
for !lf!opting a gotra was the Upanayana ceremony. It 
mu~t he adm.it.ted that the author of Dattaka .l\I!mamsa 
did not. understand the gotra in thi~ sense. However, 
in lllaintaining tlmt a son merely hy birth does not in
herit t.he father's got.ra, he has indireetly supported the 
theory that gotra and pmva.rn systems, before they be
mute stt>l't-"'typed and ahuost meaninglC'ss, were not based 
upon hlootl an<'t'stry; but more or less they referred to 
the disdpk•hip of n particuln.r school. 

1'he following passage from ru1lil:iipurii!)a has been 
<>uoted by Xilakat.•tlm in V)'I\Vahiin\ll!ayilkha. "Oh Kiner ~1 ~ , os-
a son whose ceremonies up to tonsure luwe been perform
ed with the fat lwr's gotm <'an not L('l·onJ.e the son of 
a not her 1\H\n. If the t hrend anti tonsure <'ere monies 
are performl'<l hy the adopting fatlwr, the hoy will be 
<'tmsi,lered a son, otherwise a sJ,we. Oh, King, sous 
adopte,l t\fter their tifth year and otht>rs are nqt sons. 
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Having adopted a boy of fiv-e years the adopting father 
must perlorm. the sacrifice for male issue." Here, the 
connection of gotra with the thread ceremony is clearly 
indicated. According to Kalikapurii:Qa, adoption has no 
meaning after the thread ceremony is once performed and 
the boy is once allowed to enter the gotra of his procreat
ing father. Nllaka:Qt,ha is opposed to this view, and 
on the authority of his father he maintains that a boy 
of any age, even the father of a son himself, is eligible for 
adoption. He further adds that the abo\·e passage is 
not found in two or three editions, and therefore should 
not be much attended to 31 

• \Vbate'l!·er it might be, the 
fact that in certain editions of Kalikapuraoa the passage 
is found cannot be ignored; and it can be explained only 
on one supposition. 1'he writer of Kalikapuraoa did 
not look upon gotm as the natural inheritance of a son. 
The adoption of a gotra and the adoption of the sacre.d 
thread as an emblem of the beginning of a student's life 
were simultaneous events. I would like here to compare 
the Brahmanical initiation cer.emony ""ith the form of 
initiation prevalent among ancient. Greeks and Romans. 
In Greek and Roman societies, initiation of a child was 
performed by the father and not by the preceptor as in 
the Brahmin community. Besides, the initiation took 
place on the fifth and eighth days from the birth of the 
child amongst Greeks and Romans respectively. After 
the initiation the child was recognized as a member of 
its father's gens •• . This will show how the Greek and 
Roman form of initiation declared and recognized the 
blood relationship between the father and the new-born 
child, while with the Indo-Aryans the initiation of the 
child declared the discipleship with which the child was 

31 Vyavahiira Maylikha, (Edited by P. V. Kane), p. I 14. 
32 ll..!>m, p. 73. 
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henceforth to be bound. In Greece and in Rome the 
ceremony was fom1al; in India it was realistic. In the 
former case, it was passive and peremptory; in the latter, 
it was active and voluntary. 

Ootra in Relation to Death Impurities 
If we examine the rules that govern the impurities 

connected with death that every Brahmin has to observe, 
we will find that the impurities attached to the death 
of a boy who~e initiation ceremony is not performed are 
wry limited in thPir scope. Nt>:u· relatives like the sa
pil.J•Jas have to ol•scJTe impurity for three days; while 
the remote lll<'mhNs of the same gotra are quite exempt 
from impurity. A" soon as the initiation ceremony is 
performed, a change takes place. All sapii:J<Ja rela
tions h:we to nl'"l'l"\"e ten days of impurity, vthile the dis
tant llWmhcrs of th!' gotra have to observe three days' 
or oBe d:1y's impmity according to their nearness to the 
rlt'('t~I>'<',J. Rimibrl~·, a nmle rhild that is not initiated 
nnt! :m umnmTil't! girl arc hot h t>Xl'mpt front all sorts 
of 1k:1th impHI'itiPs. the only l'XCPption being the death 
of eitlwr pan'nt."" All Sinriti-\\'ritt>rs, modprn and ancient, 
agr!'l' on thi~ point. The speeial treatment, given to an 
munani,,d girl :tn<l a boy '1\'hoRe initiation ceremony is 
not Jll'rfnrm•·•l. mn l>e ju~tifi!'d only on one presumption, 
namely, that ~nt m originally nt lem:t did not pre-sup
po~ Lloo<l rdat ionship; but it \\·as connected with the 
diN.·iplt'ship. Times lmYe chnng<'rl; the original mean
ing and the pnutit'l'S ronnl'ctt>d \\"ith it are long forgot
h>n. But t lw <lognm, tlmt a boy until be has his initia
tion C'l'rt'IUony JWrformed can ch~im no gotra, is still 
follmYt•d; 1md hith!t'n untl,•r that dogma liPs the principle 
o( religious fmternity to whil"h a boy l'Ould join only 
on the ocension of the initiation ceremony. 

33 Diumua-Simlhu, p. t!O. • 
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Another important point in connection with the death 
impurities, obseryed by the Bralunins, deserves our at
tention. If the gotra organization had for its basis real 
genealogy, when a man died, his "·hole sept or gotra ought 
to have been rendered impure. But, as a matter of fact, 
we find that only the sapiJ:.lrJa relations i.e. persons re
lated v.-ithin five and seven generations are affected by 
the death impurities 34 

• The current practice of the Brah
mins is to observe death in1purities np to about fourteen 
generations; but the ancient works do not support this 
practice. Among ancient W'riters it is Apastamha alone 
who records an alternative view regarding death impu
rities. According to Apasta.mba, either the sa.piJ:.lrJa re
lations should observe death impurities · or death impu
rities should be observed as lopg as relationship is trace
.able ,., . But, here also, Apastamba does not extend the 
impurities to the whole sept or gotra. In the Ro!J-1an 
society, when a man died, molirning was observed not 
only by the family of the deceased, but by the whole· 
gens of the deceased 38 

• In the Toda. community of the 
Nilgiris, "'hen a death occurs in a sept, the whole sept is 
rendered impure, and every member of the sept must tie 
his hair in a knot in front of his head for a 1'1xed period 37 

• 

'Ne possess unforttmately no precise information as to 
whether in all primitive societies a dece.1sed person w·as 
mourned by his family or by his sept. But £ron\ a care
ful study of the essential features of the g.c,ns or sept or
ganisation all over the world, one is indined to think 
that, in all probability, the death of a m•'ntber in the sept 
affected the whole sept as far as the dt•;>th impurities 
·were concerned. 

34 Gautama. XIV-1, Manu. V-59, etc. 
35 Apas. Dha. Il-15-3. 
36 ~l?rgan, p. 293. 
37 Rivers, "The Todas" pp. 368, 369. 
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Ootra and Inheritance 
That the gotra and pravara had nothing to do with 

blood relationship may be further seen from the fact 
that no person is entitled to inherit the property of the 
deceased on the ground that he belongs to the same gotra. 
as that of the deceased or he recites the same pravaras 
as were recited by the deceased. According to Manu 
the property of the deceased first devolves upon the 
nearest sapi.l)~a relation and then upon the Sakulyas. 
Failing the Sakulyas, the succession passes to the teacher 
oQr to the pupil. 38 Sa1..-ulya relationship extends to seven 
_generations. Baudhii.yana gives the same order of suc
cession. First the sapi1.1<1as (according to :M:anu and 
Baudhii.yana, sapilJ<)a relationship continues ouly to the 
third generation, the further generations up to seven 
being called the Sakulyas), then the Sah.-ulyas, and then 
the guru and the pupil etc. •• Apastamba defines the sa
pir.u)a relationship as extending to seven generatioiM 
.and after the sapir,~<)as, he allows the property to devolve 
<Jn the teacher and the pupil. '0 Vasisht.ha also declares 
tlu~t the next immediate heir after the sapi1.1<!as is the 
t~piritual teacher." Thus, the texts of Manu, Baudhayana.
V!~sish\ha and Apastamba permit the succession to re
main in the relatives, only up to seven generations. After 
.seven g('nerntions, the succession passes to the spiritual 
teacher, then to the pupil and finally to the learned Brah
min or to the king. If gotrn and prnvara shoWed blood 
reh~tionship, after seven generations a sagotrn person 
ought to have succeeded to the property of the deceased. 
In the whole Sanskrit literature, there is ouly one writer 
·--~-·--------------

38 Manu. IX.-186, 187. 
39 Bau. Dha.-l-11-9, 10, 11, 12, 13. 
40 Ap .... Dha..-II-H-2, 3. 
41 V ... iah\ha. XVII-~ 
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who allows the succession to pass to persons bearing the
same gotra and reciting the same pravaras. According 
to Gautama, the successive heirs would be (I) sapil;l~as, 

(2) sagotras (persons bearing the same gotra), (3) samana" 
pravaras (persons reciting the same pravaras ), (4) wife
etc!" Gautama stands alone in propounding this view
Apparently the rule of Gautama is not practicable. 
Among the sapil;l~a relations we can easily determine 
who should succeed first and who should succeed last 
by considering their relative proximity to the deceased; 
but how are we to determine the order of priority b~ 
tween the sagotras? There will be hundreds of sagotras ; 
who is to be the first claimant, and who is to be the last ? 
Or, are they all to to share equally? The same difficulty 
is presented by the word samana-pravara. And what 
is, after all, the difference between sagotra. and samana.
prava.ra? The identity of even one pravarn. constitutes-. 
the sagotra relationship. EveR if one pravara is · iden
tical in the case of two persons; they belong to the sam,e 
gotra. Thus, when a. sagotra heir is non-existent, it means. 
that even samana-pravara.· heir is non-existent. Hara- · 
datta, the commentator, suggests that sagotra means. 
relations bear'..ng a. common family name. This expla
nation of Haradatta is far from being satisfactory. Re
lations bearing the same family name are denoted by the 
word gotraja and not sagotra.!• Gautama uses the word 
'sagotra' twice in his Dharmasiitra;" but in both the places, 
the word does not mean the relations bearing the same
family name. JI.Iy own explanation of the Siitra in ques
tion is that Gautama inserted the words 'sagotra' and 
'samana-pravara' in one of his idealistic moods. He pro
bal>ly meant nothing definite by these words. Had he-

42 Gautama. XXVIII-21. 
43 Yajfiavalkya Smriti, II-135. 
H ,Gautama. XVIU-6, XXIII -12. 
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been really serions about the devolution of succession 
on the sagotras and samana-pravaras, he would have 
certainly, on the same analogy, extended the death im
purities to the sagotrns and the samana-pravaras. But 
he does not prescribe any impurity for the sagotras in 
connection \\ith death. Gautama, therefore, in all pro
bability, added the two words, 'sagotra and samiina
pravara' in the line of heirs without any definite purpose. 
No writer after Gautama accepted the order of succes
sion as laid down by Gautama. We may presume, there
fore, that subsequent law-givers as well as the laity did 
not attach any importance to the rule of Gautama. It 
seems that the rule remained a dead letter. It may be 
further observed that many later writers followed Gau
tama in prescribing a severe penance for sagotra marriage; 
but on the question of inheritance, he did not get a 
single follo\\'er.It \\'ill be reasonable, therefore, to conclude 
that Brahmin law-givers did not allow the succession 
to. pass to the sagotras and samana-prav-aras, thereby 
showing that sa,crotra persons may be brothenr in a spi
ritual and dogmatic sense, but for all practical purposes 
they are nothing less than strangers. 

As far as the law of inheritance is concerned, the. 
gotra institution of the Brahmins may, with every pro
priety, be contrasted with the gens of the primitive races 
as well as the Grecian and Roman gens, in which the pro
perty was never allowed to drift outside the gens, and 
in th,. absence of a direct heir, property of the deceased 
W<>s distributed alllong his gentiles. As has been exhaus
tiYely 11ointed out by l\Iorgan in his "Ancient Society,'' 
the idea of indi\idu<>l ownership is always subordinated 
to ('onununnl O\\'nership in ev·ery sept or gens organisa
tion. In lndi•l, as all the non-Aryan aboriginal tribes 
are being continuously Brnhmanised for the last four 

• 
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thousand years, it is no longer possible in India to find 
non-Aryan tribes which are still leading a really primi
tive life. In most cases, the non-Aryan tribes in India 
are so completely transformed that whenever we want 
to contrast the Aryans with the non-Aryan tribes, we 
have often to look outside India. Few hill-tribes in In
dia have, however, still retained most of their important 
primitive practices still intact; and we find that among 
the Todas, lands are always regarded as the property 
of the whole sept.<• The MUI)~as inhabiting the highlands 
of Chotanagpore, till very recently, recognised the prin
ciple of communal ownership of property; and even now 
there are no less than 156 Mul)~a villages in Ranchi dis
trict where each village constitutes the joint property 
of the whole kili or sept!• In deciding whether a parti
cular sept organisation is genuine, the law of inheritance 
;Serves as a crucial test. Brahmin law-givers, conscious 
of the artificialness of their gotra organisation, based 
their law of inheritance on family and not on gotra. 

The Brahmanical gotra lacks the very 
essentials of a genuine gens organization 

Morgan had made a very eritical study of the gens 
organization, found in difierent parts of the world. The 
mature fruit of his labours and investigations we find 
in his "Ancient Society." According to Morgan, the gens 
is individualized by certain rights, privileges and obli
gations, conferred and imposed upon its members. 47 Thus, 
(1) Every gens has a recognized elected head. (2) The 
gens can depose its head. (3) All members of the gens 
possess mutual rights of inheritance of the property of 
the deceased members. (4) All members of the gens 

45 Rivers, "The Todss," p. 557. 
46 Roy, "The Mundss," appendix IIL p. XL VII. 
47 Morgan, pp. 71, 222, 223, 285. 
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are bound by reciprocal obliga.tiong of help, defence and 
redress of injuries. (5) The geng as a whole has the right 
of adopting strangers into the gens. (6} Each gens has a 
common burial ground. (7) Each geng possesses a council 
of gentiles. With slight variationg these characteristics 
are found in the geng of various peoples either primitive 
or civilized. AB regards the southern Slavs, Greeks and 
RomallB, there is clear evidence that the geng of these 
peoples possessed the above characteristics almost in 
their entirety!" Regarding the geng of the primitive peo
ples, spread all over the world, it is not quite possible to 
make a uniform statement, especially on the subject of 
the mutual inheritance of the gentiles. Our knowledge 
of the primitive tribes as a whole is as yet scanty and 
uncertain. Besides, there are several primitive tribes 
who are still nomadic in their habits and who possess 
no permanent property worth the name. In such cases 
it is next to impossible to find out the exact rule of in
heritance. It is possible that difierent laws of inheri
tance may be applicable for difierent kinds of proper
ties, but the very congtitution of the geng presupposes 
that all members of the geng regard themselves as having 
a share by right in the territory held by the collective 
body of the gens. •• Morgan is of opinion that one more 
essential feature of the geng organization is the prohi
bition to marry within the gellB. I have shown in the 
opening chapter that Morgan's conclusion is only par
ti••lly true. With the difierent branches of the Aryan 
Rnce, geng was an endogamous unit and not an exoga
mous one. Due to the continuous Brahmanization of 

48 Schrader, "Prehistoric AntiquitiM of the Arya.n Peoples," 
tr&nslat.'<i by Jevons, ( 1890), p. 397; M&ine, "Ancient 
La.w," (1880), p. 26!. 

49 Vinogradolf, "Outlin"" of Historical Jurisprudence," Vol. I. 
p. 307. 

• 
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non-Aryan tribes in India, it is not possible now to say 
precisely whether the ancient gens of the non-Aryans in 
India satisfied the tests of genuine gens organization laid 
down by Morgan. However, certain hill-tribes in India 
like the Todas, Oraons, MUJ;l~as etc. that are compara
tively less transformed, even now satisfy some of the 
tests enumerated above. Every sept of these tribes 
has its own cremation ground. ••• Every sept h,!ls its own 
recognized head. 50 There is a council of gentiles for each 
sept. 61 Landed property is regarded as a joint property 
of the whole sept. •• 

As regards the Brahmanical gotra, I have already 
pointed out that the Brahmanical law of inheritance is 
different from the law of inheritance prevailing in the 
gens organization. In determining succession Brahma
nical gotra organization is completely inoperative. The 
idea of co=unal property is to.tally absent in the B.rah
min civilization. 

Now, I will take up the various tests of a genuine 
gens organization one by one. In a gens organization 
there is a recognized elected head for each gens or sept 
who can be deposed by the gens. Brahmanical gotra 
does not seem to have any such recognized head. In 
the J;tigveda, vte come across two words expressing the 
idea of chiefdom, Kulapa and Yrajapati." We are told 
in the hymn that Kulapa (the head of the family) is a 
subordinate of the Vrajapati (the head of the \"illage). 

49A Rivers, uThe Todast" p. 338; Roy, ''The .Mundas,"• p. 387, 
388. 

50 Rivers, "The Todas," p. 556; Roy, ''The Mundas," p. 418. 
51 Rivers, "The Todas" p. 550; Roy, "The Mundas," p. 419. 
52 Rivers, "The Toda.s"" p. 557; Roy, (!The l\Iundas," appen-

dix IIL p. XLVII; Roy, ''The Oraons," pp. 372-:374. 
53 ~ig. X-179-2 . 

• 
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'.rhus, it will be seen that kula (a. family) and vraja. 
(a village) may have their recognized heads; but neither 
the Kulapa nor the Vrajapati had anything to do with 
the Brahmanical gotra. 

In a gens organization all membera of the gens are 
bound to help each other, to defend each other and to 
answer for each other. This principle of mutual respon
sibility is quite foreign to the Indo-Aryan culture. In 
the gens organization individual is always submerged in 
the corporation. Among the Indo-Aryans, eV'en the paral
lel cousins on the paterua.l side were not bound to help 
each other. On the contrary, as I have already pointed 
out, a parallel cousin on the paterua.l side is called a Bhra
trivya--an enemy-in Vedic literature. 

Every genuine gens possesses a separate burial ground. 
In the Brahmin community, not only each gotra did 
not possess a separate burning ground, but, in. all pro
bability, members of all gotras and of all castes were 
cremated in the same cemetery. 

Each gens has a council of gentiles. In the Brah
min society also we find a council called Parishad. But 
the Parishad is not meant for any particular gotra. It 
is a judicial institution meant for the whole Brahmin or 
ewn the whole Indo-Aryan community. Nobody was 
entitled to be a member of the Parishad on the gro=; 
tht\t he llelonged to a particular gotra. In fact, the 
Parishad was a body of people well-versed' in different 
seienres. The Parishad sometimes consisted of ten 
men1.bers and at times even of one member."' Thus, it '1\'ill. 
be seen that the Brahmanical Parishad very materially 
difit•rs from the council of gentiles. 

Every gens possesses a right to admit strangera into 
it. In the Brahmin community also adoption was m 

M Gautama. XXYIII-4s-50; Manu. XU-110-113. 
• 
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vogue. But in the gens organization, the adoption was 
a gentile business, and the adopting father could not 
adopt a son in his family unless he first secured the per
mission of his gentiles. In the Brahmin society a father 
could adopt a son irrespective of the wishes of the mem
bers of his gotra. As a matter of fact, on the occasion 
of the ceremony of adoption the members of his gotra 
were not required even to be invited. Whenever a son 
was to be adopted the adopting father had to invite his 
bandhus i.e. his relatives and the king also was to be in
formed; but the adoption had nothing to do with his gen
tiles, the members of his gotra."5 In the same way, when
ever an outcast was to be received back in the society, 
the relatives and not the gentiles of the outcast perform
ed the ceremony of purification. •• 

I have now considered aimost all the important tests 
of a genuine gens given by Morgan. It is clear that the 
Brahmanical gotra organization does not satisfy any of 
these tests. I would like to make it quite clear here 
that by the expression 'ge_nuine gens organization' I do 
not mean that every gens organization is necessarily based 
on genealogy, though there is \)Very probability that the
members of a gens are descended from a common ances
tor. In a genuine gens organization there is a firm be
lief among the gentiles that they are descended from a. 
common ancestor and all their social laws are based upon 
this belief. What I have been trying to show up to this 
time is that gotra institution was not based upon ances
try, and at least in its early stages the Brahmin law-givers 
were fully cOnscious of the artificialness of the organiza
tion and all their social legislations, excepting the marriage-

65 Vasishtha.. XV-6; Ba.u Dha. Parisish\a., VII-5-8; S. B. E.. 
Vol. XIV. p. 335. 

ll6 Ba.u. Dha. 11-1--36 • 
• 
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legislation, were based upon the unit of the family and 
not of the gotra. 

An Explanation for the Confusion of Discipleship 
into Blood Relationship 

The question must be now answered how a system. 
once resting on discipleship, was misconceived as repre
senting blood relationship. It has been already shown 
how the passage from Satapatha BrahmaQa,"7 where the 
words father, son etc. are used only by way of illustra
tion, was misconstrued by later writers. It may be said 
that this Satapatha pas8age is mainly responsible for 
giving a tinge of blood relationship, to the choosing of 
pravaras. In Satapatha BriihmaT)a68 and in Brihat
Arar.lyaka Upanishad'" we are supplied with long lists of 
names, but the lists do not represent the genea
logy of a family; but therein we get the record 
of the line of teachers. The original Sanskrit 
woro used for 'line of teachers' is 'Vamsal;t'. Popular 
sense of the word 'Vamsab' is genealogy. But in 
Satap!ltha BriihmaQa, as well as in the BrL A. Upa
nishad, the word Vam8al;l means a line of teachers. This 
will explain how the word 'Father,' 'Son,' etc. used by 
the BriihnmQa, are not to be interpreted literally. In 
aneient India a teacher was held in great reverence. The 
student is asked to revere his teacher more than his father. 
The word Guru means both the father and the teacher. 
In fact, on the occasion of the thread ceremony, when 
a person is believed to be born again, the teacher is the 
f:lther. The second birth which is the spiritual birth is 
considered to be of the highest importance, and compared 

1\i S. Brii.hmaQa, l--5-l-10; S. B. E. Yol. XIL pp. 133, 134. 
~ S S. Brii.hmal,la, end of lOth and 14th KA.Qqa.s. 
1>9 End of the Bri. A. Upani<lhad. 

• 
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io it, the physical birth and the natural parents are in
significant.•• "The Brahmin has two-fold seed; one resting 
in the part of the body above the navel, and the other 
in the part of the body below the navel. The seed that 
resides above the navel procreates the offsprings-those 
whose thread ceremony he performs, whom he teaches, 
and whom he acts as a priest and whom he obliges. From 
the seed below the navel are the children procreated 
in the usual way. So they never call a learned Srotriya 
childless. "61 The second birth is declared to be the best 
by Apastamba also.62 This shows the Hindu mentality 
-on this point; and if we bear it in mind properly, we shall 
not be surprised at all at the terms used by Satapatha 
BrahmaQa and Taittiriya Sarnhita in connection with 
the Arsheya. 

So far, the gotras and pravaras, as found among 
the Brahmins, have been completely examined; and in 
these pages, I have tried to establish that gotras ori
. ginally did not signify anything more than family names 
-or surnames, that pravaras.were various schools of learn
ing and rituals, that pravaras .had no reference to des
cent, that pravaras had a reaL meaning when Vedic ri
tuals were living institutions, that gotras or family names 
were arranged on the basis of the pravaras, and finally, 
this gal)a or group organization of gotras was in its early 
days a changeable factor, and the organization is not as 
ancient as it is popularly believed to be. The Brah
mal)a period and the Sutra period are the two ends be
tween which the organization was completed. 

60 Manu. II-145-150. 
61 V asishtha. II-5. 
62 , Apas. Dha. I-l-16. 



CHAPTER V 

The Ootras and Pravaras of the Kshatriyas and Vais'yas 

Before proceeding, it is necessary to discuss the gotras 
and pravams of Kshatriyas and Vai.Syas. Mr. Vaidya 
is very emphatic in asserting that both Kshatriyas and 
Vai.~yas have gotras and pravaras of their own. All 
his arguments are, however, vitiated by his fundamental 
misconception of gotm and pmvam system. l'llr. Vaidya 
thinks that gotrns and pravaras are indicative of des
cent, and several Kshatriyas and VaiSyas composed 
Vedic hymns, and as the names of hymn-composers are 
the names recited by way of pravaras, it naturally fol
lows that Kshatriyas and VaiSyas must have gotras 
and prnvaras just like Brahmins.' Every part of this 
argument has been met and refuted in the previous chap
ters. It has been already shown that gotras and pra
Y<>ms do not indicate blood-ancestry, that the Sar
Yii nukrmnar)i is not an authentic record of the names 
<>f the hymn-composers, and granting that it is so, the 
pnwnra I;ishia are not necessarily the hymn-composers. 
·One more question may be directed against Mr. Vaidya. 
I! ow does he determine that a particular hymn-composer 
is l\ Kshatriya and a particular composer a VaiSya? 
'l'he l'uriir.u•s are the sole authority of I\lr. Vaidya on this 
point. Thus, we are told in the Vishr:mpurftDa that all 
Vni~yas are to be traced back to Bhalandana. The 
date of Visln.mpuriiDa has been ascertained to be the' 
S<:'wnth or eighth century after Christ. The Sutra works 
whet~in the m~me of Bhahmdana occurs as the one of 
the three pravara ~lishis for the Vai.Syas were composed 
at about 500 B.C. Allowing YishQupuriiDa its due value, 
-one cmmot help thinking that the PuriiDa declared Bha-

1 llistory of .YedirovaJ Hindu India, Vol. II. pp. 5S-6&. 
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1andana to be a VaiSya, because the Siitra-writers. 
had assigned that pravara to the Vai§yas. The same 
objection may be raised against l\1r. Vaidya's Kshatriya. 
composers of Vedic hymns. 

In his article on 'gotra', in the Encyclopaedia of 
Religion and Ethics, Dr. R. Fick on the strength of Bud
dhistic and Jain evidence has expressed views, "1/ery
similar to those of l\1r. V aidya. He holds that the gotra. 
and pravara had their recognised place in both the Ksha
triya and VaiSya communities. In Buddhistic and Jain 
works, names of Kshatriyas are often mentioned together 
with their gotras. Regarding the borrowing of the Brah
manical gotras by the Kshatriyas, Dr. Fick writes, "If 
sometimes the arrogance of the priest led them to regard 
their own ancestors as more worthy to be named than 
the king's, yet the inference that some have drawn from 
this, viz. that the gotra of the Purohita was transferred. 
to the king, whom he serves, must be rejected without 
qualification.• " Evidently, Dr. Fick is working under· 
more than one misconception. As has been exha.ui>
tively shown in the last chapter, pravara-recitation was · 
in no way connected with blood-ancestry. What Dr. 
Fick calls an inference is not ·an inference at all; but it 
is a clear statement of facts. As will be shown in the
sequel, all Siitra-writers lay down that the king should 
borrow the pravaras of his Purohita, or in the alterna
tive, they suggest one stock pravara for all Kshatriyas. 
Compilers of Brahma.Qa works also speak in the same 
tune. In the face of these statements, one is not justi
fied in regarding that the transference of the Purohitas' 
gotras to the Kshatriyas and VaiSyas was only a myth. 
With whatever justification for the practice, one must 
admit that, as far as the Brahmanical works tell us, trans-

2 Ency. of Religion and Ethics, Vol. VT. p. 356 . 
• 
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ference of the Purohitas' gotras to the Kshatriyas and 
Vai~yas was an actual fact. 

It is true that in Buddhistic and Jain works several 
Kshatriyas are mentioned with their gotras. Thus, 1\.fa
havlra was a Kasyapa and Buddha was a Gautama. 
But both Buddhism and Jainism were revolts of the 
Kshatriyas against the orthodox Brahmin supremacy. 
If the Buddhistic and Jain heresies were to find favour 
with the masses, it was quite necessary for the promul
gators and the propagandists of the new sects to show 
to the world that they were in no way inferior to the 
ancient Brahmin teachers who were of course endowed 
with the sacred Bahmanica.l gotras. We all know that 
quack doctors are always in need of bogus degrees. Since 

. the days of the BrahmaQa works the Brahmins were 
making the most of their exclusive gotra organization. 
So, the Buddhistic and Jain teachers had perforce to 
put on the sam.e Brahmanical feathers, at least in the 
eurly days of their heresies. That the Buddhists were 
in no sense serious about their gotras may be inferred 
fmm the fact that in the marriage la.ws of the Buddhists, 
gotm plnys absolutely no part. 

As noted by Dr. Fick, in the Kumbhakum-Jataka. 
Bhilggava gotra.-Bhargava gotra-is assigned to the pot
ter. l<'ick thinks that too much importance should not 
be attached to this gotra of the potters. Going still 
further, I should like to say that too much importance 
should not be attal'hed to the gotras of the Kshatriyas 
and Yai~yas mentioned in the Buddhistic and Jain 
works. Even in these works gotras are generally as
signed to the Kshatriyas, but not to the Va~yas. The 
basis of the Brahmanical gotra is pravara. One signi
fitant fact regarding the gotras of the Buddhistic and 
Jain teachers is that nowhere in their works Vl'e find 
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any discussion or even mention of their pravaras. Gotra., 
void of its pravara basis, was only a semblance and not 
a reality. We may, therefore, reasonably, argue that
the assumption of gotras by the Kshatriyas was a vain 
imitation of the Brahmins. 

If, as Dr. Fick believes, the Ksh atriyas had their 
own gotras and pravaras, and it was only the Brahmin 
arrogance that refused to recognize their claim, when 
the Kshatriyas rose in rebellion against the Brahmins, 
they would have certainly prepared Pxhausti\·e lists of 
their gotras and pravaras, in opposition to the Brah

manical Mahiipravaradhyayas of the Srauta Siitras. In 
Buddhistic and Jain literature which is sufficiently 
copious we do not find any list, enumerating the gotras 
and pravaras of the Kshatriyas. 

Instead of further refuting Dr. Fick's views on this. 
point, it would be better to treat the question fr{Jm a 
broader point of view. In the·~igveda times, the four 
classea of people, namely, the priestly class, the wamor 
class, the agricultural class· and the class of the menials . 
or slaves were probably formed. But people of the 
first three classes could interchange their profession& 
and could intermarry. As the dividing line between 
the classes was not clearly marked, keen sense of class 
superiority and inferiority, in all probability, did not 
exist. But coming down to the later times we find 
that the atmosphere is changed More or less it is sur
charged with the pedantry and ego of the priestly clas.s. 
The Brahmin caste has become· hereditary. There is a. 
clear cut line drawn between the Kshatriyas and VaiSyas 
on one side and the Brahmins on the other. Kshatriya. 
being a powerful and influential man, scme consideration 
is shown to him, but the VaiSya is treated with very scant 
cou~(\'ly. All through the closing chapters of the Aita-
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reya Briihm&Qa, there has been a systematic effort to. 
point out the difference between the Brahmin and the 
Kshatriya, and the superiority of the former over the 
latter. Myths have been invented, and fables have been 
framed to impress this one fact that Brahmin is every 
way superior to other castes. Thus, it has been told that 
the deity of the sacrifice fled away from the Kshatra, 
but it accepted the Brahmin. The Brahmin alone can 
drink soma juice. While the Kshatriyas must satisfy 
themselves with Audumber juiee. The remaining food in a 
sacrifice can be eaten only by the Brahmin, and not by 
the Kshatriya. Every k-ing must have a Brahmin chap
lain with him. If he fails to secure the services of onp, 
very disastrous results would follow. All this sort of 
argument points only to one aim-the aim of establish
ing the Brahmin supremacy over the minds of the Ksha
triyas. With regard to the pnn-uras of the Kshatri
yas, the Aitareya Brabmal)a has made no half-hearted 
statement. 'v"hen the Kshatriya is performing a sacri
fice, "the ancestral (?) fire of the Kshatriya's house
priest is to be mentioned. This is certainly so. Hav
ing hoid aside his implements and having taken those or 
a Brahma, and llaving thus become Brahma, he return
ed to the sarrifice. Therefore they should proclaim 
him as a Dikshita with tile names of his house-priest's 
ancestral fire, and invoke them also in pmYara prayer." 3 

Thus, t.he Aitareya Brahmal)a flatly rduses the pra
wras to the Kshntriyas. The reat<on i~ obYious. The 
clear purpose of the priests was to r<·<lnet• tile Kshatriya. 
to a t>ubm:dinate posit.ion. The Bmhmin raust l·e made 
indi8pensal>le. The Ksbatriya must. I><• marie to realise 
his position in rdigious and SOD\ct.imt't< Hen ih polit.icaJ 
nmtt.crs as ah\ ays dt'pendent upon I· he r.r,\hmi"s. H 

3 A. Brf\lunaJ.·a, 7 -25; Haug. 4 7S. 4 <' . • 
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the Brahmin and the Kshatriya both could claim Ar
.sheya, a Kshatriya may demand equality with the priest. 
It was necessary, therefore, to convince the Kshatriya 
that he, having no pravaras of his own, must borrow the 
pravaras of the house-priest. The choice of the Arsheya 

1lad originally been the simple practice of choosing the 
names of the ancients, by way of standard of comparison, 
whenever the fire was established, enkindled, or invoked . 
.But now to exhibit their superiority over the Kshatriyas, 
the Brahmins claimed that they were connected in blood 
relationship with the names mentioned in the Arsheyas. 
Kshatriyas having no descent from a 1;\ishi can have no 
Arsheya ; and what was more, the Kaushitaki Brahma:r;m 
tells us, "gods do not accept the oblations of those who 
nave not descent from a l;lishi."' Thus, it was a double 
game. The Kshatriyas were told, on one hand, that they 
had no Arsheya; on the other hand, they were warned . 
. that the oblations of people not endowed with Arsheya 
will not be acceptable to gods. In other words, if the 
Kshatriyas want to offer a sacrifice, they must depend 
every way on the priest'. 

~l'he dictum of the Braluw~oJ;Ja works that a Ksha
triya should adopt the pravaras of the Bralunin priest 
.does not seem to have been quite readily accepted by 
-the Kshatriyas; because, later on, authors of the Sutra 
works, while maintaining that a Kshatriya and a Vak'ya 
should adopt the pravaras of the Bralunin house-priest, 
have made a provision for those who might prove 
most refractory. 'Manu, lla, Purliravas' are the three 
mames of pravaras for the Kshatriyas, and for the Vai
.Syas, 'Mankila, Vatsapri and Bhalandana' are mention· 
.ed.' Apastamba assigns only one name to the Vai:;yas 

4 Ka.ushltaki Brahma.r;1a, 3-2. 
5 •Pra.vara.·Malija.rl, pp. 12&-127. 
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namely VatsaprL" In connection with the pravaras of 
the Kshatriyas, Apastamba makes in all three state
ments which contradict each other. (1) Kshatriyas have 
<>nly one uniform pravara, formed by 'Puriiravas, Ila 
.and Manu.' (2) Kshatriyas should select the pravara 
of their priest. (3) And finally those Kshatriyas who 
have Mantrakrits i.e. the composers of the :t_{igveda hymns 
in their family should recite their own pravaras! The 
fact is that Apastamba himself had no clear notion as 
to tl1e real nature of pravaras. The dictum of the Brah
ma~u~ works that Kshatriyas have no pravaras of their 
own was before him. Possibly some Kshatriyas were 
dissatisfied with the dictum. To reconcile all factiorla. 
.i\ pastamba wrote the three mthcr inconsistent Siitr-as. 
If the Kshatri)'as were really entitled to recite pravaras 
like the Brahmins, why does Apastamba mention only 
<me pravara consisting of three names for Kshatriyas, 
and consisting of only one name for the Yai'yas? IIim
<;df not knowing the real signilicance of the pravaras, 
i\pastrunba laid down that those Kshatriyas \vho have 
l\hmtmkrits in their family should choose their own 
}>nwams. If the Kshatriyas-some at least-had the 
privil,•ge of selecting their own pravaras, where was 
the nece.ssity of asserting that Kshatriyas have only 
<>ne pravara, namely, 'Purii.ravas, lla, l\lanu'? 

Here, I would like to make it clear again that the 
point in di~pute is the pravaras, and not the gotras. 
The umnber of gotras amounted to millions and milliqns, 
on the authority of Baudhiiyana himself." It has 
Ol'en already pointed out that gotra signified nothing 
beyond a surname of the modern society, and Kshat.riyas 

6 P. Cht•nts..Jmo. p. SIS. 
7 1'. t'heuts ... Irno, p. 317 
8 }lravarn-MafijMi~ P~ r. ' 
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- aqd YaiSJ-as had certainly surnames. Every ch·ilizecl 
. society has to adopt surnames. That Brahmins had gotras 
ie. surnames, and the Kshatriyas and Ya~yas were with

_ out them is absurd; and as a matter of fact that was not 
. the. case. In all probability the Kshatriyas and Y a~-yas 
never had any pravaras. Wbat happened was that the 

,priestly class embracing the whole Brahmin community 
,was slowly organizing itself. A classification of the Brah
.-mins was made on the basis of pravaras; and in this \"iay, 
certain number of spiritual groups were formed called 

-th~ gal;las or groups of gotras. This was not certainly 
.one man's work or even one generation's work The 
.groups or gaQas must ha-..·e been in formation for a con
siderable time. Groups were arranged and re-arranged, 

-before they were made or rather before they turned out 
. stereotyped. "\\nen caste feelillg between the Brahmins 
and the Kshatriyas grew keener and keener, this inter
nal organization must have tak~n place. It being a 
spiritual organization of the Brahmin community, it is . 
natural that the Kshatriyas and Yab"yas were not accom
modated in that organization. Mr. Vaidya is at pains 
to establish that Kshatriyas and Vab"yas are the des
:cendants of the ~ishis, and the 'composers of the Y edic 
hymns. But the question whether the Kshatriyas and 
VaiSyas are the descendants of the great 'J.lishis really 
does not arise. The problem of pravara is not allied 
with descent. It has a spiritual significance. It is 
based upon diHerent schools of rituals and learning. 
Brahmins, being undoubtedly the chief exponents of 
rituals and learning, very naturally kept the other castes 
outside the pale of pravaras. The Brahmin was very 
anxious to establish his supremacy oV"er others in all 
the spheres, and especially in the religious and spiri
tual spheres. The pravara org-anization became a 
very efiective weapon in his hand, and the Bmlmlin 
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used it to his full advantage, as we read in the Kaushitaki 
Brahma~m, that Kshatriyas, having no descent from the 
J;tishis, have no pravaras; and the oblations of one who 
is not a member of the pravara organisation are not 
dire('tly acceptable to the gods. Thus, the spiritual gotra, 
based upon pravara, was denied to the Kshatriyas and 
Vaisyas. Mr. Vaidya has put forth the evidence of 
several copper-plates to prove that Kshatriyas did pos
sess spiritual gotras; but his contention may be very easily 
answered. Wherever a gotra is attributed to a Ksha
triya king, no mention is made whether it is the house. 
priest's gotra or the king's own gotra. On the con
trary, it may be proved that the gotra attributed to a 
Kshatriya is the gotra of his house-priest. A Tailanga!Ja 
poet, Neloor Viraraghava, wrote a poetic work, named 
Kama-Kalanidhi, under orders from Jayasinha Bhonsle, 
grandson of Ekoji" • In that work it has been clearly 
stated that Bhonsle's original ancestor was one Bhonsal. 
Ilis. house-priest was a Gadhi-suta. So Bhonsles belong 
to KatiSika. gotra. 

9 Vividha-Jilina-Vista:r&, May 1923, p. 221. 



CHAPTER VI 

Sept Exogamy in Siitra Times 

The problem of goh·a and pravara has been so far 
treated from different points of view. It now remains 
to explain how gotras and pravaras came to be connected 
with exogamy. Exogamy, as at present current in 
India, has got two aspects. One feature of exogamy 
forbids marriage between members belonging to the same 
sept, gotra or gota; while the other aspect of exogamy 
bars the mating of persons connected to each other "ith
in certain generations. First sort of exogamy may be 
called gotra or sept exogamy; while the latter may be 
styled sapil)ga exogamy or exogamy based upon genea
logy. The Siltra and Smriti ·writers have described the 
two aspects of exogamy together; but in continuation 
()f the discussion in previous chapters, it will be .con
venient to take sept or gotra exogamy first. 

It has been already 9b.served in the opening chap
ter that the Indo-Iranians, including the Iranians and 
the Indo-Aryans, must have pr~bably been a non·exoga
mous group of people; and it; naturally follows that the 
Indo-Aryans also were probably non·exogamous, for 
some time at least, after their settlement in the Punjab. 
We may be justified in saying that in the early Vedic 
period the Indo-Aryans did not practice sept-exogamy; 
because the sept exogamy of the lndo-.4.ryans is based 
upon gotras and pravaras; and in the J;tigveda times 
the word gotra did not convey one definite sense, and 
it certainly did not denote a family or family name. 
However, the fact cannot be ignored that, though gotra 
exogamy was not yet established, inbreeding had ceased 
to be practised. Marriage was contracted outside the 
jamily / though nothing can be definitely said as to the 
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exact number of generations that were thus excluded. 
In other words, we may say that, in early Vedic times 
though the gotra or sept exogamy was absent, sapil;t<).a 
exogamy of some sort that excluded certain generations 
in marriage especially on the agnatic side, was in practice. 
Leaving the early Vedic times, as we turn to the days of 
Sali1hitiis other than the l~igveda. and the BrfihmaT;Ja 
works, we find that the gotras have been established, 
and the recitation of the names of the pravara ~ishis 
has begun. 8£>pt exogamy is not mentioned or even 
suggested in BrilhmaJ:Ja works; but as we find it well
eRtablished in the Si1tras, the reasonable inference would 
be that in later Vedic times the rule of sept exogamy 
must have been in the process of formation. It may 
not have been universally accepted in Brahma!)a times; 
but the rule was there, though it may have been very 
loosely observed, Unless we take matters in this light, 
we shall 11ot be ahle to explain how all of a sudden the 
rule appears in the Sutra works in such an established. 
form. 

S!'pt exogamy is mentioned for the first time in 
the Si1tra works. Thus, at the end of the "Mahiipravarii
dhyaya of Baudh:lyana, we get, "One must practise the 
C'hfnulraym,u\ i.e. the Lunar penance, if he marries a girl, 
belonging to his own gotra, The Brahmin wife should 
not be abandoned, but should be attended to like the 
motl1er or sistl'r. The issue from such a union is not 
Jl<>llnted. He is called a Ka:<yapa" '. The Chandri\ya1,1a 
or the Lunar penan('e is a p!'nance lasting over a month
Acn>rding to the Siltra·\niters, main business in the 
Lunar pena1we is to observe full or partial fasts during 
the whole month. The penanee begins on the full moon 
day on which the penitent takes fifteen mouthfuls of 

l rravara-llaiijari, p. 136. • 
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food. On e.-ery successi.-e day the quantity is to be 
diminished by one mouthful till the new moon day on 
which a full fast has to be observed. During the next 
fortnight, on the first day one mouthful of food is to be 
taken and the quantity of the food is to be increased 
by one mouthful every day till the full moon day. In 
his Dharma-Siitra, Baudhayana expresses a somewhat 
diflerent view. For a sagotra marriage the only pe
nance that he prescribes is abandoning the wife as far 
as the sexual life is concerned and protecting her as one's 
mother. If the marriage proves fruitful, Krichchhra pe
nance for three months is to be performed, and two ob
lations are to be offered to fire with two particular Man
tras! The performance of a Krichchhr.l penance gene
rally coY"ers a period of twelve days. A man has to 
abstain from food in the eY"ening for the first three days; 
for the next three days he must not take his morning 
meal. During the remaining period for the first .three 
days, he is to content himself "'.ith the food that he may 
get without his seeking for it, and for the last three days 
he has not to taste any foo"d at all. Baudhayana is con
sidered an ancient Siitra-writer. He may be the first 
SU.tra-writer or may not be; but, it is certain that Bau
dhayana lived some five or six centuries before the Chris
tian era, and that he is senior to Apastamba. 3 The first 
passage occurs in the Pravaradhyaya, and in consider-a
tion of the context, the word 'gotra', as used here, does 
not mean a family, but it carries the new technical sense 
which, as we have seen, Baudhayana forced on it. Gotra 
here stands for an exogamous group, formed on the 
basis of pravaras that each Brahmin recited. Two other 
ancient Dharma-Siitras, the Gautama and Yasishtha, 

2 Bau. Dha. 1-1-38. 
3 ~· B. E. Vol. II. Introduction to A pas tam ba, pp. :!0, 43. 
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lay down the rule of exogamy on the same lines. In' 
the three Sutras, therefore, the rule of sept exogamyi 
based upon pravaras, seems to have been well established> 

·' Sept Exogamy must have begun with Ootra, pure and , . 
simple, meaning a family name 

Such an established rule of exogamy as is enunciated 
by the three writers cannot be formulated and made· 
.acceptable to the society in one day. Such social lawl 
pre-suppose the gradual working of the legislators' mind· 
for several generations. Wben India lacked one ce111_ 
tral political authority, such social laws could develop 
only gradually. Besides, gotra, meaning a family or 
family name, was a prior institution; while pravaras 
were connected with gotras afterwards. Sept exogamy 
in its infancy must have been confi.ned to simple gotra; 
.and later on the restrictions were made more wide by 
referring them to pravaras. From the famous enun
ciation of the rule of exogamy by Baudhayana it is clearly 
observed that exogamy began with pure and simple 
gutra i.e. family or family name. He lays down that 
tl1e gotras. included in the Kevala-Bhrigu and Kevala
At\giras groups, who in all amount to ten, should be 
treated as separate gotras for the purposes of marriage, 
although they m•\Y have one or more identical pravara 
l.Ushis. Baudhiiyana observes that, otherwise, the mim.
ber of th11 sanlllna-gotras (people having the same gotra) 
would be too large.• Generally, the similarity of even 
<me pravara l,Ushi constitutes the sameness of the gotra; 
while, in the case of the Ke,.-ala-Bhrigu and Kevala· 
A1igin\s groups, a great latitude is allowed, lest the 
rigid application of tl1e rule would reduce the number 
-of the marriageable bmilies to very narrow limits . 

• 
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Thus, it will be seen that the law of sept exogamy must· 
have originated with the gotra, pure and simple, i.e. 
the gotra meaning a family name or .surname; and it 
was only later on that it was grafted on the pravaras. 
For the early and elastic stages of exogamy, if possible, 
we must go back to the literature prior to the Siitra 
works. Samhitas other than the J;ligveda Samhita and 
Brahma:Qa works are considered the immediate prede
cessors of the Siitras. But in that part of Vedic litera
ture, we get no trace of sept ex()gamy, even in those 
places where we may reasonably expect it. 

Manu is the first and foremost Legislator of the 
Indo--Aryans 

Eventually, our attention is directed to l'Jiinava
Dharma-Sastra. The recension of Manu that has c.ome 
down to us is rather a recent work. It was composed, 
according to BUhler, at the beginning of the Christian 
era, between 200 B.C. and 200 A::p. The Dharma-Siitras 
of Gautama, Baudhayana and Vasishtha are dated two 
to three centuries earlier than Manu's work that is avail
able to us. However, it is ·a ·well-known fact that Manu's 
work is held in the greatest reverence by the people of 
India. Almost all Smriti-writer~ consider l\Ianu as the 
highest authority. In Taittirfya Samhita, we get, "What
ever Manu spoke is whol~"'me like medicine." Manu is 
quoted as a great authority both by Gautama• and Bau
dhayana.• Brihaspati deelares that the first rank amongst 
legislators belongs to l\Ianu, because he embodies the 
essence of the Veda in his work. That Smriti "l>hich is 
opposed to the tenor of the laws of Manu is not approved! 
In the l\Ial!abharata, the question of marriage has been 

5 Gnutamil., XXI-7. 
6 Bau. Dha. II-3-2, IV -1-13, IV -2-15, etc. 
7 Brihaspati. XXVII-3. S. B. E. \"ol. XXXIIL p. 387 

• 
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fully treated in a sepamte chapter, and we find that 
the rule of exogamy has been stated there in the name' 
of Manu.• Parft~ara aL~o regards 1\lanu as the most an-_ 
cient law-giver. "In the Krita Yuga prevailed the: 
duties as dictated by 1\Ianu; in the Tretii age Gautama · 
was supreme; in the Dviipara, ~ai1kha and Likhita were· 
the suthorities, while in the Kali age laws given by Para-. 
;,ua hold good"." • 

l\Ianu, therefore, must he allowed to be the first 
law-giver in ln<lio~. The present version of 1\lanu-Smriti, 
aceording to Niimda-Dharma-:;;iistra, is the fourth ver
sion of :Manu. In his introduction to Narada-Smrit.i, 
Jollv lu1s supp01t1'd the theory that Miinava-Dharma
~.llltra must have been a very ancient work, abridged 
and slightly changed from time to time; and the latest 
Vt>rsion is the Bhrigu's version. On this supposition 
only, the various discrepancies in the l'llanu-Smriti can 
be satisfactorily ('Xplained. Vasishlha has often quoted 
llla!lu, and from these quotations, it seems that the older 
work of Manu was pattly in '\'erse and partly in prose 
Sittrn style. Some of the pottions quoted by Vasishtha 
fmm the older work of 111anu are found in the present 
nwtrit·al c<•mpo~ition of Bhrigu, and some are lost sight 
of. "In am·ient tinws, l\lnnu·s name had as great a 
dumn for the Brahmin teachers as it has for those of 
the pr<'st•nt day, and that the old :Manava-Dharma-
1:'\ittm Wall one of thl' leading works on the subject, or, 
pPrhnps, eYen held that dominant position which the 
metriml l\Ianu-Smriti ad:ually occupied in the middle 
ugt•s ami theoretieally occupies in our days."10 

It nwst be furtht>r observed that Bhrigu, in revis
ing and rt>msting the older work of 1\Ianu, lms doubtless 

8 Anu~:lsnm\ Pnrn~ ';\'·:!H. 

~\ l)nr~l:'al'n. 1-:.!"·t 
}ll lltihl..r. inS. ll. K \'ol. X!\'. Iutrodu<'lion. p. XX. 

' 
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retained much of the older portion intact or slightly 
changed. On the topic of marriage, while laying down 
the rule of exogamy, he seems to stick to the older ver
sion of the work. Compared with the contemporary 
works on law, the law of sept exogamy, as given in the 
metrical Manu-Smriti, is very brief in its statement 
and loose in its application. The only possible expla
nation for its looseness and briefness that we can offer 
is that Bhrigu, in laying down the rules regulating mar
riage, has kept up the tradition of the older Manava
Dharma-Siltra which was composed, in all probability, 
when strong public opinion in favour of sept exogamy 
had not been formed. 

Manu's Rule of Sept Exogamy 

Manu so defines a marriageable bride~ "She must 
not be a sapil;uj.a of the mother and the father, and (at 
the same time) she must not belong to the gotra of the 
father. Such a girl is recomm:Elnded in marriage · for 
the twice-born for the performance of religious rites· 
and conjugal union." 11 He~, ~he pravara is not mentioned. 
Gautama lays down that marriage is allowed with a girl 
not reciting the same pravara.12 ._According to Yasishtha, 
a householder should secure for a wife a girl that does 
not belong to the same gotra and does not recite the same 
pravara.13 In this connection, Baudhayana and Apas
tamba use the word 'sagotra'", but taking into cousidera. 
tion the context, in which they use it, the word gotra 
must be understood in its comprehensive sense. It 
means an exogamous group, arranged on the basis of 
the common pravaras, and beyond which the marriage 

II Manu. III-5. 
12 Gautama. IV-2. 
13 V asishtha. VIII-I. 
14 Pravara-Mo.fijari, p. 136; Apas. Dhs. Il-11-la . 

• 
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must be contracted. All the four writers lay stress 
·on the similarity of pravaras; so their rule of exogamy 
is fully comprehensive. Manu, however, altogether omits 
to refer to pravaras. It may be contended that Manu 
.also uses the word gotra in a wide sense-the sense in which 
Baudhiiyana used it. On critically examining the verse. 
however, we may find the futility of the argument. Manu's 
rule of exogamy is made applicable not only to the Brah
mins, but to all twice-born people. We must not lose sight 
of the word Dvija-twice-born-occurring in the second 
line of the verse. It is true, no doubt, that Manu some
times means only Brahmins, and not the first three castes 
by the expression 'Dvija'; but the word Dvija is not 
used here in its narrow sense. The verses that follow 
will clear that point. Whenever Manu wants to make 
a rule spplicable to Brahmins alone, he uses the word 
Vipm or Brii lnnlt~la. Whenever separate rules are ap
pli('able to the first three castes, after stating the rule, 
Mnnu takes care to define the caste to which the rule 
is applicable. 'l'hus, reg11rding the U"panayana ceremony, 
different rules are prescribed for different castes. In 
the whole of Manu-Smriti, as no other rule of exogamy 
i~ found, tl1e rule, as given in the verse, is applicable to 
nil the three cn.oies, that were entitled to the thread cere
mony. Thus, making the law applicable to the three 
castes, w hnt did :lllanu Pxartly mean by the word gotrn? 

All the commc>ntators of l\lanu tell us that gotra 
metlns an f.'xogamous group, formed on the basis of the 
similarity of pm\1tms. But., how the commentators in
terprete the word is of very little in1portance to us, when 
we rl'mcmber t hnt !II<.>dhiitit hi. the e11rliest ·ccnuuentator 
of 1\lanu whore wmk is available t<> us, wrote his com
Jlll'l\tary some one thou~and years after the present ver
sion of ?llnnu-Smriti was compiled. Medhiitithi wrote, 
wlll'n thl' mle of s<.>pt ext,gamy was made quite rigid 

' 
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and quite comprehensive. In Medhatithi's days, the
currency of the rule was fully established. Marriage 
with a girl of the same pravara was strictly forbidden 
and universally abhorred. Writing his commentary under· 
such circumstances, 1\iedhatithi interpretes gotra in the 
wide sense, in which Baudhayana used it, as far as the 
Brahmins were concerned; but when the rule is explained 
in comiection with the Kshatriyas and Vaisyas to whom. 
it is equally applicable, l\Iedhfttithi was confronted 
with a problem which he could not satisfact<Jrily solve. 
The Sutra-writers are emphatic in their declaration 
that the Kshatriyas and Vaisyas have no gotras, be
cause they have no pravaras. I may repeat again 
that gotra originally meant nothing beyond the family 
name or surname. On the evidence of· Baudhayana. 
himself, there were millions and ll).illions of gotras. Bau
dhiiyana or some one before him organized the millions 
of gotras under a few heads on the basis of the pravar'\S 
that each family recited. From that time, gotra became 
a sanctified term with a very wide meaning. The Ksha
triyas and the Yaisyas were .not allowed to participate 
in this internal organization of the. Brahmin community, 
and so the Briihma~la works and Siitra works insistently 
told the two castes that they had no gotras, because 
they w'ere not entitled to recite any pravaras of their 
own. The word 'gotra,' used by Manu, must, therefore, 
be understood in its <Jriginal sense of family or family 
name. l\Iedhatithi also has h> admit it. He suggests 
that in the case of Kshatriyas and Yai-'yas, the word 
gotra should be interpreted in the sense of family; or 
the rule of Gautama that marriage should take r>lace 
beyond seven generations among the relations on the 
father's side, should be allowed to operate. The second 
alternative of Medhatithi is not certainly an explana
tion of the word gotra. He thinks that because Ksha-
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triyas and Vai~yas lack the Arsheya gotras I.e the 
Brahmanical gotras, they should be allowed to marry 
beyond seven generations from the father's side and 
five generations from the mother's side. In other words, 
llllpiu<Ja exogamy should suffice the Kshatriyas and 
the Vai.4yas. Medhiitithi's alternative suggestion of ob
serving only the sapir:~<)a exogamy by the Kshatriyas 
and the Vaisyas lends. support to the theory that the 
Indo-Aryans in early Vedic times were not governed 
Ly any law of sept exogamy, but they had established 
m were establishing only the sapuyJa exogamy, which 
they perhaps did not practise ill their Indo-Iranian home. 

lily own view of the matter is that l\Ianu used the 
word gotra in the specific sense of family, applicable to 
all the three castes. If gotra meant one thing for the 
Brahmins and another thing for the other two castes, 
l\lanu naturally would have made it clear. On the oc
casion of the thread ceremony, he prescribes different 
1:inds of sacred sticks for the students of different eastes.15 

They are invested with sacred thread at different ages.•• 
Ewn on the subject of marriage, whenever he so requires 
it, he differentiates among the three t\\;ce-born castes. 
Thus, a Brahmin and a Kshatriya must not think of a 
::;;itdm ,,·ife. A girl belonging to the Sildra class may 
do for a \'nisp". In the same \\a.y, from among the eight 
marriage forms, lllanu has recommended particular forms 
for pnrtil'ulnr castes'". From all these considerations, it 
may be ell'>nly seen that Manu propounded a uniform 
rule for all the three castes and his expression gotra Bini
ply means a family or family name. 

15 Manu. II -45. 
16 M•um. II -36. 
17 :llanu. III-13, 14. 
18 llanu. III-:!3, 2!. 
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Manu does not prescribe any penance or 
penalty for Sagotra Marriage 

The next point is the consideration of the conse
quences that followed the violation of the rule of sept 
exogamy, as laid down by Manu. In the whole work 
of Manu, we fail to find any forcible denunciation of the 
violation of the rule, though such denunciation is a com
mon feature with many other Smritis. The tenth chap
ter of Manu-Smriti is devoted to the description of how 
the mixed castes arose. A twice-born who is not invest
ed with the sacred thread before a particular age becomes 
a Vratya, or something like an outcast. Manu has 
defined the sub-castes of the progeny of the Vratyas 
belonging to different castes. He has also named, in 
detail, the issues resulting froin pratiloma marriage
marriage between a low caste bridegroom and a high caste 
bride. Thus, the issue from a Siidra husband and the 
Brahmin wife is called a Char;u~aia. It is a noteworthy 
fact, however, that Manu does not describe a class of 
people arising from sa.gotra· marriage. It might be said 
that sagotra marriages were very· rare in Manu's times
a controversial proposition in itself-but, granting that 
such marriages were very rare, it may be pointed out 
that marriage between a Bra.hmin woman and a Siidra. 
husband was rarer still; and Manu is careful to name 
the breed born of such union. In later Smriti works, 
the issue of a sagotra union is styled as ChiiQ<_Iala. The 
eleventh chapter of Manu-Smriti prescribes expiations 
for great sins and minor sins. Violation of the Guru's
preceptor's-bed is considered the worst sin in all Smriti 
~orl<s. Gautama lays down that the guilt of him who 

' Jla.s;ip.tercourse with the wife of a friend, a sister, a female 
belonging to the same gotra, the wife of a pupil, a daugh

.'ter-fu-l..:w,- or with a cow is as great as that of him who 

:,\~~' 
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violates his Guru's bed'9• Manu also considers the sin 
of knowing a friends' wife, a son's wife and a uterine
sister, on a par with the sin of polluting Guru's bed20• Here, 
the absence of the word 'sagotra' is very significant. The 
next verse of Manu enumerates the three first cousins 
that an intelligent person should not marry; but not a 
word about the sa.gotra girl. Every possible case of 
the illegal or immoral emission of the seminal seedis 
mentioned and condemned. But complete silence has 
been observed rega.rding the union with a sagotra woman. 
In the same chapter, Manu gives a list of Upa-patakas 
or minor sins. In that list (a) adultery, (b) marriage 
of the younger before the elder, (c) officiating on the oc
casion of such marriage, (d) violation of the modesty 
of a gir~ (e) break of celibacy by a student etc. find place"; 
but curiously enough, Manu does not speak of the sin of 
sagotra marriage. It seems that, according to Manu, 
sagotra marriage does not oonstitute a sin-neither serious 
nor minor-Manu speaks in the strongest terms against 
the Asura form of marriage in which the bride is purchased 
by money... In the third chapter of Manu, the Brahmins 
that are unfit to be fed on the occasion of the Sraddha. 
ceremony are mentioned21

• In that list also occur the 
names of the son of a widow re-married, the husband 
of a \\;dow re-married, the younger ones who anticipate 
their elders and the elder ones so su~rseded. However, 
neither the husband of a \\'Oman married to a sagotra. 
person, nor the issue from such a marriage, is men
tioned. I have been compelled to quote so oopiously 
fNllll 1\Ianu, only to show that the violation of the rule 

l\l G .. utama. XXIIJ-12; S. B. E. Vol. Jl..A~A~i~ ... _ 
20 ~hn>u. Xl--170. 
21 Manu. Xl-59-66. 
2:! .Manu. 111--51-r.:J. 
23 . )(uuu. Ill·· J;ll-lti7. 
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<~f exogamy, as preached by Manu, was not considered 
· by him a serious sin-hardly a sin at alL · Had he con
. sidered it a sin of some magnitude, at least once he would 
have mentioned it. 

That Manu's rule of exogamy was loose and elas-
, tic is further seen from the commentary of Medhatithi. 
In his comments on the eleventh verse of the third chap
ter of Manu, the coffimentator makes some general ob
servations. 1\:Iedhatithi, following 1\Ianu, opines that the 
marriage with a sagotra girl should be considered as not 
at all performed; and so a sagotra girl, even though she 
:rimy have gone through the sacramental rites, shall be 

·given up. "Even though 'in reality, what such marriage 
involves is only a discrepancy in the 'rite, caused by the 
transgression of one of th!) interdictions relating to a 
subsidiary detail, and it does not in\'olve any sin on part: 

· of a man-yet the expiatory rite has to be per;formed. 
in view of its being directly 'enjoined by the scriptures. 
In connection with such marriages, expiatory rites have 
been prescribed by Vasishtha, and other revered writers2'. ". 

Thus~ 1\ledhlitithi was of opinion that, according to l\Ianu· 
Smriti, observance of the rule of exogamy was only a 
subsidiary detail of a valid marriage, and the breach of 
the rule was to be expiated, not because l\Ianu considered 
it necessary, but because other revered Smriti-writers 
had ordained expiation for sagotra marriage. 

The Rule of Sept Exogamy in Siitra Works 
We must now examine how the mild and the elastic 

rule of sept exogamy, as propounded by Manu, in course 
.of time, assumed its present rigidity and comprehensive· 
neRS. Turning to the Siitra works, \Ve find that Nvalf1 yana 
Is studiously silent about the exogamous restrictions. 

2~· nlanu-Smriti, Translated by G. Jha. Vol. II. Part I.p. 34. 
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In the closing chapters of his Srauta-Siitra he mentions 
the various pravaras, but that is done there in connection 
with the satras or the communal sacrifices. A Pari
§ishta or appendix has been added to the Srauta-Siitra, 
.in which we are told 'that sept exogamy is to be based 
.upon the pravaras that are already enumerated by Asva
lilyana. However, as far as ancient Sanskrit literature 
is concerned, it is generally granted, as a rule, that ap
pendices to the original works are added at a later date. 
In the Asvalayana Grihya-Siitra, a number of rules are 
given as to the selection of the bride. The famous form 
of testing the girl, by making her choose from among 
the eight kinds of earths taken from different places 
is given in great detail in the 'Grihya-Siitra.25 A8valayana 
emphasises that the bridegroom must be young and in
telligent, and the bride must be intelligent, beautiful and 
moral. 26 A:§valayana, however, does not say a word 
about the gotra of the bride and the bridegroom; far 
less. about their pravaras. In the Laghu-Asvalayana
Dharma-Siitra or Smriti which has been published in the 
Ananda~rama series, we fail to get any reference to sept 
exogamy. This Laghu-Asvaliiyana-Smrit~ however, need 
not be seriously considered at all. It is a metrical com
position, and from its language it seems to have been 
'1\'ritten quite recently. But the complete absence of 
any reference to sept exogamy in the Asvalayana-Grihya
Stitra cannot be easily ignored. Another noteworthy 
fact in connection with the Asvaliiyana-Grihya-Siitra is 
that in its Pari.~ishta-appendix and the Karikas of Ku
marihl whi('h also form an appendix of the main work, 
the rule of sept ~>xogamy is clearly mentioned. This 
shows that the writers of the appendices felt the neces-

211 J... G!i. 1-5-5. 
:.!6 A. Gri. l-5--2, 3. • 
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Bity of incorporating the rule of exogamy in their writ
ings; because by the time that the appendices were writ
ten, sept exogamy had been universally adopted by the 
Indo-Aryan community. A8valayana who writes so ex
haustively about the selection of the bride omits to men
tion the rule of exogamy, only because it was not yet 
universally accepted, or at least the sect that b-'valayana 
represented had not accepted it. 

Though Asvalayana observes silence on the point 
of sept exogamy, Baudhayana, Gautama, Apastamba 
and Vasishtha not only refer to the rule, but emphasise it. 
It will be interesting to study the point of view of each 
of the four Siitra-writers on exogamy. Vasishtha, while 
describing a proper bride, says that she must not belong 
to the same gotra or pravara. Thus, Vasishtha, states 
the rule in a comprehensive form. But in his whole 
work he does not penalize the breach of the rule. A· 
younger brother, anticipating . the elder in mamage, is 
condemned and is asked by way of expiation to observe·a 
Krichchhra penance.27 The usual death penalty has been . 
prescribed for the pollution of Guru's bed. He next 
proceeds to give the following. rule as to the improper 
sexual connection. "If one has intercourse with a 
female venerable in the family, with a female friend, with 
the female friend of a Guru, with an Apapatra female, or 
with an outcast, he shall perform a Krichchhra penance 
for three months."28 If Vasishtha had so meant, he would 
have certainly added the word 'sagotra'-a female belong
ing to the same gotra. :Medhiitithi has observed in his 
commentary un Manu that V asishj,ha has prescribed 
expiatory penances for sagotra marriage; but in the work 
of Vasishtha that has come down to us, we fail to find 
that reference. 

27 Yasishtha. XX-8. 
28 Vasish~ha. XX-16; S. B. E. Vol. XIV. p. 104. 
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Apastamba also, in hia G.rihya-Siitra, speaks not 
a word about sept exogamy, although he has written 
not less than ten Siitras to describe the qualifications of 
a proper bride. •• After giving the various qualifications 
of the bride, A pastamba declares at the close of the chap
ter that some are of the opinion that prosperity attends 
the marriage with a girl on whom one's eye and mind 
are fixed.'" In his Dharma-Siitra, Apastamba lays down, 
"He shall not give his daughter to a man belonging to 
the same gotra. "11 This is the only isolated remark that 
we find in Apastamba's work, referring to sept exogamy. 
Neither a penance nor a penalty is provided for the vio
lation of the rule of sept exogamy. 
. With Baudhayana and Gautama, the case is much 
dillerent. They not only enunciate the rule of sept exo
gamy, but prescribe penances of more or less serious 
character for disobeying the rule. In his 1\fahiipravarii
dhy:!ya, Baudhiiyana states the rule of exogamy as well 
as the pl'nalty for breaking the rule. "One should ob
serve a Lunar p!>nance, if he cohabits with a girl from 
his own gotm. The Brahmin woman, so married, 
should not be abandoned, but should be protected like 
the moUwr. The issue of such a union, if there be one, 
is not polluh•d. lie is mlled a Kasyapa"" In hia DhPrma
Sutra, llaudhftyana does not prescribe any penance for 
the mere aet o[ sagotra marriage. Sexual connection 
with the w'"Oman, so ll\!\rried, should be stopped, and she 
should be protected like the mother. In the case where 
the uni<'n results in an issue, a Krichchhra penance of three 
months should be per£ormed.13 After mentioning the 

:.l9 Apas. Gri. III-(10-20). 
30 Apas. Gri. IH-20. 
31 Apas. Dha. II-ll-15; S. B. E. Vol. II. p. 126. 
32 l'ravara-Ma.iijarl, p. 136. 
33 Bau. Dha. II-1-37, 38. 
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penance for sagotra marriage, Baudhayana deals with a 
younger brother, marrying before the elder, and in this 
connection he holds equally guilty the five persons-the 
offending younger brother, the superseded elder brother, 
the bride, the donor of the bride and finally the priest 
who officiated on such an occasion-these five persons 
are condemned to hell, or in the alternative they have to 
observe a Krichchhra penance covering twelve days."' It 
is clear from the above Siitra that Baudhayana viewed 
the marriage of the younger before the elder more sinful 
than a sagotra marriage; because as far as a sagotra mar
riage is concerned, only the sexual connection between 
persons, so married, is prohibited, but the woman is 
not considered guilty, nor those who give her in marriage, 
nor the officiating priest. . Baudhayana has given us a 
list of Mahapiitakins-great sinners and Upapiitakins
secondary sinners;•• and in both these lists, a person, mar
rying in the gotra, is not mentioned. . . 

Among the ancient Siitra-writers, it is Gautama alone, 
who states the rule of· sept exogamy, exclusively in the 
terms of pravaras. He lays down that marriage can 
take place with one who does not belong to the same 
pravaras. 86 Thus, the rule is stated in its widest scope, 
;and what is more, its observance is not a pious recom
mendation. Gautama considers the violation of the rule 
of sept exogamy, equivalent to the sin of violating the 
Guru's bed, 01 although he is careful to record the milder 
view, held on this point by other authorities. "Some de
clare that the guilt of such a sinner is equal to that of 
a student who breaks the vow of chastity.38" 

M Bau. Dha. II-1-39-40 . 
.35 Bau. Dha. Il-2-{1-14) • 
.36 Gauta.ma. IV-2. 
37 Gauta.ma. XXIII-12 . 

.::JS Gauta.ma. XXIII-13; S. B. E. Vol. II. p. 285. 
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Turning to minor Sutra works, marriage outside the 
~otra. has been insisted upon in the Gobhila.-Grihya-Sutra.~ 
[n the Manava-Grihya-Sutra.40 and in the Grihya-Sutra 
)£ Hiraoyake;3in" sept exogamy is mentioned; while 
Paraskara.-Grihya-Sutra is silent on the point. In 
~he Kathaka-Grihya-Sutra, the bride is directed to be 
examined as to the auspicious or inauspicious signs on 
b.cr body by a palmist; or the test of the bride's luck is 
proposed with the help of the eight balls of earth.'" The 
11uthor, however, keeps silent on the question of sept 
exogamy. 

We have now seen what the various Sutra-writers 
have to s11y in connection with sept exogamy. Writers 
like Asvalii yana altogether do not state the rule, either 
on the narrow basis of gotra. or the wide basis of pravara. 
It may be contended that this omission should not be 
taken seriously. After all the Grihya-Sutra is not the 
proper place where we may reasonably expect the enun.. 
ciaticm of the rule of sept exogamy. If the objection 
were really valid, there was no necessity of supplementing 
the Pravarftdhyiiya and the Grihya-Siitra with appendices 
giving the rule of sept exogamy in full. Vasisht.ha men
tions the rule, but does not penalize its non-observance. 
Baudhiiyana's tone is rather emphatic; he condemns a 
sagotra marriage, prescribes a Lunar penance for the 
sinner, and recommends the woman so married for pro
tection as the mother. It is Gautama alone who speaks 
in scathing terms of sagotra marriage, and keeps it on 
a p;~r \\·ith the violation of Guru's bed. Manu's view 
on Ute rule of sept exogamy has already been treated in 
full in foregoing pages. 

3'.1 Go. Gri. III--4-4. 
40 ~ra. Gri. I-7-8. 
41 Hi. G)i. I-19-2. 
42 Katha. G!i. 14-3, •• 
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From the consideration of various Siitra works and 
also Manu's work, we may reasonably draw the conclusion 
that the rule of sept exogamy, as propounded in all these 
works, seems to be a social law that was yet in formation. 
Many Siitra-writers saw the necessity of recording the 
rule; while Asvalayana omitted to notice it. Asvalayana's 
omission to mention the rule need not be taken to mean 
that sept exogamy was altogether unknown to the Indo
Aryan in Asvalayana's days; because Asvalayana so de· 
clares in his Grihya-Siitra : "Various indeed are the cus
toms of different countries, and customs of different vil
lages. These one should observe at the wedding.,,.. This 
will explain us how A§valayana did not think it neces
sary to mention the rule of sept exogamy, while Gau
tama, almost a contemporary writer With him, not only 
enunciates the rule, but ~es it compulsory and penalizes 
its non~bservance. The rule of sept exogamy was not 
a political Jaw, nor was it a social legislation pa~ and . 
enforced by a political power, And so it was only by 
slow degrees that the whole of the Aryan community 
could be persuaded to embrace sept exogamy, it being_ 
a new idea to the Aryan mind. Even by government 
legislation, it is impoasible to enforce such a law univer
sally, unless a large portion of the community is prepared 
for it. India lacked in those days any central political 
power; and it was only by moral persuasion that an opi
nion could be created in favour of sept exogamy. Even 
the Sutra-writers and legislators may be divided on the 
point of the advisibility and the necessity of adopting 
sept exogamy. Thus only, are the various views of the 
ancient Siitra-writers explicable. On reading Gautama
Dharma-8iitra if one concludes that sept exogamy in 
the days of Gautama was a universally accepted rule 

~3 A G!i. 1-7-1; S. B. E. Vol. XXIX. p. 167 . 
• 
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and its breach was an unthinkable sin, such a concluaioa 
will be only a partial truth. On the other hand, if an
other person maintains that sept exogamy was unknown 
1o the Indo-Aryans, because some Siitra-writers like 
A!<valiiyana omitted to mention it, that conclusion also 
is open to doubt. The truth lies midway. The principle 
of sept exogamy was there. Some had adopted it in 
full. Some may have been wavering; while a few migM 
have been averse to it. Such is the state of things seea 
from the Siitra works collectiv-ely. 

The Scope of the Rule of Sept Exogamy 

We must now consider the scope of the rule of sept 
uogamy that was being introduced or had been very 
recently introduced in Sntra times. The scope is to he 
considered from two points of view. First, I shall con
sider the comprehensiveness of the rule. In other words, 
the exact meaning of the word gotra must be determined. 
Was it the technical gotra, as defined by Baudhayana, 
or the gotra in its ordinary sense of family name! H 
we come to the conclusion that gotra implied nothing 
more than family name, we shall have to further consider 
up to what generations the family relationship was re
-cognized. From a passage in the Taittiriya Samhita, 
from a verse in the Parasara-Smriti, as well as from the 
fact that Gautama who is considered the oldest Siitra
writer quotes from Manu, I have tried to show thai 
Manu was the first law-giver of the Indo-Aryans; and 

-even in the rather recent version of Manu-Smriti that 
comes down to us, a large portion of the original code 
and especially on the subject of marriage has been kep\ 
unaltered. As explained already, gotra, as Manu under
stood it, meant simply a family or a family name. AIJ 
Manu's rule of exogamy is applicable to all the three 

-classes of the Indo-Aryaus, gotra could not mean any-
• 
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thing else; because the Brahmru;la works have denied the
privilege of reciting their OW'Il pravaras to the Ksha
triyas and V ab"yas, and as has been made clear in this 
work on more than one occasion, that gotra, which lacks 
the basis of the pravaras, is the ordinary surname. In 
this narrow sense only, the rule could be made applicable 
to the three castes. When the rule was first enunciated, 
in all probability, the Brahmins had not assumed their 
spiritual gotras in the sense of Baudhayana. 

Thus, sept exogamy at its first appearance among 
the Indo-Aryans was based upon the very restricted sense 
of gotra. But what did the gotra actually signify in 
its restricted sense? What was really meant when it was 
said that the bride should not belong to the same gotra 
as that ofthe bridegroom? In defining death impurities 
Manu declared that the sapi.Q.ga relationship ceases 
in the seventh generation, while the Samanodakabhava 
ceases when the descent and '!;he name are no longer 
known41

• In another place, Manu says that Pi.Q.ga is 
offered only to three generations .. , and generations beyond 
the third are called Sakuly~s.(members of the same family). 
Baudhayana has defined both the words sapi.Q.ga as well 
as Sah.1llya. Sapii;u;Ia is a very generic term, and sapi.Q.ga 
relationship extends to seven generations. Three 
generations get the undivided oblations; while the next 
three generations which are called Sakulyas receive only 
the divided oblations••. Now, as Baudhayana is a very 
ancient writer, we may be justified in holding that the. 
ancient Manu understood the word Sakulya in the sense 
in which Baudhayana understood it. It seems that 
for the purpose of inheritance, family relationship ceased 

44 1\Ianu. V-60. 
45 Manu. IX-'-186. 
46 }}au. Dha. I-11-9, 10. 
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in the seventh generation, while for the purpose of exogamy, 
family relationship was to be recognized as long as· 
Samftnodakabhiiva existed i.e. as long as the descent and 
name were known. 

Before proceeding further, it is necessary to con
sider the castes that were governed by this new rule .. 
Among the Indo-Aryans, Brahmins had reserved for them
selves all intellectual pursuits. They were the leaders. 
of all castes, in matters spiritual and social; and as such, 
they had themselves first to adopt sept exogamy, be
fore they preached it to other castes, or forced it upon 
other castes. The Kshatriyas and Vaisyas may not 
llll.ve quite readily accepted the new restrictions. By 
slow degrees, however, the whole of the Indo-Aryan 
community was made amenable to the restrictions, laid 
do11·n under the rule of sept exogamy. 

It is a matter of common experience in the world 
that puritanism and a life governed by rigid rules always 
help to create a sense of superior moral greatness. The 
Brahmin was always solicitous for the recognition of 
his moral greatness, not only by the Kshatriyas and VaiSyas, 
but even by the non-Aryan races. \Vhile consider
ing gotrns and pravaras, I have sho'l'l'n that they were the 
basis of the internal organization of the Brahmin caste, 
and Kshtltriyas and VaiSyas had no room in that orga
nization. The Br&hmaoas declare that the Kshatriyas 
and Vaisyas were not entitled to recite their independent 
pravarns. In every ceremonial, differentiation was made 
bt•t'l'l"t'en Brahmins on one hand and the Kshatriyas and 
Vaisyas on the other. The Brahmin decided that he 
should surpass all others in the rigidity and the compre
heusi\•eness of the rule of exogamy as applied to him. 
The Brahmin community W'!ls already organized under 
the pnwam system, and the Siitra-writers laid, down 
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that as far as the Brahmin community was concerned, 
marriage should not take place between persons reciting 
the same pravaras. It is true that the Siitras have no
where told directly that pravara exogamy was meant 
only for Brshmins. But the Kshatriyas and VaiSyas 
were unequivocally debarred from claiming independent 
pravaras; and it followed that the pravara exogamy 
was applicable to Brahmins alone. Members of the other 
two castes were directed to marry outside their family. 

The pravara exogamy was far more comprehensive 
than the gotra or family exogamy that was applicable 
to the Kshatriyas and VaiSyas. Excluding the two 
groups Kevala-A.flgiras and Kevala-Bhrigu, the similarity 
of even one pravara was considered sufficient to constitute 
sagotra relationship ie. the relationship of belonging 
to the same gotra. That snch a type of comprehensive 
exogamy was exclnsively preached for Brahmins may be 
inferred from Baudhayana's work. He observes: ''If one 
unknowingly marries a sagotra girl, he should protect 
the Brahmin wife like his mother; the issue of such a 
union should be styled K~gyapa!'" The expression 'Brah
min wife' suggests that the rule _applies only to Brahmins. 
The same thing is indicated from the declaration that 
the issue of such a union should belong to KaSyapa gotra. 
It was the Brahmin alone who cared for, and who was 
entitled to hold the gotra. Other castes were not al
lowed to claim a gotra; nor were they very anxious about 
it. 

The extremely comprehensive character of the pra
vara exogamy not only demonstrated the superior moral 
tone of the Brahmin community, but it served one more 
purpose. When the Brahmins said that the Kshatriyas 

47 Pravara-Malijarl, p. 136 • 
• 
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.and VaiSyas had no pravaras, what they really meant 
was that Brahmins alone were descended from the great 
~ishis of the past; while the Kshatriyas and the Vaisy!ls 
could not claim that proud descent or tradition. · This 
contention of the Brahmins that they were the direct 
descendants of the pravara ~ishis must have excited 
the keen jealousy of the Kshatriyas and the VaiSyas, 
and especially of the former, who never meekly submit
ted to the Brahmin pretentious. When the principle 
of sept exogamy was being introduced among the Indo
Aryans, an excellent opportunity presented itself to the 
Brahmin to prove that his claim of descent from the 
pravara J.lishis was genuine and not fictitious. Thus, 
w bile the two other castes were prevented from marrying 
a girl from the same family, the Brahmin was prohibited 
from marrying a girl, even if there was one common 
pravara ~ishi belonging to the two families. In this 
way the Brahmin tried to convince others that he was 
really connected with the pravara ~ishis by blood. 

·Now, it remains to consider how far the rule of sep~ 
·exogamy was rigid in Siitra times. To what extent was 
the violation of the nue considered a sin? In recen• 
Smriti works the sagotra marriage is condemned in the 
strongest terms; but it does not seem that in Siitra times 
such was the case. According to Baudhayana, the 
progeny of such a union is not at all polluted, but is con
sidered as belonging to K&Syapa gotra. Neither the of
fending Brahmin nor the wife are put under any social 
stigma. Gautama is the only Siitra-writer who compares 
the sagotra marriage with the pollution of Guru's bed. 
Gautama seems, however, to be an isolated authority, 
preaching extreme puritan cult, and recognized only 
in limited area by a limited number of people. One 
more thing must be remembered in connection with Gau

·tama. Among a multitude of Smriti-writers and. Siitra 
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writers, he alone entertains an idealistic view about gotra. 
and pravara relationship. No other legislator than Gau
tama admits to the inheritance of the deceased, the per
sons bearing the same gotra, and failing them, the peo
ple repeating the same pravaras. It seems that Gau
tama very sincerely belieV'ed that gotra and pravara 
relationship disclosed descent, and hence he considered 
a sagotra marriage highly sinful Later Smritis have 
not only penalized the sagotra union, but they have 
branded the issue of such a marriage as Chru;u).ala. Bau
dhayana and other Siitra-writers, including even Gau
tama, do not raise any objection against the admission 
of the issue of the sagotra union in the Brahmin com
munity; and as long as the issue of the sagotra union was 
not branded in the society, we may safely take it for grant
ed that the application of the rule was not very strict. 

The Kshatriyas and VaiSyas in the days of the Siitra
writers, generally followed the rule of sept exogamy; 
but the restrictions were far·· from being rigid. This 
conclusion will be well borne out by a critical examina
tion of the eight forms of. marriage enumerated by the 
Siitra and Smriti-writers. The Asura and the Rakshasa 
forms of marriage are specially reco=ended for the 
Kshatriyas. The popularity of the Gandharva form of 
marriage among the Kshatriyas is well known in the 
Purfi.I;las and the epics. Gandharva marriage is love
marriage, while Rakshasa form of marriage is marriage 
by capture. The Asura form of marriage implies the 
purchase of the bride by the bridegroom. Kshatriya 
princes were specially fond of allowing their daughters 
to select their husband at the Svayarilvara ceremony. 
Sometimes the princess fixed her choice by her intuition 
upon some one in the assembly; while on occasions, there 
was a regular competition for the performance of some 

·difficult .feat, and the triumphant hero was subsequently 
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chosen by the princess for her husband. As is obvioUl!, 
in all these forms of marriage, there was a great proba
bility of the strict exogamoUl! restrictions being sometimes 
overlooked. With the wider form of exogamy, based 
upon pravara, the Kshatriyas and the VaiSyas were 
never familiar; and they could not be familiar, as they 
were not the members of the pravara organization. The 
Sii.tra-writers asked the Kshatriyas and the VaiSyas to 
borrow the gotra and pravara of their priest; but that 
was decidedly for sacrificial purposes. It is quite un· 
natural to believe that the Kshatriyas and the Vaisyas 
took for the basis of their exogamy the gotra and pra
vara borrowed from their priest. There is another dif
ficulty in believing that the members of the two castes 
took into consideration the gotra and the pravara of the 
priests of the marrying parties on the occasion of 
settling a marriage. The priestly class of Bra.hmins was 
only a small fraction of the total population of the Indo
Aryans. One Brahmin officiated as a priest for scores 
of Kshatriya and VaiSya families. It would be mere 
absurdity t<> think that scores of families did not inter
marry merely because all of them had the same officiat
ing priebt. Medhlltithi, who wrote in the ninth century, 
while explaining Manu's rule of exogamy, declares that 
Gautama's provision that marriage should take place 
beyond seven generations should be made operative in 
the case of the Kshatriyas and Vak.'yas. If such was 
the mildness of the exogamous restrictions among the 
members of the two castes in the ninth century, one may 
imagine the looseness of the rule of sept exogamy, as ap
plied to the Kshatriyas and Vaisyas in Sii.tra times, 
'1\'hen even the Brahmins had not fully imbibed the new 
cult. 



CHAPTER VII 
HISTORY OF SEPT EXOGAMY AFTER THE 

CHRISTIAN ERA 
Sept Exogamy in the Smriti Works 

I have followed the hist<~ry of the progress of sept 
exogamy among the Indo-.Aryans, roughly up to the be
ginning of the Christian era. It now remains to see how 
in after times the rather loose exogamous restrictions of 
the Siitra times were hardened into inflexible rules, and 
the breach of these rules became an unthinkable sin. 
To trace the development of sept exogamy after Christ, 
we shall have to examine the writing of various Smriti
writers that wrote after the beginning of the Christian 
era. The foremost among such writers is Yajiiavalk--ya. 
He lays down the nile of exogamy in unequivocal terms. 
The bride must not belong to · the same gotra and: pra
vara as that of the bridegroo~1 • Not ouly is the rule 
of sept exogamy stated in explicit terms by Yajiiavalkya, 
but in his chapter on penimces he lays down, "connec
tion with a friend's wife, with a virgin, with a sister 
............ and with a sagotra ·girl should be considered 
as sinful as the violation of guru's bed.'" Thus, in Yaj
iiavalkya we find the law of exogamy fully established; 
and hereafter its breach began to be considered a serious 
sin. Leaving Yajnavalkya whose date has been fixed 
as the third century A. D. or a century earlier, I shall 
turn to Narada, a Smriti-v:riter of the fifth or sixth cen
tury. According to Narada, a girl belonging to the same 
gotra, and reciting the same pravara, is ineligible for 
marriage. 3 The original Sanskrit verse in which Narada 

l Yajiit~valkya. Chapter on religioue observanees, 113. 
2 Yajiit~valkya. Chapter on penances, 231. 
3 Narada. XII-7. 
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describes a marriageable girl runs thus: 

Asaptamat panchamlldvli bandhubhyab pitrimatritab I' 
Avivahya sagotra syub samanapravara tatha • 11 

Dr. Jolly has translated the verse as follows: "Sagotras 
and samanapravaras are ineligible for marriage up to the 
fifth and seventh degrees of relationship respectively, on 
the father's and mother's side"." Evidently, Dr. Jolly's 
translation of the verse is incorrect. The verse clearly 
embodies two sorts of exogamous restrictions-restric
tions based upon sapil)qa relationship and restrictions 
based upon sagotra and samanapravara relationship. 
Every Sutra and Smriti writer insists, with equal force,· 
on the observance of the two forms of exogamous res
triciionR; because the rules of sept and sapil)~a exogamy 
i1rc equally important. 

According to Dr. Jolly's translation of the verse, 
sagutm and samiinaprayara relations up to the fifth and 
seventh degree from the father's and the mothers' side 
are to be avuidcd in marriage. Thus, the verse preaches 
neither S{'pt exogamy nor sapil)qa exogamy in its proper 
form. Principles of sept exogamy admit no limitation 
of dt>grces of relationship, either five or seven. Rules of 
~apil.l<)a {'Xogamy exclude agnatic and cognatic relations of 
hot h the father and the mother up to certain' generations. 
If Dr. Jolly's interpretation is taken to be correct, agnatic 
rl'lations of the father and the mother up to certain ge
twmtions will be E-xcluded; but there will be no objection 
to IH!ury th<- nearest cognatic relation of either the father 
or the mother. 

Th('re is another absurdity to which we are driven 
by Dr. Jolly's translation of the verse. How are we to 
rount the five and sev·en g('nerntions of the sagotras and 

4, n Institut•s of Niirads.." (Jolly's edition, 1&5), p. 173. 
5 S. B. E. Vol. XXXIII. p. 166. 
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samanapravaras of the father and the mother? As I 
have made abundantly clear in the previous chapt-ers, 
after using the word 'sagotra,' the use of the word samana
.Pravara in the text is almost redundant. It is the re
citation of common pravara that establishes the sagotra 
relationship. Narada-Smriti was compiled in the fifth 
or sixth century. At least a thousaud years earlier, 
Brahmanical gotras or surnames were arranged on the 
basis of the pravaras; and exogamy was based upon these 
newly created units. How was it possible for a Brah
min, in the days of Narada-Smriti, to calculate five and 
-seven generations of sagotra and samanapravara persons ? 
Sagotra relationship presupposes its existence from the 
remotest antiquity. Kindred relationship must not be 
confused with sept or clan relationship. Kindreds are 
always defined by degrees.: Absence of limit is the es
sence of clan or sept relationship. 

As a matter of fact, the. verse does not mean any-· 
thing more than the accepted· and orthodox rule of s_ept 
·exogamy. The first line of the verse recommends the 
:exclusion of the sapil;tga relations on the father's and 
mother's side up to seven ·and five generations. The 
second line insists on the exclusion of sagotra and samana
pravara persons. Thus, Narada's rule of exogamy is 
quite in harmony with the rule of other writers. There 
is nothing particular or peculiar in his rule, except, per
haps, the word 'bandhubhyal;t,' used in the first line, 
relying on which later writers advocated further exten
sion of sapil;tga exogamy. As we shall have to discuss 
that point fully at a later stage., I have to content 
myself here simply by mentioning the point. I may 
add, however, that Dr. Jolly has altogether ignored the 
word, 'bandhubhyal;t,' in his translation. Narada further 
lays down that union with a sagotra girl is a sin for which 
no other punishment than excision of the organ is con-
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sidcred adequate•. Vishl)u-Smriti which is also a con
temporary work with Narada condemns sagotra marriage•; 
while Brihaspati, another contemporary writer, whose 
work is mainly concerned with the legal proceedings, 
writes nothing on the topic of exogamous restrictions. 
One fact is clearly observed from the writings of Yaji'ia
vallrya, Niirada. and Vishl)u. They all condemn sa.gotra 
marriage and penalize it, but none of them declares that 
the issue of such a union is Chiil)giila, which is a favourite 
formula with the writers of later times. 

The next great original Smriti-writer is Parii8ara. 
Regarding his exact date, our information is very meagre 
and inconclusive. Yaji'lavalkya mentions his name 
among the great Smriti-writers-that preceded him. But 

. the Parii.<aro., mentioned in Yajilavalkya-Smriti, must not 
be confounded with the writer of the Para~ara-Smriti 
that has been preserved to us, and which has been ex
haustively commented uponby Miidhava. Parasara him
self .declares that his worli is specially mean• for the Kali 
age.• Thus, from his own e'>idence Parasara seems to 
be a recent writer. r.Iedhiitithi who flourished in the ninth 
century mentions Parasara-Smriti, and though we are 
not ~ure to what Parii8ara he refers, in all probability he 
must be referring to the present Pariisara-Smriti; because 
r.Iadhnva '''rote his famous commentary on Parasara in 
the fomteenth century, and by that time Parft8ara must 
h1we been considered an ancient and authoritative writer. 
So we may ph\Cl' Parii~ara some tin1e previous to 1\ledhii
tithi. Parii~ara does not say anything as to the duties 
to be performed in the four A~ramas of life; and so, on 
the question of sept exogamy he has written nothing. 

6 Karllda. Xll-i3. 75. 
7 \'ish~;~u. XXIV -9. 
8 Parii<aro. 1-~l. 
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sidered adequate•. VishJ;lU-Smriti which is also a con· 
temporary work with Narada condemns sagotra marriage•; 
while Brihaspati, another contemporary writer, whose 
work is mainly concerned with the legal proceedings, 
writes nothing on the topic of exogamous restrictions. 
One fact is clearly observed from the writings of Yajiia
valkya, Narada and Vislu.m. They all condemn sagotra 
marriage and penalize it, but none of them declares that 
the issue of such a union is ChiiQqiila, which is a favourite 
formula with the writers of later times. 

The next great original Smriti-writer is Parasara. 
Regarding his exact date, our information is v-ery meagre 
and inconclusive. Yajuavalkya mentions his name 
among the great Smriti-writers-.that preceded him. But 
the Parfl~ara, mentioned in Yaji'iavalkya-Smriti, must not 
be confounded with the writer of the Pariisara-Smriti 
that has been preserved to us, and which has been ex
haustively commented upon by Madhava. Parflsara him
self declares that his worli is specially mean1 for the Kali 
age. • Thus, from his own evidence Para sara seems to 
be a recent writer. I\Iedhatithi who flourished in the ninth 
<'entury mentions Parasara-Smriti, and though we are 
not sure to what PariiSara he refers, in all probability he 
must be referring to the present ParMara-Smriti; because 
Madhava wrote his famous commentary on Pariisara in 
the fourteenth century, and by that time PariiSara must 
have been considered an ancient and authoritative writer. 
So we may place Parasara some tin1e pre,ious to Medha
tithi. P11ra:'nra docs not say anything as to the dutit>s 
to bo? P"'rformed in the four A;<ramas of life; and so, on 
the q1wstion of sept exogamy he has written nothing. 

6 Karada. Xll-73. 71>. 
7 \"ish\}u. XXI\" -9. 
S Pnril<arn. 1-21. 
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The trend of his thought may, however, be gathered from 
his chapter on penances. For a sagotra Inarriage he 
prescribes rather a light penance-performance of three 
Pra jn patya penances and the gift of two cows to Brahmins; 
but the seriousness of the sin may be guaged, when we 
take into consideration that Para:<ara, w bile prescrib
ing a light penance for sagotra marriage, places it on a 
level with the carnal knowledge of the father's wife other 
than one's own mother, Guru's wife, son's wife and the 
maternal uncle's wife•. A careful examination of Para:§ara's 
ch;:;pters on penances will show that he prescribes very 
lenient penances for sins of whatever magnitudt>. 

Para . .:ara-Smriti is the la&t original Smriti work that 
has come doWR to us intact. Between .:Manu and Para
~ara, Smritis were written by scores. Yajnavalkya 
mentions not less than twenty promulgators of DhaJma
Sastra. The Vframitrodaya records in all fifty Smriti
writers. "In the Nin.>ayasindhu.alone, Kamalitkara refers 
to 131 Smritis, w'hile Ananta'deva in his Sarnskfira" 
Kaustubha quotes 104 Smritis. Besides these, other Smriti 
passages are given but t lieir authors are not named.10

" 

Unfortunately mo&t of thes~ Smritis are lost to us; 
some are found in fragments, while some are to be traced 
from the writings of great commentators, and from the 
Smriti-d'gests by recent writers. The dates of these 
various Smriti-writers cannot be ascertained with any 
degree of accuracy; because in almost all cases there 
has been more than one writer of the same name. Then 
there are different readings current in different provinces; 
while in certain cases, there are deliberate interpolations 
in the original te:>.:t. Under these circumstances, the 
most advisable thing to do would be to ignore altogether 

9 l'arii.<ara. X-13, H. 
10 1\Iandlik, •·Vyavahara-1\Iayiikha;" p. XIX. 
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the fragments o'f Smritis, the genuineness of whose texts 
cannot be guaranteed. From the works of commenta
tors and digest-writers who flourished after the eighth 
~entury, we may, however, get some idea as to the opi
uions of the lost Smriti-writers on particular topie~. 

The Rule of Sept Exogamy in the Works of 
Commentators 

When new Smritis ceased to be composed, the work 
of writing (•ommentaries on ancient Smritis began in 
right earnest. Some of these commentaries are so famous 
tlmt thcy have easily thrown into the background the 
original works, and have themselves become the standard 
works on Hindu law for generations to come. All com
mentators could not attain the same degree of popularity; 
but one conunon thing may be observed in the rase of 
nil the conunentators. None of them feels content with 
the mercenary work of explaining the original texts 
word by word; but they all try to interprete the origin.•! 
text in sm·h a way as would suit the changed times. The 
cmruuentators quote freely from aneient as well as con
temporary \\'orks, and sometimes from a muffle of V<>Iy _ 
ing opinions they establish a partieular view that suited 
t1u.>ir ta~ie, or mthcr the taste of the times they Ii~·ed in. 
The original law on which they conunented was some
times to be supplemented by the edicts of other Smriti
\\'riters; sometimes a forced int~rpretation was to be put 
on it, and sometimes it was found necessary to ignore 
the original law completely. The last thing was achieved 
by tht' conuuent:ltors by declaring that a particular rule 
or st't of rulcs was applicable only to the ages other than 
the K>lli age, aml it could not hold good in the prt>sent 
agc. Thus, it will be St'en that though the activities of 

I
\ he origilll\1 Smr~i-writ:rs ct>a~etl in the se:·:nt h or eighth 
century after Chr~.;.t, Ilmdu Law was modified from time 
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to. time by the commentators on ancient works. Just as 
the Hindu Law, as preached by the Smritis, oommen
tl\tors and Nibandhas, is generally accepted by the oourts 
of law in India, and at the same time suitable modifi
cations are introduced by the judges io keep pace with 
the changed circumstances of the people, in the same way 
the commentators, while interpreting the ancient law, 
always bore in mind that they were not engaged in an 
academical discussion, but they were explaining the law 
with reference to the conditions of a living society. In 
this sense, commentators are to some extent independent 
writers in the legal literature of the Hindus. 

The first great commentator is Asahaya. He com
mented on Narada-Smriti. A greater portion of Asahiiya's 
commentary is lost. A fragment of the commentary 
that is still preserved is yet unpublished and I have not 
been able to refer to it. But as the Narada-Smriti deals 
mainly with criminal and civil" .law, Asahiiya.'s commen
tary will not be any way helpful to us in examining the 
gradual development of th{l rule of sept exogamy. The 
next great commentator is Visva.riipa who wrote his 
commentary Balakrida on Yajfiavalkya at the begin.. 
ning of the ninth century. He explains the expression 
• Asamanarshagotrajam' as a girl not belonging to the 
same pravaras. Visvariipa observes that the expression 
'Asagotra', used by Manu, should be understood to mean 
'Asamanapravarau.' His comments on Yajfiavall-ya's 
verse "carnal knowledge of the friend's wife, a maiden, 
a sister, a Char.HJala woman, a sagotra woman and son's 
wife, is known to be on a level with the violation of the 
Guru's bed," are very brief. Here also, he quotes Manu 
jn &upport of Yajnavalkya'". It is worth noticing that 

ll ViSvartipa, part I. p. 61 
12 Visvarupa, part II. p. 91. 
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Vi~vart"1pa, while explaining the rule of sept exogamy, 
n while explaining the penance for its non-observance, 
~ites as an authority only l\lanu whose rule of exogamy, 
~s observed previously, is rather lax. l\ledhfitithi, almost 
10 contemporary of ViSvarii.pa, interpretes Manu's rule of 
gotra exogamy in a comprehensive way; but l\ledhatithi 
is certainly at a loss to explain the word sagotra., in con
nection with the Kshatriyas and the V aisyas. Manu 
lays down the rule in explicit terms for all twice-born 
people. So, l\Iedhfttithi content~ himself by declaring 
that the word 'gotra' in connection with the Kshatriyas 
and the Vaisyas should be understood to mean a family or 
a family name. l\lanu, as has been shown already, re· 
connnends marriage outside the gotra; but he does not so 
rimch condemn marriage within the gotra. l\ledhatithi 
observes, if the bride belongs to the gotra of the bride
groonl, it is a discrepancy in the rite, cansed by the trans
gression of one of the interdictions relating to a sub
sidinry detail; and it does not involve any sin oil the part 
of the mnn who n1arries the sagotra girl From 1\[e
rlhi\tithi's observations it follows that he advised ex
J>iatory penances for a sngotra marriage, not because 
eithl'r lllnuu or he thought them necessary, but 
becausl) other Smriti-writers had prescribed such expia• 
tory penances. I\1edhi\tithi does not mention the social 
'statu8 of the issue of surh a union; but from the tone 

f his writing it may be inferred that he would not have 
ertaiuly dt'dnred the progeny of a sagotra. union as 
elonging to the Chii~:t<~iHn caste. 

Curiously enough, l\ledhiltit hi proposes the exten-
··on of sept exogamy in another direction, although he 

not insi>tent on it. He, while explaining l\ltlnu's rule. 
uoh•s Ynsish(ha as follows. '"If a twice-born person 
'•Hril's a girl of the same gotra or the same pravara ns 
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himself, he shall renounce her and perfonn the Lunar 
pt>nance; so also, if he was married to the daughter of 
his maternal uncle, or a girl of the same gotra as his 
mother's". In the Yasishtha-Dharma-Sutrathat has been 
translated in the S.B.E. series we do not find the verse. 
It must be, therefore, some other Yasishtha to whom 
:.\Tedhatithi refers. He makes no remarks of his own on 
this new extension of sept exogamy. Some later commen
tators and digest-writers construe the famous verse 
of Manu, in such a way as to exclude the mother's gotra 
also, along with the father's gotra. l\Iedhatithi does 
not follow this course. He interpretes the verse in the 
most natural way. The girl should not be a sapi1;4a 
relation of the father as well as the mother, and at the 
same time she should not belong to the father's gotra. 
In as much as, however, 'Medhatithi quotes Vasishtha 
to exclude also the mother's gotra, it seems that Manu's 
rule of sept exogamy was thought insufficient at least 
by a section of the people in the commentator's time. 
In every authoritative . c~mmentary and every digest
work, written after 1\Iedhatit):ri, the question of exclud-· 
ing the mother's gotra has be~n discussed. Some favour 
this extension of sept exogamy, others oppose it; but no 
writer of subsequent date fails to mention it. As 1\Ie
dhatithi does not discuss the mother's gotra in any de
tail in his commentary, I may conveniently defer its 
detailed consideration for a while. 

Apariirka, a king from the Siliihar dynasty, wrote 
his commentary on Yajnavalkya-Smriti in the twelfth 
century. Thus, Apariirka wrote his commentary two 
or three centuries later than l.\'Iedhatithi. There is a 
ma.rked difference in the treatment of the topic of sept 
exogamy by the two commentators. Though sagotra 
marrirge is a null and void marriage, 1\ledhatithi is frank
ly of opinion that the husband in such cases is free from 
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any guilt; and if he lays down any· penance for a sagotra 
marriage, he does so in deference to the views_of some 
ancient writers. Aparftrka, on the other hand, holds 
a strong attitude on the point. He quotes Sumantu 
and Baudhayana who prescribe the Lunar penance for 
a sagotra marriage. This much expiation is not, how
ever, sufficient in the opinion of the commentator. He 
observes that when the sin is unintentional, the Lunar 
penance may prove sufficient; but where the sin is deli
berate, the husband becomes a Patita--an outcast and 
it naturally follows that the son of an outcast must be 
an outcast. u \Vhlle commenting on the verse231 from the 
chapter on penances of Yajilavalkya, Apararka remarks 
that, if there is no seminal effusion, the sin should be con
sidered as of lesg magnitude than the sin of the violation 
of Guru's bed". If we compare Apararka's views on the 
question of sngotra marriage with the views of YijiW.
ncsvam who flourished in the same century, we will find 
that the same line of argument has been followed by both 
of them. As to the exclusion of the mother's gotra in 
marriagl', Apararka quotes a stray verse in support of 
the exdusion; but he does not attach any special impor
t!\ nee t.o that vicv:. 

Another great commentator on Yajilavalkaya is Yij
na ne..<vu.ra. In the long list of commentators on ancient 
Smritis, \'ijiiane.~vara is the most fnmous. His com
mentary called l~iju Mitaksharii or briefly the ~litii
ksharii is highly respected throughout India; and Hindu 
Law is interpr<'ted and administered in courts of law • 
g<•twmlly in accordance with this commentary. The 
original work of Yajilavnlkya is almost forgotten, and 

Mitiiksharii is IX'garded as quite an independent authority. 

13 Apar:\rka, p. SO. 
1.t .\n, ... \ .. 1·..>. n 1-li~ 
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According to Vijnancivara, gotra represents the well 
known family descent, and in marriage gotra and pra
vara must be avoided separately. The girl must not 
have descended from the same gotra, and must not be 
long to the same pravara. The expression "Asamauar
shagotrajam", used by Yajnavalkya, is applicable only 
to the first three classes. But, as the Kshatriyas and 
the Vai~yas have no peculiar gotras of their own, they 
have no pravaras also; and as such, they have to borrow 
the gotra and pravara of their family priests. Vijna
n~-vara cites the authority of Asvalayana; but .~5-vala
yana's dictum is meant clearly for sacrificial purposes 
and not for the. purpose of marriage. · Writing two or 
three centuries earlier, Medhatithi had already made 
that point clear. The Kshatriyas and the Vaisyas were 
to observe the rule of sapi~ga exogamy that excl)lded 
seven generations from the father's side and five genera
tions from the mother's side, though the latter part of 
the rule was more often disobeyed than followed. I 
have already pointed out the absurd position that will 
be created if the gotras and prav.aras of the family priest 
are borrowed for the purpose of marriage. As one Brah
min generaly acts as a family priest for the whole village, 
the total population of the village will 'belong to the 
same gotra and pravara; and marriage within the village 
will be an impossibility. It does not seem that this 
theory of borrowing the gotra and pravara of the priest, 
as preached by the commentators, was ever followed
Sruriti-writers have given various qualifications with 
which the bride should be endowed. \Vhich of these 
qualifications are essential and which are non-essential? 
Vijilanesvara answers this question by declaring that the 
marriage with a sagotra, saruana-pravara and sapi1J~a 
eirl is void, and it fails to create the status of a wife; 
w hi!e other qualifications such as freedom from disease 
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etc. are non-essential, and their absence will not vitiate 
a marriage, though very bad results may be expected 
to follow from such unions. 

As far as the exclusion of the mother's gotra is con
cerned, Mitiiksharil is not very enthusiastic. Vijiliine
svara observes that some people hold the view that a. 
girl having the gotra even of the mother should not be 
taken in marriage. The upholders of this principle 
relied on the following verse from the chapter on penance 
of tliitatapa. " Having married the mother's brother's 
<hmghter, or a girl having the mother's gotra, or one 
having the common pravara, one should abandon the wife 
and should perform a Lunar penance 11." Vijniinel>'vara 
records the view in his work, and passes on without any 
discussion of it. It should be further noted that Vi
jliiim:.-<vara in the portion of his commentary, dealing with 
the <"Xpiatory penances, does not take into account the 
sin of marrying in the mother's gotra. 'Ve may reason
ably conclude from this that the writer oDlitiiksharii never 
accepted the principle, although he did not actually 
rdute it. As l\Iedhiitithi, Apariirka and Vijilane:Svara 
luwc all of them recorded this new view of sept exogamy 
in their works, in spite of their disn.greement with that 
Yicw, it may be inferred that this new e)..i:eusion of sept 
<'Xogamy was being systematically preached by a section 
of 1.-gislators, though the new principle does not seem to 
luwe bet•n e\•cr acc!'pted by an appreei11ble section of 
the Bmhmin conununity. 

\Ye must, now turn to Sl'e what expiatory penances 
the ~Iitflkslmrii prescribes for the violation of the rule 
<>f S!'pt <'Xog:uny. At the outset, Yijfiiine:S\•ara makes 
u distimiion betW<'!'ll an intentional bre11eh of the rule 
of !'Xogamy and an uninh'nt innal on!'; so also, he difieren-

15 :Mit;~kshnr:i, Book I. pp. 105, 10~. 
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tiates between lln occasional sin and a continuous sin. 
'\lrile commenting on the verse 231 from the chapter 
on penance of Yajnavalkya, he lays down that the sin 
of sagotra marriage will be comparable to the Yiolation 
of Guru's bed, only when the seminal effusion is there; 
otherwise the sin will be expiated by a lighter penance. 
Vijuane;,<vara quotes Narada to the effect that the carnal 
knowledge of a sagotra girl can be expiated only by the 
excision of the male organ. l\Iitaksharfi, however, makes 
an exception in favour of the Brahmins on whom no 
corporal punishment is to be inflicted. Relying on Manu, 
Vijnanesvara proceeds-if one unintentionally cohabits 
with a ChaQ<).iilr, he becomes an outcast, and he has to 
observe a penance of tweh1e years. If he intentionally 
Iiv es in the company of a Chi!Q<Jali for a long time, he. 
actually turns into a Chiil)<!ala. If he cohabits with 
her one night, he must observe three years' penance. 
On the authority of another Smriti which he does not 
name, Vijnanesvara illustrates the word 'ChaJ;Jqiili' by 
the following verse :-

Chal)<).alf bandhaki vesya rajastha ya chakanyaka 1 
u<Jha ya cha sagotra syat Vrishalyal;l pancha kirtital) II 

ChiiQgiili and \' rishali are synonymous words, and this 
verse places a woman, married to a sagotra person, in the 
same category; and even a single connection with her 
requires a penance of three years. l\Iitaksharii then 
quotes a verse from Brihad-Yama that prescribes a mere 
Lunar penance for approaching a ChiiQgiilr, a sister, 
a maternal uncle's wife, a sagotra woman etc. Vijiliine
svara, however, clears the point by explaining that this 
light penance has been prescribed for those cases only, 
where the seminal effusion has not taken place. If the 
seminal effusion is there, the original penance, as pre
scribed by the commentator, will be operativ-e'•- Yijlia-

16 Mitiiksbara, Book III. pp. 290-292 •. 
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nesvara does not define the status of the issue of a 
sagotra union; but as he considers a woman, married 
to a sagotra person, a ChillJ<)iili, it naturally follows that 
the son of a Chiil)~ali must be a Chii~H)ala. Baudhayana, 
when he enunciated the rule of sept exogamy, declared 
tlmt a man, malTying a sagotra girl, should abandon her 
as far as sexual life was concerned, but should protect 
her as his mother, and should perform a Lunar penance. 
'l'he wife was not placed under any social boycott. The 
issue was not polluted, but was to belong to the Kasyapa. 
gotra. 'fhis was the law, as given by Baudhayana, some 
five centuries before Christ in his Mahapravaradhyaya. 
In his Dharma-Siitra no penance is prescribed for the 
mere act of sagotra marriage; and a Krichchhra. penance
is to be performed for the birth of a son from the union. 
Fifteen hundred years bad now elapsed, and gotra exo
gl\my had as.'!umed such a rigidity that Vijnanesvara, 
writing in the twelfth century after Christ, condemned 
not only t.he man w bo man·ied a sagotra girl, but the 
wife, and the issue as well. The sin was no longer t(} 
he expi11ted by a Lunar penance. For a single day's 
slip, a pen1uwe of three years was prescribed. Connec
tion for a longl'r period threw the man into the Char:t•)a\a. 
caste. As to the issue, he was by all means a Chiio•Jala, 
as his mother was a Cbiir:t<Jalf, in as much as she married 
a sagotm person. 

Sept Exogamy in the Nibandha-Works 

Smriti-Cht\ndrikii is a Nibandha-work written in 
the Deccnn by Dcvar.ta Bbatta in the thirteenth century. 
The Nilmndlms m'e not considered inspired works like 
the ancil'nt Snuitis of l\Ianu, Yiijna,•al1.)a and PariiJara. 
The ohl Smritis are very loose and irregular in their ar
rang('ml'nt. of subjects. In these SJuritis, some sub
jects are exhausti\•cly treatt.>d, while some are left quite 
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unnoticed. The Nibandha-writers, on the other hand. 
give the Hindu Law in quite a systematic form. They 
-quote ancient authorities, and try to reconcile contra
dictory texts of various Smritis. After discussing a 
question from all sides, the Nibandha-writer gives his 
own conclusion; and in doing so, he is generally ali\'e 
to the actual practices of the people. By a comparison 
of the old Smritis with the Nibandhas, written after the 
twelfth century, one may observe that the former are 
more or less idealistic works, while the latter seem to 
be written by practical men for practical purposes. Com
mentators like VijniineSvara and .l\Iadhava also did the 
same thing, but their avowed purpose was to inter
prete one particular text, and-they do not so much as
pire to give the general law. Thus, it will be seen that 
the Nibandha-writer undertakes.a more ambitious work 
than the commentator. 

After the enunciation of the usual rule of sept exo
gamy, De\'aQa Bhatta proceeds that if a sagotra or sa
pravara marriage takes place, the wife should be aban
doned as far as sexual life is con~erned. He quotes ~ii
ratapa who recommends a Lunar penance for sagotra 
marriage and the protection of the wife like the mother 
thereafter. Evidently, this light penance is prescribed 
for the mere act of marriage; but if sexual union _!akes 
place and a child is born, the following verse from Apas
tamba provides for the situation: 

Samanagotrapravariim kanyam ii.ghvii. upagamya cha I 
tasyam utpadya Chal)giilam BrahmaQyfit e;·a hiyate II 

This verse which is attributed by Dc,·al)a Bhatta to 
Apastamba does not occur in his Dhanna-Si1tm or his 
Grihya-Sutra. Apastamba wrote his Si1tra, a century 
or two later than Baudhayana, and Baudhiiyana requires 
only a Lunar penance for the expiation of a sagotra mar-
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iage, while in his opinion the child is free from any ble
Iish. In the course of a century or two, it is improbable 
hat such a change in public opinion could take place 
s is disclosed in the alleged quotation from Apastamha. 
n Pravara-Maiijari17 and in Apariirka's commentary'" in 
onnection with sept exogamy Apastamba has been 
[Uoted; but that quotation is duiy found in his Dharma
iiltra. Purushottama, the author of Pravara-Manjari, 
1as quoted Yama10 and not Apastamba to denounce the 
ssue of a sagotra union. No other authoritative Smriti
niter has declared the issue of a sagotra union a Chii~;~
)iila. The verse quoted by DevaQa Bhat.ta must there
ore be the '1\ork of some other recent Apastamba. A 
netrical work <·ailed A pastamba.-Smriti is published in 
he A nandii~ranm Sanskrit series; and the work deals 
~·ith expiatory penances for various sins. In this Apas
:nmba-Smriti also, the verse in question is not found. 
rhat Smriti prescribes merely a Lunar penance, for ap
nonching a woman that ought not to be approached. 
rhe subject of sngotra marriage is not even incidentally 
nentioned. All subsequent Nibandha-writers have quot
•d the above verse or similar verses attributed to Bau
lhii yana, Y lillla, Brihad-Y ama etc. 

In resped: of the mot her's gotra, Devaoa Bhatt a quotes 
\·yas» who observes that, "some object to the mother's 
gotm nlso in marriage." Smriti-Chandrika, however, 
is not in fan,ur of the exclusion of the mother's 
;otra. De\'tll.il\ Bhalla was a resident of the Deccan 
\nd t\ gre>\t advocate of marriage with the maternal 
,mPie's dtmghter. II(' could not, therefore, accept the 
principle of excluding the mother's gotra. He lays down 
:hat tht• rnlt• (>{ exdudiugthe mother's gotra may be ope-

17 rravam--Maiijarr, p. 6. 
18 Apar.\rka. J'· 82. 
19 l?m'l'ara·Manj&rl, p. 7. 
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rative in those cases only, where the girl is offered in 
marriage as a Putrika i.e. a girl whom her father offers 
in marriage on condition expressed or implied that her 
son should belong to him. In a regular Brahma form 
of marriage the grrl, as soon as she is married, loses 
her father's gotra and acquires the gotra of the husband. 
It is only in Asura form of marriage and the Putrika 
marriage that the original gotra of the girl is retained. 
So, when a girl is married according to the Brahma fonu, 
in the case of her son's marriage, her gotra i.e. her father's 
gotra need not be taken into account. zo 

Hemaclri is the writer of a voluminous work on Dharma
Rastra, called Chaturvarga-Chintitmal)i. · Hemaclri's date 
has been fixed as lying somewhere between 1260 and 
l27l. Hemadri quotes one Gautama (not the famous 
Sf1tra-writer) and 1\Iarka~H~eya,_ both of whom d<?clare 
that, if sagotra marriage takes place through ignorance, 
the wife should be abandoned; but if some one continued 
in her company \\'ilfully and for the satisfaction of lust, 
that person is to be considered a i.\Iatrigami-a wooer 
of the mother. If a son is born, he is, of course, a ChiUJ
<,Iala. In case wl1ere a marriage takes place through ig
norance, and there is no sexual union, a Lunar pew1nce 
may be performed. If sexual union takes place, the 
sin is nothing short of Gurutalpa-the violation of Guru's 
bed. However, by \\'ay of expiatory penance, the ex
cision of the male organ may not be inflicted. "'hen 
a son is born, he is required to be burnt in the fire en
kindled with dry cow dung. This burning in the fire 
was, of course, a mock burning. Thus, it seems that, 
although Hemadri declared a child of the sagotra union 
a Cha~~<.lala, the Cha~~~alaship is more or less technical 
and he can be purified by the mock burning in the cow 

2.0 Smriti-Chandrika, part I. pp. I i9·l8S. 
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mg fire. Hemadri is equally lenient with the person 
urying a sagotra girl. The marriage is, of course, con
lcrctl void, and the man may be purified by re-initia
m. The woman may perform half the penance pre
rihctl for the male. Thus, Ilemadri condemns sagotra 
arringe, ant! condemns it in no equivocal terms. But 
l kct:>ps the way open for the sinners to re-enter their 
("ict.y after the performance of a practicable penance. 
ijiianc~vara also had prescribed a penance of twelve 
~!>rs for a long association with a Sl\gotra woman. But 
JlCilance 'covering a period oftwelve years' is hardly 11 

•nancc within ordinary reach, and few at best muon~ 
te sinners would hope to successfully finish the penance. 
n the other hand, re-initiation is a penance that is at 
1ce serious and simple; serious 11s far as the implication 
: the penance is conct'rned, and simple as far as the prac
t"tlbility is ("()1\("Cfl\Ctl.'~ 

In I he a!Iair of sagotm marriage, IIem<1dri would 
~rmit. the male person, 11s well as the issue of the sagotra. 
nion, tn enter the so("iet y with the penance described 
lmve. But wlmt. about the womnn sinner? The marriage 
<'fWt'l'n sagntra persons is dt>dared void by all legis
ltors. llt•mallri pres('ribcd for the wile one half of the 
<'lHlllet' thnt the male is r.sked to perform. He, how
\"er, does not define what is exactly meant by one half 
£ the pt•n:mt'<', to be perfonned by the male sinner. 
'bt' next point that he has not cleared is, "Can the 
.-omnn, so n.·leascd from sin, marry again?" The ques· 
ion mu><t ht>1H" a different as.pect, when the union has 
t•sult t•d in till issut'; but "here simply marrit•ge has taken 
,J:wt', and where no furl her developments have followed, 
he girl-wife must lngieally be declared a '\irgin, if the 
'rigi1ml marriage is to be e<•nsidt:'red null and void. This 
---- --- -----------------

21 UemiiUri, IY. pp. 365-366. 
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question has been picked up in right earnest by two 
later writers, Mitramisra, the author of Yiramitrodaya 
and Ananta Bhat!a, the author of Vidham1-Parijata, 
writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth century rl'S
pectively. 

flladhava, the famous minister of the king oi Yija
yanagar, or rather one who established the Hindu Raj 
of the Carnatic, wrote his commentary on the Parasara
Smriti in the latter half of the fourteenth century. He 
\\<as the brother of Sayanacharya, the renowned BMshya
writer. Madhava seems from his work a scholar of the 
first order. In his learned way of explaining a subject, 
he surpasses all other commentators, ancient or modern. 
Vijnune8vara attained a high degree of popularity no 
doubt, but, compared to :Madhava in point of scholar: 
ship, Vijnan~-vara cuts a poor figure. From Mudhava's. 
commentary, we may see t.hat he had gone through every 
piece of literature, Vedic or Pura!)ic that was available 
in his time. Madhava's ·positit>n is peculiar from one 
more point of view. He was not only a legislator, but 
being the chief administrator ·of a great Hindu Raj, he 
had to put into execution the law that he preached. 
One might say, like the Napoleonic Code, Para:Sara·Mii· 
dhava is a unique work on Hindu law, the two roles of 
legislator and administrator being combined in one per
son in both the cases. As a matter of fact, ~Iiidhava 
by his commentary has immortalized Parasara's work. 

Parasara does not explain in his Smriti the duties 
to be performed in the four Asramas-stages of life; 
and so, we do not find anything written by him on the nde 
of sept exogamy But 1\lladhava does not allow the mat
ter to rest there. He explains that Para~ara is silent. 
on the point, !Jecause he was not questioned on that point 
by his son Vyasa. Madhava, therefore, himself i..tutiates 
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e discussion about the duties of the four A~ramas. 
e gives the ruleofseptexogamyin the terms of rvia.nu and 
ljnavalkya; while, as to the avoidance of the mother's 
tra, his argument is on the line of Deva!)a Bhatta. 
lidhava is ready to con..«true Manu's verse (III-5) in 
.ch a way as will exclude also the mother's gotra. But 
is exclusion i~ merely nominal, because in the Brahma 
rm of marriage the wife loses her father's gotra and 
ins her },usband's gotra, as soon as the Sapta-padi 
the ceremony of walking seven steps hand in hand by 
e bride and the bridegroom is over. Madhava quotes 
arkaQ<,leyapuriiQa to establish that the gotra of t.he 
ide's father survives the Sapta-padi only in the Gun~ 
mrva form of marriage. Now, as is well J,.-nown, in 
e Hindu society, at least in _the first three castes, Brahm~> 
rm of marriage is the most popular form, and the Gan
mrva form i~ the least resorted to. Thus. the rule of 
e exclusion of mother's gotra is to be operative in searce 
ses. Lil.:e Deval)a Bhat.ta, Madhava is au advocate 
marriage with the maternal uncle's daughter, and hence 
~ determined attitude on the question of the mother's 
tra. At present, Brahmins of the Madhyaudina ilranch 
.Jy avoid the mother's gotra in marriage, but they do 
Jt avoid it on the theory of Madhav~t. They, of course, 
~rry according to the Braluna form of marriage, and 
ill they v.void the- mother's gotra. It is a usual custom 

commentators and Nibandha-writers that they will 
t diredly condemn a rule giv~>n by the ancients-even 
Jcn they disagree with it. 'l'hey will either areept 
e mle with such provisions as will render the original 
~t. ulmost inoperative, or tht>y will pl!lce the rul.- under 
\linujya (thinga uot to be perfol'med in t h.- Kali-agc). 

Ali hough r~~ii.:lara does not ~iv1• the rule nf sept 
u~uuy in bis Aehlradhyii.ya, he deals with the hreach 
the rule of &>pt exogamy in his <:haptcr on l'"n"r:..ces. 
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While commenting on Parasara's verses {X-5-6), l\fadhava, 
follo"'ing Y ama-Smriti, declares that there are three 
k~1ds of Chai)galas-One is a person, born from a Sanyasiu 
wlio haR broken his vow of celibacy; other is the son of 
a Brahmin mother and a Slidra father; and the third i~ 
the son of a woman, wedded to a sagotra person. The 
Yama-Sruriti that is printed in the Anandasrama series 
does not give the verse. Thus, .Madlmva considers a 
person, born of the sagotra union, a Chiil)giila. But that 
is not evidently the view of Parasara; becau.<;e in the 
same chapter in the fourteenth verse he prescribes a 
separate penance for connection with a sagotra girl along 
with many other unapproachable women like the Guru's 
wife, daughter-in-law and so on. In his commentary on 
the above verse, l\Iadhava quotes Sumantu and Satatapa 
who prescribe a Lunar penance for the sin of sagot.ra mar~. 
riage. Then, he quotes Baudhayana-Dharma-Siitra in 
which, as we have seen already, no penance for sago"tra 
marriage as such is prescribed, and only when a son is 
born, a Krichchhra penance of three months is to be per- · 
formed. What is then the real view of Madhava? Does 
he really think that the issue from a sagotra union is 
a Chii!)gala, because the woman so married is a Cha!)gii!I ? 
Or, does he agree with the mild view of Sumantu and Satii
tapa and finally the milder view of Baudhayana? The 
question is very difficult to answer. There is one thing, 
however, that we m.ay not lose sight of. In Miidhava 
we get an administrator and a legislator combined. He 
could not merely idealise. As the prime minister of a . 
j!;reat Hindu state, he had to deal practically with la\1·. 
So, we may expect that in his work he must have ever 
kept before him the practical side of any law that hi" ex
plained. ·when he includes a woman married to a sa
gotra person in the list of Chii~1giills, he simply states the 
ideali!!tic view, held by most of the writers of his time; 
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JUt that it was not hiB own view may be seen from hiB 
;ommcnts on the fourteenth verse in the same chapter, 
Lctually dealing \\-ith sagotra marriage. If he really 
;bought that a woman married to a sagotra person was 
1 Ch:-n.J<Jali and her son a ChaQgala, he would have once 
tnore quoted Yama, or he would have quote~ the verse 
Nhich Smriti-Chandrika had attributed to Apa.stamba.. 
[nstea.d of doing so, Madhava. quotes three authorities, 
1.\1 of whom prescribe a mild penance for a sagotra m.ar
riage, and even for the birth of a child. In the Baudhayana
Sittm which Madhava quotes for the birth of a son 
from a sagotra connection, three months' Krichchhr& 
penance was thought sufficient. Though B&udhayana 
does not make it cle&r, this three months' Krichchhra 
penance, in all probability, purified all the three sinners
the {ather, the mother and the child. It will be a legi-
imate inference, theieforc, on the whole that, though Ma
ha"a menLions the idealistic view that the issue of a 
><gotra union is to be regarded a Chal)gala, for all prac
ieal purposes the Cbal)~J.laship was to be considered 
technical one; and Madhava was of opinion that some 

Jrt of penance, the Lunar or the Krichchhra, would be 
ullieient [or the purification of the sinners. 

1\ladana-Piirijflta is the Nibandha-work of Vi,;ve
·am, written in the fifteenth century in the vicinity of 
elhi. On the subject of sagotra. marriage he quotes 
rihad-Yama v:bo lays down that connection with a 
~otm woman is equivalent to connection with Guru's 
i£e or the mother. Like Vijnanelvara. he quotes a 
nriti whieh he does not name to the effect that a woman 
><rrit•d to a st\gotra husband, is a VrishaU; and Vrishali 
enns a Chfuy)ali"'. Briefly speaking, sagotra. marriage 
s ht><'ll discus.."!'d in .Madana-Pii.rijata on the same lines 

:!~ ~ladaua-l':trijilta, pp. 133-138. 
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as tha~ of 1\fitakshara. As to the avoidance of the mother's 
gotra, Visve:ivara opines that local custom should be ob
served in the matter. 

Nir~aya-Sindhu, Viramitrodaya and Samskara-Kau
stubha are the Nibandha-works of the seventeenth cen
tury. Among them NirQaya-Sindhu is the earliest. It 
was composed by Kamalakara, a Deccani Pandit, at Be
nares. Among recent works, NirQaya-Sindhu is regarded 
with great respect throughout India. Kamalaksra, after 
declaring that the sameness of the gotra and the same
ness of the pravara separately prohibit marriage, pro
ceeds to tell as to what should be done when there is 
complete ignorance of the gotra and pravara of a person. 
He quotes Satyiisha<).ha wbo says that "the pravaras of 
the family priest or the initiating priest should be boF
rowed." One writer lays do_wn that, in such cases, the
person ignorant of his gotra should make himself QVer 
to another person, and should accept his gotra, or he 
should declare himself as belonging to the Jamadagni. 
P"otra. Divodasiya also supports the view. In the old 
Siitras provision is made regarding the course to be fol
lowed by a person ignorant of his pravara28

• But in later 
works, either commentaries or Nibandhas, this question 
has not been tre2ted. Kamalakara finds it necessary 
to pro"ide for the contingency. The reason is obvious. 
Kamalakara wrote his wc·rk in 1612. Since several hun
dred years previous k it, India was being overrun by the 
Mohammedans, and Brahmanism was receiving rude 
shocks at their hands; and the Brahmins, as the spiritual 
leaders of the Hindus, were persecuted all over the coun
try. In such troublesome times it was but quite natural 
that many Brahmins should forget their pravaras and 
gutras. This means that many Brahmins could not get 

23 P. Chentsalrao, p. 318. 
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themselves even properly initiated. There was a time 
when the forgetting of the Vedas, once learned, was con
sidered a serious sin. But times had changed; and it 
now became a doubtful matter whether every Brahmin 
properly remembered his gotra and pravara. We need 
not be surprised at all, if some Brahmins in the days of 
Kamaliikara had forgotten their pra. varas, and specially 
110 in Northern India where the persecution of Brah
manism was carried on with greater vehemence by the 
~lohammed>lns. I am told by my Gujarati Brahmin 
friends that Gujarati Brahmins 'generally do not know 
their prnvaras. From the information that I received 
from Benares it seems that the Brahmin community 
iti Northern India as a whole is fairly on its way to for
g<>t pra v ams. 

Kanmlftkara, in prescribing expiatory penance for 
tmgotra marriage, quotes Smrityarthasara which de
chu-es that intentional sagotra marriage is nothing short of 
t.he sin of Gurutalpa-violation of the Guru's bed; and the 
p<'mmce for such unlawful marriage is the Slime as that 
of Gurutalpa. The issue of the union should' be con
·itlcred a Chiiz.i<Jilla. If the marriage takes place through 
'gnorance, and if a son is also born, a Lunar penance 
1·ill purify the sinner, and the son will belong to Ka
'yapa gotra". Which is an intentional sagotra marriage 
lnd which i.; an unintentional one is really very difficult 
o determine. In the seventeenth century the rule of 
Ppt exogamy bad heen so firmly established and was 
o IUU{'h d~-ep-rooted in the minds of the people that 
n intentional sagotra marriage was hardly a possibility. 
:rhencver through ignoranee such a marriage took place, 
\:amalftkara prescribed three Lunar penances for the 
ouple, and possibly no penanee for the issue who was 

join the Ku.Syapa gotra. 

:!! Niri•ayasindhu. p. 33:!. 
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XirDaya-Sindhu, unlike the old Xibandha-writers 
and commentators, insi:,--ts that the mother's gotra should 
be a>oided in marriage. The popular view of the time 
was that, as laid down by Satyasha~ha, mother's gotra 
should be avoided by only the .:Uiidhyandina Brahmins. 
But Kamalakara points out that Satyasha•)ha ne\-er 
said so as is declared by the writer of PraYara-.:Uanjarl; 
and so, all should avoid the mother's gotra in marriage; 
otherwise they will be guilty of high sin." It was an im
possibility, however, to revive the principle of avoid
ing the mother's gotra in marriage, as it had long since 
fallen into general disfavour and disuse. It was now 
something like trying to revi>e a thing that was dead. 
Great authorities like Miidhava and Denl)a had already 
spoken against its general applic'ltion; and it was he
yond hope that the principle would be acceptable to tlie 
general public. As mentioned before, only the Jihdhyan: 
dina Brahmins excluded and even now exclude ·the 
mother's gotra in marriage. 

In Yframitrodaya the. verse, 
_\ru~apatitilpatyam BrahmaDyiim yastu Sudraja]) 1 

83gotrocJhasutal;! chaiva Chfw•~iiliih traya fritab 11 

has been attributed to Baudhiiyana. The s'ime verse 
was attributed to Y ama by .:Uadha,·a. It seems that this 
verse as well as the verse, 

Samilnagotrapravar-Jm kanyi'im uq.hvii upagamya cha I 
Tasyiim utpadya Chii!)qiilam Bn1hma~ly1it eva hiyate II 

which is attributed to .\pastamba, seem to be stock 
Yerses, whoever might be their real author. \Thenewr 
one is ignorant of his gotra, aceording to :llitrami.~ra, 
the author of Ylramitrodava, the gotra of the spiritual 
teacher is to be assumed; a~d, when the spiritual teacher's 
gotra is not knO\m, one should declare hin self as be
longing to Jamadagni or Ka..~yapa gotra. When mar-

25 Nir~ayasindhu, p. 331. 
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riage between sagotra persons takes place unintentioB
ally, and also a child is born, Viramitroda ya would 
follow Baudhayana-Siitra and rec.ommend that the child 
is not rendered impure at all, and the father \V'ould be 
purified by three Lunar penances. But, when the mar
riage is intentional, the penance declared by Y ama and 
TrikHI,I<_Ia Mar.~<_lana should be observed. The child shouli 
he! dedared a Chfu.lf_liila, and the penance for Gurutalpa 
should be performed. Viramitrodaya does not make 
it dear whether a ChftiJ<.lala, born of a wilful sagotm mar
riage, can be afterwards purified by any expiation; but, 
in all pmbability, the Chii~1<).alaship was in name only, 
~n<l could !Je removed by the mock burning of the child, 
preseribed by IIerufldri, or by some other expiation. 

From among the Nibandha-writers and commen
tators that I have noticed so far, nobody has considered 
tJ1e question of the fate of the girl who is married to a 
sagotra person, intentionally or unintentionally, and whe 

!.is subsequently abandoned by the husband. The male 
l''~rty is purilied, according to different authorities, by 
the performance of either one, two or three Lunar pe
n>lnees or Krichchhra penances. The issue from the 
union may not be impure at all, or he may be purified 
by some pt>nanre or other. But what about the woman 
who is a meek sufferer in the whole drama? The ques
tion was not possibly raised, because the Hindu woman 
is noted [or ht:>r spirit of resignation. So, on('e the mar-
iage wns rt'ntlered invalid, there is little probability 
hut a Hindu womtm would be ready for a se('ond mar
iage. Not that Iter temperament was so meek and re
igned by nature; hut the uniform treatment, offered to 
he wonHm cbS$ hy the ludi<~.n Legislators, was calculated 
10t. to eleYate and enliYen ht'r spirit; but on the con
r;•ry, it h'nded to create a sordid S<'nse of submission and 
espoudt'ncy. Under such ciremn,tanees, it was but 
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natural that conunfi'ntators and Nibandha-writers did 
not discuss the question of the woman, married to a sagotra 
person and subsequently- renounced. Vlramitrodaya opens 
the discussion with a quotation from Katyayana who 
lays down that a woman, although married once, should 
be bestowed upon another man, after being well dressed 
and well ornamented. In Brahmapuriil)a, remarriage 
of a woman once married is. prohibited, it being placed 
in the list of 'Kalivarjya.' MitramiSra, however, argues 
that the quotation from Brahmapuraoa prohibits in 
Kali-age the remarriage of women in the following cases:
When the husband is dead, when the. husband has turn
ed a recluse, and when the husband is impotent or an 
o_utcast. But, in the case Of sagotra marriage, marriage 
has not really taken place; so the dictum of the Brahma, 
pu.rai;la is not applicable to the present case; and a woman, 
married to a sagotra person and subsequently renoup.c
ed~.can have the option of maiT)ing again. No writer 
up to this time had d~barred the woman from marry" 
ing, and at the same time we must remember that none 
but .MitrarniSra had yet given'a positive lead on the point 
by declaring that the woman can exercise her option in 
·he matter. 

MitramiSra, on the authority of Satyashii~a, con
fines the avoidance of the mother's gotra, only to the 
.Madhyandina Brahmins. With them also, the author 
proceeds, the gotra of the mother's father should be avoid
ed; but the pravarasneed not be taken into consideration."" 

Anantadeva, the author of Samskara-Kanstubha, 
does not discuss the rule of sept exogamy in detail 
He prescribes penances for the younger brother and sis
ter that anticipate their elders in marriage. But he 

26 V!ramitrodaya, VoL I. pp. 680-684. 
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does not prescribe any penance for a sagotra marriage. 
The only inference that we may draw from this is that 
Hagotra marriages were very rare in the seventeenth 
l-entury when Anantadeva wrote his work. The rule 
of gotra exogamy was universally accepted and followed. 
For all practical purposes there was hardly any breach 
of the rule; and hence, Anantadeva did not prescribe a11y 
penr.nce for sagotra mc·rriage. As far as 1\laharii.shtra. 
is concerned, even now, sagotra marriages are very rare. 
'I' he writ<>r of this work chanced to learn one isolated case 
of sagotra marriage during the last twenty-five years. 27 

There is no doubt about the fact that sagotra marriages 
were, and even now, are very rare. Sarilskii.ra-Kaustubha, 
Jollowing Pari\sara-Madhava, lays down that the mother's 
gotra should be avoided by the Mii.dhyandina Brahmins 
only. It may be further avoided by all those whose 
mother was married according to Gandharva form or 
W:>s offered in marriage as a Putrikii by her father."" 

Vidhi\na-Piiriji\ta is a very recent work, written by 
Ananta Bha\ta, in the year 1760. In prescribing penances 
for sagotra marriage, the author first quotes Prayoga
P:\rijr.ta tbnt prescribes the Gnrutalpa penance for a 
wilful sagotra marriage. When the marriage is Uilln
tentional, Tapta-Krichchhra penance is to be performed. 
and the issues are to belong to Bharadviija gotra and 
not to 1\:~~ynpa gotra as told by Baudhiiyana. \Vhen 
mere marriage has taken place, a Krichchhra penance 
may he made. Vidhiina-Parijiita then quotes Shattri-

~7 Sint.'l" this st.~nt.t•n<'c was written. & sagotra marriage in the 
Mnh;iriish~rn _Ilmlun.in community was _ePiobmh>d at Gwahor. Owing 
t.u the wry h11<h sonal Sh>tus of the bnd• and th~ bridegroom, effee
ttv-o ('Xcommuuit·ation of tlu.' eouple was out of tb.e tjue-stion; but 
th~ f>uor prit'.St who ufih·iatt-.J at the fun<'!tiou is n'portt.'<l to have 
bt'<'ll placed undt•r 8Uo·ial boycott for some time and compelled to 
po•rlorm some suitablt• penance for ht'ing re-admitt<>d in the society. 

~8 S. K"ustubha, pp. 692, 693. 
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Jili'anmata in which very mild penances are prescribed 
for the sin, and practical ways are suggested to meet 
the situation created by sagotra marriage. Wnen the 
sagotra union has taken place due t<J ignorance, the cou
ple may perform a Lunar penance. If the sagotra per
sons marry intentionally, two Lunar penances should be 
performed. The father of the girl should perform a 
Krichchhra or a double Krichchhra penance in these 
eases. The father, after performing the penance, should 
give over the girl to a Brahmin of Bharadvaja gotra or 
Kasyapa gotra. With proper rituals, the girl should be 
asked to sit in a tub of ghee. Thus she is purified, and 
then she should be given to. another husband. One 
who marries her in this way does not incur any sin. Do
ing it in any other way, he is condemned to hell. Here, 
the question of the remarriage of a girl, married t<J a sa
gotra person, has been treated in a matter of fact way. 
Vidhana-Parijata adds that such remarriages of women, 
married to sagotr-a males, should be celebrated in any 
month of the year. A:.<valayana's SiHra 'Sarvakalikam 
·eke vivaham' should apply to these cases."" 

Dharma-Sindhu is the work- of a 1\lahftriishtra Panilit 
named Kasinatha. It was finished at Pan<Jharpur in 1790. 
Though a recent work, its popularity is great. Kasiniitha's 
style is very lucid and his exposition of the subject-mat
ter is very clear. He prescribed a mild penance for a 
·sagotra marriage. When the · action is unintentional, 
one Lunar penance, and when the action is wilful, two 
Lunar penances should be performed. The girl should 
perform one half of the penances. This is the view that 
Kiisinatha supports. He then mentions different views 
held by different writers. "A son, born of a wilful sagotra 
marriage should be considered a Chii~J!)iila, because 

29 Vidhana-Parijata, pp. 707-709. 
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Yama-Smriti says so." It seems that Yama's view was 
not approved of by the author; because he states his 
mild penance first, while Yama's view is quoted last; and 
though the writer does not condemn Yama's view, at 
the same time he does not speak one approving word 
about that view. Dharma-Sindhu is emphatic in declar
ing that the mother's gotra should be avoided only by 
the 1\Iadhyandina Brahmins and not by others.30 

Recapitulation 
History of sept exogamy has been now briefly told 

from the days of 1\Ianu down to the eighteenth century 
of the Christian era. It will be convenient to recapitulate 
it, before we proceed to consider sapir.1~a exogamy. 
To dctem1ine the exact period in which sept exogamy 
was first introduced among the lndo-Aryans is next to 
impossible. I have tried to show that in early Vedic 
times sept exogamy must have been absent, though mar
riage was generally contracted outside the family. In 
the days of the Sarflhitiis other than the ~igveda and the 
Bri1hnmrya works, gotras had made their appearance 
and the Brahmin community was being organized on 
the basil! of pravaras; and n~ost probably, by this time 
goHa had hPgun to be considered in selecting a bride, 
though a hard and fast rule may not yet have been laid 
down. I lmve furt h{'r shown that Manu is the oldest 
law-giwr in India, and e\'en the Taittirlya Sarnhitii has 
rN'{>gniRl'd the high authority of Manu. The metrical 
l\bnu-8mriti tlmt bas come down to us ntay be a recent 
wmk; but it undouhtt-dly retains a large portion of the 
tmditional law. The rule of s!'pt exogamy, as given 
in lltnnu-Smriti, is mther loose and no penalty is pro
vided for thl' ln'('ach of that rult>. In l\lanu's mle of 
t'xognmy, prn,·ara is not mentioned; nor it is implied, 

30 Dlumnasiudlm, pp. 143- I H. 
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a'though commentators, writing their works several hun
dred years after Manu, have interpreted his word 'sagotra' 
as 'sapravara'. As sept exogamy must have begun with 
gotra, pure and simple, meaning a surname, for reasons 
that have been already explained fully, we may say that 
the earliest form of sept exogamy is to be found in Manu's 
work. As no penance is prescribed for the breach of 
the rule, it mav be cnnsidered to be rather a recommen
datory rule than a compulsory one. 

Turning to the Siitra works, we find that the mean
ing of the word 'gotra' has been now widened. The 
word 'sagotra,' used by Baudhayana, is to be understood 
in the sense of 'samana-pravara'. Thus, with the Sutra
writers, the scope of the rule is extended and some 
penances are prescribed for the sin of sagotra marriage. 
Baudhayana in his Dharma-Sutra declares that a sagotra 
wife should be abandoned as far as sexual life is concern
ed, but should be protected like the m9ther. When the 
sagotra marriage results in an issue, the issue would 
belong to Kasyapa gotra, and the father would be puri
fied by a Krichchhra penance of three months. Gau
tama speaks very strongly against sagotra marriage; 
but his views on this point are extreme and may not b: 
seriously considered. Generally speaking, the view of 
the Sutra-writers on the question of sagotra marriage 
is rather lenient. For the mere act of sagotra marriage 
Baudhayana would prescribe nv penance beyond aban
doning the sagotra wife. 

After the beginning of the Christian era, sept exo
gamy grows more and more rigid. A sagotra marriage 
is placed on a par with tha sin of the violation of Guru's 
bed. Nilrada prescribes the excision of the organ, as 
the only adequate punishment for union with a sagotra 
woman. However, neither in Yajnavalkya nor in Na
rada, Brihaspati or Parii~ara Smritis, we find any de-
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nuneiation of a son, born of the sagotra marriage, as a 
Charp)ala. In the Smritis, attributed to Yama, Brihad-Yama, 
Vyasa etc., sagotra marriage is condemned in strong 
terms, and the issue is declared a ChaQgiila. But all 
theBe Smritis are either non-existent or are found only in 
fragments. But, as commentators and Nibandha-writers 
have quoted Yama, Brihad-Yama, Vyasa, Apastam.ba 
and Baudh:lyana (the last two names are not to he iden
tified with the ancient Siitra-writers) to denounce the 
sagotra marriage as highly sinful and to declare the pro
geny as Cha~u_lala, these Smritis must have been written 
before the age of the commentators began ie. before 
the ninth c-entury. 

Medhatithi, the first great commentator on Manu, 
observes that, though the person who marries a sagotra 
woman unknowingly and then abandons her commits 
no sin, he should perform the penance as it bas been 
ord>1iJ1ed by 'niters other than Manu. Later commen. 
tators like Apariirka and Vijiliine.4vara considered sagotra 
marriage quite a censurable thing. They would further 
style the woman, married to a sagotra husband as a ChiiQ
<)itli, and her son is, of course, to be considered a ChiiQgiila. 
Sorttewhat lighter penance is prescribed for unintentional 
~agotra marriage; while a continuous and wilful connec
tion with a sagotra woman can hardly be expiated by 
a penance of twelve years. The two conunentators differ
-entiate between the mere aPt of sagotra marriage and 
its eonsummation either by sexual union or by the birth 
of t\ll issue. 

From the Vf~ry harsh penances that are prescribed 
l•y the commentators and Nihandhn-writ.ers for sagotra 
mr.rringe, the only reasonable inference th<\t we may 
dmw is that sagotra marriage had now become ahnost 
extinct and marriage outside the gotrn had become the 
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uniform law. And thus, the penances prescribed were 
more or less nominal as occasions for these penances 
did not generally arise. For wilful sagotra marriage 
a . sterner penance is prescribed. But how are we to 
determine that a particular sagotra marriage is a wilful 
act? All the rule had been now universally accepted 
and practised, cases of wilful sagotra marriage must have 
been very rare. In the same way it seems that the ChiiQ
~alaship of the issue, born of the sagotra union, was a 
nominal one. Thus, Hemadri prescribed the penance 
of mock burning in the fire of cow-dung for the issue 
of sagotra marriage. The man who married a sagotra 
woman is to be re-initiated and the woman is to perform 
half the penance done by the man. That the ChaQgala
ship, attributed to the issue of a sagotra union, was a 
technical one and it could be removed by suitable pe
nances may be fuxther seen from the fact that the verse 
that declares the issue of a sagotra u;nion a ChaQ~ala 
places under the same category the children of a Sanyasin
an ascetic-who has broken his vow· of celibacy and re
entered the life of a householder. I may recall here the 
historical example of Jnane8vam, his two brothers and 
one sister all of whom were born after their father haq 
renounced his Sanyasa. At Nandi they were placed 
under social boycott; but 'the way of purification was 
kept open to them, and they were directed to proceed 
to Paithan, a seat of great learning in the thirteenth 
century: and we are told that they were declared finally 
pure by the Paithan Pandits. What I mean to point 
out is that the Chiinq.alaship was such as could be re
moved by the performance of rites. Hemadri makes it 
possible for all the sinning parties in a sagotra ·marriage 
to be purified by the performance of practicable penances. 
Writers after Hemiidri have generally prescribed rather 
easy penances for sagotra marriage. Thus, Jl.ladhava, 
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although he states the sterner verdicts of Yama and Bri
had-Yama, finally recommends that the mild penance 
prescribed in the Baudhayana-Dharma-Sii.tra, should be 
performed. Viramitrodaya goes a step forward and 
suggests that a woman, married to a sagotra person, 
after the dis..'IDlution of the first marria.ge,-as a matter 
of fact, there was no marriage at all-should be allowed 
to remarry. \'idhiina-Pftrijata, a work of the eighteenth 
century, gives the full procedure of the remarriage of 
a woman who has been married to a sagotra person, and 
is subsequently abandoned. She is to be offered to a 
Brahmin of Ka~yapa or Jamadagni gotra, and then she 
should be married according to the regular practice. 
Dharma-Sindhu which was written at the close of the eigh
teenth <"entury prer;cribes mild penances, for an unin
tentional as W!'ll as intentional sagotra marriage. 

Some l<'gislators may have prescribed stern penances 
for sagotra marriage, others might have recommended 
mild penances; but one fact stands prominently before 
our eyes, namely, beginning from the Sii.tra times down 
to the days of Dharm-Sindhu, all writers on Hindu law 
hnve uniformly disapproved of sagotra marriage or 
rat.lwr sugotra marriage is to be considered not to have 
taken ph1ce altogether. All writers agree on the point 
thnt, ns soon as the sagotra marriage is detected, the 
wife is to be abandoned. Severity or mildness of the 
penance is a nu1tter of secondary importance. The in
di\·i.!IHll tl'mpemment of the legislator is often respon
sihl!' for the S<'\·erity or ot hHwise of the penance pre
seribcd. I should like to suggest one more explanation. 
In Si1t.ra times the rule of sept exogamy had not been 
uniwrsnlly ac<'epted; and so, the penances for its breach 
W<'rt> !.•niPnt. During the period beginning with the 
Christian e111. and ending with the twelft-h or thirteenth 
c!'ntury, the rule was deeply impressed on the minds 
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-of the people by the law-givers. To secure the lmiver
sal obs~rvance of the rule, the law-givers denounced 
sagotra marriage in no measured terms, and prescribed 
very severe penances for the act. By declaring that 
the issue of a sagotra union should be considered a Cha~•-
4-ala, the legislators were able to completely wipe off 
sagotra unions from the Hindu society. The ChaQ~ii

laship, attributed to the issue from a sagotra marriage, 
must have proved a very effective catch-word, in the 
mouths of the law-givers owing t-o the previous associa
tions of the term Chfu;l~ala. During this period the 
rule got such a hold on the minds of the people that it 
began to be considered almost a law of nature. After 
the thirteenth century the rule was so firmly established 
in the society that its breach became· a very rare thing; 
and consequently legislators after the thirteenth cen
tury prescribed rather lenient penances for sagotra mar
nage. 

• 



CHAPTER VIII 

Origin of the Brahmin Sept Exogamy 

Last two chapters cover the history of sept exogamy 
of the Indo-Aryans and specially of the Brahmins from the 
Siitra period down to our own times. Before proceedin~ 
to examine the rules of sapil)~a exogamy, it is necessary 
to consider how and why the lndo-Aryans introduced 
sept exog'lmy among them-exogamy, which we know, 
they did not practise in the Indo-Iranian times as well 
as in the early Vedic times in India. It must be an
swered whether the sept exogamy, as far as the lndo
Aryans were concerned, was a natural development of 
their culture, or they introduced it in in1itation of some 
other· people. To answer this question we must look 
into the mo~t important of the various probable expla
nlltinns of the origin of exogamy that have been put 
forth by diffen'nt scholars. 

Different Theories regarding the Origin of Exogamy 

1\[el..ennan, who is to be credited with the first in
troduction of the word 'exogamy' iu the English language, 
is of opinion th<lt exogamy is to be traced back to the 
pnwtit·e of marriage by capt.ure relics of which are still 
nb:<t'rvahlc in many races. Thus, a mock capture of the 
hritle nnd !I ft'igned resistance by her relatives precede 
the ad ual nHHri<>ge ceremony in certain tribes. In the 
mrly sn,·agc >-iages of humanity mam Ji,·ed on hunting; 
and fl'male {·hildren who could not help the hunting pur
~nits of the father were neglected and often killed. The 
shortage of girls that was so cau;;ed in the society led 
to the ill(•,·itnhle result that num had to compete hard 
f<lr gt'tt ing a wife and hnd to resort t<l forciLie measures. 
The pmdice of securing a wife by capture must have, in 
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course of time, led to the uniform rule of exogamyr. Dr. 
Westermarck finds fault with this explanation. He thinks 
that McLennan exaggerates both the prevalence of fe
~le infanticide and the prevalence of marriage by cap

. ture in the primitive world2
• Besides, female infanticide 

.. and the subsequent scarcity of girls may lead to poly-
andry and not to exogamy. Wbatever it may be, the 
.explanation may be applicable only to the exogamy 
prevalent among savage or half-savage races. lndo
Aryans were a cultured people. There is no substantial 
.evidence to prove that they practised universal female 
infanticide. In the Aitareya BrahmaQa we are told 
that "wife is a friend, daughter a calamity, and the son 
is the highest light. 3" But this is an isolated reference, 
and it does not follow from it that the Indo-Aryans killed 
their female children. The conception of family is fully 
developed in the ~igveda literature. Woman is highly 
honoured and valued. "Wife is the home, she alone is 
the place of rest. "• In Vedic times the shortage of girls 
was never felt as we may see from the example of Ghosha 
who grew old in her father's house pining for a husband". 
When there is no scarcity of girls, the necessity ~f mar-· 
riage by capture does not anse. Love-making by girls 
in the J;tigveda times '~hich has been previously referred 
to does not leave room for the theory of marriage by . 
capture. · 

Among the eight forms of marriage, the Riikshasa 
form did allow the capture of the bride by force; but 
this form of marriage was restricted only to the Ksha-

1 " Studies in Ancient History," (1886), pp. 70, 75, 76. 
2 Westermarck, Vol. II. p. 165. 
3 A. Bri\ hm a7;1a, 7-13. 
l .l;'ig. III-53--4. 
5 .l;'ig. I-117-7. 
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triyas, • and looking to the whole range of the PuraQic 
literature we find that even among the Kshatriyas ex
amples of umrriage by capture were very few. It seems, 
therefore, that, although the Kshatriyas were allowed to 
have marriage by capture, they generally followed the 
Brahmani<'al forms of marriage. And, if the Kshatriyas 
ever follo\\·erl the Riikshasa form of marriage, they did so, 
not becau.~l' there was any scarcity of girls; but, because 
such a form of marriage suited their warlike taste. The 
Ksbatriyas preferred death in battle to death on sick 
bed. If death was not possible on a battle-field, instead 
of dying a natural death they sometimes ended their 
life by violl'nt means. Such was the peculiar tempera
ment of the Indian Kshatriyas; and so, some of them pre
ferred the lli1kshasa form of marriage to the other peace
ful forms, and in those cases only where the prize of the 
capture was a renowned beauty, sought for by more than 
one prince. Thus, it will be seen that IllcLennan's theory 
cannot explain the appearance of sept exogamy among 
the Imlo-Aryans. 

Spencer thinks that exogamy must have originated 
as the natural result of the inter-tribal war which in
cessantly pr<·vailed in the primitive society. 'Voman might 
be an item of hooty of the war and a captured woman 
might sen·e a double purpose of being a slavish wife and 
a trophy. One, possessed of such a trophy, mav be 
honoured nwr~ by his n~ighbours; and thus, the pra~tice 
of marrying n mptive girl might, in course of time, de\-elop 
into ex<•gamy. ' Spencer's theory, on the face of it, is 
J,•ss phmsiJ,J,. than that of McLennan. As hr as the 
I ndo-.<\rnms were concerned, they were m:~it•lY ena1wed ... ~ :::> 0 

in wauf,uc a~ainst the aboriginal tribe11 in Tn<lil\. Int!'r-
-- -----···-----
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tribal wars there may be, but they were few; and, above 
all, the Brahmins and the VaiSyas generally never took 
any part in wars. And still the rule of exogamy, as ap
plied to the Brahmins, was sterner and far more com
prehensive than in the case of the Kshatriyas. There is 
not a shred of evidence in Sanskrit literature to prove 
that the principle of exogamy first originated with the 
Kshatriyas and then spread to other classes. 

Lord Avebury bases his theory of exogamy on com
munal marriage which, he believes, all primitive societies 
uniformly practised. Due to the prevalence of communal 
marriage, all the women in the clan are the wives of all 
the men in the clan. If a woman is captured from 
another tribe, the law of communal marriage may not 
{)perate; and thus, a captured wife may be the exclusive 
possession of one individual. 8 Ingenious as the theory is, 
it really does not take us nearer to the explanation of the 
appearance of exogamy among the Indo-Aryans. In 
the ~igveda times and even in the Indo--Iranian days 
of Aryan civilization, marriage is looked upon as a sacred 
tie. The word denoting a couple is 'Dampatl' in the ~ig' 
veda, and it is always· used iri .the dual showing the ge
neral prevalence of monogamy. In the Aitareya Briih
ma!)a we are told that .ol)e man may have many wives 
but a woman cannot have <:9-husbands." The only per
tinent reference to group-marriage that I could find is 
from Apastamba: "For they declare that the bride is 
given to the family (of her husband) and not to the bus
band alone.10

" The reference, however, is quite passingly 
made in connection with the Kiyoga to prove the superior 

8 "Origin of Civilization and the primitive condition of )Jan'·~ 
P· 94. 

9 A. Briihma.J.:la, 3-23; Hang, p. HJ7. 

10 li.pa.. Dha. II-27-3; S. R E. Vol. II. p. JG4. 
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claim of the gentiles against strangers. Besides, Apas
tamha is not here enunciating any principle of morality 
or law. But he is, like a lawyer, simply defending the 
rights of the members of a family against strangers. What 
is stated incidentally must not be taken too seriously. 
In the famous dialogue between Paw~u and Kunti, Pai)<Ju 
refers to a state of society, betraying very loose sexual 
morals." The state of society, described by Pal)<j.u, may 
be considered as belonging to the prehistoric period; and 
granting that Pa~uJu speaks of a period known to his
tory, the state of things that he describes is not the state 
of communal marriage. What Pao<J.u means is that 
nmrriage ties in ancient times were very loose; but by 
loose ties Pa1y)u never meant communal marriage. Thus, 
Lord Avebury's thesis does not help us to explain the exo
g,uny among the Aryan settlers in India. 

Morgrm tries to explain the origin of exogamy by 
the simple faet. that people constantly watched the evil 
"eiTects of m'l.rriage between very near relatives like bro
ther and sister and slowly arrived at the conclusion that 
sueh mnni11g<'s were harmful. Marriage of near kin 
was rrohihited first; then followed by analogy the exten
sh-e law uf dan or sept exogamy.12 l\Iorgan takes it for 
gmnte<l that lmd consequences follow the mating of near 
kin. But from the resenrehes of modern biologists the 
mueh-spokl'n-of evil results of inbreeding will be found 
mt her imaginary than real Due to peculiar combinations 
in few eas<'s marriage of kin may lead to evil effects. But 
Morgan pn•smnes a continuous obst'rvation of such uni
fonn evil results whil'!1 inclines the people to prohibit 
nu1rriage hetwl'en nl'ar relatives and finally to prohibit 
Jtmrriagt• in the dan. lllodem biologists ha,·e proved 

II ]l[,.hh. I. f'hnph'rs 1:!7-128. 
12 Murgun, PI'- 42-l-425. 
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that, though uniformly healthy results cannot be guaranteed 
from inbreeding, one thing is beyond doubt clear that 
evil consequences of inbreeding are always exaggerated. 
Besides, granting that Morgan's presumption that people 
continuously observed the evil e:ffects of inbreeding, it 
can explain the exogamy among the primitive tribes
The Indo-Aryans, "hen they entered the plains of the 
Indus, were no longer a primitive people. In compari
son to the native tribes that surrounded them, they were 
far civilized. They had a long history behind them. If 
exogamy is to be explained by Morgan's theory, the Indo
Aryans and even the Iranians ought to have adopted 
exogamy long since. For a long tin1e the Aryans must 
have been watching the alleged evil consequences of kin 
marriage; and as a result, sept exogamy ought to have 
been found fully established among the Iranians and 
the Indo-Aryans. But instead of adopting sept exogamy 
the Iranians e:ffected marriages between parallel cousins. 

Sir J. G. Fmzer who closely follows Morgan tries to 
make out that the object of exogamy was to pre
vent the marriage between near kin, and especially the' 
marriage between brother alld sister, mothl'r and her 
son.13 As a motive for preventing the union of near kin, 
Sir James suggests that many primitive peoples telieve . 
that "the effect of incest and of sexual crime in general 
is to make woman barren and to prevent anin1als and 
plants from multiplying."" He further argues that, ac
cording to the latest authorities, inbreeding in the long 
nm hampers fertility; and thus, the common belief among 
many primitive peoples that incest leads to barrenness 
IS quite natural and justifiable15• As my present pur-

13 Frazer, Vol. IV. pp. 112, 113, 136. 
14 Frazer, Vol. IV. p. 157. 
15 Frazer, Vol. IV. p. 162. 
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pose is not to deal with general theory of exogamy, I 
do not propose to discuss the merits of Sir J. G. Frazer's 
.argument at any length. Barrenness is not a necessary 
result of inbreeding. Even according to Frazer, fertility 
is not adversely affected until inbreeding is continued for 
several generations; and the practical difficulty in accept
ing Frazer's theory is, whether the savage peoples can 
be reasonably expected to take a simultaneous and un
impassioned review of events, spreading over severai 
generations, and finally to come to the conclusion that 
the inbreeding, practised by them and their comparative 
sterility are inter-related as cause and effect. To con> 
nect inbreeding and sterility as cause and effect is certainly 
a di!Ticult task even for the civilized man; while to com
prehend the relation of cause and effect between sexual 
union and oonception is comparatively easy. But we 
are told that the natives of Central Australia, even now, 
explicitly deny that the children are the fruit of the 
commerce of sexes. 16 

In the c:lse of the Indo-Aryans, in the whole San»
krit litcrat.ure, ancient and modern, wherever inbreeding 
is CJntlemned, it is condemned on reli6ious grounds and 
not on eugenical grounds. In San.qkrit works on medi
cine and physiology »ever:.! rulPs ofJ eug<mics are given, 
but the subjeet of inhreeilingand outbreeding is not even 
mentioned. One more fact I should lil'e to add. Not 
only the Indo-Ary1m hut the whole Aryan nee also, which, 
as we have seen, did not practise st'pt exogamy, does 
nut Sl'<'IU to have suffered from sterility. On the ron
trary, <\ race that, within a compar:>tively sllort pt>riod, 
spre»d t.riumphantly over distant parts of the wori,J, 
may saft•ly be presumed to be mther a fast multiplying 
race. 

Ill Fra«•r, Vul. I, pp. 189-191. 
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Prof. Durkheim maintains th~t the ultimate source 
of exogamy is totemism; but, as has been abundantly 
shown by Frazer, the two institutions are quite indepen
dent of each other and one can exist without the c•ther.17 

Besides, in explaining the exogamy cf the Indo-Aryans the 
theory of Prof. Durkheim will not be any way useful to 
us; because the Indo-Aryans were entirely free from totemic 
beliefs, at least in the l;{igveda and Brahmal)a times. 

Dr. Westermarck, after criticising the theories of 
other scholars, sets down his own theory re,sarding the 
srigin of exogamy as follows: " Generally speaking 
there is a remarkable absence of erotic feeling between 
persons living very closely together from childhood 
Nay more, in this, as in many other cases, sexual indif
ference is combined with the positive feeling of aversion 
when the act is thought of. This I take to be the funda
mental cause of the exogamous prohibitions. Persons 
who have been living together closely from childhood 
are as a rule near relatives. Hence their aversion to 
sexual relations with one another displays itself in cus
tom and law as a prohibition of intercourse between 
near kin."18 Westermarck thus tries to exphin the ori
gin of exogamy by a psychological instinct in the hum~n 
mind on account of which a man feels definite aversion 
to sexual union with tliose who are his const.ant com
panions from childhood. Evidently Dr. Westermarck, in 
presuming the existence of such an instinct in human 
mind, is presuming too much. Erotic sentiment is the 
most powerful sentiment in the primitive man. Accord
ing to modern psychologists, "the simple sexual instinct 
is normally aroused to some extent between aU or nearly 
all n1dividuals of opposite sexes. The different nature 

17 Frazer, Vol. IV. p. 108. 
18 Westermarek, Vol. II. pp. 192, 193. 
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of the emotional relation between a mother and her son, 
and between a father and his daughter, on the one hand, 
and between a father and his son and a mother and. her 
daughter, on the other, is generally admitted, and it 
can only be due to the difference of sex."'" Besides, we 
cannot ignore the fact that the feeling of aversion for sex
ual union between very near relatives is felt in the 
twentieth century, when the lew of exogamy has been 
in force for some thousand years. As regards the pri
mitive sentiment on this problem, we have no positive 
evidence; but the impassioned overturesofYami to Yama, 
ber brother, for sexual union, so graphically described 
in the l.tigveda,20 certainly do not speak in favour of the 
theory of Dr. Westermarck. What Dr. Westermarck 
thinks the cause of exogamy is, as a matter of fact, the 
result of exogamy. Yama, no doubt, discards the oYer
tures of his sist~>r; but he does so, not because he feels 
a natural aversion for being se~:ually connected with his 

. sister, but because he is afraid that hia actions may be 
wntd1ed by the spies of gods who are ever awake. I 
have already quoted in the first chapter a passage from 
the Sntapntha Briihmar.1a, where a brother and a sister 
are l10lding out fervent hopes that they may be united 
in u.e third gpnemtion or the fourth generation."1 \\nat
ewr may be the origin of exogamy of the primitive peo
ples, the introdudion of st'pt exogamy in the Indo-Aryan 
soeiety cmmot he explained by Dr. Westermarck's theory_ 

The lndo·Aryans must have adopted Sept Exogamy 
in Imitation of the Aboriginal Races 

How are we then to account for the appearance of 
sept exog:uny among the Aryan settlers in India? 

19 A. G. Tan•lt>y," Tho New Psychology," (1923), p. 270. 
:!0 ~ig. X-10. 
:!1 Supra, p. 18. 
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Neither was it a legacy that they brought from their 
Indo-Iranian home, nor can its origin be satisfactorily 
explained by the various theories of exogamy so far pro
pounded by scholars. The only possible explanation 
that may be offered is that the Indo-Aryans copied the 
custom of sept exogamy from the aborigines. Most of 
the non-Aryan tribes were totemic and almost all were 
exogamous. The Indo-.<\.ryans were, no doubt, the con
~uerors of India and better civilized than the natives 
of India. But the numerical strength of the conquerors 
was poor. It could not be otherwise. The mountain 
passes through which they came presented difficulties 
of no ordinary type. Even on arriving in India the 
Indo-Aryans had to make stiff fight and had to gain 
ground inch by inch. The native of India, be he a MuQqa, 
or a Dravi~a, was not a mean foe. He fought hard be
fore he yielded. It was several hundred years before 
the conquering Aryans could reach the Yindhya moun
tain, the border line of the Deccan. Due to their limited 
numbers, the conquering Aryans were not able to secure 
a complete subjugation of the natives. It was more a. 
moral conquest than a political one. The fury .of the 
conquerors soon died away, and they saw the necessity 
of settling down and reconciling themselves to those 'of 
the aborigines who readily consented to their yoke .. 
This reconcilation was gradual and, perhaps, impercep
tibly slow; but in the given circumstances it was inevi
table. When the victor and the vanquished were re
conciled, there followed a free exchange of their respec
tive cultures. 

What were the particular item.s of social or religious 
~fe that the Indo-Aryans borrowed from the aborigines 

- taught them will be a suitable subject for an indepen
J; inquiry. Suffice to say that by the continuous 
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process of borrowing and lending some of the aboriginal 
tribe8 have been raised to the highest social status in 
the Hindu society; while the Brahmin, the vociferous 
exponent of the Indo-Aryan culture, has been brought 
to worship most devoutly the frightful deities of the Dra
vi<}as with the help of Vedic !\iantras. In other words, 
the two rival societies after· their reconcilation were com
pletely transformed. The Aryans proved a peculiarly 
adaptive people. Jn spite of their small numbers, they 
overran the vast continent of India and, though they 
eould not attain complete political supremacy at once, 
they did establish their moral supremacy from one 
corner of the country to the other. Willingly or un
willingly nil aboriginal tribes had to submit to the moral 
yoke of the Brahmins. This wns not and could not be 
a ft:>at t<l he performed by one individual. Nor could 
it he finished in a few decades. By slow degrees the 
Indo-Aryan \\'on, hut won irrevocably. . 

To aehicve this, it was, however, necessary that 
the nhorigines or the non-Aryans should be thoroughly 
impl't:'ssed that the Aryan conqueror was their superior 
in cwry n•spect, physically as well as morally; or rather, 
the re<"ngnitiou of the moral supremacy of the Aryans 
hy the aborigines was a matter of greater importance 
tLan the rcl'ognition of the physical superiority. Once 
the moral supremacy of the invader was impressed on the 
minds of the vanquished, their complete subjugation 
wa,; an t'asy alTair. The Indo-Aryans in the long run, 
0\\ ing to their numerical weukness, hnd to depend more 
upon a moral ('<mquest of the aborigines. As is quite 
\\'t•ll known, the ahoriginal tribes of India, Dravi<)a or 
.\di·Dnwi•.Ja, were exogamous. In most of.the non-Aryan 
t rihes memhet'S of the same totem formed an exogamous 
group. The law of exogamy. as pradised in some of the 
aboriginal tribes of the world till very recent times, pre-
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scribed capital penalty for the infringement of the law. 22 

At any rate, most primitive societies looked and even now 
look with the greatest abhorrence upon one who marries 
withln the sept. Marriage within the sept is considered· 
an offence, hardly less serious than the murder of a mem
ber of the sept. It was and it is the worst moral depra
vity of whlch an individual can be guilty. If the Indo
Aryan aspired to impress the non-Aryan with his moral 
supremacy, it was imperative that he must show to the 
non-Aryan that on the important social question of the 
selection of the bride the Indo-Aryan was at least as great 

·a puritan as the non-Aryan, if not more rigid than he. 
The Indo-Aryan had already learnt to despise the consan
guineous marriages whlch may have been common enough 
in his Indo-Iranian life. The principle of selecting a female 
outside the table of prohlbited degrees was being accepted. 
\Ye cannot exactly say up to what generation marriage was 
prohlbited; but we may expect that once the reaction 
against consanguineous marriages had begun, it could not 
stop until a considerable progress was made in the opposite 
direction. As observed before, the Indo-Aryan possessed 
a marvellous adaptability. '!'o fletter tbe tast~s of 
the non-Aryans and to prove· his social purity beyond 
any doubt; the new settler adopted the general law of 
exogamy, as it was universally practised by the van
quished tribes. 

Against this theory an objection may be raised that 
the Indo-Aryan first settled down in the Punjab; and, 
if he copied the rule of exogamy from the non-Aryans 
most of whom had totemic exogamous septs, distinct 
remains of totemism ought to have been found in the· 

\ Punjab. But what we actually find is contrary to our 
expectation. The indications of totemism in the Punjab 

· ue very faint and quite negligible. In the first place 
•• 22. Frazer, Vol. IV. p. 157. 
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t.he statement that totemic clans in the Punjab are 
negligible is not quite correct. They are few, no doubt, 
and the indications of totemism are comparatively less 
distinct; but certainly they cannot be ignored.One more 
fact that we must not fail to take into account, namely, 
the pos~ibility that the Punjab non-Aryan tribes may 
have been exogamous without being totemic. Besides, 
if totemism is less distinct in the Punjab, there are sound 
reasons for this state of things. The totemic tribes of 
the l'unjah are being constantly influenced by the Indo
Aryan culture for some thousand years. Some tribes 
mu.y have left their primitive creed and received the new· 
Aryan eulture quite readily. Other tribes might have 
proved more conservative and more tenacious, and might 
have tried their utmost to cling to the native ideals and 
native eub1:oms of life. Some aborigines have so far 
i<lentified thernRelves with the Brahmin culture that they 
now safely pass for high class Rajputs and some claim 
t'vo:n Brahmanical gotras. If proofs of totemism are 
mther wmk in the I>unjab, that may be the result of 
the eomplete eon\·Nsion of the aboriginal tribes. Another 
equally probable explanation would be that the non
Ary!lns retrl'ated from the Punjab before the advance 
of the lndo-Aryans. Leaving aside the Punjab, if we 
<'llt('r the heart of the <'OUntry from any side, evidence 
of tott•mi~m in non-Aryan tribes is plentiful. For the 
comparative less prevalence of totemism in the Punjab, 
one more explanation may be offered. The Punjab has 
ht•en oftl'n oecupied by foreign invaders like the Greeks, 
~akas, Huns and finally tl1e Mohammedans. Majority 
of the l'opulation in the Punjab is Muslim. These in
'""~ions lly the foreigners and, e~pecially, by the Moham
nll'dans are responsible for driving away and throwing 
lnwk the non-Aryan tribes, for the extirpation of some 
and the conversion of otl1ers.. 
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I have tried so far to show that sept exogamy current 
among the Indo-Aryans is inexplicable by any of the 
theories of scholars, and it can be explained by the 
only possibility that the Indo-Aryans grew exogamous in 
imitation of the non-Aryan races who surrounded them. 
This will further explain to us why the rule of sept exo
gamy, as laid down by Manu, the first law-giver of the 
Indo-Aryan,_<;, is so loose and so elastic. Originally exo
gamy was not an Indo-Aryan creed. They were deli
berately imitating the exogamy of the non-Aryans, and 
in its early days of inception the rule could not but be 
loose. The lead in such matters was, of course, taken 
by the Brahmins; but it must have been considerable 
time, before the whole Aryan community could be im
pressed with the idea that the violation of the rule of 
sept exogamy was a serious sin. 



CHAPTER IX 

Sapi~~a Exogamy in the Siitra and Smriti Works 

Two different interpretations of the word Sapi~_da 

I lmve done with gotra exogamy and it is time to 
turn to sapil)<~a exogamy. As already stated, exogamy 
among the Indo-Aryal1S has two aspects; one prohibits 
murriago in the gotra or sept, while the other prohibits 
n1.arriage with relatives within certain· generations, both 
front the father's and the mother's side. Sagotra and 
sapir.~<)a are not entirely exclusive terms. Thus, a certain 
nrunber of sagotras are included in the list of sapil)
qa~. The word pii.I<)a has two senses. It means body 
as well as the ball of rice offered to the dead. Coilllll.en
tators and Nibandha-writers haYe explained the word 
in two ways, tak"ing their stand on either of these senses. 
Vijru1ne~vara who accepts the first sense of the word 
so proceeds to define sapii)<.la. relationship. "Sapily)a 
relationship arises between two persons through their 
being connected by paiticles of one body. Thus, the 
son stands in sapi~u.la relationship to his father, because 
the partides of the father's body have entered the son's 
body. In the sante way, a grandson stands in the sapil.1~a 
n·lntionship to his grandfather, because through the me
ditml of the father the particles of the grandfather's body 
have entered the grandson's body. The son is a nwther's 
sapi~l<)a, because the particles of the mother's body are 
prewnt in the son's body. So also, a person is a sapil)•)a 
of his nmtcrru•l grandfather and grandmother, in as much 
as the pmtides of their body have entered the person's 
la,dy through his mother. The nephew becomes the 
t<a.pit.H!a of the maternal nncleR and aunts, because the 
pmiides t>f the body of the grandfather have entered 
his llOdy, as well as their bodies. By the same analogy, 
8>\pir.~<!a rebtil>nship is est>•blished with uncles, aunts 
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and others. The husband and the wife are sapi!J<)as, 
because they together beget the one body of the son. 
Brothers' wives are sapi!J<)as to each other, because they 
produce the body of sons, severally with their · husbands 
who have sprung up from one body. Sapiw)a relation
-ship is, therefore, connection with one body, either im
mediate or through transmission by descent. It will 
be seen, however, that in this way, sapiQ~a relationship 
may spread over any number of generations. Just to 
put a stop to it Yajnavalkya declares that sapi~;lf)a re
lationship exists for seven generations on the father's 
side and five generations on the mother's side."' 

Pil)~a has another sense, namely, the rice ball to 
be offered to the dead. MadhaYa accepts this sense of 
the word and explains the word ' sapi.J;1~a' in the fol
lowing way. The first generation is of the person who 
offers the rice ball. His inmwdiate three ancestors are 
the receivers of the pil)rJa or rice ball. Thus, father, 
grandfather and great grandfather are the receivers of the 
rice ball. Three immediate ancestors of the great grand
father receive only the 'lepa of the pil)~a' (that much 
portion of the pii;J<)a as is wa!lhed down fronl the hand): 
Thus, sapiQqya i.e. sapir:J9a relationship extends over seyen 
generations. Madhava. q~otes 1\iatsya-Puri\l)a {18-29) and 
MftrkaQ<]eya-Puriil)a {31-3, 4, 5) in support of his inter-. 
pretation of the word 'sap~Qqya '. The paternal uncle 
and paternal uncle's son are to be regarded sapil)das, 
in as much as paternal uncle and paternal uncle's son 
offer the pir.l9a to the grandfather who becomes the com
mon substratum of the piQ~as. In the same way ma
-ternal Un.c!e becomes the sapiD<)a of his nephew, because 
both the .nephew and the maternal uncle offer piJ:l~a to 

1 Mita:kshara, Book I. p. 94. 
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the maternal uncle's father. Sa pi.Q<Jya of other rela
tions is to be explained by the same method. 

·which of these two rival interpretations is ~orrect? 
:Modern writers are almost equally divided on this point. 
']'bus, Vijilftne.~vara, Viichaspati, Suddhiviveka and Si:tla
piir.Ji support the former interpretation, while the second 
interpretation where pi~H)a means a rice ball is accepted 
l>y Stnriti-Chandrikii, Jfmiitaviihana, Apariirka, l\iedhfi
tithi, 1\ladhava etc.• If we go ba~k to the ancient Siitra
writers, we find that Vasishlba,• Apastatnba' andGautama• 
do not m.ake it clear in which sense they use the word sa
J>ii.J<)a. Daudh:tyana and Manu, however, interprete the 
word 'pi~u)a' in sa pi~~<) a as the rice ball given to the dead. 
'J'hus, Baudhayana divides the sapiu•)as into two classes, 
the receivers of undivided oblations and the receivers 
of divi<led oblations, the latter being called Sakulyas.• 
l\lauu also declares that pir.t<)a is to he offered only to 
three generations. In the m.atter of inheritance Manu 
. reeognises the sapi~1gya i.e. sapiTJ<)a relationship up to 
three generations only.1 The Sal.<1lyns come ne11:t. 

Thus, Manu means by the word 'sap~1ga' a person 
to whont a rice ball is offered. In another place, in con• 
neetipn with death intpurities he lays down that sftpiu<Jya 
cxh•nils to se,·en generations.• Here also, pi•.1•Ja means 
a ball in as 1nueh as persons beyond the seventh genera
,ion are en lied Snmanodakas-people to whom the s."\me 
mter is offered, or persons to whom water is offered 
'fJ.Ually. lt is well known that persons to wlwm neither 

:l Nir\}ayasindhu, pp. 308, 309 
3 Vasishlha. IV-17. 
4 Apa. Dha. II-14-2. 
!I Gautamn. XIV-13. 
6 Bau. Dbo.. I-11-9, 10. 
7 1\I~ua. IX-lSG. 
8 )[unu. \"--';!) 
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undivided nor divided oblation is given are offered mere 
water. As generations after the seventh are called Sa
manodakas, the first seven generations must be the re
ceivers of undivided and divided rice ball. In the Tai
ttiriya Samhita the word 'pir)ga' has been used in the 
sense of body.• But it proves nothing. Nobody denies 
that 'pir)ga' has both the senses. The point to be set
tled is, in which sense the expression ' sapir.1ga' should 
be understood. Manu and Baudhayana use the word 
sapir)ga in the sense of rec.eivers of rice ball. It will 
be seen from this that Yiji'iane5vara's interpretation of 
the word sapirJga is not supported by the tradition of 
the old law-givers To consider the problem from a 
practical point of view, both YijnanllSvara and l'I'Iitdhava, 
by the application of their different interpretations and 
methods of argun1ent, arrive at the same result as far 
as the limit of this kind of relationship is concerned. Apart 
from the meaning of the word pir)ga, both parties agree 
on the actual denotation of the word 'sapi~1<_la'. Fiw 
generations on the mother's side and seven on the father's 
side is the universally accepted n1eaning of the word 
'sapir)ga.' 

Manu's Rule of Sapioda Exogamy 

In the earlier portion .of this work I have shown 
tl.at, although the Jndo-Aryans avoided some genera
tions of agnates in marriage in. the ~igveda times, w-ith 
the cognates marriage could be contracted in the third 
generation on the father's as well as the mother's side. 
In other words a man could marry his maternal uncle's 
daughter as well as his paternal aunt's daughter. The 
mating of the children of two sisters does not seem to 
have been forbidden. Coming down to Brahmal)a works. 
we do not find any clear mention of sept exogamy; hut 

9 T. Sari1hita, 4-6·9-3 
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as far ~~~ ~ircum~tantial evidence goes, it seems that the 
rule of ~(·r>t exogamy must have been preached and at 
least pa.rtially practised by the Indo-Aryans in Brahuuwa 
times. With sapi~~<)a exogamy, however, no perceptible 
progress was made. Thus, with the cognates marriage 
was btill possible in the third or fourth generation. What 
is the 11ignifit·t~nce of the permission to marry in the third 
genemtion? To allow marriage in the third generation 
with the cognates was almost equivalent to the total 
negation of sapil)<Ja exogamy. Marriage bM:ween bro
ther and sister is the marriage in the second generation. 
'Ye haYe seen that the Indo-Aryans never countenanced 
surh incebtuous connertion. If nunriage is allowed in 
the third generation i.e. bM:.ween the cross-cousins and 
between parallel cousins on the mother's side,-marriage 
bM:we£'n pamlkl (•ousins on the father's side heing quite 
out of the qn<'~tion e\·en in the early I;igveda time-for 
all pmctieal purposes we may say that in ''edic tin1es 
.exogamous rc,trid:ions based on sapil.~<_la rt'lationship 
did not I.'Xi't. E,·cn in Braluuar.1a ti..tnt's, cross-cousin 
llltlrriag<>s ami marriagt>s in the fourth generation were 
in vogue. But, as sept exogamy that avoided an un
limited number of agnatic generations was being gra
:hmlly ace<'t>tt•d by the Indo-Aryans, some adYance in 
;he nmul>cr of generations to be aYoided under sapi.D<.la 
~xogamy was inevitable. I shall try ht>reafter to trace 
:he hi,tory of such e;-.'tension. 

I have alre1\dy given my reasons fur considering 
Manu, the fin,t law-gh·er of the lndo-Aryans. E,·en in the 
Ehrigu'" rel'ension of l\Ianu-Smriti a large portion of the 
oldt•r work of 1\Janu has been preserretl though Ehrign 
may luw<> introdueed suitahle chang<>s h<>r<' and tlwre. 
Manu's rule of t'xogamy is compamtiwly ntil<l and loose; 
an< I that faet nm be only exphult'<l by a<smuing that 
Bhri!!Jt n>taint'<l the traditimml rules of m.arriage as they 
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may have been settled by the great Manu. I consider 
the rule of exogamy, given in the lilanu-Smriti, to have 
been framed not between the interval of 200 B. C. and 
200 A.D., the limits given by Dr. Biihler for the composi
tion of the Smriti; but I assign to Manu's rule of exogamy 
a far greater antiquity. Even the present metrical l\Ianu
Smriti gives us insight into the period preceding the 
Si1tra works. In lilanu we find the first extension of 
sapil)<Ja exogamy. In enunciating the rule of exogamy, 
lilanu attaches equal importance to the avoidance of 
Eagotra relations of the father and the sapi~J<Ja relations 
of the father and the mother.'" \Ve must now decide what 
liianu meant by prohibiting marriage with the sap~u;Ia 
of the father and the mother. Did Manu desire to pro
hibit marriage up to seven generations on the father's 
side and five on the mother's side? In the Satapatha 
Briihma~a marriage in the third generation is spoken of 
with approval." Within a short space, of tinle it was 
not to be expec-ted that sapil)<_la exogamy would make 
such a wide stride as to prohibit marriage till the seventh 
and the fifth generations. Manu has explained the word 
'sapi:Qga' twice in his work. "To three ancestors 
water mu::.t be offered; to three funeral cake is given .. 
The fourth is the giver of these obations. The fifth has 
no connection with them."12

" "But the sapiQga relationship 
ceases with the seventh person. The Samiinodaka re
lationship ceases when [the origin and the name are no 
longer remembered. "'8 Accordingtothe first verse, sapil)gya 
ceases in the fifth generation; and according to the second 
verse, it ceases in the eighth. Obviously the :first verse 
defines the older conception of 'sapil)gya' while the later 

10 Manu. lll-5. 
II S. Brahmal)a, 1-8-3-6; S. B. E. Vol. XII. p. 238. 
12 llfanu. IX-186. 
13 lianu. V-60. 
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coneeption of sapi~")ya is explained by the second verse. 
Si1tra-writers consider that the family relationship ceases 
after the seventh generation. Thus, Apastamba, "Vasishtha'" 
and Baudhayana16 declare that the inheritance passes to 
tho spiritual teacher after the sapir.1<1as. Eighth generation 
is neither entitled to inheritance nor is it rendered im
pure by death. The Samiinodaka relationship, rnen
tioned by l\Ianu in his verse (V-60), e..\.-tends beyond seven 
genemtions; so, the second verse, quoted above, repre
sents the later view. The traditional view has been 
preserved in the first verse (i. e. IX-186). According 
to that verse, sapir.~<~ya ought to cease in the fifth gene
ration. Manu in very strong terms condemns marriage 
in the third generation in the following two Verses : 

l'aitrishvaseylm bhaginlm svasriyam maturevacha I 
1\ffttu-<cha bhn1tustanayiim. gatv-a chilr.~<Jr:tya!Jam. charet II 

Xl-171 
Etab-tisrastu bhiiryarthe nopayachchhcttu buddhim.an 1 
Jiiatitveni\nupeyflbtiil;t patati hyupayannadhab II XI--172-

In the ftn,t verse Manu lays down that for approaching 
the si,ter-like three girls, n&n\ely, father's sister's daughter, 
mother's sister's daughter and m.aternal uncle's daughter 
one ·should perform a Lunar penance. In the second 
verse l\lanu advises that an intelligent person should 
not h\ke any of these three girls for his wife; because 
t lll'Y are unapproachable being one's relatives. If any
body would marry thenl still, he bec01nes au outcast. 
The three girls, mentioned in the verse, represent the 
third gcncmtion. In the ~tigveda tin1.es and in the Br:th
ll\ll.l.ln times people could marry and did marry their 
cogtmtic relations in the third generation. It will be a 

H Ara- Dha. II-H-3. 
l5 Yt~~i~htlu~;. X\-11~2. 

1\l Ban. lllu>. 1-ll-13, 
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reasonable conclusion, therefore, that Manu primarily 
wants to prohibit marriage in the third generation; and 
so, he declares that a person, marrying with the cognates 
in the third generation, becomes an outcast. 'l'his is 
not, however, to be taken in a literal sense; because in 
the first verse Manu has already prescribed a. Lunar pe
nance for connection with a woman in the third generation, 
That Manu was not at all serious in declaring that a man, 
marrying his maternal uncle's daughter etc., becomes an 
outcast may be seen from the following fact. Gautama. 
gives a. list of sinners who become outcasts on account of 
their various sins. The first four sinners in that list 
are: (I) murderer of a Brahmin,(2) one who drinks spirituous 
liquors, (3) violator of Guru's bed and {4) one who 
has connection with the female relatives of his father 
and mother (within six generations). Gautama next 
declares that the first three sins cannot be expiated by 
any penance according to J.l.1anu. 17 The fourth sin is the 
connection with the sapi.I;ga relation· of the mother and 
the father. In the opinion of Gautama Manu does not 
consider the fourth sin inexpiable. It could be expiat'i'd 
by Lunar or some other penance. We know that marriage 
in the third generation of cognates was current ill India· 
at one time and it is still current in the Deccan. In ·all 
probability, marriage in ~he third generation was autho
ritatively prohibited for the first time by Manu ; and 
naturally he cannot be expected to make it an inexpiable 
sin. From Manu's definition of siipiDgya as is implied 
in verse (IX-186), it is possible to argue that l\Ianu 
prohibited marriage even in the fomth generation. I 
am,, however, inclined to think that Manu probably does 
not object to marriage in the fourth generation in as 
much as, instead of condemning sapi~•ga marriage in 

17 Gautama. XXI-9. 

r 
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general terms which could have included prohibition of 
marriage in the fourth generation, he patticularly con
demns all possible sapil:l<;la connections in the third 
generation. Medhatithi in his commentary observes that 
such an inference should not be drawn from Manu's con
demnation of the three possible matings in the third 
generation. In interpreting Manu one cannot, however, 
entirely rely on ~fedhatithi who wrote his commentary 'at 
least a thousand years after the compilation of the Smriti. 
In the ninth century sapir)qa exogamy in its present 
t·omprehensive form was finally established; and Medha
tit.hi had to interprete Manu's text accordingly. Manu is 
rt'garded as the highest authority on Dharma by the an
<'ient as well as the modem law-givers; and every one is 
anxious to show that his opinions are in accordance with 
those of 1\Ianu. It is a well-known fact that Manu has 
pr~scribcd no penance for the breach of the rule of sept 
t-xog;;my. l\Iedhatithi ·has opeuly admitted the fact. 
Still, writers like Yijilancivara have tried to show that 
in condemning connection with a Vrishali Manu really 
condemns 1\ woman man·ied to a sagot.ra person. 
Vijiiftnl'~vara quotes a certain Smriti which he takes care 
not .to name; and on its authority he lays down that there 
arc in all five kinds of V rishalis i.e. Chrv,~qalis, and the 
woman married to a sagotra person is one among the 
fiYe. Thus, it will be seen that e\·ery writer tried his 
utmost to show that his views were in agreement with 
the anl'ient works and especi,,Uy with the work of lllanu. 
We need not be surprised to find that MedhrLt.ithi also 
is at pu,ins to prove that the ell:tensive sapir.nJa exogamy 
tlu~ \\'>'S ('urrcnt in his times was in conforn\ity with the 
prea(·hing o£ 1\Ianu. But leaving aside what Medhati
thi thought of l\I•mu's idea of sapir.t~a exogamy, I do not 
think tlmt in .Manu's tin1es sapi1.11Ja exogamy had 
advanced any further than the avoidance of three genera-
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tions. It shoul<l be further borne in mind that the aYol
dance of the third generation of the cognates in marriage 
was a distind and inlportant adYance in the rule of 
sapiw)a exogamy. 1\ian-iage bet'\\•een cross-cousins was 
.a very popular custom in the ancient society aud eYen 
in modern societies in which it is pennitted it is equally 
popular. To prohibit cross-cousin marriage to which the 
Indo-.Aryans were accustomed in the Vedic times was 
not an easy task. It was certainly with a great deal 
of difficulty that the people could be convinced as to the 
inadvisibility of marriage in the third generation. The 
Southerners on this point ever remained stubborn. There 
are special reasons that can account for this attitude of 
the Southerners and I shall deal with them later on. For 
the tinle being, it is sufficient to note that the avoidance 
of the third generation in marriage was rather a hard 
pill to swallow for the Indo-Aryan society-harder perhaps 
than the acceptance of sept exogamy in as much as 
they were in the habit of avoiding some generations of 
agnates in marriage from very ancient tinles. But once the 
principle of ·avoiding the third generation of cognates 
in marriage was accepted, ~her progress of ~a pir.H)a 
exogamy followed in ordinary course. 

Sapi~~a Exogamy in Siitra Period 
When the Siitra-w;iters composed their works, sept· 

exogamy was made more rig'id, and expiatory penances 
of more or less serious character were prescribed for the 
non-observance of the rule of sept exogamy. Along 
with the growth of sept exogamy we find a correspond
ing growth of sapiQqa exegamy. Thus, Gautama sanc
tions marriage after seven generations from the father's 
side and five generations from the mother's side.•• In 
other words Gautama allowed marria,ue in the eighth 

JS Gautama. IV-3, 5. 
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g<'nemtion from the father's side and the sixth genera~ 

tion from the mother's side. 'Ve must not, however, 
take Gautama as our guide in determining the nature 
of the social laws of the Sl!tra times. I have already 
}Jointed out that Gautama is an extreme writer of the· 
purita.n cult. He always writes in an idealistic tone. 
WhPther a particular rule was in actual practice, he does 
110t ~cf'm to ca.re for. For example, the question of in
lwrit>mce. After the failure of the sapil.l•)a and Sakulya. 
relations (in all seven generations} Si1tra-writers allowed 
the inheritance to pass to the spiritual teacher.19 

<::mtuma is not content with this arrangement. He would 
allow the sagotra after the sapiQga relations and finally 
the sami\na-pravaras to inherit the property of the 
de[·pased.20 Now this is a purely in~practicable view. 
NPithcr in Sfltra times nor in after days, the sagotras. 
and the samana-pravaras are allowed to inherit. In 
the nw.ttl'r of sapiry)a exogamy also, we need not te.ke
C:autmua.'s words too seriously. It is true, no doubt, 
that in Fpper India in cetta.in provinces the rule of sapir.H_I~ 
exogamy as given by Gautama. holds good even now. 
But it does not follow from this that sapiQga exogamy 
in Rittra times was as e::-.-tensive as was preached lJy 
G:uitama. 

Dr. BUhler's translation of the Siltras in question is 
ineorrcct. According to his translation, a marriage may be 
c"Ontraded lJetwC{'n persons who are not related within 
six dC'greps on the f:;ther's side and within four degrees 
on the mothl•r's side (S.B.E. \-oL II. p. 194}. The ori
ginal Sanskrit words in the Sittras do not, however, sanc
tion t.his sense. The te,.,-ts of the Siltras run thus ~ 
"\Jrdhvam S>lptam:lt pitribandhubhyab (Gautama.IV -3.)" 

19 Ap.._ Dha. ll-14-3, Vasish~ha. XVII-S:l, Bau. llha. 
1-11-13_ 

:.'0 Guutmu ... XXVIII-21. 
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.and "matribandhubhyal;t pailchamat (Gautama. IV-5.)," 
The word 'iirdhvam' clearly excludes seven and five gene
rations on the father's and mother's side respectively. 
"Thus, Gautama allows marriage only in the eighth and 
sixth generations counted from the father and the mother. 
Later commentators. including Apararka and Vijiiane;;vara 
have uniformly interpreted the above Sutras in the same 
way. 

Baudhayana nowhere in his Kalpa-Siitra gives the 
rule of exogamy in its entirety. In his Mahapravara
dhyaya he describes21 in detail sept exogamy, but not 
the sapil)r)a exogamy. It is true that Pravaradhyaya 
is not the proper place for enunciating the rnle of sapil}<)a 
-exogamy. But neither in his Grihya-Siitra nor in his 
Dharma-Siitra, Baudhayana c;:~res to define sapiD<:Ja exo
gamy. It is not to be concluded from this, however, 
that Baudhayana did not recognise any sort of sapi.l_J~a 
exogamy. He certainly stood for the exclusion of three 
generations of the cognates; because at the beginnil1g 
of his Dharma-Siitra he declares that there is dispute 
regarding five practices in the South and the North .. 
• .\mong the practices peculiar. to the South, one ·is the 
marriage with maternal uncle's and paternal aunt's da)l
ghters. The Southerners married their cognatic rela
tions in the third generation. Baudhayana is, of course, -
opposed to this practice; but he enjoins that such peculiar 
practices should be confined to _those regions where they 
are actually current. Thus,a Southerner will not incur any 
sin if he marries in the third generation; but an up
·country man doing the same will be considered sinful. 
Baudhayana is ready to recognise local custom. He at 
the same time records that Gautama, the puritan, will 
not recognize local custom. "Gautama declares that 

21 Pravara-Maiijarl, p. 136. 
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these practices either of the South or of the North are 
opposed to the tradition of the Sishtas and one should 
not take heed of them."'"' Thus, it will be seen that in 
Sittra times in Northern India marriages in the third 
generation were entirely stopped; while in the :Oeccan 
they were current both from the mother's and father's 
side. Beyond the fact that Baudhftyana did not sanc
tion nmrriage in the third generation as far as Northern 
India was concerned, we have no definite infornmtion 
regarding llaudhiiyana's views on sapir.1rJa exogamy. 

,\ pastamha also does not exactly define the genera
tions of the sapi1.1•)as to be avoided in marriage. In 
connection with the marriage fornmla, Apastamba omits 
to use the word 'sapir.Jr.la.' and simply lays down that 
one should not give his daughter in marriage to a man 
relatc<l on the father's or mother's side!" Ilaradatta, 
the commcntator, supplements the formula by adding 
the words 'within six degrees.' I do not think, however, 
that H amdatta is justified in supplementing the fornmla 
in thtlt way. The original Sanskrit wonl used in this 
c·onuet'tion by .~ pastamba is 'Yoni-sambandhiim' anc! 
it may mean any number of generations connected with 
the father ami the mother. Besides, how is the expres
~im1 (within six generations) to be construed both with 
fat ht>r aml mother alike? No writer, ancient or modern, 
insihiS on the avoidance of six generations on the mother's 
3it!e. So. the question how many generations of the cog
nates must be avoidt'<l in marriage according to Apas
tmuha n·mains unsettled, Looking to the contemporary 
literature, it is probable that Apastamba did not allow 
marriage in the third generation. Whet her he extended 
the limit of J>rohibition any further is a matter for specu
htion only. 

~~ Buu. DhL I-2-(1-8); S. B. E. Vol. XlV. pp. 146J 147. 
23 .\ps.. Dba. II-11-16. 
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Although Apastamba and Baudhayana do not dearly 
state the generations up to which sapin<)ya is to be re
cognised, Vasishtha is explicit on this point. He allows 
marriage in the fifth generation on the mother's side 
and in the seventh from the father's side?• Gautama 
would allow marriage in the eighth generation from the 
father and in the sixth from the mother. Vasishtha 
unlike Gautama is a prac-tical writer; so, we may reason
ably conclude that by the time that the Vasishtha-Dhamm
Si:ltra was written, sapi!J<)a exogamy was being extended 
from the father's as well as the mother's side. 

None of the Siitra-writers except Gautama has pre
scribed any penance for the non-observance of the rule 
of sapi~"'a exogamy. Gautama alone declares that one, 
marrying a sapi~1<ja relation of the father and the mother, 
becomes an outcast."• It must be remembered in this 
conuedion that Gautama is the only Si:1tra-writer who 
compares the breach of the rule of sept exogamy with 
the violation of Guru's bed."" Other Siitra-writers, 
although they enunciate the. rules of sept exogamy and 
sapil)qa exogamy, do not prescribe any penance for the 
breach of those rules. · 

SapiJJ4a Exogamy as explained by Smriti-writers 

According to Yaj~a:'alkya, the girl to be married 
should be asagotra, asamiina-pravara and asapil)qa. Yaj-· 
iiavalkya unlike 1\Ianu is, how.ever, careful to explain the 
word ~api~I<)a. He allows marriage in the fifth genera
tion from the mother and in the seventh from the father, 
and not in the sixth and the eighth generation as declared 
by Gautama. Yajilavalkya's denotation of the word 
sapil)4a is in complete agreement with that of Yasishtha. 

24 Vasishtha. VIII--2. 
25 Gautama. XXI-I. 
26 Gautama. XXIH-12. 
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For ince&tuous connections he prescribed penances in 
the following verses :-

Sakhibhiiryakumarishu svayonishu antyajasu cha I 
Sagotr:lsu sutastriohu gurutalpasamam smritam II 
J>itul) svasaram matuscha matuliinim snushiimapi I 
111<1tul) sapatnim bhaginim iichiirya.tanayiim tatha II 
Achiiryapatnim svasutiim gachchhan cha gurutalpagal;t I 

Yaj ilaval1.-ya, chapter on penances, 231, 232, 233. 

In these Yerses sagotra marriage is condemned and is 
tnade c·omparn.ble to Guru talpa; but as to sapir.Jc)a marriage 
the author keeps silent. Vi.-ivar1ipa in his commentary 
intcrprctes the word 'svayoni' as sapir)<)a. relations :from 
the father's as well n.s the mother's side. But apparently 
this interpretation is a forced one. Apariirka renders 
1 he word 'svayuni' as one's sister, and that is the proper 
meaning. Gautama used the expression 'llliitri-pitri
yonisamlmndhaga):l' for condemning sapir.J<)a marriage. 28 

l.n another plac·e, Uautama uses the word 'svayoni' for 
one's sister"". And all commentators of Gautama give 
the same meaning. To denote mother's sapil.l<.las Apa.s
t:unha used the expression 'Matu]:l yonisam.bandha.'30 In 
Manu-Smrit.i also, the word 'svayoni' 1ueans one's uterine 
'sist.!'r. '11 No c·ommentator of Manu renders it otherwise. 
lt nmy be eonh:nded that in the two verses from Yajila
·alkya quoted above, the word 'bhagini' actually occurs, 
uul thE>n:forc the word 'svayoni' in the first verse should 
•e !llll<le to yield some other sense. This euntention is, 
lOWew~r, unte1mble. In the th1·ee verses quoted above, 
hl're is Jllt'nty of tautology. In the first verse 'sutastri' 
e. son's wife has been mentioned; in the second verse 

~8 Gauttmu"" XXI-I . 
.l Gautama. XXIII-12 . 
.I -~pa. Dha. ll-11-16. 
I )lanu. Xl-5t\ 169. 
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the same thing is told by the word 'snusha'; and ahove 
all, snusha and sutastri are both included in the sagt>tras. 
If svayoni in the first verse is rendered as sapi.J}~a relations, 
the whole of the second verse will be superfluous. It 
seems certain, therefore, that Yajiiavalkya did not pre
scribe any penance for sapir.u;Ia marriage. 

Narada who is a vrriter of the sixth century has pre
scribed the severest penance, namely, the excision of the 
organ for connection with a sagotra woman. 32 Along with 
the sagotra female, connection with nineteen other females 
has been c-ondemned. But in that long list any female 
relative in the third or fourth generation is not mentioned. 
The verses in question from Narada which are often 
quoted by later commentators are worthy of notice. 

"Mother, mother's sister, mother-in-law, maternal 
uncle's wife, father's sister, the 1\-iYes of uncle, friend and 
pupil, sister, sister's friend, daughter-in-law, daughter, 
female Guru, a woman belonging to one's gotra,a woman 
who has approached for help, the queen, a nun, a nurse 
and a chaste woman of the higl1est class-a person 
approaching any one of these !s called the Yiolat.or of 
Guru's bed. There is no other fitting punishment for the 
sin than the exision of the organ." 

Here it will be seen "that father's sister and mother's 
sister are included in the list; but not their daughters. 
In Yishr.m-Smriti also, an equally large list of femalE's 
is given connection with whom is considered incestuous."" 
No cognates in the third or fourth gPneration find plaN' 
in that list. Both Yishr.m34 and Narada35, in gi,·ing th(' 
qualifications of the bride, insist on the a\·oidance of a 

32 Narada. Xll-73-75; S. B. E. Yol. XXXHI. pp. 1 ;;1, lllO. 
33 Vishl)u. XXXVI-4· i. 
34 Vish~m. XXIY-!0. 
35 Narada. XI!-7. 
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ugotra, sapra.vara and sa.pil;J~a girl; but they prescribe 
•enance only for sagotra connection and not for sapll;<)a. 
onncction. Penances are prescribed for connection with 
he cognates in the first and second generations; but 
·ognates in the first and second generations were never 
·onsidered marriageable from the earliest Vedic times. 

In Par[t~ara-Smriti also, penances are prescribed for 
incestuous connection with several females including 
;he sagotra woman. •• But not a single sapir:l<Ja female 
in the third or fourth generation is mentioned. 

Thus, all Sfttra-writers except Gautama and Smri~i
writers like Yrtjilavalkya, Narada, Vishl)u and even Para
~ara do not prescribe any penance for marriage with a. 
rmpi~~<.la relation, although many of them have prescribed 
penances for sagotra marriage and for connection with 
cognatPs in the first and the second generations. To 
infer that these legislators approve of sapil')~a marriage 
would be nonsensil'al, because every one among these 
legislators insi~ts that sapi~u.la relations from the father's 
and motll<'r's side should be avoided in marriage. Why 
tlo t lwy not then prescribe any penance for marriage 
witb ~npir .... la relations? To answer this question we 
'must go hm·k to the hi~tory of Rapi~HJa marriage. In 
Yedil' tinws mme generations of agnates were aYoided 
·in marring<>: but {'(>gnatt's could intermarry in the third 
or fomt h g£'nt>ration. l\Ianu tried to raiRe the number 
of g<'llt'r:ltions to be a\·oided; and he particularly aimed 
1t stopping m:Hringe in the third generation. Later 
nitrrn lih \"asishlh>l and Y:tjiiavalkya raiSPd the linut 
,f ~<:i]>ilJ•Jyn up to sC\'('Il genemtions from the father's 
·i,lt• nnd tin• fwm the mother's side. But, wh£'n one takes 
ntu <'nn~i<lt•mtinn the fact that Manu and Gautama are 
lw only two authoritath·e writers who prescribe penance 

JG Pnri><tm>. X-11, 1 :!, 
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for sapilyJa marriage, one would be inclined to think that 
the injunction to marry outside the sapiQga relations 
was not quite of an imperative character. I do not mean 
to _say that the rule, prohibiting marriage between sapii:J<Ia 
relations, was ouly a recommendatory one. But there 
was a :.vorld of difference between a sagotra and sapil)ga 
marriage. \Vherever sagotra marriage is condemned, the 
husband is asked to abandon the wife, the marriage be
ing declared completely null and void. All Si1tra and 
Smriti writers agree on this. Till the seventh or eighth 
~entury after Christ the issue of the sagotra union was 
not called a Char.J<Jala ; but as soon as the knowledge of 
sagotra marriage was there, the marriage was at once 
dissolved. Sapi~1<Ja marriage may not have been approved 
of by legislators; but, if a sapii)<Ja marriage did take 
place, it was not certainly declared invalid. Herein 
lies the main difference between the rules of sept exogamy 
and sapio~la exogamy. Breach of the former nullified 
the marriage, while. the breach of the latter was not 
thought a sufficient reason ·to vitiate it. This state of 
things lasted almost to the beginning of the period when. 
independent Smriti-compositiQIIS ceased to be written 
.and the commentators of the inspired ancient Smritis 
made their first appearance. 



CHAPTER X 

Development of the Rule of Sapi~~a Exogamy 

after the eighth century 

The age of commentators set in, and we notice a 
change of attitude w;th the legislators on the question oj 
sapil.t~a exogamy. Thus, hereafter, one will observe that 
all writers on Dharma, either commentators or Nibandha
writers, with the exception of some Deccan is, take rather 
a strict view of sapi~~<Ja exogamy and condemn marriage 
with the father's and mother's sapil.J<)a.;~ in clear terms. 
But with all that, sapil)qa exogamy never attained the 
rigidity and the strictness of gotra exogamy. Advocates 
uf strit>t sapi~~<~a exogamy rely on the definition of the 
word 'sapir.l<)a' as given by Gautmna, Yajiiavalkya and 
other i:lmriti-writers. They often quote Siitfi.tapa. Those 
writ.ern and especially the writers from the Deccan who 
;;taml for contmeting the limits of Siipir.l(Jya on eithe1 side 
gmwrally 'iuote C'haturvirn~ati-nNt.a and Shattrirn~at-mata. 
Exaet (btcs of these Smritis emmot he detennined; and 
their aut.ht>ntic texts also have not. been })f!'Served. Both 
the ~<mritis are quoted by Apnriirka who wrote in the 
fin;.t half of t.be twelfth century. Contemporary literature 
is not gcm•mlly quoted as an authority; and so, these 
~nlfit.is mu<~t h>n-e been written some <--ent.uries prior to 
Apm·;-trka. C'h<'turvith;u.ti-mata and Shattriri1,<at-mata, 
hot.h •pwt.•• Pail hina.si. So, I' ail hitu~<>i must he more 
all<'i<'nt. still. With these pn•liminary l'Clll!\rks I prOt·eed 
t.o giw a hrief survey of the history of Fapil.t~a. exogamy 
,\iter the t•ight.h ••entury, whil'h j, roughly considered to be 
the l>t·~inning of th<:' age of eomnwntators. 

yj;,·ari•p•\, the commt•ntator on Yaj ilavalkya-Smriti, 
while •·ommeut.ing on the definition of 'sapil.l~a,' observes 
th;\t th<'I'C ~>re [our vit>ws t·urrt•nt on this point. First 
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view is the extreme view of Gautama that allows marriage 
in the eighth and ~;ixth generations from the father's and 
the mother's side. The second ;'i.ew is that of Yajnavalb.-ya, 
sanctioning marriage in the fifth generation from the 
mother's side and the seventh from the father's side. 
Avoidance of five generations on either side is propounded 
by Sankh a. The fourth view will tolerate marriage in the 
fourth generation, and it is based on the Satapatha 
Brahmal)a ( 1-8-3-6) passage "Tasmadu samlinadeva 
purushat etc." In explaining the passage, the commenta
tor observes that three generations are to be counted 
excluding the first ancestor; and thus, the passage approves 
of marriage in the fourth generation only. In the opinion 
of ViSvarii.pa, each preceding view is preferable to the later. 
The fourth view should be operative in the case of the 
bride only.' The whole question is discussed by the writer 
with an unbiassed and open mind; and although he would 
prefer Gautama's view of sapil)ga exoga;rny to the other 
three views, one may see that he does not consider the 
other views sinful. Vi~vari1pa wrote in the first half of 
the ninth century and his remarks show that although 
Gautama's strict rule of sapir,Jga exogamy was there, 
marriages could take place in the fourth generation from 
the mother's side and the fifth from the father's side 
without incurring any sin.' ·we have already seen that 
1\lanu was possibly the first writer on Dharma-Siistra 
who prohibited marriage in the third generation, and it 
seems that in Northern lndia marriages in the third 
generation WHe not current in Vi-<variipa's time i e. the 
ninth century after Christ. Almost totl'l disappearance 
of marriage in the third generation ean be inferred from 
the comments of Visvariipa on the verse "Sakhibhiiryii
Kumflrlshu etc" ( Yftjila. Chapter on penances, 231.). He 
interpretes tl1e word 'Svayoni' as the relative of one's 

I Visvarupa, part I, p. 62. 
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father and mother, such as father's sister's daughter etc.z 
AJ3 I have already shown, the interpretation is wrong. 
But apart from that, the fact that the commentators 
thought it necessary to put such an interpretation on 
the word shows that marriage in the third generation 
was not definitely regarded sinful, even in Northern 
India. 

llfedhatithi accepts Gautama's definition of sapi~1~a 
relationship in marriage. In enunciating the rule of exo
gamy, Manu does not define the generations to be avoided 
on either side. The commentator sugge~ts that the 
word sapil.J<Ja used by l\Ianu should be e:~.-plained in confor
mity with the view of Gautama. l\Ianu does not prescribe 
any pt>nance for sagotra marriage. In the same way he 
does not prescribe any penance for sapii.J<Ja marriage. He 
condemns, however, in unequivocal terms, marriage in 
the third generation; and if such a marriage does take 
place, he recommends the performance of a Lunar penance. 
I have already tried to show that in l\Ianu's tiines 
sapi!,l<)a exogamy did not e:1."1:end to the eighth and the 
sixth generations, and as he condemns marriage in the 
third gt>nerution only, he probably did not ohject to the 
union of the cognates in the fourth generation. l\Iedhatithi, 
'1\'riting his commentary in the tenth century, could not 
interprete the text in this light. He warns his readers 
not to infer that 1\lanu allowed marriage in the fourth 
g<•neration aml onward, because he chanced to condemn 
it only in the third generation. In the commentator's 
opinion such an inference would be both -illogical nnd 
urmut horised. 

Ap>\ri"trka who flourished t\\·o centuries la.ter than 
l\!t•dllhtithi faithfully follows Gautama 's rule of sapi1.1~a 
exog:uny. He quotes both Yishf.lu und Karada in support 

2 \'i<vurtipa, part 2. p. 91. 
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of the definition. The verse quoted from Narada runs 
thus:-

Saptamat panchamat arviik bandhubhyal;t pitrimfttritab.l 
Aviviihya sagotra cha samanapravarii tathft. 11 

In this verse the word 'Bandhubhyal;t' is really 
superfluous; and as Apararka does not give any special 
explanation of it, we may presume that he also considered 
it to mean nothing particular or peculiar. The verse is 
not found in the text of Narada published in the S. B. E. 
series. Great importance is attached to this word by 
laier writers; and they utilize this text of Narada for a 
further extension of the limits of sapi.I)ga exogamy. 
Apariirka then quotes Pait,hinasi who lays down that 
either seven or five generations should be avoided or five 
and three generations should be avoided. Apararka 
remarks that the second alternative of Pai(,hinasi shGuld 
prevail only When the bride and the bridegroom are of 
different castes. It is not applicable to ordinary cases 
where the bride and the bridegroom are of the same caste, 
because Vishl)u lays down that" Persons, marrying in 
the fifth and the seventh generations . . . ...... are· 
rendered 'Patita'-fallen and are-reduced to the state o± a 
Siidra." This verse also is not traced in Vishou's teX't, 
published in S. B. E. series. As Apariirka quotes this 
verse from Vishl)u, it is clear that he prefers Gautama's 
view allowing marriage in the eighth and sixth generations 
to Yaji1avalkya's view allowing marriage in the seventh 
and fifth generations. Apariirka finds fault with the 
argument of those who want to narrow down sapiDslya 
to the third and fifth generations. In the first chapter I 
have shown how Apararka has distorted the text from the 
J.tigveda, approving marriage in the third generation with 
the cognates.• Bandhayana has recorded the praetic·e of 

3 See supra, p. H. 
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marriage between cross-cousius, current in the Deccan, 
and he has allowed it or rat her coiiDived at it on the 
ground that local custom sanctioned such marriage. 
AJ>ariirka, however, is not in a mood to accept this com
promiHe. A local custom can hold its ground only when 
it is not opposed to the Vedas; and in Apararka's opinion 
t.here is nothing in the Vedas that supports marriage in 
the third generation. As regards the ~atapatha Briihma
l.la passage { 1-8-3-6), the commentator remarks that it is a 
general trxt and no particular inference can be legitimately 
drawn from it. Besides, Siitiitapa has prescribed a 
l'cnance for marriage in the third generation.' Thus, 
although Apariii ka insists on the prohibition of marriage 
witchin seven and five generations on the father's end the 
mother's ~ide, it does not seem that he considered the 
nmrriage iu the fourth generation and omvard definitely 
void, hentuse in his comments on the verse (Yajua. Chapter 
on penances, 231 ). he does not interprete the word 'Svayoni' 
as sapir.Hla relat.ions of the father ar.d the mother, as 
Visy;uitpa had formerly done.' 

Vij i'ifme~vara who was almost ~~ contemporary of 
Apurftrlm discusHes at great length the real meaning of the 
Wtinl 'pit.t~a' in ·~npil.l<)a'. I have gh·en a gist of that 
di<'cll~t;ion at the begirming of the previous chapter and 
n~ \Ye •m• not very materially concerned with the discus
"ion, I may proe<.'ed to examine the exnct limits of 
s,-tpitp,lya as ddined by the commentator. Viji'iiinesvnra's 
)lititksharft is n standard work on Hindu law and hi" 
Yit•\\·s on sapil.H.I>l exogamy deserve our careful attention. 
'l'ht' liw• from Yiiji'iavalkya-the fift-h from the mother'" 
t<it!t• ant! the scvonth from the {ather's-is interpreted by 
Yijihllw;Ytlm to nwan the prohibition of the marriage m 
tht• lifth and H•Yenth gt•nemtinns, and th~ allowance to 

5 Apar.lrka, p. lMS. 
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marry in the sixth and the eighth generations. This inter
pretation of the line, given both by Vijnane.>'vara and 
Ape.rd.rka, is not at all natural; and Ba!ambhaHa in his 
gloss on l\Iitakshara has made an indirect admission of 
the fact. He observes that Vijnane5vara interpretes the 
original text in accordance with the text of Gautama 
(IV-2)and the text of l\IatsyapuraQa {XVIII-29).6 'l\lita
kshara quotes both Vasishtha and Paitblnasi, though a 
bit incorrectly, as pointed out by Ba!ambhatta. The 
texts in question read as follows: "Fifth from the 
mother's bandhus and the seventh from the father's 
bandhus (Vasisht ha VIII -3) " and "one should take for 
a wife the fifth woman from the mother and the seventh 
from the father, or the third from the mother and the 
fifth from the father". Vijnanesvara observes on these 
texts that Paithlnasi gives the mmrmum limits of 
sapil;l<Jya, and the words 'panchamim' and 'saptamun,' 
used by both Vasishtha and Paithlnasi, should be 
understood to prohibit marriage in these degrees &nd 
to allow it only in the next degrees. The only reason 
that Vijilane.>'vara ron put forth in support of this forced 
interpretation of the clear texts Qf Vasishtha, Yaji'iavalkya 
and Paithinasi is that only thus interpreted, the texts 
will not oppose the views .o~ writers like Gautama. From 
this explanation of Vijnanesvar~. we may see that the 
law-givers of the twelfth century were not sr.tisfied with 
the limits of generations as prescribed by Vasishtha, 
Yajnavalky1: etc. Whether this extension of sapil)qa exogamy 
was equally \\'elcome to the general public is another ques
tion. Thus, while explaining away the latter portion of 
Paithinasi's t.ext which sanctions union in the third and 
the fifth generations, Vijilanesvara remarks that this alter
native rule of Pailhinasi should be operative in the case 

6 'Iitiikshara, Book I. p. 112. 
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1)£ Anuloma sons.' In his comments on the verses 'Sakhi
bharya-kumarishu' etc. Vijnfmesvara first quotes Br:ihad
Yama who declares that connection with females in the· 
first and second generations of sapi.l)<)a instantly turns a 
man an outcast.• Gautama, however, condemns connec
tion with sapir.1<Ja females as a whole; and according to 
G1mtama, it is a 1\iahii.-pataka or a great sin. Mitakshara, 
however, argued that, as Gautama. places the sin of con
nection with sapi.l)r)a relations mid-way between 1\iaha-pa
t~tkas i. e. Aerious sins and upapiitakas i. e. common sins, 
oonnection with sapi.l)rJa relations should be considered a 
sin r•f ordinary nature, neither a serious sin nor a minor 
sin. Exhaustive as is the work of Vijnane8vaJa and 
d<Jt.ailed though the penances he prescribes for sagotra 
marriage, he p1escribes no penance for sapir;o<Ja marriage, 
t.lms lending support to my theory that marriage within 
t.he prohibit.ed degrees on either side, although very rare, 
Wmluot eonsidered absolutely void. 

])evaoa, the writer of Smriti-Chandrika, a Ni
bandlm-composition of the thirteenth century has 
writkn an eloquent chapter called ' the defence of mar
ria~e with one's maternal uncle's daughter'. \Vith his 
pmwrful argument he ahuost annihilates the principle of 
sapir."~" exn~amy. His principal contention is that a wo
man, till soon tis she is married according to the Brahma 
form of marriage, loses her father's gotra and joins the go
tm of her husband. By the same analogy she is freed 
from tho sftpio<Jya bel011ging to her before her marriage. 
llt•val,l!l quotes M:u-kal)~eya as an authority on this 
1mint. ·· In the case of a girl who is married according to 
the Brftluna form, the oUering of the pi~•<Ja and water 
t:houltl be made by the husband's gotra. In the .~ura and 

1 ~lit!lksharJ, Book. I. p. li2. 
ll l\lit>1ksluuA, Book Ill. p. ~~10. 
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other froms of marri.,ge these things should be done 
according to the father's gotra. " The form of marriage, 
most current among the Brahmins, is the Brahma form; 
and in accordante with the authoritv of :Markande,·a 

~ - • .. 7 

father's sister is not to be considered his sapi~;~~a, and the 
mother, being married by the Brfthma form, is not to be 
regarded a sapii.>•'a of her father or her brother. In this 
way marriage with maternal uncle's daughter and pater
nal aunt's daughter is not a sapii:tr~a marriage. If we thus 
grant that in the Briihma form of marriage, a complete 
change of gotra and sapii:t~ya takes place, why should 
marriage with mother's sister and mother's sister's daugh
ter be not allowed ? Deva~;~a·s answer to this question 
is that there is nothing wrong technically in such a marriage. 
Popular custom does not allow it, and so it does not take 
place. How are we then to interprete the texts of .l\lanu, 
Gautr.ma, Yaji\ayaJkya, Narada, Yislu.m and other writers 
who emphasize the necessity of obserring the rule of 
sapiiJ<)a exogamy ? According to Smriti~Chandrika, these 
texts apply to those cases only "'here marriage has been 
con..<:ecrated according to Asura or Gandharv& form of 
marriage. The author further points out that the genera
tions to be avoided according ·to Gautama and other 
writers are to be cotmted from the bandhus of the tath,.i 
and the bandhus of the mether. Besides this, he quotes 
Chaturviri1='ati-mata that sanctions marriage in the third 
or fourth generation. His principal stand, however, is that 
a girl, married according to the Brahma form of marriage, 
can have no sapi~•~a relation distinct from her husband's. 
Thus Devana as far as the Brahma form of mar-' . ' 
riag~> is concerned-a~td Brahma form is the most pre,·a-
lent form of marriage among high class Hindus and espe
cially among ihe Brahmins-practically wipes off the re
strictions based upon sapii:t~ya. One may, ho"·e,·er, see that 
though De,·at.>abhatta may be technically right, he is after 
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all indulging in sophistry and is playing with words. 
Writing some • two thousand years before Deval}a. 
when l\1anu laid down the rule of sapii.1ga exogamy, he 
certainly did not enunciate the rule to apply only to the 
Asura form of marriage-a form which has been condemn
ed not only by Manu, but by every other writer on 
Dharma. Deva~1a. himself seems conscious of this; 
because he, in defending marriage in the third generation, 
too often shifts his ground •• He finally observes that 
l\la~1u's verse (IIl-5), giving the rule of exogamy, re
comnwwh a non-f'api1.uJa marriage which he considers 'pra
~asta ' i. e. J)rai:;eworthy. Sa.pi1.u~a marriage may not be 
praiseworthy, hut it does not at all follow that it wa.._ 
illt•gal. • Deva1ya is avowedly a Deccani writer; arul 
from his writings we are not entitled to determine the 
state of sapiw.Ja. exogamy in Northern India; but we may 
reasonably infer that in Northern India :tlso, sapii.uJa exo
gamy was not <·t•rtainly 11s strict as the gotra. exogamy. 

In Chatun·arga-Uhintam>ll.li another work of the thir
tet•nth et>ntury, written in the Deccan by Heruadri, a 
'"'l'nrnte Hl'!'tion has ht•en dpvoted to prescribe penan
ce>~ for marrying a daughter of mother's sister.10 Sagotra 
111ttl sami\Impravam marriages also are dealt with iH 
the sam<.> ~cet.ion. llemi\dri, however, does not prescribe 
any P<'lmnee for sapiiJ<Ia marriage in general; nor for 
lll!lrl')'ing 11 matt>nml uuelc 's or paf.ernal aunt's daughter. 
On t.hc aut.hority of Dcvah1, I[ emftdri dt•clares that mo
tH..•r 's sist.er is noLhing short of the mot.her. In the third 
gt>nemtion o{ the engnatt's, there are only three possible 
unions: and liS llematlri singles out one from among the 
thrl'e ami "oudenms it.. it is dellr that he approves of 
ihl' other two <'onneetious. namely, marri<>~e with ma-

9 8mri1i·C'lu~ndrik:i., Sarhskllra-kftt_u}a, pp. 180--200. 
10 l'haturnuga.-f'hint.:l.ma\li, Pr:lya.~:hitta.--kba~l~~a.. p. 3G5. 
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ternal uncle's daughter and marriage with paternal aunt's 
daughter. 

lUadhava, the great Deccani writer of the fourteenth 
century, is an open advorate of marriage with the cognates 
in the third generation. His line of argument is the 
same as adopted by Devai)a. The only difference between 
Devai)a and llladhava is that the former is not quite 
confident of his ground and so he offers more than one 
explanation in defence oi marriage in the third gmeration; 
while the latter confidenUy takes one definite stand, 
namely, that the maternal uncle's and the pat.ernal aunt's 
daught.ers are not the sapii)<).a of the mother and the 
father, and thus, there is nothing wrong in marrying them. 
Madhava goes a step further than Devai)a and 
records the opinions of some writers to the effect that 
even in Asura form of marriagt> where v.oman's original 
gotra and pii)ga remain unchanged, a man may marry 
his cross-cousin with impunity provided he has the sanc
tion of local custom. According to Devai)a and Madhava 
cross-cousin-marrirage, provided the parents were married 
according to the Brahma form, is legal not only in the 
Deccan, but also in Northern India. They do not try to 
justify cross-eousin-marriage, on "the doubtful authori•y 
of local custom. As females have no sapii)1a relations, 
distinct from their husband's·after the celebration of their 
marJiage according to Briihma form, there can possibly 
be no objection to marrying in the third generation either 
in the South or in the North. The aid of local custom 
is invoked in those cases only where the marriage is cele
brated according to Asura form. This view has been put 
forth as the opinion of some; but as Miidhava does not 
adversely comment on this, we may takeitthat, though he 
may not be in complete agreement with that view, he is 
not oppo;;ed to it. In his comments on the verses of 
Para.Sara, dealing with incestuous cOimections, Mii-
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ilhava prescribes no penan{'e for connection in the third 
generation, although proper provision of penances has been 
made for connection with females in the second generation. 
\Vhy Madhava and Deva~m did not allow the intermarriage 
of the children of two siHters is really a very important 
question ; but I must content my self here simply by 
nll'ntioning the point as I Jlropose to discuss the question 
fully in the next chapter. 

Vi:<ve.-'vara, the author of }ladana-Piirijata, writing his 
Nibandlm near Delhi in the fifteenth century, propounds 
the extreme view of sapilJ<)a exogamy and observes that 
VasishOm 's rule of sapiD<)a exogamy should have only a 
limited applkation. Thus, four generations, as laid down 
hy Vasi~htha, should be avoided from a stepmother of 
the same <·a~te. while six generations should be avoided in 
t.he mse of a female who is horn of a Brahmin father and 
11 Kshatriya or Vai'ya mother. I have already said that 
among tlw Smriti-writers and commentators none directly 
declares that a sapir.H}a marriage is an invalid marriage. 
\'i~ve.-'vam, howewr, incidentally remarks that, if the rule 
of ~apir.~<Ja exogamy is not. observed, the girl, though 
nmrri~d, is not !'ntitled to be a wil'e. 11 This is an hH'idental 
rt'mark of Vi~n·><vara and no serious consideration should 
be giwn to it, l•erau~e he further lays down that even a 
l'utrika b not to he r~gurded a full wife. We know th~t 
l'utrikft marriagt>, though disappt·oved from early Vedic 
tim<'s, was newr ronsidt>.red invalid. Thus, in all probabi
lity, Yi"w:<vnra 's dec.larations on snpilJ~a marriage and 
l'utriJ..ii marriage were ml'rely idealistic and had no prac
ti<'al h<'<tring. 

Hnglmwmdnna, a Northl'rn India writer in the fif
ll'enth century. in his lTdvii ha-Tatvu lays stress on the 
.wOl'd bnmllmbhyal~. in the formula 'Paiichamim m;ttriban-
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dhubhyab saptam!m pitribandhuuhyaQ.'. Seven genera
tions and five generations are not to be counted only from 
the father and the mother, but from the father's and mo
ther's bandhus. Till the beginning of the fifteenth cen
tury, no writer had thought that the word 'handhubhy:.b' 
in the formula had any important bearing. No difference 
was made out between the two expressions, 'paiicham!m 
matritaQ.' and 'pafichamlm matribandhubhyab'. A certain 
Smriti whose author is unknown defines the bandhus in 
the following way. "The sons of his father's paternal aunt, 
the sons of his father's maternal aunt and the son~ of his 
father's maternal uncle must be considered his father's 
bandhus. The sons of his mother's paternal aunt, the 
sons of his mother's maternal aunt and the sons of his 
mother's maternal uncle mnst be regarded his mother's 
bandhus. " Writers after the fifteenth century are of opi
nion that five generations must be avoided beginning wit b. 
the bandhus of the mother, and seven generations from 
the father's bandhus, in addition to the usual avoidance 
of five generations from the mother's side and se\·en from 
the father's side. Thus, they aim at extending the limits 
of sapil)ga exogamy considerably. Vi~vesvara hints -this 
eJ."tension but does not illustrate· it. Raghunandana full:'-·. 
illustrates the extension in his Udviiha-Tatva. He him
self, however, seems consciou's that the extension is r-arried 
too far and he qualifies his rule ·of sapilJda exogamy by 
the following exception. A girl .\•ho is removed by three 
gotras from the bridegroom is not umnarriageahle, tl10ngk 
related within five and seven degrees as above described. 
" The three gotras in the case of the descendants of a ban
dhu are to be counted from his own ( bandhu's} gotra. So 
also in the case of the descendants of the ance~i<Jrs of a 

' bandhu, who is the father's or mother's maternal unde's 
son, they are to be counted from the bandhu 's own gotra. 
But in the case of the descendants of tlw ancestors of l?ach 
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<Jf the other bandhus, the three gotras are to be counted 
from his ( handhu's ) maternal grandfather's gotra. This 
~xceptiun is based upon the text of Brihan-Manu and 
another of l\latsyapurii1.1a, cited in the Udvaha-Tatva". 
".!'he t>xception may be illustrated by the following example. 
Suppose the paternal great grandfather of the bridegroom 
i• of ::.ar.u)ilya got.ra. His daughter by transfer by marriage 
is of K<1~yapa gotra. His daughter is of Vatsa gotra, and 
this daughter's daughter is of Bharadvftja gotra. The mai
den daughter of this last, being of Bharadvaja gotra and 
l>eing lwyoml three gotras i. e. SaQ~ilya, Kasyapa and 
Vat sa, is eligible for marriage though within the prohibited 
dPgr<'es. Sf1lapftl,li, another Northern India writer, gives 
another I'Xc<:ption to the rule of sapi.r)~a exogamy. He 
allows the K>~hatriya in all forms of marriage, and other 
castes in the Asura and other inferior forms of marriage, 
to marry within the prohibited degrees, provided they do 
not marry within the fifth degree from the father's side 
and thO" third degr<'<" on tlw mother's side. This exception 
"·ill!,.. applieahle in tho~" eases only who>re a suitable 
mntdt is not ot hNwise procurable. Hnghunandan finds 
lault "it h this eX<'<'ption: but Pai\hlnasi and ~iika\ayana 
support it, and gt•nerally it. is held valid even in Northern 
India. 12 

'!'he qm·stion must. now h(' eonsitlered whether this 
novd t•xtensinn of sapii.I~a t•xogamy that has been suggest
<'.! l·y \'i;n.;vara and Raghunandan is justifiable. The 
extt•nsion is based upon tht• word ' bandhu', used in the 
formula of sapil.t<Ja <'Xogamy. In dl'fining sapir.1~a relat.ion
~hip for t h<: puql<'RC of marriage, only two important 
wrih•rs ha\-l' us<•d the word ' bamlhu.' Thus, Gautama lays 
tlown. " imlhvam saptamflt pitribandhuhhyaQ13 

" and 

1~ Hmwrj~·t·, l'P· 6&-67. 
l:l (;~mttuua. 1 V-...;_l. 
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" lllatri-bandhubhyal;! pai'ichamiit." " The verse, attribu
ted to Niirada, runs thus: " Saptamat pai'ichamat arvak 
bandhubhyal;! pitri-matrital;!." The two Si1tras of Gautama 
are translated in the S. B. E. series as follows: " Who are 
not related within six degrees on the father's side and 
within four degrees on the mother's side". Gautama
Dharma-Siitra is trauslated in the S. B. E. series in accor
dance with the commentary of Haradatta. Another autho
ritative commentary on Gautama isl\1askaribhashya. There 
also, the same interpretation is accepted. As regards the 
verse, attributed to Narada, the first thing that we must 
bear in mind is that in the Narada-Smriti, translated in the 
S. B. E. series, the verse is not found. Apariirka has quoted 
the ...-erse; but he does not attach any special importance 
to the word ' bandhu'. No Sii.tra or Smriti writer has advi
sed the avoidance of five and seYen generations beginning 
with the bandhus of the mother and the father. Under these 
circumstances how would Narada enunciate alt<Jgether 
a new principle ? Commentators and Nibandha-writers. 
till the fifteenth century do not seem to haYe taken any 
notice of the word 'bandhubhyab' in Niirada ·s verse. I 
am inclined to think, therefore, .that the word has.no 
special significance in Narada's- formula of sapi.I)()a 
exogamy. Had the word been used in a particular sense, the 
writer would have first explained its denotation. 

The subject of sapiJ;l()a exogamy has been very exhaus
tively discussed by KamaW.kara in his NirQaya-Sindhu. 
A Deccani Brahmin by caste, he was a resident ot Benares 
and he finished his work there. Kamalakara mentions 
the extension of sapiQ()a exogamy, propounded by Vi~ves
vara and Raghunandana and ob~erves that five and seven 
generations are to be avoided from the mother's and 
father's Landhus. Like Raghunandana, the author of 

l4 Gautama. l V--5, 
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Nir~•aya-Sindhu also would permit marriage within the 
prohibited degrees, provided the girl is beyond three 
gotras. He approves of th3 limits of sapiQ<:iya, as defined 
by Gautama and declares that the texts of Vasishtha and 
Vinhl.JupuriiQa that allow marriage in the fifth and seventh 
g{'nerations should be so interpreted, as would not oppose 
Gautama's view allowing marriage in the sixth and in the 
eighth generations. 

Kamaliikara takes his main stand on the following 
verse of fiiarichi quoted in Apararka. " People who marry 
in the fifth and the seventh generations, although they 
may be devoted to the performance of Vedic rites, are 
rl'durcd to the state of a Siidra; and they (ultimately) fall 
down." This verse of Marie hi is also quoted in Smriti
Chandrikii. On the authority ot l\Iariohi and VishQu, 
Nir~•aya-Sindhu refutes the opinions favouring the contrac
tion uf sapi1.1<!a prohibitions. Prominent among those 
who stand for the cont.raction of the limits of sapiQga 
Pxogamy are Pailhinasi, DevaQa flladhava, ~iikatayana 
and Chnturvilib~ati-mata. Pailhinr.si suggl'sts two 
altornat.ivcs. One should have for his wife the fifth girl 
from the mother and the seventh from the father; or he 
m~y have the third girl from the mother, and the fourt.h 
from the father. !lladhava considered the second alterna
tivo of l'ui\hinasi an Anulmlpa i. e. an altern»tive course 
that may he followed with impunity. ChaturvuiJ;ati-mata 
is very dear and dofinite on this point. "One should 
marry the lifth girl from the mother',; side and the seventh 
from the father's side. From a high family of a 
::rotrip1 ten past gt>nemtions of whom are illustrious, one 
,;hould marry the eighth girl ur in her absence, the se,·enth 
girl or tht' lifth. On the father's side aliio, the same 
t'<>Un<l' shonlt! hP follow·ed. The sewnth girl should be 
mn.rri<•,i or the sixth or the fifth. _Thus marrying, one 
would not inl'ur any sin, so says Siikatayana. Manu, 
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Pan1ffira, Attgiras and Y ama lay down tl1at the third or 
~he fourth girl on either side should be taken in ,marriage. 
One who marries according to the practice of his country 
and according to the tradition of his family is fit for all 
sort of interc{)urse in the society. Besides, the Vedas 
testify to the correctness of this conduct." In addition 
to the above authorities a passage is quoted, attributed 
to Paraffira. "Fourth or fifth man should marry the 
fourth girl. According to Par-:..;ara, the fifth man may 
marry the sixth girl, but the fifth man should not marry 
the fifth girl". Kamalakara warns his readers that the 
•-iews of Pai!hlnasi and Chatun·im:<ati-mata should not 
be regarded Anukalpas; because they are applicable only 
to particular cases. Where the bride and the bridegroom 
are of different castes, or where the bridegroom is an 
adopted son and also in the case of the stepmother 
the rules of Paiihinasi and Chatun-im."ati-mata should be 
allowed to prevail. As to the verse, attributed to Para."ara, 
Kamalakara declares that the verse has been wrongly put 
in the name of Para.-<ara. He takes a strong objection to 
the cross-cousin -marriage, current in the Deccan and 
observes that Hemadri and Bopadeva, on the authority 
of Brahma-Pur:-wa, recommend tliat the Carnatic Brahmin 
who marries his maternal uncle's daughter should not 
be invited to participate in.a ::.raddha feast. \Yhatever 
l\Iadhava and such other great authorities may say, 
Nir~raya-Sindhu would not countenance marriage in the 
third generation, even in the Deccan." 

Kamalakara approves of marriage in the eighth gene
ration from the father and the si..xth from the mother. 
Accepting this definition of s;tpir,~.,ya, 2121 girls in all 
are rendered unmauiageable, as far assapir.u)a prohibitions 
are concerned.'" Rao Saheb :\landlik has prepared four 

15 Nir\laya.sindhu, pp. 30!}-320. 
16 NirQaya.sindhu, p. 321. 
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tables to illustrate how 2121 girls are rendered unmarriage
able due to sapli)r)a prohibitions. ln the preparation of 
these tables Mandlik has taken three things for granted; 
first, that the bridegroom is going to be married for the firSt 
time; secondly, that each married couple has one son and 
-one daughter; and thirdly, that the brides who are excluded 
by reason of their relationship through the stepmother 
ilr through adoption of either the bride or bridegroom 
are not included in the calculation.17 It will be further 
observed that five and seven generations are not calcula
ted from the bandhus of the father and the mother. In 
explaining the text of Narada, " saptamat pauchamat 
arviik bandhubhyal;l matripitritab, " Kamalakara. has 
recommended that five and seven generations should be 
counted from the bandhus of the mother and the father. 
But, in calculating the actual number of girls that are ren
dered unmarriagcable due to sapiQ<)a prohibitions, Kamah
kara does not take into consideration five and seven gene
rations from the bandhus of the father and the mother. If 
the sapi1.1<)as of the bandhus of the father and mother P.re 
ml!'ulated, the number of unmarriageahle girls will be 
murh larger . 

. Just as Gautama is an idealistic writer among the 
lllit·iPnts, so is Kamabkara among the mo<lerns. In the 
matt.t•r of gutm exogamy Kamalakara is not satisfied with 
the avoidanee of the f>tthcr's gotra i. e. the gotra of one
si'IL lie would insist on the avoidanee of also the nut her's 
gotm. AJ>, rt'gards sapiQ•)a exogamy, he pre•u•hes it in its 
most comprt-lu·n~ive form. lie would like to :l\·oi<l five and 
BC\'t'll gl.'Hl'rations fr~•m the hant!hus of the mother 
and the father. He would not allow lot·al custom 
to JlreYail in the Deccan. That KamaiJ.kara was not a prnc
timl writer may be seen from the fact that, although he 

17 1\!an.Uik, " Vyav .. hii ra--~layukba, " p. ->52. 
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prescribes very rigid rules, he is not very particular as tQ 
their application. Thus, he lays down that five and seven 
generations from the bandhns of the mother and the father 
should be avoided in marriage; but he ignores the rule 
when he actually calculates the number of unmarriageable 
girls. The same thing may be said about the avoidance of 
the mother's gotra. Avoidance of the mother's gotra was 
never a popular rule in the Brahmin community. It was 
observed by a small fraction of the population. l\1ost of 
the commentators and the Nibandha-writers had express
ed the opinion that only the Madhyandina Brahmins 
should avoid the mother's gotra. In the face of these 
facts Kamalakara insists that the mother's gotra in addi 
tion to the father's should be avoided in marriage. We 
may conclude, therefore, that the idealistic rule of sapll;lqa 
exogamy, as laid down in the Niri.Ja.ya-Sindhu, "as far 
from being actually practised by the people. Kamalakara 
prescribes the same penance for sapll;lqa marriage as he has 
prescribed for sagotra marriage!" The "lfe is to be aban
doned as far as sexual life is concerned, and three Lunar 
penances are to be performed. If the marriage is wilful 
and if it has proved productive, the issue will be a ChaJ;J-
9ala. From these remarks of Kamalakara it will not be 
justifiable to argue that marriages in the third generation 
and onward were generally considered invalid in the seven
teenth century. \\>'hether Kamalakara hlmself considered 
marriage in thethirdor fourth generation illegal is a doubt
ful question. He has composed several verses to enume
rate the Brahmins that should not be fed on the occasicn 
of a Sraddha feast. In the list of Brahmins unfit to be 
fed at a Sraddha that he has prepared, he includes Kuuqa 
and Go !aka both of whom are products of adultery, younger 
brother anticipating his elder brother and the elder brother 

18 Nir9ayasindhu, p. 332. 
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so superseded etc.10 In these verses a person who violates 
the rule of sapir.H~a exogamy is not mentioned. In con
tinuation of the same discussion, however, Kama.liikara 
quotes J;aitkar~Jya to the following effect. ''A Brahmin 
should not attend that Sraddha function where a Brahmin, 
marrying the daughter of his maternal uncle or the hus
Lan<l of a V rishaH is present or where meat is not 
provided!" " Here, J atiikarQya considers a person, 
marrying his maternal uncle's daughter, unfit for being 
invited for a :;;raddha. We may reasonably infer from this 
that a person, marrying in the fourth generation, would 
not have been regarded unfit for Sraddha either by Jatii
lalof~Jya or Ly Kamalakara. 

In Viramitrodap., Mitrami~ra maintains the same 
e:-.-treme yiew of sapir.1ga exogamy as is held by Kamati
kara. l\Iitrami:Ora would not approve of marriage with the 
maternal uncle's daughter even in the Deccan. In Sa
Jilskam~ Kanstnbha, Anantadeva first states the tradi
tional view o£ sapirp) ya; but he observes at the same time, 
wherever l(wal ('UStom sanctions marriage in the third ge
nern.t.ion, SU(' h nmrriage must be considered valid, and 
there ~an he no objection for others to associate with per
s,ins who narrow down limits of sapiJJgya. Several venerable 
lll<'ll who tltemseh·es do not marry within the prohibited 
dcgn•es are ~<'en ac!'epting brides from those who haYe 
more than <lll('t' eon tracted marriage within the prohibited 
d<·grres. Ht•m;ulri opines that people marrying in the third 
g<'nomtion ~houi<l not he ied on the occasion of Sraddha. 
Anant>~tlc\''\ declares l t.lmt the aboYe rule of Hemadrj 
shouhl apply to those persons who marry their cousins in 
places "ht>re the loet\l eustom does not sanction such 

19 Nir~luya:;indhu, p. 438. 
'20 N ir\>ay!ll!iudhu, p. UO. 
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unions.'1 The author of Kaustubha was a Deccani Brah
min by caste, but he finished his work in Northern India. 
These two facts will el.."'plain hjg attitude towards sapi.Q4a 
exogamy. He does not support the contraction of 
the limits of sapi.Q4ya on principle. But he supports it 
wherever it is in accordance with the established practice. 

Anantabhatta, the writer of Vidhiina-Parijata, wrote 
his work at Benares; and so he jg an advocate of full 
sapii)<;Ia exogamy. He is, however, ready to condone 
marriage in the third generation current in the Deccan." 

Dharma-Sindhu, a work composed at the close of the 
eighteenth century, is the latest authoritative work on 
Dharma-Sastra as far as Maharashtra is concerned. 
Ka~inatha, the author, is generally a follower of Nir.Qaya
Sindhu. On the question of exogamy, although he 
states prominently the views of Kamalakara, he thereafter 
proceeds to state di:fferen t opinions held by various writers 
and finally concludes that, where local custom allows the 
narrowing-down of the limits of siipil;I<Jya, marriage in 
the third generation is not a sin. Ka.-'inatha, being a 
member of the Karhiiga Brahmin community of the 
Deccan in which the practice of ~rrying one's maternal 
uncle's daughter is current, naturally prescribes no 
penance for the breach of. the rule of sapil}ga exogamy. 
Dharma-Sindhu prohibits Viruddha-sambandha i. e. 
uneq11al marriage. Thus, m~riage with one's wife's 
sister's daughter is a Viruddha-sambandha, and so is 
the marriage with one's paternaluncle's wife's sister. 
Both the above females are not one's sapi.Qt;la; but from 
the point of generation the former jg like his daughter, 
while the latter is in the place of uncle's wife. '" 

21 Sa.rhskara-Kaustubha, p. 621. 
2a Vidhana-Nrijats, Vol. I. pp. 688-698. 
23 DLarma-Sindhu, III. p 130. 
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Recapitulation 
I have so far stated the history of sapi~1~a exogamy 

from the early Vedic times down to the eighteenth cen
tury. We have seen that in early Vedic times marriage 
was arranged outside the farqily, and thus some genera
tions of agnates were avoided in marriage; but people 
could marry their cognates in the third generation. In 
Brahma~1a times gotra exogamy was, in all probability, 
introduced, and thus a number of agnatic generations 
began to be excluded in marriage; but cognates could 
still intermarry in the third or fourth generation. l\Ianu 
who seems to be the most ancient law-giver among the 
Lulo-Aryans enunciates both the aspects of exogamy
gotra exogamy as well as sa.piQ<Ja exogamy. How many 
cognatic generations are to be avoided according to lllanu, 
we cannot definitely say. Manu defines sapil)<)ya in two 
places in two different wayl'. In one place he defines it as 
extending over seven generations (l\lanu V-60); while in 
another place he defines it to cover on.ly three genera
tions ( l\Janu IX-186 ). I have shown that the second 
de[i.nition is the more ancient definition. 1\Ia.nu, there
fore, in all probability prohibited marriage in tile tllird 
grneru.tion and did not object to it in tile fourth genera
tion and onward. Among Si:ttra-writers Gautama would 
allow marriage in the eighth and sixth generations from 
t.he father's m1d the mother'• side. Ba.udhaya.na and 
.i\ pastamba do not define the limits of sapil)<Jya to be 
observed in marriage, but probably they followed Manu. 
B audhfly<I!Hl refers to marriage in the third generation 
current in the Det.Tau, and condones it on the authority 
of lo<·al custom. So, it seems tl!at in Ba.udhayana ·s times 
nmrriage in the third generation was definitely stoplJed 
in Northern India, while the Southerner did marry in the 
third gt-neration. Gautama allows marriage in the eighth 
and si:\.ih gent>rations from the father's and tl1e mother's 
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side; while Vasishtha. allows it one generation earlier in 
both cases. Yajna.'\"a.lk-ya, Yishz;m and Xiirada follow 
Y a.sishtha. Parii~ara--Smriti does not deal mth the pro
blem of marriage. None of the a bow writers except 
Gautama prescribes any penance for sapiiyJa marriage. 
although many of them ha,·e prescribed penance for sa
gotra marriage. In describing incestuous co=eetions all 
w-riters condemn connections with s2piiJ<Ja relations in the 
second generation; but connection between B2piiJ•Ja rela
tions in general is not reg2rded incestuous. It may be 
reasonably inferred from this that, although the legislators 
insisted on the avoidance of se'\"en generations on the 
father's side and five on the mother's, theirpreachingwas 
not rigidly followed by the people. The Southerners, in 
spite of anything that might ha'\"e been said by 2\lanu and 
Gautama, never ceased marrying in the third generation. 
In the Deccan the Dra>i•Ja and .ldi-Dra>i<;iara<:>es formed 
the largest portion of the population, while the Indo
Aryans constituted a small minority. The Dru,·i·,las, al
though they obsen·ed strict sept exog-amy. bad no highly 
deYeloped sapizy,la exogamy as will be e'ident from the 
discussion in the sequel. Sapi.Q9a exogamy, prohibiting 
marri.'l.ge in the second generatioH, has no practical >alue; 
and the DraYi<Ja had no objection to marry in the third 
gt>neration as far as the eross-cousins were concerned. 
The Indo-Aryans also married in the third generation in 
Yedic tiznes; and it was lat.e that. they began to de>elop 
sapil.l<Ja exog=y. The promulgators of sapi.Q•,la exogamy 
were to a considerable extent successful in the North. but 
in the Deccan people accepted the creed of sapiD<;ia exo
gamy only partially. In Northern India marriage in the 
third generation was stopped; but even there, beyond the 
third generation progress of sapil)<,la exogamy was slow 
and lmcertain. The stubborn attitude cf the Deccani 
writers on this problem could not but adversely influence 
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the progress of sapil)qa exogamy in the North. Thus, 
although Smriti-writers enjoined the avoidance of seven 
and five generations from the father's and the mother's 
side, even the Northerners did not always quite faithfully 
follow the injunctions of the legislators. Under such 
~ircumstances the Smritis would not and could not pena
lize a sapi~1c)a marriage. 

From the eighth century onward great commen
tutors like Vi.-lvarft pa, Medhatithi, Apararka and Vijna
nesvara tried to give a fresh stimulus to sapil;l~a. 

exogamy. All of them accepted the definition or 
aapir_~<)ya as stated by Gautama, and thus they allowei 
marriage only in the eighth and sixth generations. All 
the four commentators speak against the breach of the 
rule of sapiQ<)a exogamy; but as an illustration of the 
breach of that rule, they quote verses, condemning 
murriage in the third generation and not condemning 
sapir.",la marriage in general. Visvar\1pa, as a matter of 
faet, does s•tnction marriage in the fourth generation in 
tl!e case of the Kshatriyas and VaiSyas. Apararka and 
Vijiiilne.-ivara also quote Paithinasi and Chaturvimsati
mata that advocate narrowing-down the limits of 
s.'lpir.1•)ya, but they opine that these texts trom Paithl
nilsi and Chaturvirh.~at.i-mata have only a limited applica
tiOil'. On the whole, on reading the original texts of 
Smrit.is as well as the commentaries on them, one is 
inclined to think that, though marriage in the third 
gt'neration W11s definitely stopped in Northern India, if 
a person married bPyond the third generation but within 
the J>I'U]libited tlegreps the marriage was not considered 
invalid. Jt. may be that marriages within the prohi
bited degrees were rather rare. Two eminent Deccani 
writers, Devar.lll. and l\I;~dbava, defended marriage in the 
third gem•ration not on the authority of local custolll 
but on principle. In the Brahma form of marrmge 
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a. woman, a~ soon as she is married, loses her father's 
got~ as well as her father's sapil')~a relationship 
and acquires those of her husband. The powerful 
advocacy of marriage in the third generation by these 
two Deccani pandits shattered the hopes of theN orthern 
writers to force their rule of sapil)~a exogamy on the 
Deccan. Apararka and Vijnan6Svara were the natives 
ot Deccan; but they stood by the extensive sapil)~a 
exogamy preached by the Northern writers. On 
the other hand, the writings of Deval')a and Madhava 
not only created a profound and lasting impression on 
the minds of the Deccanis, but must have, though 
perhaps not so markedly, softened down the rigidity 
of sapi1,1~a exogamy also in Northern India. Raghunan
dana, a Bengali writer, tried to extend sapil,l~a exogamy 
further than was ever contemplated by any previous 
writer. He declared that five and seven generations 
to be avoided in marriage should be counted from the 
bimdhus of the mother and the father. · This extension 
was qualified by a proviso. that a girl within the 
prohibited degrees may be accepted if she is beyond 
three gotras. This development of sapi1,1qa exogamy does 
not seem to have been favourably received by the people. 
Kanmliikara adopts the extensive view of sapil,lqa' 
exogamy, but does not so ·much emphasise it; because 
in his calculation of 2121 unmarriageable girls ,he does 
not take into consideration the sapil)~a relationship 
counted from the bandhus. l\Iadana-Parijata and 
NirQaya-Sindhu are the only two prominent Nibandhas 
that condemn sagotra and sapil)~a marriage alike in clear 
terms. But even from the Nirl)aya-Sindhu it is noli 
quite clear whether sapil,lqa marriage was actually 
invalid, because in describing the Brahmins, unfit for 
participating in a Sraddha dinner on the authority 
of .JutiikarQya, he mentions only the person who marries 
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hi~ maternal uncle's daughter and not a person marrying 
within the prohibited degrees in general From. 
thiH particular reference to marriage in the third 
generation, we may reasonably think that marriage in 
the fourth generation and onward was not quite invalid 
acc·ording to Kamalakara. NirQaya-Sindhu was written 
at llen.ares, and Kamali\kara's family, though it hailed 
from the Deccan, was naturalized in Northern India 
during some generations. If Kamalftkara does not 
rPgard marriage in the fourth generation and onward 
in valid, it may be considered as the current and the 
a<:cPptcd opinion in the seventeenth century in the 
Northern India. I have already made it dear that by 
saying, "Marriage in the ~ourth generation is not 
regarded invalid by most of the ancient and modern 
writPrs," I do not mean to suggest that marriages in the 
fourt.h gt>neration were frequent in Northern India. 
What. I want to point out is tlult for various reasons 
eapi1.1<.la exogamy never attained the rigidity of gotra 
exogamy even in Northern India; while in Southern 
India it could hardly make any marked progress; because 
marriage with maternal uncle's daughter and paternal 
aunt's dnughter had been aud is still current in the South. 
'l'lie nctual practiees of the people go even beyond tl1is; 
and in the Carnatic a man marries his elder Fister's 
daughtrr." In other words a member of the second 
genemt.ion marries his sapiQ~In relation in the third gene
mtion. In the Deccan it is only the Chitpi\van Bramhins 
and the Yajurvedi Madhyandina Brahmins that do rwt 
marry in the t.hirdgl'neration; but e\•en with the Chitpi\vans 
as far as my information goes, marriage in the fourth ger.e
mt.ion nnd onward is not eons ide red in\alid.Mother's sister's 
daughter \dlO is the snpit11.ln relation in thl' third genera
tion lli n•gardt•d urunarringeable both by the Northerners 

!!4. Our<', •·raiuika-\·i,·aha-l'addhati," p. 12. 
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and the Southerners. Marriage with maternal uncle's 
daughter is far more frequent than that with father's 
sister's daughter. 

Before beginning the next chapter I should like to 
compare the restrictions of the sapil;l~a exogamy of the 
Indo-Aryans with the restrictions prevalent among 
some other peoples of the world. Gurudas Banerjee in this 
connection observes, " The prohibited degrees in the case 
·of the collat£rals extend much further in the above rules 
(of the Indo-Aryan sapil;l<}.a exogamy) than they do in other 
systems such as the Jewish, the Roman, the English, the 
French and the Mohamedan. In none of these does the 
prohibition of marriage between collaterals extend fur
ther than to marriage between brother and sister, uncle 
and niece, aunt and nephew, and great-aunt and grand
nephew. In the direct line marriage is prohibited between 
descendants and ascendants in all these systems. " This 
prohibition is not to be found in the Hindu law. But the 
rules of the sapil;l~a exogamy of the Hindus emdody 
-such prohibitions to an extent which is sufficient for all 
practical purposes.25 Banerjee points out that by prohibit- . 
ingmarriagein seven generatiom;oiascendantsand descen
dants, Hindu Law has made marriage between ascendant.s 
and descendants practically impossible. I fail to see, how
ever, how the rules ofsapii.l<!a exogamy achieve the end of 
prohibiting marriage between as·cendants and descendants. 
SapiQ~a relationship ceases according to the idealistic 
view, in the sixth generation from the mother's side 
.and in the eighth from the father's side. There is no 
rule in the Sutras or in the Smritis that prohibits 
marriage between the eighth person from the father's 
side and the sixth from the mother's side. On the 
<>ther hand, there are Smriti-texts that recognize mar-

25 Banerjee, p. 68. 
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rmge between unequal generations. The following 
text, quoted in the Dharma-Sindhu, is pertinent on 
this point: " The fourth and the fifth male should 
marry the fourth girl. In the opinion of Para:iara the 
fifth male should marry the sixth girl, but never the fifth 
girl. One should marry a girl beyond the seventh genera
tion; in her absence, a girl in the seventh generation, 
or a girl in the fifth generation. On the father's side 
also, the same course should be followed." 16 Thus, it 
will be seen that many old writers of Dharma--Sastra 
never contemplated to prohibit unequal marriage i. e. 
marriage between ascendant and descendant. It is only 
in few places that an unequal marriage is condemned. 
1\Iarriage between unequal generations is called 'Virud
tlha-Rambandha' in Sanskrit. In the appendix to the 
A:Svali1yana-Grihya-Siitra 'Viruddha-sambandha' is con
d<:mnl'<l. The text of A~valayana has been quoted in 
Nirr.m.ya-·Rindhu, 17 Smi1skara-Kaustubha28 and Dharma
Sind bu.'" In tile appendix to .A;valayana- Grihya-Siitra, 
the rule of sapil.l<.la exog>>my and the rule about Virud
dha-sambandha are given side by side, thus showing 
that tl1e rule of sapi~~<~a exogamy by itself does not 
prohibit marriage between unequal generations. From 
the fact that only a few writers condemned Viruddha.
smnb>\mllm, we may reasonably condude tl1at Hindu 
Law-gin•rs are not very particular on the point of 
U!Wt]Ual marriage. As rt'ganls the other branches of the 
Aryan race, with the Greeks forbidden degrees were 
very f<'w; and they did practise unequal marriages. 
Grec k hit'tory rt'eords a marriage between aunt and 

26 Dhnrma-Sindhu, III. p. 1:!7. 
:,!j Nirl}ayasiudhu, p. 318. 
:!8 Sari1skf\ra.-Kaust-uhha. (:\in}aya-&lga&r t>d.it iou}l p. 6~& 
29 Dlu~tma-f;indbu, Ill. p. J;;o. 
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nephew in the family ef Demosthenes. '" Among 
the Romans, originally cognates could not marry 
within seven generations ( The generations were to be 
eounted according to the Roman method ), or in other
words, second cousins could not intermarry; but later on 
the limit was narrowed down to three generations i.e. even 
first eousins could intermarry." The inbreeding of the 
Iranians was notorious, and it has been exhaustively 
dealt with above. :Marriage with deceased wife's sister is 
permitted under the rules of the Indo-Aryan sapil)qa exo
gamy. The matter can be stretched further. As polygamy 
is sanctioned both by Srutis and Smritis, a. man may have 
two or three sisters for his wives simultaneously, though 
from the point of decency marriage ceremonies may take 
place at different times. •• The Canon Law of the English 
Church prohibits marriage with the deceased wife's sister; 
but civil law allows it, though the clergymen having 
conscientious scruples are exempted from celebrating 
such marriages. •• 

30. W. J. Woodhouse, in "Ency. of Religion & Ethic~,"(l915), 
Vol. 8, p. 445. 

31 W. Warde Fowler, in" Ency. of Religion & Ethics," .Vol. 8, 
p. 46!. . 

32 :Handlik, " Vya.vahara---Mayukha," p. 415. 
33 W. M. Foley, in "Ency. of Rel~ion & Ethics," To!. 8, p. 442. 



CHAPTER XI 

Exogamy among the Non-Brabmiit.s 

Wnat ha.~ bt>cn said until now regarding gotra and 
sapiQ•)a exogamy maiilly applies to Brahmins and other 
hirh class IIindns who may be styled 'people of Sanskritic 
culture.' Lower castes of the Hindus and the unalloyed 
.aboriginal tribes who may collectively be called 'people 
of Non-Aryan culture' have their own mles of sept and 
sa pir.~<Ja exogamy. Even amcng the people of Sanskritic 
culture, rules of exogamy, explained so far, have not a 
uui(orffi application. Each caste has made suitable modi
Iimlions in :the rules in making them applicable to itself. 
Although caste was rather elastic in the early Vedic times, 
the hereditary Brahmin caste was gradually fonncd; and 
it was zealous to t>stablish its supremacy over the other 
custcs. Brfthmaua works are full of evidence of the ef
forts of the Brahmins to parade their supremacy over 
the Kshatriyas and the Va~yas. In the early stages l'f 
the Indo-Aryan settlement in India when hard fighting 
had to he made against the aborigines for every inch of 
ground to be gained, it was quite natural that the Indo
Aryans comprising the three classes formed a homoge
neo'ltH group. As long as the conquerors were not firmly 
established on the new land, the question of the superio
rity or inferiority of the classes or castes did not arise. 
But the uhc.riginal mcrs were slowly vanquished or hum
Lied down, and the Indo-Aryans could pursue peaceful 
~ccupations. The Brahmin class "ho clid all the priestly 
work henceforth tried to differentiate l'ctwecn themsclvPs 
and the other two classes. The priestly duss was gra
dually made hereditary, and admission into the Brah
min-fll!tl slowly grew neA-t to impossible. In t>Wry cere
moniul, distinction was made betJecn the treatment to 
be awarded to t.he Kshatriyas and the Yai~yas on one 
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hand, and the Brahmins on the other hand. In order 
to justify these distinctions and the special privileges of 
the Brahmin caste, it was necessary to invent a pedi
gree for the Brabn.ins. The pedigree was supplied by 
the pra\·ara system under which the whole Brahmin com
munity was organized into ten divisions (ga.l)as). The 
Kshatriyas and the ,. aiSyas were deliberately excluded 
from this organization; and they were asked to borrow 
the pravaras of their priests. Brahmins claimed descent 
from the pravara J.'!.ishis; and to show that this claim was 
not fictitious they based their sept exogamy upon pra
varas. As the Brahmin aspired to be the supreme spi
ritual leader of the whole Indian population, it was na
tural that he should try to outdo all in the rigidity of his 
social life. With this double purpose in view the Brah
mins adopted the most comprehensive form of sept exo
gamy and sapil;Jga exogamy. The Kshatriyas and the 
Y aiSyas, although they were not included in the pravara 
and gotra organization of the Brahmins, did not readily 
submit to this hmniliation, and some of them claimed 
gotras after the fashion of the Brahmins. The gotras 
of the Kshatriyas and the \'aiSyas were in some cases 
borrowed from the family priests; and in other ·cases, 
they, in the vain imitation of the Brahmanical gotras, 
appropriated fictitious naii)es for their gotra J.'!.ishis. A 
large portion of the Kshatriya ~nd the \'aisya population 
who did not aspire after the Brahmanical gotras content
ed themselves with assmning the names of illustrious 
historical personages and sometimes the names of fic
titious personages for their gotras. · But from another 
point of view the Kshatriya and the Yai~ya castes have 
really surpa~sed the Brahmins. In certain parts of Nor
thern India high-class, non-Brahmins prohibit marriage 
in the gotra both of the father and the mother. And 
in some cases the prohibition is extended to four, seven 
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and even nine gotras ;1 while the Brahmins as a rule avoid 
only the father's gotra, and very rarely the mother's gotra. 
Exogamy of the mixed castes is generally based on terri
t<>rial divisions. Exogamous septs are sometimes named 
after titl!'s or nicknames. Non-Aryan tribes are as a 
rule divided into exogamous septs of the totemic origin. 
[ n certain eastes there are no regular septs beyond the 
surnames or family names. In some cases the rule of exo
gamy cloes not go beyond avoiding certain prohibited 
degrees. To the above five classes of exogamous divi
sions mentioned by Risley the name of one more class 
must be added. Rome sub-castes of the Gonds and other 
allied Dravidian tribes in the Central Provinces base their 
exogamy upon tile number of the gods that each man 
worships. 1\farriage between persons worshipping the 
same number of gocls is barred. Besides the rule of sept 
exogamy, the Jndo-Aryans, non-Aryans and the people 
of mixed culture. all follow some rule of sapiJJ~a exogamy 
-the rule of prohihite<l degrees. I propose in this chapter 
briefly to deal with the rules of sept and sapil)~a exogamy 
as praMi~t·d hy the principal Hindu castes of the Aryan, 
non-Aryan and lllixe<l origins. As I llave exhaustively 
UPalt with tlw <>xogamy of the Brahmins, I sl1all not in
di!de the Brahmins in the list of castes with whose exo
gamy I shn 11 eoneern myself hPreafter. With the addi
tion 0f t h<> e:wgamous division hased upon the number 
of got!>< that eat·h person worships, I ha\·e adopted the 
das~"" of exogamous dh·isions as given by Risley.• It 
oftt•n happ<'llR that the same {·aste l1as exogamous divi
sions of tlilTPrt•nt typ<'s in diff<'rent proYinces, and some
times even in t hf' sa!lle J>rovince at different places. In 
dassifying t h<> <"xogamous di,·isions of such castes I have 

1 Ri~lt·)·. I. p. 28r~ 
2 .. Pt>oplt~ uf lndi1•," ( Hl08). p.. 155. 
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given preference to the most important type; but at the 
same time I have mentioned the other types of exogamous 
divisions that are found in the caste. 

--: o:---

(I) Eponymous Divisions 

These divisions are formed in the names of some 
Vedic :t:tishis or some great heroes of ancient or modern 
date, either real or mythical. 

(l) Agarwala is a sub-caste of the great Banya caste. 
They claim Brahmanical gotras. According to a legend, 
Raja Agrasena had eighteen queens. He determined to 
perform a great sacrifice with each of his queens. Each 
-of these sacrifices was in charge of an officiating priest. 
The gotras which sprang from Agrasena are named after 
the eighteen priests. The eighteenth sacrifice was left 
unfinished, and so there are seventeen and half gotras 
and not eighteen. The names of the8e gotras as given 
by Messrs. Risley, Sherring and Crooke materially dif
fer from each other.' Exogamy among the Agarwala is 
based on these gotras, each go'tra being an exogamous 
unit. Gotra exogamy is supplemented by the usual wle 
of Brahmin sapilJ•Ja exogamy and the avoidance of the 
mother's gotra.2 

. 

(2) Baidya is a highly re~peeted caste found only 
in Bengal proper. Their features and complexion are 
well indicative of their comparatively pure Aryan desc<'nt. 
Their exogamous groups are eponymous, the eponyms 
being ,, edic ~{ish is or saints. They follow the same rules 
of exogamy as are followed by the Brahmins. • 

I Crooke, I. pp. 15-16. 
2 Crooke, I. p. 19. 
3 Risley, I. pp. 46·47. 
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(3) Baniyas-Most of the Baniya sub-castes have 
An elaborate system of exogamy. They are split up in~ 
a large number of sect;ions or into few gotras each of which 
is further divided into sub-sections. 1\'farriage is regu
lated by forbidding a man to take a wife from the whole 
of his section and from the sub-section of his mother, 
grandmothers and even great grandmothers. Thus, mar
riage of pel'80ns within five or more degrees of relation
ship either through male or female is barred. The go
tras are named after the Brahmin l_tishis or saints. • · 

(4) Bhatiyas are an undisputed Rajput caste that 
exclusively followed the commercial pursnits. In Sind 
and Gujrat they form the leading commercial race. They 
have Brahmanical gotras, but their exogamy is not based 
·on these gotras. Each gotra is subdivided into several 
Nukhs. The Nukhs are designated after some person, 
village or occupation, such as Nukh Rae Haria from Rae 
IIarisingh, Rae Gajaria after the village Gajaria, and Rae 
Truubol after a Tamboli or seller of betel. A man may 
marry a girl of his own gotra but not of his own Nukh. 
So!lle generations on the father's side and the mother's 
side are also avoided though the exact number of gene
ra~ions is not settled.6 

(5) Some sub-castes of the Bhats-the family bards 
-dnim Bmhwanical gotras, and their exogamy is based 
upon these goi;rus. They follow the standard formula 
()f exogamy as in the case of higher castes.• 

(6) Braham Kshatri, a caste chiefly found in Ah
metlabad, Surat, Broach and Kathiawar, has the same 
gotras ns the Brahmins; and the rules of sept and snpi~1~a. 
exogamy are abo the same as are followed by the Brah
mins.' 

4 RuMdl, II. p. 1:!1. 
6 Crooke, ll. pp. 23-24. 

5 Crook•, II. pp. 40, 41. 
1 Enthoven, I. p. 209. 
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(7) Kammalans are the Tamil artizan castes of the 
lladras Presidency. They are divided into five occupa
tional sections-goldsmith, brass-smith, carpenter, stone
mason and blacksmith. These five artizan classes are 
oometimes known by the common name Panchala. The 
Panchalas claim to be Brahmins and have adopted five 
Brahrnanical gotras called Visvagu, Janagha, Ahi.ma, 
Janardana and Ubhendra. Each of these gotras is said 
to have twenty-five sub-gotras. The sub-sections are 
hardly ever known to the common members of the com
munity. They follow the rules of Brahmanical gotra 
exogamy.8 

(8) Karan is the indigenous writer-caste of Orissa. 
Most of the exogamous divisions of the Karans are of 
the standard Brahmanical type. They follow the usual 
rules of exogamy current in high class Hindus with the 
only exception that a man may marry his maternal un
cle's daughter which is strictly forbidden by the ordinary 
rules.• 

(9) Kayastha Prabhu iS the writer-class of the Ma
ratha country. Prabhus have eponymous gotras like · 
the Brahmins. In most cases· they are identical. · They 
follow the Brahmanical rule of exogamy. They do no.t, 
however, claim descent ?om the I;{ishis, but simply the 
discipleship of particular ];l.ishis.10 

(10) The Khatris of Canara have two exogamous 
gotras, Bharadvaja and Ka.Syapa. They have no sur
names.11 

{11} Khyans are a trading caste of Northern Bengal 
and Assam. They have exogamous sections of the or
rlinary Brahmanical type. They may not marry in their 

8 Thurston, III. p. 108. 9 Risley, I. p. 425. 
10 Enthoven, III. p. 245; Russell, IV. p, 399. 
II Enthoven, II. p. 215. 
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own gotra. In addition to this they follow the usual 
formula of prohibited degrees. a 

(12) Larnbadis are a well·known tribe of carriers 
that is found all over Western and Southern India. They 
have several exogamous septs which are of the epony
mous type. 18 

(13) Lingr•yats are spread over S.M. Country, Hy
derabad, Mysore and North Western Districts of Madras. 
In the higher ranks of the Lingayats the exogamous septs 
are named after the five Lingayat sages-an imitation 
of Brahmanical gotras. The Lingayat eponymous sages 
are Nundi, Bhringi, Vira, Vrisha and Skanda. Children 
of two brothers or two sisters cannot intermarry. A 
man may not marry his younger sister's daughter.•• 

(14) Mali is a garland-making caste of Bengal and 
Behar. Malis are ranked Sildras, but curiously enough, 
some of their sub-castes claim Brahmanical gotras such 
as Ka.Syapa, Mudgala, Sii.JJ.gilya etc.; and they follow the 
Brahmaniettl rule of gotra exogamy and sapipga 
exogamy." 

(15) Miissads are residents <'f Travancore and Cochin. 
)'hey follow the Nambiitiris in their marriage~customs. Only 
the elde:;t male member in the family can marry. Others 
have to fall into illicit connection. The Miissads regu
late their marriage with the usual Brahmanical gotras!" 

(16) Nnmbittiri Brahmins are a land-owning Brah
min t•u.,te of l\lalhnr. They have many peculiar features 
of their (>Wn. Only the oldest male member in the family 
mn mnrry; ot hem must remain satisfied with illicit con
n<'etion><. Like all other Brahmins the Nantbiltiris have 

l ~ f'.i•h•y, I. P· 489. 
14 Entbown, ll. p. 356. 
16 Thun:t.ou, V. p. 1:!3. 

13 ThuiOton, IV. p. 209. 
15 Ris!,•y, II. p. 60 
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eponymous gotras. Some of the main gotras of the Nam
butiris are unusual and are not found in other sections 
of Brahmins. Kamasha and Tatri may serve as exam· 
ples.17 

(17) The Nayars were originally a military caste; 
but now-a-days they are engaged in all sorts of pursuits. 
The Nayars follow matrilineal descent. The descendants 
of any female ancestor cannot intermarry. The Nayars 
are divided into Tarvads i.e. families whose relationship 
is only traditional According to the Nayar ideas the 
most proper bride for a man is the daughter of his mater
nal uncle.18 

(18) Panchakalsi, a Bombay caste, regulates mar
riage by the Brahmanical gotras which they do not claim 
by way of descent, but only by the right of discipleship. 
A man may not marry his father's sister's daughter, but 
he can marry his maternal uncle's daughter.•• 

(19) Pathare Prabhus regulate their marriage by 
their eponymous gotras. Marriage between sisters' child· 
ren is barred; so also marriage between sister's daughter 
and brother's son is barred!0 

. . 
{20) Rajput is the warrior-caste of Northern India. 

Their total population in India is about nine millions. 
The Rajputs are spread over the Punjab, Rajputana, 
U.P. and C.P. There are thirty-six traditional divisions 
of the Rajputs. But these thirty-six divisions have 
been long since antiquated. Several of the traditional 
thirty-six clans are extinct, and many new clm1s have 
crept in. It has happened in certain cases that the ori
ginal clan has been sud-divided into branches which have 
n:isen to such eminence that old clan name is entirely lost 

11 Thurston, V. p. 196. 
18 Iyer, "The Cochin Tribes and Castes," Vol. H. pp. 21-22. 

"19 Enthoven, III. p. 162. 20 Enthoven, III. p. 250. 
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sight of. Besides the subdivisions of the clans, the Raj
puts have eponymous gotras exactly after the Brahmin 
model. Theoretically marriage is prohibited in the whole 
clan; thus, the Brahmin gotra must not play any part 
in the application of the rule of exogamy. But accord
ing to Risley, difierent branches of the same clan some
times intermarry. In Central Provinces several clans 
have developed into endogamous castes; and the endo
gamous castes regulate their marriages by eponymous 
septs. l'vlr. Crooke is of opinion that in U.P. the clans 
of the Rajputs constitute their exogamous units."' The 
original septs of the Raj put tribe appear to be of the ter
ritorial type i.e. their names seem to denote the country 
in which the sept or its founder originally lived. The 
modern tendency of the Rajputs is, however, to accept 
the Brahmanical gotras in preference to the territorial 
septa. Where the Brahmanical gotras have superseded 
the territorial septs, the Rajputs follow the usual rule 
of gotra and sapii)ga exogamy. But where the original 
sept nan1es still govern intermarriage, a Rajput excludes 
his own sept, mother's sept and often times the Eepts 
of hia maternal and paternal grandmothers ... 

(21) Sembadavans are a fisherman caste of the Tamil 
country. Their exogamous septs are named after their 
heroes.•• 

(22) Suraj-bansi is the nawe that is very recently 
assmned by a hybrid Mongoloid tribe. With the encou
rng<'ment of the Srotriya. Brahmins, Suraj-bansis adopt
ed in 1871 the Brahmanical gotras, and marriage within 
the Brahmanical gotra. is now strictly forbidden ... 

21 Russt•ll, IV. p. US. 22· Ri.sl••y, II. p.l86. 

'23 Thurston, \1. p. 353. 2t Rislt"'y, IL p. 285. 
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(23) Taga is an important cultivating and land
owning tribe confined to the Ganges-Jumna-Duab. They 
have exogamous groups framed on the Brahmin or Ksha
triya model. 26 

--:o:--

Totemic Divisions 
For some thousand years the mm-Aryan tribes in 

India are being gradually Hinduised or rather Brahma
nized. As a result of this, there are very few castes and 
tribes in India to-day that can completely satisfy the 
various tests of a real totemic life. I should like to state, 
therefore, at the outset that in the following Jist totemic 
names of septs are there; but one may not expect to find 
corresponding totemic superstitions in each case. 

(1) Agaria, a Dravidian tribe, is found in Mirzapur. 
It has seven totemic septs. "'ulture, tortoise, Pala-'a 
(name of a tree) are some of the septs. · Marriage is pro
hibited in the sept. The rule is not supplemented by any 
rule of sapi.r;lga exogamy. 1 

{2) Aiyarakulu is a caste o~ Telgu cultivators. !'hey 
are divided into totemic gotras which are not exogamous. 
The totemic gotras are further subdivided into exoga~ 

mons septs called Intiperulus. The custom of Menari-
. kam by which a m.an marries his maternal uncle's dau
ghter by right is observed." 

(3) Badagas are the agricultural class of the Nil
giris. The Badagas have exogamous septs or kuls of 
which Mari, Madhava (marriage), Kastii.ri (musk), Belti 
(silver) are examples.• 

25 Crooke, IV. p. 354. 
1 Crooke, I. pp. 2-3. 2 Thurston, I. p. 20. 
3 Thurston, I. p. 15. 
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(4} Bftgdi is a cultivating, fishing and menial caste 
of Ventral and Western Bengal. They seem to be of 
Dravidian origin. In Western districts they have "to
temic septs which are exogamous; while in 24-Pargana:!!, 
they have adopted the Brahmanical gotras and have 
based their exogamy upon these gotras. Their totemic 
superstitions are not yet quite extinct. They follow the 
Brahmanical rule of sapi!J<)a exogamy. • 

(5) Baliga is the chief Telgu trading caste, spread 
all over the Madras presidency. Baligas have septs and 
gotras of which the former are exogamous. The septs 
are clearly of the totemic type. The following are few 
of their septs: Puli-tiger, Balli-lizard, Nemili-peacock, 
N arikella-coconut, etc. 6 

(6) Bant is the chief cultivating and land-<>wning 
ca,;te of S. Canara. The Bants are divided into a num
ber of Balis (septs) which are exogamous. The Balis 
are traced in the female line. Persons belonging to same 
Bali cannot intermarry, and the prohibition extends 
to certain allied Balis. A man cannot marry his father's 
brother's daughter though she belongs to a dllierent Bali. 
A few of their Balis are as follows: ashes, scorpion, tiger 
fow I, green peas, etc. • 

(7) Davuri is a low caste of Uria basket-makers. 
They haYe totemic septs which are exogamous. A man 
may marry his maternal uncle's daughter, but not his 
paternal aunt's daughter.' 

(l>) Bedar or Boya is a hunting and labouring caste 
of Madras. They are divided into exogamous septs which 

4 Rislt•y, 1. p. 38. II Thurston, I. p. 141. 
6 Thurston, I. p. 16-1. 7 Thurston, I. pp. 176-lH. 
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from their names appear to be of the totemic type. A 
few of their septs are as follows: pig, peacock, cow, rays, 
bread, locust, charcoal, army, plough, light, garden, hut, 
:fire, drum, fort etc. • 

(9) Bestha is a fishing and hunting Telgu caste. 
They have totemic septs which are exogamous. • 

(10) Bhandari is a sea-faring caste of Bombay. 
They are divided into kuls which are exogamous. The 
kuls are named after the Devaks such as pfpal, kadamba, 
umber and mango which each family worships. The 
Devaks are held in great respect. In certain places De
vak is no longer considered an exogamous unit, and per
sons of the same Devak may intermarry, provided they 
belong to different surnames. The rule of prohibited 
degrees bars marriage within three generations on the 
father's and mother's side. The Bhandaris now-a-days 
have begun to claim Brahmanical gotras; but there will 
be a considerable time hereafter, before their marriages 
are regulated by their newly-a8sumed Brahmanical gotras. "' 

(II) Bhil is :j. non-Aryan tribe of Central India, 
Rajputana, Khandesh and C.P. · Their t<ltal populatio11 
is not less than a million. The Bhils are divided into 
septs which are named after plants and animals. A man 
must not marry in his own sept. nor in the families of his 
mother and grandmother. The union of first cousins 
is thus prohibited. The rule of prohibited degrees does 
not prevail among the Bhils.11 

(12) Bhoi is the caste of litter-bearers. In Khan
desh they have exogamous septs named after different 
trees. The septs are called Devaks. The system of 

8 Thurston, I. pp. 198-199. 
10 Enthoven, I. p. 99, 

9 Thurston, I. 221. 
11 Russell, II. p. 287. 
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Devaks or totems is being slowly supplanted by the more 
ad\-anced system of prohibiting marriage between mem
bers bearing the same surname; and in some cases even 
the Brahmanical gotras are coming into prominence; but 
jt. is very doubtful whether these Brahmanical gotras 
m any way regulate the marriages of the Bhois.12 

(13) Bhandari is the barber·caste of the Oria coun
try. They have totemic septs such as Mohiro (peacock), 
Dhippo (light), Nagasira (cobra). The septs are exoga
mous. A man must not marry in his own sept. Be
sides, he cannot marry his maternal uncle's and paternal 
nunt's daughters.'" 

(I4) Billava is a Tulu-speaking caste of toddy
drawers. They have exogamous Balis like the Bants.14 

(15) Bottada is a caste of Uria cultivators. They 
have totemic septs which are exogamous.16 

(16) Chasa is the chief cultivating caste of Orissa. 
Each Chasa family has a gota or sept, and a Varga or a 
family name. Gotas are few; Vargas are numerous. Gotas 
are totemic. Marriage is prohibited within the same 
Varga, but not within the gota.10 

(17) Chenchu is a Telgu-speaking jwlgle tribe in
Iiabiti.ng the hills of Nellore District. The Chenchus are 
divided into exogamous septs which are of the totemic 
type. The following are some of the typical septs-Gurram 
(horse), Arati (plantain-tree), Tota (garden), 1\lekala 
(goat) and Gundam (pit).'~ 

(IS) Chero is a Dravidian tribe of U.P., Behar and 
{'hot a Nngpur. They are divided into totemic gotas or 

l:l Entho\'t'n. 1. p. 182. 13 Thurston, I. Pl'· ~31-23'2. 
14 Thurston, I. pp. 246-2!7. I~ Thurston. I. p. :!65. 
16 Ru,...~ll. H. p. 425. 17 Tburetou. II. p. 39. 
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septs which are exogamous, but as to the prohibited de
grees, those Cheroes who are still true to their tr-aditions 
forbid marriage only with the first cousin on the father's 
side. But marriage of cousins on the mother's side is 
permitted. On the other hand, the more Hinduised 
Cheroes observe entire rule of Br-ahmin sapi.QrJa exogamy 
which bars the line of the paternal uncle, maternal uncle, 
paternal aunt and maternal aunt.18 

(19) Dandasi is the village-watchman in Ganjam 
district. They have totemic septs which are exogamous. 
Marriage in the sept is proru"bited. A man may marry 
his maternal uncle's daughter, but not the paternal aunt's 
daughter." 

(20) Devanga is a caste of weavers, speaking Telgu 
and Canarese Languages. Devangas have totemic exoga
mous septs, such as knife, grain, rock, cart, butter, 
milk, red sky, boat, bird, etc."" 

(21) Devar is a Dra\-:idian caste of beggars and musi
cians. They are di\-:ided into totemic groups which are 
exogamous. Marriage within tlie gotra is forbidden, 
but there is no rule barring the mating of near cognates." 

(22) Dhangar is a c~e of shepherds found prin
cipally in C.P. and Centr-al India. They are described 
as <>f mixed origin. Their exogamous septs are totemic. 
Marriage in one's own gota and mother's gota is prohi
bited. The prohibited degrees of relationship do not, 
however, go beyond the first cousin ... 

(23) Dhanwar is a primitive tribe, living in the hilly 
country adjoining Chota N3oupur. They are divided into 

IS Crooke, II. p. 217. 
:20 Thurston, II. p. 160. 
22 Russell, II. p. 481. 

19 Thurston, II. pp. 107-109. 
21 Russell, II. p. 474. 
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a number of totemic exogamous septs. 1\iany of the septs 
are the names of plants and animals. Marriage .in the 
sept is forbidden; and in addition, marriage between first 
cousins is also barred. 21 

(24) Dharkiir is a sub-caste of Doms. They have 
totemic exogamous septs. Marriage in the sept is 
forbidden. The rule is supplemented by the prohibi
tion of maniuge in the maternal uncle's family and pater
nal aunt's family for three generations.•• 

(25) Dhimar is the fisherman-caste of C.P. They 
have totemic or titular exogamous septs. Marrisge with
in the sept as well as marriage between the first cousins 
is prohibited."" 

(26) Dhor is the tanner-caste of Mahariishtra. They 
have surnames and totemic Deval-s as well. The same
ness of the surname as well as the Devak bars marrisge. 
A man may marry his maternal uncle's daughter and his 
paternal aunt's daughter, but not the mother's sister's 
daughter."" 

(27) Dhuniya is a cotton-carding caste of U.P. They 
have totemic septs, but exogamy is not based on these 
st'pts. l\[arringe is prohibited in the family of uncles 
and uunts on both the sides.27 

(2l<) Ondnba is a tribe of agriculturists and coolies 
in the Yizugapnttam district. The septs are totemic and 
('Xogumous. Kora (the sun), N<lg (cobra), Bhng (tiger), 
Kim (pnrrot) are some of the septs."" 

(29) Gadariya, Gadba, Giirpag;lri and Gauria are 
all castes, low in their social status. The exogamous 

23 Ru.,dl, II. pp. (90-491. 
25 Russt•ll, II. p. W4. 
~7 Crook~. II. p. 297. 

2l Crooko,II. p. 279. 
26 Enthoven, I. p. 337. 
::!8 Thurston, II. p. 24i. 
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septs of these castes are mostly of the totemic type. Mar-
riage in the sept is prohibited, but marriage between the
children of the brothers and sisters is pennissible.29 

(30) Ghasiya is a Dravidian tribe in l\Iirzapur in 
U.P. It has retained a complete set of t{)temic septs. 
The number of the septs is seven. The septs are exoga-
mous. The only additional rnle of exogamy is that one
cannot marry the child of his sister; but marriage with 
maternal uncle's children and father's sister's children 
is allowed. 30 

(31) Golla is a great pastoral caste of the Telgu peo
ple. The exogamous Intipernlus (septs) of the Gollas 
are as follows-fire, cow, tamarind, ear, stone, horse, 
dumb, jackal. Marriage in the sept is prohibited. 31 

(32) Gond is the principal family of the Dravidian 
tribe and the most important of the non-Aryan tribes. 
The Gond population is three millions strong in India, 
of which 2300000 are claimed by C.P., the remaining popu
lation being spread over Central India, Behar and Orissa 
equally. The Gond rnle of exogamy in some cases seems 
to be similar to that found in Australia. The whole. tribe · 
is divided int{) two or four ~ain divisions ; and every
man in one or two of them must marry a woman in the 
other one or two. For ·instance, the :Maria Gonds are 
divided into two great divisions. There are ninety septs 
in the first division, and there are sixty-nine septs in the 
second division. All persons in the same division, in 
spite of their different septs, consider themselves Bhiii
bands i.e. brothers or cousins, and they cannot intermarry. 
Members of the first division can intermarry only with 
the members of the second division. The relationship 
between the first division and the second division 18-

29 RusseU, III, pp. 1-26. 30 Crooke, II. p. 4.12. 
31 Thurston, II. p. 291. 
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-expres.'!Cd by the word Miiroabhai-a maternal uncle's 
son. \\l1en a sub-caste is thus divided into two main 
-divisions, the septs, included in each division, play no 
part in r<>gulating marriage. 

The Muria Gonds of Bastar have a few exogamous 
scpts named after animals and plants. The commonest 
totemic scpts of the Gonds are Murkam (mango-tree), tek~lm 
(teak tree), Netiim (dog) and so on. A man must not 
marry in his own sept nor in one which worships the same 
number of gods in those places where the Gonds are 
grou pet! together on the basis of the gods "1\-orshipped 
by them. Intermarriage between septs which stand to 
each other in the relationship of Bhiiiband or brothers 
is also burred. Marriage of first cousins is specially fa
voured. Formerly marriage between brother's daughter 
and sister's son was most common; but now-a-days bro
ther's son often marries the sister's daughter. In l\Iandla 
and Bastur a man clain1s by right the daughter of his 
sister for his son. In lllandla a man clui.Jns not only the 
daughter of his sister but even of his cousin. Children 
of two sisters cannot intermarry; and a man cannot marry 
his wife's elder sister, aunt or neice, his mother-in-law 
or .ht•r sist<.>r. l\larriuge between grandchildren and grand
pal"l'nts i" not, however, prohibited. If an old man mar
ries a young wife and dies, his grandson may take her 
for hi,; wif<.>, provided she is of suitable age. In Bastar, 
a mun ('Uil marry his daughter's daughter or maternal 
grmulfat hl'r';; or grandmother's sister. If he crumot mar
ry his snn's daughter or paternal grandfather's sister, 
it is becnure they belong to the same sept as his o"'n ... 

(33) Gowiiri is the grazier-caste of Maratha coun
t.ril's corresponding to the Ahirs. They are divided 

3:) Rust~ell, Ill. pp. 64-1.1. 
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into exogamous sections of the totemic or titular type. 
Some sections do not intermarry, because they are be
lieved to have descended from one mother in remote past 
and are called Diidhbhais. The usual rule of exogamy 
prohibits marriage within the sept or within the group 
of septs called Dudbhais-milk-brothers. Cruldren of 
two sisters cannot intermarry. A man may marry his 
daughter to his sister's son, but not vice versa."' 

(34) Gudala is a Telgu caste of basket-makers of 
the "Madras presidency. Guldalas have tQtemic exoga
mous septs. They follow the custom of l\[enarikam."' 

(35) Haddi is a low caste of Oriyas. They have 
totemic exogamous septs. They practise l\Ienarikam. 35 

(36) Ho is a non-Aryan tribe of the district of Sing
bhum. It is divided into numerous totemic se pts which 
are exogamous. A man on no account may marry a 
girl of his own sept. Their views on the subject of pro
hibited degrees are rather lax;; and marriages with near 
relatives on mother's side are allowed; a man, however, 
cannot marry his aunt, his first. cousin or his niece.~ 

(37} Holeya is a caste of field-labourers. The cast.e 
is found in South Canara. Holeyas are divided into Balis 
or exogamous septs, som~ of which are as follows :---ele
phant, garland, ant-hill, milk, h?ney, hare etc. 37 

(38) Jhadi Telenga is a small caste in Bastar state 
allied to the Gonds. Just like the Gonds, the Telengas 
are divided into two main divisions. Each division con
tains several totemic septs. A man from the first divi
sion can marry with a person of any sf'pt in the seCQnd 

33 Russell, III. pp. 161-162. 
35 Thurston, II. p. 319. 
37 Thurston, II. p. 344. 

3t Thurston, II. p. 301. 
36 Risley, I. p. 320. 
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division; but he cannot marry with any member in his 
own division although the individual septs be different. 38 

(39) Juiing is a non-Aryan tribe in Orissa. The 
caste is divided into totemic groups which are exogamous. 
A man may not marry in his own group. He must also 
oh,;erve eertain rules of prohibited degrees which are 
not quite accurately defined.'" 

(40) Kalinji is the agricultural and culth·ating caste 
of \·ir.<~.gapattam. Like other Oriya castes, the Kalinjis 
have gotras sueh as Bano (sun), Sukro (star), Sanko (conch
shell), Bh:lgo (tiger), Nago (cobra) etc. All the gotras 
are not uniformly exogamous. For example, Snkro is 
an exogamous unit in certain places, while it is not so 
in other places. ' 0 

(41) Kamiir is a small Dravidian tribe of C.P. They 
are divided into exogamous septs which are similar in 
names to those of the C'rtJnds. Marriage in the sept is 
harred. But children of brothers and sisters may inter
marry. Unlike the Gonds, however, children oi two sis
t~rs are not harred from intermarrying." 

(42) Kamma is a Telgu agriculturist and trading 
caste of Madras. They seem to have been divided into 
I.'Kt>gtunous septs of the totemic type, such as jasmine, 
dry field. wind, comb, musk, rice etc.'" 

(43) Kapu or Reddi is the largest caste of the l\Iad
ms Presidency. They are the cultivators and fanners 
of the Tl•lgu country. Their exogamous septs are of the 
tott>mic type, sud1 as cow, grain, cart, buffalo, sheep, 
nrmy, t>lt•phnnt ete. Illost of the totemi..- names have lost 
their totl•mk significance; hut 11 few nunws are still 
l'herished ns real tot<'lllS. •• 

38 Rus••·ll, lll. p. 239. 39 Rislt•)", I. p. 3~~-
40 Thurston, III. p. W. 41 Russdl, III. p. 3~4. 
4:! Thurston, III. p. 98. U Thureton, III. p. 231. 
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(44) Kawar is a primitive tribe living in the hills 
()f Chhatisgarh. Their exogamous divisions which are 
numerous are of the totemic type. Not less than ll7 
totemic septs have been recorded and the list is not ex
haustive. Broadly speaking every common animal or 
bird and even articles of food and dress have given their 
names to septs. Marriage within the sept is barred, and 
so between the children of brothers and sisters.« 

(45) Khariyii is a Dravidian tribe of Chota Nagpur. 
The septs of the Khariyas are totemic in origin and are 
.exogamous. A man may not marry a woman of his own 
sept. ¥ regards other cognatic relations, the Khariyas 
do not seem to be anxious to exclude them in marriage. 
'They content themselves with forbidding a man to marry 
his aunts, nieces and first cousins!' 

(46) Komatis form a great trading caste of the Mad
ras Presidency. They have spread all over the districts. 
They are found in Mysore and also in Bombay Presidency. 
'The Komatis have septs which are of strictly exogamous 
character. The septs are of the totemic type, and the 
totem objects are revered in the usual way. Lotus, tulsi, 
grape, plantain, cow, elephant, buffalo, horse, cobra, 
bee, sun, moon--such are the various septs of the Komatis, 
Now-a-days the Komatis are claiming that they are the 
Vaisyas mentioned in the. Purusha-Siikta; and according
ly, they are arranging their totems under difierent Brah
manical gotras. This Brahmanization of the caste would 
naturally require a considerable time for its maturity. 
In the Northern parts of the Madras Presidency, the 
.sept is further subdivided into sections called Intipe
rulus. The Intiperulus are exogamous. Komatis claim 
maternal uncle's daughter in marriage, in accordance with 
the custom of Menarikam. 46 

44 Russell, III. p.i392. 45 Risley, L p. 466. 
46 Thurston, III. pp. 312-315. 
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(47) Konda Dora is a caste of hill-cultivators found· 
chiefly in Vizagapattam. They have totemic divisions 
such as cobra, tortoise, tiger, sun etc. Among the Chinna 
Kondalu, the custom of Menarikam prevails; besides, a 
man can marcy his sister's daughter." 

(48) Konga Vellala is the cultivating caste of Tri
chonopoly district. They have a large number of exoga
mous septs the names of which generally denote some 
articles the use of which is taboo. The maternal uncle's 
daughter is the most desired bride; so much so that often 
times a young boy is married to his maternal uncle's 
daughter quite grown up in age, and the boy's father takes 
upon himself the duties of the husband, his own wife 
being permitted to consort herself with any one of her 
caste, provided she does not leave her husband's house!• 

(49) Korii. is a Dravidian caste of earth-workers of 
Chota Nagpur and Bengal. Where the exogamous groups 
are preserved, they are totemic. A man may not marcy 
a \\"oman belonging to his own totem. The rule is sup
plemented by the rule of sapil)<j.a exogamy that prohi
bits marriage up to three generations in the descending 
line.'" 

(50) Korku is a Mw.<~a tribe of C.P. akin to th11 
Korwas. They are divided into exogamous septs which 
are named after plants and animals. The septs were 
originally toh•mic; but the Korkus have generally for
gotten their totemic usages. Marriage in the gota is 
barred, anti so the marriage between the fm;t cousins.'" 

(51) Kun1hiir is the potter caste found in U.P., Be
har, Bt•ngal, Orissa and Bombay. In Bengal they ha\·e 

4i Tlmn<ton, III. p. 351. {8 Thul'l!ton, III. p. 418. 
49 Uislt•y, I. p. 507. 5o R118sell, III. p. 556. 
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totemic septs, such as tortoise, sparrow, frog, etc. and 
they are exogamous. In the Eastern Bengal where Ma
homedan influence is supreme, there are only two sec
tions, and marriage is allowed between members of the 
same section. In Behar the exogamous septs are titular. ' 1 

(52) Kurmi is a very large cultivating caste of Up
per India, Behar, Chota Nagpur and Orissa. The Kur
mis have clearly totemic sections in Orissa and Chota 
Nagpur. In Behar the sections are titular, and the ten
dency is to discard the primitive rule of exogamy in fa
vour of the more modern system of reckoning prohibited 
degrees. ·wherever the section rule is in force, it is usual
ly held that a man may not marry a woman of his own 
section or of the sections f<} which his mother and paternal 
and maternal grandmothers belonged.S'In C.P. Kurmis 
are divided inro all sorts of exogamous septS'-titular, 
totemic, eponymous and terrirorial; marriage is pro
hibited in the same sept and between first and second 
cousins on the mother's side."8 

(53) Kuruba is a caste of petty land-owners, she
pherds, weavers and cultivators. They are spread over 
Bellary, Kistna and Madura districts. Their exogamoUS" 
septs are of the totemic type, and they have retairied the 
totemic character of their septs. Agni (fire), Ane (ele
phant), Ariya(noble), Chan.dra(moon), Bola (bangle), Bandi 
(cart), Malli (jasmine), Thuppa (clarified butter) are 
some of the names of the ,septs. 54 

(54} Madiga is the great leather-working caste of 
the Telgu country. They have six endogamous sub
castes, and eaeh sub-caste is divided into exogamous 
septs which are of the totemic type. Silver, frog, donkey, 
locubt, cow, scorpion, jasmine are some of their septs."" 

51 Risky, I. p. 520. 52 Risley, I. p. 530. 
53 Russell, IV. p. 60. 54 Thurston, IV, p. 142. 
65 Thurston, IV. p. 319, 
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(55} l\IajhwrLr is an aboriginal tribe of Drav!diaq. 
origin in Mirzapore. They are divided into totemic 
septs that are exogamous. No one can marry in ·his 
own sept or kuri. The rule is not supplemented by any 
rule of prohibited degrees, and so marriage between neac 
kin may take place. The more advanced members of 
the tribe have adopted the rule of Brahmanical sapi!Jc,la 
exogamy, prohibiting marriage in the line of the pater
nal uncle, paternal aunt, maternal uncle and maternal 
aunt. But the more primitive l\lajhwar adheres to the 
<>ld Gond rule by which first cousins, provided they are 
not the offsprings of two sisters, by preference inter~ 
marry.'• In C.P. they have exogamous groups which are 
clearly totemic. Marriage in the same sept is prohibited, 
and for three generations between persons related through 
femules. 67 

(56) l\Iahilr is the impure caste of menials, labourers 
and village watchmen. They have nU.!Uerous exogamous 
sei>ts which are named after plants and anima)s. Al
though no totemic usages are observed by the Mahars 
now-a-days, the fact that most of their septs are named 
after plants and animals shows the totemic origin of these 
scpts. A man caunot take a wife from his own sept; 
but he may marry in the mother's or grandmother's fa
uuly. A sister's son may marry a brother's daughter; 
but the brother's son cannot marry the sister's daughter: .. 

(5i) Mal is a Dravidian caste of Western and Cen
tral Bengal. l\lals are divided into totemic sections; and 
a llll\11 muy not marry a woman who belongs to the sam~ 
tot.l'm group 11s himself. Besides the rule of sept exo
gamy marriage is prohibited up to five generationa on 
the father's side and three on the mother's side ... 

56 Crook<•, III. p. 417. 1>7 Russell, IV. p. 15~: 
~8 Ru .. dl, 1 V. p. 133. 59 Risl~y. II. p. 49. 
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(58) Malo is a Dravidian boating and fishing caste. 
Many of their septs are totemic; but the totems are not, 
as usual, the names of birds and animals. Their totems 
are the various rivers. They may not marry in the 
father's as well as the mother's septs. For the rest, mar
riage is regulated by counting degrees down to seven ge
nerations in the descending line. 60 

(59) Mang is an impure caste of the l\laratha coun
try. They are divided into exogamous groups which 
are the names of plants and animals, or they are of the 
titular nature. A man may not marry a girl from his 
own sept. In the Bombay Presidency their surnames 
are their exogamous septs. i\iangs can marry maternal 
uncle's daughter, but neither paternal aunt's daughter 
nor maternal aunt's daughter.•• 

(60) The Marathas regulate their marriage by De
vaks which are named after well-known plants and ani
mals. Devaks resemble the Canarese Balis. The same
ness of Devaks is often a bar to marriage. Sometimes 
surnames are named after Devaks. Some Canarese Balis 
and i\Iaratha Devaks are identical. The Devaks are 
wop;hipped on the occasion of marriage, and also on the 
occasion of entering a new house. Besides kuls and stir
names, Maratha,s claim 'ta have gotras like Brahmins; . 
but the majority of the Marathas do not know to what 
gotra they belong.•• 

(61). The Maravan is a Dravidian tribe of Madura 
and Tinnevelly. They are divided into six sub-tribes 
or trees. Each tree or Kothu is divided into three Khi
lais or branches. These Khilais may be called septs. In
termarriage is barred between Khilais belon,oing to the 

60 Risley, II. p. 65. 61 Enthoven, II. p. 437. 
62 Enthoven, III. p. 27. 
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same tree. Chilchen belong to the Khilai of the mother 
and not of the father. Some of the Kothus are regarded 
as related to each other. For instance, a branch of betel 
vine may marry with a branch of cocoanut; but not with 
areca nuts or dates. A common rule among the Southern 
castes is that the most proper husband for a girl is her 
mother's brother or his son. But as the 1\Iaravans have 
matrilineal descent, a girl can never marry her maternal 
uncle, because the maternal uncle and his sister belong 
to the same Khilai. Chilchen of brother and sister can 
n1arry, because they belong to different septs. The 
son often marries in his father's Khilai. The children of 
two brothers, however, cannot intermarry, though they 
belong to different septs. •• 

(62) Mila is a fishing caste of Ganjam. They hav~ 
t<>temic exogamous septs. They follow the custom . C!f 
.Menarikam. A Mila can also marry his sister's daughter ... 

(63) 1\Iw.uJa is a large Dravidian tribe of Chot~ 
Nugpur. The 1\fur.~<Jas are divided into thirteen siib
tribes, and eneh sub-tribe is divided into nUinerous Kilis 
or septa whi<·h arc totemic and exogamous. Some of 
the t~Mms are Ambii (mango), Chauria (rats), Budh (Wed
nesday), Chata (umbrella), Begear (tiger), Gidh (vulture), 
Ki\na (crow), Nimak (salt.). A llluQ~a may not marry a 
woman o{ his own sept; besides, the rule is supplemented 
by t.he usual rule of sapiQ~a exogamy ... 

(64) Nhiivi is the barbar caste of Bombay. They 
regulate their marriage by Devaks. In Khandesh the 
Nhavis have totemic septs. •• 

(65) Nuniii is a Dravidian caste of Behar. lllost 
of their seetions are tott>m.ic. A man may not marry in 

63 Thunoton, V. pp. 33-34. 64 Thurston, V. p. 63. 
tlli Risley, II. p. 102. 66 Enthoven, Ill. pp. 131-133. 
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his own section. The rule is reinforced by the usua 
f~rmula of sapn)<:la exogamy."7 

(66) Odde is a Telgu labouring caste. They have 
1\xogamous septs of the totemic type. Rock, buffalo, 
elephant, cot, jasmine are some of their septs. 68 

(67) Odiya is the principal farmer caste of Uriya. 
Their exogamous groups are totemic. The totems are 
worshipped on the occasion of marriage."" 

(68) Omanaito is an Oriya cultivating caste. Their 
exogamous divisions are totemic. A man claims the 
daughter of his paternal aunt by right.'0 

· (69) Oriion is a Dravidian cultivating tribe of Chota 
Nagpur. Their exogamous septs are extremely numerous, 
a,nd mo;,-t of them are totemic. A man may not marry 
a woman of his own sept; but there is no bar against mo
ther's sept. They do observe some sort of sapil;)qa exo 
gamy, but none among them can accurately define the 
prohibited generations. An · Oraon cannot marry his 
maternal aunt, or his first cousin on the mother's side. · 
Some totems of the Oraons are. tiger, rat, tortoise; vul
ture, iron, fox, etc. 71 

(70) Pan is a low weaving caste of Orissa and Chota 
Nagpur. The Pans have totemic septs which are exo
gamous. Marriage within the sept is prohibited. They 
do not observe any rule of sapil.l<Ja exogamy beyond bar
ring marriage in the second generation from the paternal 
uncle . .,. 

(71) Poroja is a nill~cultivating caste in Ganjam 
and Vizagapattam districts. They have totemic exo-. 

67 
69 

Risley, II. p. 135. 68 Thurston, V. p. 428. 
Thm·ston, V. p. 437. 70 Thurston, V. p. 444. 

71 Russell, IV. p. 302. 72 Risley, II. p. 15&. 
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gamous septs, and they have yet retained the totemic 
character of their septs. Vulture, tiger, cobra are few 
of their septs. A man can marry his paternal aunt's 
daughter. 73 

(72) Rautia is a cultivating caste of Chota Nagpur. 
The tribe is divided into totemic septs which are exo• 
gamous. Marriage is forbidden in the sept. The child· 
ren of a brother and a sister or of two sisters can inter· 
nmrry.'• 

(73} Savar is a primitive tribe of C.P. It is divi
ded into totemic septs called the Bargas. Marriage with
in the Barga is barred, and sometimes marriage between 
first cousins is barred. In very few cases, the Barga is 
further sub-divided into two parts, and in that case each 
part is the exogamous unit!' 

(74) Sudh is a cultivating caste of Uriya district. 
'l'hl'y are divided into totemic septs; and besides, there 
are many Bargas i.e. family names. Marriage within 
the gota and within the Barga is prohibited.'" 

(75) Tambats or copper-smiths regulate their mar
riage by Devaks. In the Deccan they regulate mar
ringe by gotras.77 

--:o:--

Castes that observe only the Rule of Sapi~~a 
Exogamy i.e. the Rule of Prohibited Degrees 

(I) Aheria is a tribe of hunters in U.P. They 
have neitla:r endogamous nor exogamous sub-divisions. 
Marriage of first cousins is prohibited; and a man can-

i3 Thurot<>n, \"1. p. 210. 
i5 Ru .. dL 1\". pp. 50-l-li05. 
77 Eut hoven, III. p. 363. 

i4 Ruslk'll, IV. p. 481. 
i6 Russell, 1\". p. 615. 
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not be married in a family in which during memory a 
bride from his family has been given in marriage. 1 

(2) Arakh is a tribe of cultivators. At Hardoi 
the only rule of exogamy is that a boy is not married 
into a family to which a girl from his family has been 
already married. 2 

(3) Baheliya is a class of hunters in U.P. They 
prohibit marriage in one's own family, or in the family 
of the maternal uncle or father's sister, as long as rela
tionship is remembered. In Oudh they will not give a 
bride to a family in which within the me,mory of a man 
a son has been married.3 

(4) Bahna is a caste of cotton-cleaners in Berar. 
l\Iost of the Bahnas are without sections. They regnlate 
their marriage by rules of relationship. They allow a 
sister's son to marry a brother's daughter, but not vice 
versa.4 

(5) Bargah is a caste of.U.P. The rule of exogamy 
is not to marry in a family with which they have been 
once connected in marriage, as long as any recolle.ction 
of relationship exists .. 6 

• 

(6} Barhi is a carp~~ter class of the Punjab and 
U.P. They will not intermarry with a member of their 
own family or one of their m?-ternal uncle's family or 
father's sister's family, as long as there is any recollec
tion of relationship. • 

(7) Barui is a betel-cultivating class of BengaL 
Baruis profess Brahmanical gotras; but their exogamy 
is not based on them. Persons belonging to the same 

I Crooke, I. p. 41. 
3 Crooke, I. p. 106 . 
5 Crooke, I. p. 184. 

2 Crooke, I. p. 83. 
~ Russell, II. p. 71. 

6 Crooke, I. p. 192. 
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gotra can intennarry, provided they are not Samano
dakM-related within fourteen generations. 7 

{8) Bauri is a cultivating and palanquin-bearing 
ca.'>te of We.'>tern Bengal. They have borrowed Brah
manical gotras; but marriage between persons belonging 
to the same Brahmanical gotra is not forbidden. They 
do not marry with persons descended from a male com
mon ancestor up to seven generations and from a com
mon female ancestor up to three generations. The peo
ple are, however, very ignorant, and on account of their 
incapacity to calculate generations, consangumeous mar
riages sometimes do take place. • 

(9) Bhariya is a Dravidian tribe. It is divided 
into fifty-one septs. But sept is not necessarily the exo
gamous unit. As long llil people can recollect relation
ship between themseleves, they cannot intermarry. But 
the memory of the Bhariya does not generally extend be
yond the third generation." 

(10) Bhavsars in Gujarat avoid in marriage ten to 
twenty generations of agnates and only three generations 
~f t~ognates. 10 

(11) Binjhwiir is a Dravidian tribe of C.P. In 
Sambalpur where the caste is not divided into exogamous 
srpts, marriage is regulated simply by relationship. Mar
riage blvtween ngnutes is prohibited as long as the con
m•ttion can be tract>d, but on the mother's side, the pro
hihition tlot>s not go beyond barring the union of the first 
t..'ousins~ 11 

-----------------
7 lhsh•y, I. p. 71. 
\l Husst•ll, II. p. :!-15. 
ll Rn..sell, II. p. :lo2. 

1'\ it isle~-, I. p. 'iU. 
(tl Eut huwu, I. p. HS. 
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(12) Chamiir is the caste of the tanners. Many 
sub-castes of Chamars in U.P. avoid only seven genera
tions of descendants in marriage. In Bengal in certain 
places, they have exogamous divisions either of the ter
ritorial or local type. But generally marriage is regulated 
by counting the prohibited degrees up to seven generations 
in the descending line. 12 

(13) Dhrmuk is a cultivating caste of Behar. They 
have comparatively few septs, and the influence of theo 
septs on marriage is slowly dying out. Dhanuks are adopt
ing the modern system of counting prohibited degrees, 
the prohibition extending to s!'ven generations in the· 
descending line. 18 

(14) Dheda IS an untouchable caste chiefly found 
in Gujarat. They forbid marriage between near relations. 
That is their only rule of exogamy." 

(15) Dhobis in U.P. have no exogamous gotras. 
They will not marry in their own kul (family) or in the 
maternal uncle's kul or in the father"s sisters' kul, as long· 
as any connection by inarriage is remembered.15 In Ben
gal they are called Dhobiis. They have borrowed Brah, 
manical gotras; but in marriage the borrowed gotras do· 
not play any part. 18 Dhobis have no exogamous divisions 
in Bombay. Marriage is prohibited when relationship
can be traced between contracting persons. Marriage 
between the first cousins is disallowed.17 

(16) Dom is a Dravidian menial caste. It is spread 
all over North India. In Banda they have exogamous 
sections, in as much as they will not give a bride to a 

12 Risley, I. 177. 
H Enthov~n. I. p. 325. 
16 Risley, I. p. 230. 

13 Risl~y. I. p. 221. 
15 Crook~, II. p. 290. 
17 Entboven, I. p. 3:l9. 
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section from which within memory they have taken a 
hride. In Gorakhpur they are developing gotras after 
the Hindu fashion. In both the places they do not marry 
their first cousins by blood. The Himalayan Doms ob
serve a very simple rule of exogamy. The recognized 
deseendants of one common ancestor will not intermarry. 
Home of them who are more Hinduised have adopted 
the entire rule of sapi.Qga exogamy, and they avoid five 
and seven generations on the mother's and father's sides.18 

( 17) Dubla is the aboriginal race of Gujarat and 
Than!l district. It has no exogamous septs. l\1arriage 
i" barred "·hen relationship is traced between the con
trad.ing parties. Marriage between first cousins is pro
hibited.'" 

(HI} Dhuri is a caste belonging to Chhatisgarh (C.P.). 
They are divided into territorial septa; but they do not 
always prohibit marriage in the same sept. A man may 
marry after three generations, counted from the father's 
1111d mother's sides. 20 

(19) Dusadh is a menial tribe of mixed origin in 
U.l'. Tlwy do not marry in the family of the maternal 
unde and the family of their father's sister, till three ge
nerations have expired since the last connection. In 
their own family they do not marry as long as any recol
lc!'tion of relationship exists." 

(20} Gnndhila is a vagrant tribe, very low in social 
order. They pretend that they have their exogamous 
gotms; but ns a matter of fact they have none. The only 
rule of exogamy that they observe is that they do not 
ma•TY a ncnr relation ... 

IS Crooke, II. pp. 3~2, 335. 
:!0 Russdl, II. p. !i:!S.. 
22 C'rouko, II. P· 3.."6. 

19 Enthoven, I. p. 342. 
21 Crooke, II. p. 3.".0. 
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(21) Gareri is a shepherd caste of Behar. From 
their four sub-castes, only the Dhengars are divided into 
exogamous sections. Others follow the usual formula 
prohibiting marriage in the line of the paternal uncle, 
maternal uncle, paternal aunt and maternal aunt, calcu
lated to six generations. 23 

(22) Hajam is the barber caste of Behar. Several 
sub-castes of Hajams have no regular gotras, and they 
regulate their marriage by the standard formula of pro
hibited degrees.24 

(23) The Halwais in the Lucknow district have 
forgotten their exogamous groups; and the only prevail
ing rule of exogamy is the prohibition of marriage within 
seven generations from father's and mother's sides. 25 

(24) Hari is a menial caste of Bengal proper. It 
has no exogamous sections. :Marriage is regulated by 
counting the prohibited degrees."' 

(25) Kachhi is a tribe oi opium-growers and market
gardeners in U.P. They have five hundred and sixty 
endogamous sub-castes. But within the sub-caste . exo
gamy is not properly formulated:. In Farrukhabad a man 
cannot marry in the family of his paternal aunt and un: 

cle. Those who are more. a.dvanced show a tendency to 
adopt the Brahmanical rules Qf exogamy.27 

(26) Kahar is a tribe en,ctaged in cultivation and 
menial work. It has 823 endogamous sub-castes. A man 
cannot marry in a family as long as relationship is re
membered. If after subsequent enquiry, in spite of all 
precautions on his part, such relationship be ascertained, 
it does not matter.28 

23 Risley, I. p. 271. 
26 Crooke, II. p. 486. 
27 Crooke, III p. 79. 

24 Risley, I. pp. 306, 307. 
26 Risley, I. pp. 371, 372. 
28 Crooke, III. p. 97. 
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(27) Kapiili is a weaving caste of Bengal They 
have only two sections, Siva and Ka-"yapa; but they are 
not exogamous. Marriage is regulated by counting pro
hibited degrees to three, or according to some, to seven 
generations in the descending line."" 

(28) Kathak is a caste of story-tellers in U.P. The 
Kathaks ha\·e forgotten their exogamous gotras. The 
only thing that they can say is that their gotras corres
IKmd with those of the Kanaujiya and Saraswariya Brah
mins. The rule of exogamy is that they cannot marry 
in the gotra. until at least seven generations have passed . ., 

(29) Kewat is a caste of fishermen in U.P. Their 
rule of exogamy prohibits marriage in the lines of aunt 
and tmcle on the paternal and maternal sides, as long 
as any recollection of relationship can be followed.31 

(30) Khangar is a tribe of village watchmen in U.P. 
and C.P. It has totemic exogamous septs. A man may 
not marry in the gotra of his father or mother, until three 
gt>nerutions haw passed."' In C.P. marriage within the 
><Ppt i~ barred, and also the marriage between the fir>t 
(•pusins. 33 

(31) Khatik is a cultivating and labouring class of 
U.l'. and Behar. In Behar they regulate marriage by 
t.ht> stumlard formula calculated to five generations in 
the dt>scemling line. In Mirznpur they do not marcy 
into the family of the maternal unde, father's slli'ter and 
mot her ·s sister for three generations; and in their own 
family they do not intermarry for four generations ... 

29 Rislt·y. l. p. 4.21. 
31 l'nwk.. III. p. 2li. 
3S Htu<.'<·ll, lll. p. Ul. 

30 Crooke, Ill. pp. 173, 174. 
S'J Crooke, Ill. p. :!30.. 
3! C""'ko, Ill. pp. 258, 259. 
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(32) Kisan is a caste of cultivators chiefly found 
in the Central Ganges-Jamna-Duab. A Kisan cannot 
give hi.s daughter in marriage in a family where his son 
has been already married. Persons, descended from a 
common ancestor, do not intermarry for three or four 
,generations. A man must not marry the children or 
_grandchildren of hi.s sister or daughter."" 

(33) Korwa is a Dravidian caste. In l\firzapur 
they have no exogamous sub-divisions. The families 
-of the mother's brother and the father's sister's husband 
.are barred; and when a family lives together, members 
in the family cannot intermarry within four or five de
:grees. 36 In Madras and C.P. the Korwas have totemic 
.septs which are exogamous.37 

(34) Kochh is a large Dravidian tribe of North
-eastern and Eastern Bengal. ·Their principal endogamous 
.sub-division is Rajbansi. Rajbansis have borrowed only 
-one Brahmanical gotra for their entire sub-caste. Mar
riage is regulated by the Standard formula calculated 
to seven generations in the descending line from the pa
ternal and maternal uncles and·:to three generations· from 
annts."" 

(35) Lepcha is a Mongolian tribe of Sikkim, Wes
tern Bhutan and Eastern Nepal. The Lepchas are divid
-ed int<> twelve groups or Thars. · At one time these Thars 
were exogamous. But now only one Thar has main
tained its exogamous character. Others are now non
exogamous. The Lepchas follow the rule of prohibited 
degrees, by which marriage is barred up t<> three gene
rations in the descending line."" 

35 Crooke. III. p. 285. 36 Crooke, III. p. 324. 
37 Russell, III. p. 574. 38 Risley, I p. 491. 
39 Risley, II. p. 8. 
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(36) Lodha is an agricultural and labouring caste 
widely distributed in U.P. The Lodhas prohibit the 
intennarriage of near relatives both in the paternal and 
maternal lines, and will not give a bride to a family into 
which one of their youths has intermarried within the 
period of ordinary memory.'" 

{37) Lohiir is the blacksmith caste. In U.P. they 
claim Brahmanical gotras such as Bharadvaja, Vasishtha 
Gautama and so on; but majority of the Lohars do not 
know to which gotra they belong, and the rule of exo
gamy, usually followed, is the prohibition of marriage 
between blood relations on the father's and mother's sides. 41 

(38) Mullah is a general term including various 
boating and fishing tribes. They are found in U.P. and 
Bengal. In Allahabad the descendants of a common 
ancestor are not allowed to intermarry; but with such 
people who have no professional genealogists, the recol
ledion of relationship can seldom last for more than three 
or four generations; and after this, cousins find no objec
tion in intermarrying.'" 

(3!l) Muchi is the cobbler caste of Bengal. They 
daim two Brahmanical gotras, Ka<yapa and SID)gilya. 
But the two gotras are not taken into account in apply
ing the rule of exogamy. Mm·his do not marry within 
the usual prohibited degrees." 

(·HI) 1\)u,;ahar is a Dravidian jtmgle tribe in U. P. 
1'ht' rule of exogamy as observed by the 1\lusahars is dif
fNt>llt ly ~iated hy <liffcl\'nt writers; hut it may be 
stated a..~ a gt•ncml rull' that they can intennarry with 
agnutt>s or t·ognat!'s aft<'r five or si." g<'nerations or when 

40 l'rouh, Ill p. 365. H <'rookt•, HI. p. 3i6. 
4'.! l'rooko•, 111. p. 463. 43 Rish•y. JL p. 00. 
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all remembera.nce of relationship has been lost." In Behar 
north of the Ganges, l\Iusahars follow an elaborate 
system of sept exogamy and exclude four sections in 
marriage." 

(41) Nai is the barber class of Northern India. 
In Bengal they are called Napits. In spite of their pro
fessed Brahmanical gotras marriage is generally regulat
ed by counting prohibited degrees. The usual rule of 
exogamy in U.P. is to prohibit marriage in one's own 
family, and the families of the maternal uncle and father's 
sister, as long as relationship is remembered. •• 

(42) Panka is a low weaving tribe in U.P. Under 
their rule of exogamy marriage with the daughters of the 
maternal uncle and of the father's sister is strictly prohi
bited. Besides, they cannot marry in their own family 
as long as members are united and live t()gether, no mat
ter how distant relations may reside under the same roo£!7 

(43) Parahiya is a Dravidian tribe. In Alirzapur 
the only prohibited degrees are that a man cannot marry 
his daughter to the son of his .brother, or cannot l)J.arry 
himself into the family of his children. 48 

(44) Pasi is a DravjJ.!an tribe principally found in 
the Eastern districts of U.P. . The rule of exogamy is 
not very rigidly followed. l\i~ny Pasis say that they 
bar all near relations generally. In Mirzapur they pro
hibit marriage in the families of maternal uncle, paternal 
nncle and maternal and paternal aunts, for seven gene
rations in the descending line. •• In C.P. they do not marry 
with relations as long as relationship is remembered."' 

44, Crooke, IV. p. 19. 45 Risley, II. p. 115. 
46 Crooke, IV. p. 42. 47 Crooke, IV. p. ll4o. 
48 Crooke, IV. p. 127 49 Crooke. IV. p. 143. 
50 Russell, IV. p. 3&~. 
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(45) Sundi is the liquor-distilling caste ·of Uriya 
country. They are divided into Bargas or family titles; 
hut these Bargas are no longer exogamous units. Mar~ 
riage is regulated by the rule of prohibited degrees. Per
sons, related to each other as sapii)~as, are barred from 
intermarrying." 

(46) Sathwara is a caste, chiefly found in Kathia
war, Cutch and Gujrat. Marriages are forbidden bet
ween the descendants of the collateral males up to seven 
degrees.•• 

(47) Sindhavas are found in Kaira district. They 
have no exogamous septs. Marriage is prohibited within 
four degrees .()f relationship.•• 

(48) Sittradhar is the carpenter caste of BengaL 
They have borrowed Brahmanical gotras; but from the 
point of exogamy the gotras are '8. sort of titular dis
tinction; and to regulate their marriages they follow the 
modern system of counting prohibited degrees ... 

(49) Taonla is a small non-Aryan caste of the Uriya 
States. They have no exogamous sections. Their com
mon gotra is Naga. Marriage is regulated by counting 
three generations from a common ancestor ... 

(50) Teli is a caste of pressers of oil and traders in 
various conunodities. In U.P. the rule of exogamy is 
that a man ('1\nnot marry in his own family and the fa
mily of the maternal uncle or father's sister, until at least 
three generations have passed. In Farukabad the Telis 
do not marry n nl'nr relation or the descendant of a oorn
lUOU unce,inr or blood relations on the father's and the 
mother's sidt•g, as long as any n•lationship is remembered.•8 

IH Russdl, I\'. !>· &35. 
li3 Euthovt•n, 111. p. 336. 
&5 Ru&Jdl. IY .. !>· MO. 

li:l Eutbovon, III. p. 3:!3. 
5l l!isl,•y, II. p. 288. 

56 CrookP, IV .. P· 3i3. 
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In Bengal they regulate their marriages by sections which 
are of eponymous type. In Behar the sections are ter
ritorial. In Chota Nagpur and Orissa they have totemic 
exogamous groups. 11 

(51} Tiyar is a boating and fishing Dravidian caste 
of Bengal and Behar. They regulate marriage by the 
standard formula of sapii.J9a exogamy, calculated to five 
generations in the descending line on the male side and 
three generations on the female.18 

--:o:--

Local or Family Sections 

These sections are generally small in size, and al
though exact dates of their formation cannot be deter
mined, from their names one may see that they must 
have rather a recent origin. 

(1) Agri is an agricultural caste• of Thana and Kolaba 
districts. Their rule of exogamy bars marriage bet
ween persons having the same family name or surname. . 
A man may not marry a cousin v.-ithin five degrees of 
relationship. They have fifty-six Kuls or gotras; but 
the gotras are not regarded exogamous units. 1 

. . 
(2) Balija or Naidu is a large trading caste. In 

C.P. every family has a surname and also a gotra; but mar
riage is not regulated by gotra. The rule of exogamy 
prohibits marriage between persons of the same surname. • 

(3) Some sub-castes of the Bhats in U.P. are not 
divided into exogamous gotras. They will not marry 
any member oftheir Kul i.e. family, as well as may not 
marry their sister's daughter, father's sister's daughter, 

67 Risley, 11 p. 308. 58 Risley, II. p. 329. 
1 Enthoven, I. p. 9. 2 Russell, II. p. 108. 
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mother's sister's daughter, brother-in-law's daughter and 
maternal uncle's daughter. But apparently the rule does 
not go further." 

(4) Some Chamar sub-castes do not marry in their 
<1wn family, as weU as the families of the mother, grand
mother, and great grandmother. In Bombay Chamars 
regulate marriage by surnames. A Chamii.r can marry 
the maternal uncle's daughter, but not the other cousins. • 

(5) Darji is the tailor caste of. Bombay. Their 
marriage is regulated by surnames. The rule is supple
mented by the rule of sapi.!)ga exogamy prohibiting mar· 
riage up to five generations.• 

(6) Devangas or Hatkars are spread aU over the 
Bombay Presidency except Gujrat. Their exogamous 
units are their surnames. In Nasik they have adopted 
Brahmanical gotras, and marriage is barred between per· 
sons belonging to the same surname and gotra. Mar
riage 'l'lith father's sister's daughter and maternal uncle's 
daughter is generally allowed, but not with mother's sis
ter's daughter. • 

(7} Dhangars in the Bombay Presidency regulate 
marriage by surnames. A Dhangar can marry the mater
nal uncle's daughter, but not the other two first cousins.' 

(S} Dumal is an agricultural caste of Uriya country. 
They have a complicated system of exogamy. They 
have three kinds of sections, gota or sept, Barga (family), 
and Mitti (the earth from which they sprang ie. the ori
ginal \'illage of the clan.) Marriage is only prohibited 
between persons who have the same gota, Barga and lllitti 
If any one of those is dificrent, marriage is allowed. 8 

3 Crooke, IL p. 2!. 4 EnthoYen, I. p. 261. 
r> Enthoven, I. p. 296. 6 Enthoven, L p. 306. 
7 Enthoven, I. pp. 311).316. 8 Russell, II. p. li30. 
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(9) Gnra¥ is a caste of rula.,ue-priests of the temple 
of Mahade¥a in the :\Iaratha country. They have no 
exogalllQus septs. Marriage is regulated by their sur
names. A man cannot take a wife from a family of the 
same surname as his own, nor can he marry a girl related 
to him l'ithin six degrees from a male or female ancestor.• 

(10) Halba is a caste of mixed ori,uin chiefly engaged 
in agricultural work in C.P. The exogamous sections 
of the caste are of ¥arious types. Many of the section 
names recorded are such as belong to other castes. In 
Bastar the totem groups are called Bargas; and titular 
names are called Thoks. Persons belonging to the same 
surname or Thok or Barga cannot intermarry. Marriage 
of brother's daughter with sister's son is the most 
fa,·ourite n:.atch.10 

(ll) Krishna,·akakkar is a pastoral caste of the 
Travancore state. They are divided int.o 72 families, 
and marriage between the members of the same house 
is absolutely forbidden.11 

(12) Kunbi is a great culti-.ating caste of Bombay 
and C.P. The Kunbis are of a mjxed origin; but they are 
largely recruited from non-Aryan tribes. Their exo·. 
gamous septs called Kuls are nothing more than their 
surnames which are often expressive of a nickname or 
the pl&ce of the residence of th·e family-Kolhe (jackals}, 
Kadu (bitter), Kantode (one with. a torn ear), Gadhe (ass), 
Nal.-tode (with broken D'lse)-are some of the specimens 
of their family names. Marriage within the same Kul 
is prohibited, and it is further prohibited in the family 
of the mother or either of the grandlllQthers. Marriage 
between first and second cousins is prohibited with the 
solitary exception of the maternal uncle's daughter 

9 Russell, III. p. I 78. IO Russell, III. p. 189. 
11 Tbul'l!ton, fV. p. 71. 
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marriage with whom is regarded with great favour. Marii.
thft Kunbis have totemic Devaks and surnames. The 
sameness of the Devak or surname is severally a bar to 
marriage. Marriage with mother's sister's daughter is 
barred. The Kokan Kunbis have no Kuls. Surname 
regulates marriage.'" 

(13) Ramoshis are chiefly found in Poona, Satara 
and Ahmednagar districts. The exogamous sub-divisions 
of the tribe are identical with surnames, but in some cases 
marriage can be contracted between persons bearing the 
same surname. Mother's sister's daughter cannot be 
taken for a wife.13 

(14) Simpis or tailors regulate their marriages by 
surnames which form· their exogamous septs. Marriage 
with mother's sister's daughter is prohibited." 

(15) Tambulis in Bengal and Orissa claim Brah
maniPal gotras. But they have a peculiar rule of exo
ganly. Persons, belonging to the same gotra but not 
of the same family name, are allowed to intermarry; and 
persons of the same family name may intermarry, if they 
do not belong to the same gotra. When the gotra and 
family name are the same, the rule is absolute. :Marriage 

"betw<'en sapiQ<~a relations also is prohibited." 

{16) Telis or oilmen in the Bombay Presidency re
gulate their marriages by surnames. A Teli can marry 
his maternal unl'le's daughter, but not the other cousins.10 

-:o:--
Titular or Nickname Groups 

(1) Bhoyar is a cultivating tribe of C.P. The Bhoyars 
have over a hundred Kuls or sections which are exoga
mous. They are mostly of the titular type. Instances 

l;! Euthov~n, II. pp. 288,3ll. 13 Enthov~n, Ill. p. ~99. 
14 Enthown, Ill. p. 3'.:!9. 15 Rislq, II, p. :!92. 
16 Enthown, UL pp. :li:!-3i3. 
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of titular type are Hazari (a leader of one thousand horses)~ 
Deshmukh (a leader of the country), Choudhari (a headman), 
Pinjari (a cotton-cleaner), Chiknya (a flatterer), Kasai 
(a butcher), Gohattya (a cow-killer) and so on. Marriage 
within the Kul is forbidden, and also the union of first 
cousins.' 

(2) Bhuiya is an important tribe of Chota Nagpur, 
Orissa, Bengal and C.P. In Sambalpur the Bhuiya.s. 
are divided into twelve exogamous septs, all of which 
are titular in origin, such as Thakur (the clan of royal 
blood), Padhan (a village headman), Chatria (one who
carried the royal umbrella), Amata (a counsellor)." 

(3) Bhuiyar is a Dravidian ·tribe in U.P. In Mir
zapur they have fifteen exogamous septs (Kuris). Many 
of these septs are nicknames, such M Karwa (bitter), 
Rae (leader), Dasput (the son of a slave), Bhaniha (he that 
has the rays of the sun) etc. Marriage within the Kuri is 
forbidden. The rule is not supplemented by the usual 
rule of prohibited degrees. As a result, marriage \V-i.th 
the cognates in the third genertion is allowed.8 

(4) Chakma is a tribe of 4ficertain origin in BengaL 
Their exogamous septs (Gozas} are expressive of some
peculiar adventure or pefS<!nal characteristic of the sup
posed ancestor of the sept. Some septs are territorial. • 

(5) Kadar is a non-Aryan. tribe of cultivators and 
fishermen. In Behar they have titular sections which 
are exogamous. Marriage is prohibited in the section, 
and the rule is supplemented by the rule of sapi.r)9a exo
gamy, prohibiting marriage up to seven generations of 
descendants on the father's side and three generation& 
on the mother's side." 

l Russell, II. pp. 301-302. 
3 Crooke, II. p. 86. 
5 Risley, I. p. 368. 

2 Russell, II. p. 316. 
4 Risley, I. p. 170. 
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(6) Kanjar is a name applied to an aggregate of 
vagrant tribes. Many of their gotra.s are occupational 
titles such as Kunchband (brush-maker), Kusbandh 
(collector of Kush-grass,) Pahalwan (athlet), Pattharkat 
(st<>ne-cutter), Phanswar (strangler). Some are nick
names, such as Sapera (snake men), JallrLd (executioner). 
The sections are exogamous. Marriage in the same sec
tion is barred, and in addition marriage of near cognates 
is barred." 

(7) Limbu is a tribe of Mongolian descent of Nepal 
They have thirteen endogamous sub-tribes, and each 
of the sub-tribes is divided into a number of exogamous 
st>pts. l\Iost of the septs refer to some personal adven
ture or the peculiarity of the founder of the original sept. 
Marriage within the sept is barred; but the rule of pro
hibited degrees is rather lax. Theoretically cousins can
not marry within three generations, or according to an
other report within seven generations. In actual practice 
marriage between very near cognates often takes place! 

(8) A sub-caste of the Mal-a Dravidian tribe of 
Bengal-is l\liil Paharia. The exogamous septs of the 
sub-caste are of the titular type. For example, Pujhor 
(pric~t}, llliinjhi (village headman), Grihi (house-holder) 
etc. They follow the rule of sept exogamy, reinforced 
by the usual ru.le of sapi~1ga exogamy.• 

(9) lllangar is one of the fighting tribes of Nepal 
Tht>y are divided int<> 'exogamous septs some of which 
seem to be the ukknames of the founders of the septs. 
A man may not marry a woman of his own sept. Mar
riuge is further barred up to three generations in the 
dc.~cending line. • 

6 l:'rookr, III, pp. 137-139. 7 Risley, II. p. 16. 
8 Risley, Il. Appendix No. l, p. 99. 9 Risley, II. p. 74. 
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(10) Patra is an Oria ca,'te. They have two en
dogamous sections; and the exogamous sections called 
Bamsams are of the titular type, such as Sahu, Patro, Na
yako, etc.10 

--:o:-

Territorial Divisions 

These divisions refer to the ancient settlements of the 
septs or the birth·places of the founders of the septs. 

(I) Agrahari is a sub-caste of the Baniyas. They 
are numerons in U.P. They have a number of exogamous 
groups; but they are known only to the few learned among 
them. Some of their gotras are Ajudhyabasi (residents 
of Ayodhya), Purabiya (those of the East), Pachhiwaha 
(of the West), 1\Iahuli (from the Paragana of Mahul) and 
so on.' 

(2) Ahlr is a caste of herdsmen and agriculturists 
found in the Punjao and U.P. Nandabansi, Jadubansi 
and Gaulhansi are the principal endogamous divisions. 
In the Western paJ:ts gotra system is in full force, and 
marriage is barred in the four go.t.ras-·got.ra of the father, 
mother, grandfather and grandmother. In Behar the 
exogamous divi.'lions are pf. the territorial type, and a.re 
called Miils. \\'here the Mtils were found inconveniently 
large, they are further divideq intc• Purukhs (sub-sec
tions); and exogamy is based upon the Purukhs. • 

(3) Babhan is a large land-owning caste of Behar. 
The Babhans have two sorts of exogamous divisions; 
the one is territorial, and the other is eponymous, the 
eponym being in most cases an ancient J;iishi 'There 
the exogamous prohibitions based on these two classes 

10 Thurston, VI. p. 176. l Crooke, I. p. 34. 
2 Crooke, I. p. 57. 
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()f sections conflict, as often happens, the authority of 
territorial class overrides that of the eponymous or the 
Brahmar.ical class. The Babhans exclude the sections 
-of the father and the mother in marriage. The rule of 
exogamy is supplemented by the usual Brahmanical for
mula of sapil:t~a exogamy.• 

(4) Bari in U.P. is a class of domestic servants. 
They have five hundred and three exogamous sections. 
Some of the sections are Kanaujiya from Kanauj, Mathu
ria from Mathura, Bilkharia from Bilkhar etc. Exogamy 
is based on these gotras, and the rule is reinforced by a 
further rule that thE>y cannot intermarry with a family 
with whom they have already contracted marriage con
nection. In lllutra they also avoid the mother's and 
grandmother's gotras. • 

(5) Bhangi is the sweeper class of North India. 
Tht>y have 1359 endogamous sub-castes, and each endo
g,unous group is sub-divided into exogamous septs. Names 
of certain Rajput septs are found among the Bhangis; 
but most of their septs are taken from the place of their 
origin. The La! Begi section of the Bhangis prohibits 
marriage in the sept to which a man belongs. He cannot 
nlso marry in the house of the maternal grandfather. 
In other sub-castes it may generally be said that all re
lut.ions whose fathers and mothers can be traced back 
to any common ancestor may not marry. The Helas, 
.a pmticular s~ction of the Bhangis, do not marry in the 
f,muly of the paternal grandfather, hut the maternal 
grandfather's family is not excluded; and as a rule, they 
marry very near relations on the mother's side. In the 
I'unjub the sweeper cast~ is known as the Chuhra. A 
Chuhra does not marry in his own section, but he has 
Il<lt~_d:vd~wd any snrt. of ~!lpi1.1"a t'Xogamy.' 

3 Hisl~y, 1. pp. 29-30. 4 Crooke, 1. p. 2ll2. 
:1 Crooke, I. pp. 278-:!79. 
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(6) Bhuinhars in U.P., according to the tradition, 
have a Brahmanical origin; but a study of their tribal' 
organization will show that their claim to Brahmanical' 
origin is merely fanciful. They have 84 Brahmanical 
gotras such as Ka.Syapa, V asishtha, Parasara, Bhargava 
and so on. But in carrying out the rule of exogamy 
the Mul or the territorial section is taken into considera
tion and not the Brahmanical gotra. With this excep
tion they follow the standard formula of prohibited degrees•. 

(7) Burud is the caste of bamboo-workers. In C. P. 
they are divided into exogamous septs which are either 
territorial or totemic. Marriage of persons belonging to 
the same Baink or sept and also that of first cousins is. 
forbidden. 7 

(8) Cheruman is a Malayalam caste of agricultural 
serfs. With the Cherumans marriage is prohibited among 
the members of the same family group (Kootam). In 
Chittur Taluk members of the same village do not in
termarry on account of their belief that their ancestors 
may have served as serfs the same landlord, and thus · 
they are the descendants of tJ:ie same father. A" man 
can marry his father's relations but not the mother~s 
relations. In Palghat the Cherumans assert that they 
do not marry relatives within seven generations.• 

(9} Dangi is an agricultural tribe near Jhansi. Their 
exogamous gotras are of the territorial type. The rule 
of exogamy is very brief. Marriage in the same gotra 
and marriage between the first cousins are prohibited." 

{lO) Dhanuk is a low caste of agriculturists in Nara
smgpore, C.P. They have exogamous sections which. 

6 Crooke, II. p. 68. 7 Russell, II. pp. 209-210. 
8 Thurston, II. p. 67. 9 Crooke, II. p. 2!7. 
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are clearly of the territorial type. J.l.larriage within the 
gota is forbidden, but not between the first coll.sins!0 

(11) Dhobis in C.P. have exogamous groups known 
as Kheroes, taking their names generally from villages 
Marriage within the Khero is barred, and so between 
the first cousins." 

(12) Dosadh i.'l a degraded Aryan caste or a Brah
manized Dravidian caste of Behar and Chota Nagpur. 
Most of their sub-castes are divided into territorial or 
local exogamous sections. The Bahaliya sub-caste has 
no sections. The only rule of exogamy is the prohibi
tion of marriage within seven generations in the descend
ing line. In the other sub-castes they a£'ect to exclude 
the sections of their (1) father, (2) paternai grandmother, 
(3) paternal great grandmother, (4) paternal great great 
grandmother, (5) mother, (6) maternal grandmother and 
(7) maternal great grandmother. Besides this there is 
the usual rule of sapiQga exogamy to supplement the rule 
of sept exogamy. It is very doubtful, if such a compli
•·ated and far-reaching rule is verbally followed.12 

(13) Goalii is a name by which Ahirs are known 
in Bl'ngal, BE.'har and Chota Nagpur. In Bengal they 
have si..~ Brahrnanical gotras, and they may not marry 
in the Bralummical gotra. Connection with a girl from 
the mot.her's gotra is not, however, barred. In Behar 
the Brahmaniml gotrus are unknown; and marriage is 
regulated by n large muuber of l\Iuls or exogamous groups 
,,f territorial typt•. The Satamulia Goalas in Bhagalpur 
avoid &'V<'ll gotrns. uud sometimes even nine gotras in 
marriage, In t-xduding these seven or nine 1\luls, some· 
times not only the bride's Mul i<: considered. but the l\luls 

10 lttll!St•ll, ll. p. 4.86. II Hussell, II. p. 520. 
12 Rislt•y, L p. :ms. 
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"()f her female ancestors are also taken into account. The 
rule of sept exogamy is reinforced by the rule of sapir)<;la 
exogamy, prohibiting marriage up to the .fourth genera
tion.13 

(14) Giijar is an important agricultural and pas
toral caste in the Punjab and the Western districts of 
U.P. In Ludhiyana they possess eighty-four gotras as 
may be seen from the fact that they are called 'lights of 
eighty-four gotras'. The census lists, however, give ll78 
gotras. Most of these gotras are of the territorisl origin, 
wlUie some are derived from the titles of the tribal lead
ers. The rule of exogamy varies with different sub
castes. Some sub-castes avoid four gotras; others avoid 
three, permitting marriage in the mother's father's gotra.14 

(15) Halwai is the confectioner class of Behar. 
They have numerous territorial sections which are exo
·gamous. A man may not marry a woman of his own sec
tion, or of the sections to whi9h his mother and his pater
nal grandmother may belong. The sections, however, 
are taken into account on both sides. Thus, if th~ pro
posed bride's mother belonged to the same section as the 
bridegroom's paternal grandmother's, no marriage can 
take place although the bride and the bridegroom may 
belong to different sections. The rule is supplemented 
by the usual rule of sapil;l<;la exogamy.'• 

( 16) Irula is a jungle tribe of the Nilgiris. It has 
eub-divisions of the territorial type which are exogamous.'" 

(17) Jats are in every respect the most important 
Punjab caste. The question of their origin is yet a mat_
ter for speculation. The Jats are divided into two main 

13 Risley, I. pp. 285-286. 14 Cro<>ke, II. pp. 443-444. 
15 Risley, I. p. 310. 16 Thurst<>n, II. pp. 380-381. 
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divisions-the Shib-gotra and Kashib-gotra. For the pur-· 
pose of marriage the caste is divided into numerous exo-. 
gamous sections. Majority of the section-names cannot 
be explained; but in all probability, they are the corrupted 
forms of the names of villages. Some septs together 
form one exogamous group, as they are believed to be 
related to each other and cannot intermarry. A man· 
mllh't not marry within his own section or in the sections 
of his mother, grandmother and the husband of his 
father's sister.17 

(18) Kallan is a turbulent and thieving class o ' 
Madura and Tanjore districts. l\Iost of their septs seem to 
be of the territorial type. The l\Iel Nadu Kallans have 
three septs-east street, north street and south street. In 
Tanjore the Kallans have such scpts, as 'king of Pallavas,' 
'king of Tanjore,' 'conqueror of the south, etc. Some of 
the septs of the Kallans are merely fanciful, such as 'cruel
handed tiger,' 'cruel-legged tiger,' 'holy tiger' etc. The 
N:tttar Kallans of Shivganga have exogamous septs call
ed Kilais i.e. branches which run in the female line. 
Among many cast.es in the Madras Presidency a man can 
marry his sister's daughter; but this is not possible an\ong 
the N attar Kallans; because the maternal uncle, the girl 
and l1er mother, all belong to the same sept. But child
ren of brother and sister may intermarry; because they 
bclo11g to different septs.'" 

(19) Kalw:tr is a liquor-selling and trading caste of 
Behar. It bas exogamous sections of the territorial type; 
but Kalwiirs further west seem to have dropped their 
sections altogether, nnd the prohibition against inter
marringe extpnds to members of th£>ir own family, and 

17 Ito..·. II. p. 375; Russell, III. p. 233. 
18 Thur:;wn, Ill. pp. 7~-13 .. 
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to cousins for three generations or as long as any rela 
tionship is recollected.19 

(20) Kanikar is a jungle tribe inhabiting the moun
tains of South Travancore. The Kanikars are divided 
into five exogamous sections, and the sections are named 
.after mountains and places such as Palamala, Talmala, 
Vellanat, etc.20 

(21) Kapusavara is a hill tribe of Ganjam. They 
<do not marry in their own village; but thy are now-a
.days following the practice of Menarikam,and thus marry
ing in the village in spite of the rule of exogamy."1 

(22) Kayastha is the well-known writer-class of 
Hindustan. They are spread over Bengal, Behar and 
U.P. In U. P. they are divided into twelve endogamous 
.sub-castes. Some of these sub-castes maintain the or
ganization of local groups or Als; and marriage caunot 
"take place between persons_ belonging to the same .AI; 
nor can a man marry a woman belonging to the AI of 
hls maternal grandfather or great grandfather. In those· 
.sub-castes, where local sectionS. do not exist, the i-ule of 
Brahmanical sapir,J<).a exogamy, prohibiting marriage up 
to fifth generation on the. Il).Other's side and seventh on the 
father's side is observed. The Behar Kayasthas claim 
Brahmanical gotras; but thej.r exogamy is not based 
upon these gotras. It is based upon Kuls-exogamous 
.sections mostly of the territorial type. Only the father's 
Kul is excluded in marriage. The system is supplement
ed by the usual rule of sapll)<Ja exogamy current among 

"the Brahmins. 22 

19 Crooke, III. p. 109. 20 Thurston, Ill. p. 169. 
21 Thurston, VI. p. 323. 
22 Crooke, III. p. 194; RiBiey, I. p. 4-16. 
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(23) Khatri is the principal commercial caste of 
the Punjab. Many Khatris have settled down in Behar 
.and Bengal. The Khatris in the Punjab are divided 
into three main groups. (I) Bari, having twelve septs, 
(2) Bunjahi, having fifty-two septs, (3) Sarin. The Kha
tris have t.wo kinds of sections, their own sections and sec
tions borrowed from the Brahmin community. For the 
purpose of marriage, only their original sections, most 
of wbich are territorial, are taken into account; and the 
Brahmanical gotra is ignored. The three sections, Kapur, 
Khanna and Meharii, all belong to the Kausalya gotra; 
but members of these group freely intermarry, The 
Khatris follow the usual rule of Brahntanical sapi.Q<j.a. 
-exogamy!" 

(24) Khond is a Dravidian tribe of Orissa. They 
have fifty Gochis or exogamous septs. Each of these 
Gochis bears the nan~e of a Muta or village. All mem
bPrs of a Gochi believe that they are descended from a. 
.comnion ancestor. Each Gochi is further split up into 
sub-septa; but exogamy of the Khonds does not seem to 
have been based on these sub-septs. A Khond can marry 
his maternal uncle's daughter.11 

(25) Kirur is a cultivating caste of mixed origin in 
C.P. Their exogamous septa are of the territorial type. 
Marriage in the gotra is prohibited, and in the same way 
marriage in the families of grandmother, paternal uncle 
.and maternal aunt for three generations ... 

(2!l) Kohli is a cultivating caste of C.P. They 
lta\·e exogamous septa either of the territorial type or 
of the titular type, such aB Niigpure (from Nagpur), Par
vate (fron1 mountains), Hundifode (one who breaks a 

23 RU8e, 11. p. Ill 2 ; Rialey, L p. 4.80. 
2• Risley, I. pp. 40()...{01 : RusseU, Ill. p. 466. 
25 RusecU, III. pp. 487-'88. 
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cooking vessel). Marriage in the gota is prohibited. Sis
ter's son marries brother's daughter, but not vice versa .... 

(27) Kolis or fishem:.en in Gujrat consider their 
village as an exogamous unit, marriage within the village
being barred. The Kolis in Konkan prohibit marriage 
in the family. Children of brother and sister cannot 
intermarry."' 

{28) Kolta is an agricultural caste of Sambalpur 
district (C.P.). They have family names-gotras; and in 
addition they possess the Bargas or the exogamous groups. 
Gotras are named after animals, while the Bargas are 
territorial in their origin. Marriage within the Barga 
is prohibited, and so also marriage between first cousins 
on the father's side. To have the same gotra is not a. 
bar for :marriage ... 

(29) Kori is a Hindu weaving caste of C.P. It 
is divided into territorial exogamous septs called Bainks. · 
Some septs are totemic. Marriage in the sept and 
between first cousins is prohibited ... · 

(30) Kotas are the residents of the Nilgiri plateau, 
They form compact communities, and inhabit seven vii
luges. Every village is divided into three streets (Keris). 
At Kotagiri, one of their settlements, the three streets 
are named Kil-keri, Nadu-keri ·and Mel-keri, i.e. lower, 
central and upper streets. People living in the same Keri 
cannot intermarry, as they are supposed to constitute 
ene family. At Sholur, another Kota settlement, they 
are divided into four Keris-Near street, Lower street,. 
Other street and That street. Near street and Lower 

26 Russell, III. p. 495.. . 27 Enthoven, II. pp. 246,258. 
28 RUSBell, III. pp. 538-539. 29 Russell; III. p. 546. 
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street form one exogamous group, while the other two · 
.streets form the second exogamous group."' 

(31} Mali is a functional caste of flower gardeners. 
In C.P. they are divided into exogamous septs which 
are generally territorial in origin. Marriage is barred 
between members of the same sept, and first and 
second cousina cannot intermarry.31 

(32) Nunia is a mixed occupational caste in C.P . 
.and U.P. They are not divided into clear exogamous 
divisious. In 1\firzapur they have local sub-divisions 
-called Dih. Every Dlh is named after some village. The 
word Dih itself meaus a village. 82 

(33) Santii.l is a large Dravidian tribe of Western 
l3cngal, Northern Orissa, Bhagalpur and the Santiil 
Paraganas. They have twelve exogamous septs, and 
the septs are further divided into sub-septs. The septs 
.appear to have territorial origins. Marriage is prohibited 
within the sept or sub·sept. The Santiils do not take 
into account the mother's sept. sa 

(34) Sonar is the goldsmith caste of India. They 
have nun1erous territorial septs which are e..'mgamous. 
In Behar they exclude seven septs in marriage. In ap
plying these prohibitions to any particular case, the sec
tions of both the parties are taken into consideration. 
They have pure Brahmanical gotras, but these gotras 
do not play any part in marriage." In C. P. marriage 
within the sept is prohibited, and in some cases marriage 
bet.wel'n kins, related within five degrees, is prohibited 

30 Thurston, VI. p. 251. 
31 Hus.•,•ll, I\'. p. 166. 
33 Hislt·r. 11. pp. 226-~~7, 

32 Russell, IV. p. 295. 
34 Risle)', II. p. 256. 
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at the same time.35 In some localities marriage between 
brother's and sister's children is allowed. In Bombay, 
in some places they claim Brabmanical .gotras and re
gulate their marriage accordingly. Where the Brah
manical gotras are not in existence, surnames serve as 
the exogamous units. Sonars can marry their maternal: 
uncle's daughter but not the other cousins.36 

(35) Sutars, also known as Vadves in some parts
of the Ratnagiri district, have their exogamous groups 
named after villages. Persons residing in the same
village cannot intermarry. 81 

(36) Tharu is a non-Aryan tribe of Behar and Up
per India. It is divided into sections which are of the
territorial or titular type. Marriage within the sept is 
barred, and the rule is supplemented by the rule of 
sapil)~a exogamy, prohibiting marriage up to four genera.. 
tions in the descending line. 88 

(37) Toda is a pecUliar tribe of the Nilgiri Hills.. 
The Todas have very little in common with Dravidian, 
tribes. Among the Todas totemism is conspicuous by. 
its absence. Their exogamouS clans are named after 
villages. There are two endogamous divisions of the· 
Todas, and each division is further sub-divided into ter
ritorial exogamous septs. When a sept becomes toO< 
large, it is divided into two or more septs; when the di-
vi~ion has taken place within recent times, the two septs 
are regarded as one for regulating marriage; but when· 
sufficiently long time has passed after the separation, 
the original relationship between the two clans is con
veniently ignored. The Todas prohibit marriage with-

3;:; Russell, IV. p. 520. 
37 Enthoven, III. p. 357. 

36 Enthoven, IlL p. 340. 
38 Risley, II. p. 314. 
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the daughter of the mother's sister and the daughter of the 
father's brother. The natural wife for a man, according 
to the Toda ideals, is the daughter of the father's sister 
or mother's brother.39 

--:o:--

Exogamous Divisions based upon the number of gods 
that each family worships 

(1) Baiga. is a primitive Dravidian tribe of the Sat• 
pura Hills. Their septa are totemic, but the Baigas have 
forgotten the meanings of their totems. A Baiga cannot 
marry a girl of his own sept or a girl worshipping the same 
number of gods. Mother's sept is not barred, and in 
some localities the unions of first cousins are permitted. 1 

(2) Bhuiyas have no exogamous divisions in Rai
garh. When they wish to marry, they compare the family 
gods of the parties, and if these are not identical, and there 
is no recollection of common ancestor for three genera
tions, the union is allowed." 

(3) At Chanda the Gonda are classified according 
to the number of gods worshipped by each person. There 
are four main groups worshipping seven, six, five and 
four gods respectively, and each group contains ten to 
fifteen septs. A man cannot marry a woman of any sept 
which worships the same number of gods as himself. For
merly there were classes worshipping one, two and three 
gods; but these three divisions have been now merged 
in larger groups. This classification, according to the 
num.ber of gods each clan \'rorshipped, is being slowly 
forgotten. In Chhindwada. and other places, there are 
only two divisions who respectively worship seven and 

39 Rivers, "The Todas," pp. liOii, 512. 
1 Russell, II. p. 81. 2 Russell, IL p. 316. 
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six gods. A person cannot marry in his own division 
every member of which is regarded as his Bhaibanda; 
but he can marry with any woman of the second divisioa 
The two divisions include many small septs, but the septs 
are inoperative in regulating marriage.• 

(4) Kudubis have exogamous septs which denote 
the god which is kept in the house of the most respected 
member of each sept. • · · 

{5) Kurumo is an Uria agricultural class. In some 
places marriage restrictions are based on the house-gods. 
Persons who worship the same house-god may not inter-. 
marry.• 

{6) Mannewar is a small tribe in C.P. It is divided 
into three exogamous septs, worshipping four, five and 
six gods respectively. A man must not marry a girl 
worshipping the same number of gods as himself. Wilen 
the girl is a deformed one, or when nobody solicits her 
hand, she is given away with her sister to the first cousin 
or to some other near relative. • 

(7) Nattukotai Chetti is-~ money-lending caste of 
Madura. They are divided into nine exogamous divi
sions named after the respective temples (Kovils) in which 
they worsihp.' · · 

--:o:-·-

In the above lists I have tried to include every 
llindu caste which is numerically considerable, or which 
practises any peculiar rule of sept or sapir)<)a exogamy. 
Apart from the variety of the origins of exogamous septs 
one may see from the lists that in Northern India and. 

3 RusseU, III. p. 66. 4 Thurston, IV. p. 100. 
5 Thurston, IV. 178. 6 Russell, IV. pp. 191)-196. 
7 Thurston, V. p. 26[ •. 
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especially. in Behar, high class Hindus other than the 
Brahmins have carried the principle of sept exogamy 
too far. !\!other's sept in addition to the father's sept 
is almost· uniformly avoided by high class non-Bra.hmins 
in Northern India. In Behar they forbid marriage in 
seven septs and sometimes e\'"en in nine septs. For exam
ple, the Goalas avoid in marriage (I) one's own sept, (2) 
mother's sept, (3) maternal grandmother's sept, (3) ma
ternal great grandmother's sept, (5) Paternal grand· 
mother's sept, (6) Paternal great grandmother's sept, 
(7) Paternal great great grandmother's sept, (8) Paternal 
grandmother's mother's sept, (9) and the sept of paternal 
great grandmother's mother.' The septs are taken into 
account on both sides. If the proposed bride's mother 
belonged to the same sept as the bridegroom's paternal 
grandmother's, there can be no marriage, although the 
bride and the bridegroom belong to difierent septs. In 
Eastern Bengal, however, one may find that many castes 
ha\·e given up their exogamous septs, and they now re
gulate marriage sin1ply by counting the prohibited de
grees. As pointed out by Risley, this may be due to the 
influence of the .I\Iohanm1edans who form the bulk of the 

. total population of Eastern Bengal, and who do not 
observe any sort of sept exogamy. With the solitary 
ex~-ept.ion of the .1\Iiidhyandina Brahmins all c.astes in 
the De.:ean avoid only the father's sept in marriage. 

Another ob\ious thing that may be observed from 
the li:;ts is that almost all castes of the Dravidian or mix
ed origin are gradually being Brahmanized. I have men
tioned some purely Dravidian castes that have adopted 
the Bmluuanical gotras, and who regulate their marriage 
a<X'Ording to Brahmanical usage. Some castes have made 
this transformation within re.:ent memory. · A hybrid 

1. Ri•l•y, I, p. 283 
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Mongoloid tribe known as Suraj-Bansi assrimed Brah
manical gotras so recently as the year 1871. Other castes 
like the Kayasthas profess Brahmanical gotras, but they 
base their exogamy upon their territorial septs, and not 
upon their Brahmanical gotras. All regards the Bom
bay Presidency, the Marathas, the Bhandaris, the Tam
bats and several other castes have recently begun to 
claim the Brahmanical gotras. But although some ad
vanced people of these castes may be regulating their 
marriage by these newly assumed gotras, as a rule an 
average man belonging to these castes is completely ig
norant of his Brahmanical gotra. It will be considerable 
time before all members of these castes adopt fully the 
Brahmanical rule of gotra exogamy. 

All regards the purely Dravidian tribes, they are 
slowly forgetting their totemic usages, although in many 
cases they have retained the totemic nap1es of their clans. 
Regarding the continuous Brahmanization of the mixed 
and Dravidian castes, it may be further observed that, 
while they are vieing with each other in adopting the 
Brahmanical customs, the Brahmin community ·as a 
whole is getting rid of its traditional rigidity of soci~ 
life. The Brahmin is fast forgetting his pravaras, 
and although he sticks tb ·gotra exogamy, the gotra. be
reft of its pravara backbone · is a meaningless dogma.. 
If the present tendencies continue to grow, one need not 
be surprised, if in course of time Brahmins begin to re
gulate their marriages by surnames, and finally, by ob
serving only the rule of prohibited degrees. 

As regards the rule of sapll;,lga exogamy, it may 
be observed that in the Deccan most of the Dravidian 
and mixed castes allow marriage with the cognates in 
the third generation. Cross-cousin marriage is not only 
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permitted, but it is often a favourite marriage; and in 
oome cases, according to the custom of Menarikam, it 
is compulsory. The cousin-marriage, is, however, res
tricted to maternal uncle's daughter and paternal aunt's 
-daughter. Children of two sisters and children of tv;o 
brothers are strictly forbidden to intermarry. The uni
versal prohibition of intermarriage between the children 
uf two sisters is most probably the survical of the matri
lineal descent which is believed to have had a wide pre
valence in the past. In a tribe following a matrilineal 
descent, the children of two sisters will belong to the same 
sept, and they are naturally unmarriageable. Father's 
sister's daughter and maternal uncle's daughter will be
long to a different clan, and so they are favoured for mar
riage. In some Dravidisn tribes the relation between 
the maternal uncle and the nephew is a peculiar one. 
The uncle arranges the marriage of his nieces, and some
-times cl~ the nieces for his sons. If the nieces are 
not married to his sons, he is to be compensated for it. 
But the most popular form of cousin-marriage is between 
·sister's son and brother's daughter, and less frequently 
between a man and his father's sister's daughter. 

That cousin-marriage is particularly a Dravidian 
~llli'tolu may be seen from the fact that in the principal 
Dravidisn languages, wife's father receives the same name 
'l\I;iman' as mother's brother, and the mother-in-law and 
maternal uncle's wife are also known by an identical nanie. 
ln Tamil and Telugu the father's sister's husband is also 
culled M:\man or M:\m!!., while the mother's brother's 
~ife and the father's sister are both named in Telugu as 
Attii.s. "Further, in all the three Dravidian languages 
the mother's brother's son, the father's sister's son and 
the hrother-in-law receive the same name, Maittunan 
in Tamil, Blva in Telugu, and Bhavameida, Bhava or 
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Meidan~ in Canarese. "1 Thus, it will be ,seen that . at 
one time .the practice of cousin-m.a,n:iage Jnust have been 
extremely popular in the. Dravidian tn"bes. 

The prohibition of intermarriage between the child
ren of two sisters may be explained by the matrilineal 
descent prevalent at some time or other. But the pro
hibition of intermarriage between the children of two 
brothers is not easily explicable in a tribe following a 
matrilineal descent. The Nayars of Malbar who follow 
the matrilineal descent prohibit marriage between the 
childern of two sisters and also two brothers, although the 
children of two brothers belong to two different clans, 
the clans of their respective mothers. It may be thai> 
some primitive tribes followed the matrilineal descent, 
while at the same time other tribes were patrilineal. With 
the matrilineal descent children of two sisters cannot 
intermarry, as they belong to the same clan. According 
to the patrilineal descent the children of two brothers 
cannot intermarry. As the patrilineal tribes and the 
matrilineal ones lived side by side, and as there is no re
cord of any natural or special antipathy existing between· 
these tribes, each tribe may have borrowed the peculiar 
exogamous prohibitions of the· other. Thus, people fol· 
lowing a matrilineal or patrilineal descent, alike prohi
bited the intermarriage between the children of two sis-
ters or of two brothers. · 

An explanation, perhaps more plausible than the 
above, of the wide-spread prohibition of marriage be
tween parallel cousins has been given by Rivers. In a 
dual system of society there are only two social groups 
each group being an exogamous unit. Under such a 

2 W. H. B. Rivers, in R.!. Society's Journal, (1907), pp. 620. 
621. 
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system whether the descent be patrilineal or matrilineal. 
children of two brothers· or of two sisters must ·belong 

·to the same moiety, and thus .cannot intermarry". · 1'he 
·explanation must be ·accepted as a completely satisfac
tory one, provided we are ready to grant the uniform_ 
. existence of the dual system of society in the remote past. 

. In dealing with the rule of Brahmanical sapiQga exo
gamy, I have already pointed out that, although the Nor:.. 
them Smriti-writers did their · best to develop sapil)ga 
exogamy, and although they enjoined m~rriage beyond 
seven generations on the father's side and five genera
tions on the mother's side, the rule was never recognised 
in the Deccan. Even in Northern India, although Hindt1 
Legislators were successful in prohibiting marriage ge
nerally in the third generation, the entire rule of sapil)ga. 
exogamy was not always faithfully followed. The rule 
of prohibited degrees-sapil)ga exogamy-was an Indo
Aryan invention. Sapil)ga exogamy is foreign to Dra
vidian culttlre. The Dravidian was an enthusiast only 
as far as the sept exogamy led him. If marriage be
tween two sisters' children was barred, that was not due
to any prohibitive rule of sapil)ga exogamy, but that 

· prohibition was only a survival of the matrilineal des
cent which was widely prevalent among the Dravids 
in ancient times. 

Regarding the marriage of the widows, in the JA,<7Veda 
times, the practice of levirate was ctlrreDt among the Indo
Aryans•. But along with the rise of sept and sapiQga
exogamy among the Indo-Aryans, the levirate slowly
fell into disuse, although it lingered in a changed form_ 

:; W. H. R. Rivers, "Kinship IUld Social Organization", (1914), 
pp 72-73. 

4 Rig. X-18·1, 8; X--#-2. 
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-under the name 'Niyoga', till some centuries after Christ. 
cBrahmin community ·as a whole has now denounced 
·widow· marriage, although by a special legislation Govern
ment has legalized it. Other high-cla.sS Hindus generally 
follow the Brahmins in this matter. Low caste Hindus 
~d many purely Dravidian races permit widow marriage. 
'The widow in some castes has to marry the elder brother 
-of the deceased, and in some castes, the younger brother 
-of the deceased. In other castes the widow is prevented 
:from marrying any of her brothers-in-law, but she has 
'to marry some one from her caste. 



CHAPTER XII 

Exogamy of the Hindus in the Light of Eugenics 

In the foregoing pages exogamy of the Hindus has been 
!uiiy described. In the present chapter I propose to 
examine the ruies of exogamy in the light of eugenics. 

All high-class Hindus and purely Dravidian races 
observe the rule of sept exogamy, while most of the in
termediate castes reguiate their marriage by the formuia 
<()f prohibited degrees or by their surnames or family names. 
The Brahmins are required to observe the most oompre
hensive form of exogamy. Intermarriage between per
sons belonging to the same gotra or pravara is strictly 
forbidden. Besides the ruie of sept exogamy, the Hindus 
in Northern India observe the ruie of sapir;u~a exogamy 
that prohibits marriage within certain generations of the 
cognates. The net resuit of all these prohibitions is that 
intermarriage of persons belonging to the same gotra. 
or pravara is barred for all times. By the strict ruie of 
sapir.1~a exogamy 2121 girls in all are rendered nnmar
riageable.1 In Northern India most of the high-class 
·non-Brahmin castes prohibit marriage in the father's as 
well as the mother's gotra. In Behar, in some castes a 

1 I ohonld like to mention here that, slthough the Hindu L&w 
prohibits n1arriage between aagotr& persona, under the 
Spt'Ci&l M &rriage Amendment Act of 1923 it is possible 
for a Hindu to contract a valid marriage with a sagotr& 
girl, provided she is not related to hinl within certain 
degreos of aonsanguinity. A Hindu, marrying under this Act, 
is, however, deemed to effect his seversnce from his undi
vi<l<'d family. He also loses his right of adoption. Although 
the Spocial Marriage Amendment Act exists in the Statue 
books, it is very rarely resorted to by the Hindus in 
eontrscting their marriages. 
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person has to avoid as many as nine gotras. These pro
hibitions are rendered far more intensive in their appli 
cation in India on account of the v.ery small endoga
mous sub-divisions of castes. Sometimes an endoga
mous sub-caste within which a man must select his bride 
does not count even a thousand ·members. Within ·such 
a microscopic endogamous sub-caste and under the opeo. 
ration of the rules of sept and sapil)<Ja exogamy, the dif
ficulty of securing a suitable marriageable girl is simply 
to be imagined. Under the two-fold restrictions of en.: 
dogamy and exogamy, a ·Hindu youth's field for select~ 
ing a bride has been unnaturally narrowed down. ' 

It is a problem deserving a careful consideration, 
whether the exogamous restrictions, prevalent among th~ 
Hindus, have done, or are P,oing, any material good t~ 
the sqciety. Marriage is a social question, and it must 
be considered with an unbiassed mind free from any re
ligious prejudices. In India in the Vedic times, mar
riage was regarded more or less a social necessity. The 
wife was expected to be the· mother of a hero; she was 
expected to give birth to ten sons; she was expected to 
grow and act a lady of her ne~ house. On reading the· 
marriage hymn.~ in the l;ligveda, we do not find that any
religious importance was attached to marriage. Aims 
of the .l;Ugvedic marriag~ 8eem purely to be social and 
practical. Progeny-good and valiant progeny-was the 
principal aim of marriage. From the days of the Siitra 
works, exogamous and endogamous restrictions began 
to be enforced, and as time went on, the restrictions grew 
more wide and more rigid. A:s we are not directly con
Cerned here with the endogamous restrictions, I will con
fine myself only to the consideration of the exogamous 
.restrictions. 

2 ~ig. X--85. 
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The I!Upporters of sept and sapil;lqa exogamy empha
size the evil e:IIects of inbreeding and the advantages of 
c:rossing. As we have seen in a preceding chapter, some 
writers try to trace the origin of exogamy to the know
ledge of the evil e:IIects of inbreeding by the primitive 
mind. I have tried to show that this explanation of exo
gamy is untenable, in as much as the uncultured mind 
<lf the primitive man cannot be expected to possess a. 
grasp of continuous results, and a capacity to formulate 
a universal rule to remedy the evil. But now the question 
must be answered, are the much-spoken-of ill e:IIects of 
inbreeding real, or are they inlaginary ? 

At the outset it is necessary to define inbreeding. 
Inbreeding is a relative term. A Hindu from Behar who 
avoids nine septs in marriage will charge with inbreeding 
a Deccani Hindu who habitually marries the cognatic 
relations in the third generation. A Deccani Hindu may 
level the charge of inbreeding against the Christians 
and the 1\Iohammedans who allow marriage between 
-parallel cousms. 

In answering the question, "Whether inbreeding 
· produces bad e:IIects," we shall have to -,iew inbreeding 
in' a broad sense as opposed to cross-breeding. Old bio
loglliis were of opinion that inbreeding tends invariably 
to sterility, mental degeneration and many other phy
sical defornuties. Churchmen and medical men harped 
<lll the same string. It was not till the latter half of the 
ninett:>t>nth century that biologists tried to see by actual 
-experin1ents the results of inbreeding on di:IIerent animals 
and plants. As a result of these experiments, it is ob
sNYed tltat sterility or defonnity· Or ~t>generncy are not 
inlwrt:>nt in inbreeding, and they are not intecrelated as 
cause and effect. Inbreedin~ as a method <lf p'ropoga-
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tion, achieves two things. It isolates what are knowrt 
as unit characters, and intensifies them. Under the pro
cess of inbreeding, if bad characters are inter-mated, bad 
characters will be observed in the progeny in an inten
sified form. If desirable characters are inbred, the pro
geny will show those characters in a confirmed and 
improved form. Inbreeding by itself cannot produce 
good results or bad results. It depends upon the stocks 
inbred. By itself it cannot produce fecundity or barren
ness. Deformity or beauty is not to be attributed ro 
inbreeding by way of effect. The principal effect of in
breeding is the manifestation and the development of 
dormant characters. All observed by East and Jones, 
" If evil is brought to light, inbreeding is no more to be 
blamed than a detective who unearths a crime. Instead 
of being condemned, it should be commended. After
continued inbreeding, a cross-bred stock has been purified 
and rid of abnormalities, monstrocities and serious weak
nesses of all kinds. Only those charaCters can remain 
which either are favourable or are not definitely harmful 
in the organism"". Alfred Huth in the concluding chapter
of his " Marriage of Near Kin" writes, "On the !Jther 
hand we have seen many caseli.of in-and-inbreeding in 
isolated communities, and more especially among domestic 
animals, in which no evil ciff,lctS have been observed'. " 

It may be contended that the beneficial results of 
inbreeding, obtained in the case of plants and domestic 
animals, cannot uniformly be expected in the case of 
man. It must be admitted that there is a measure of 
truth in the contention. Experiments of inbreeding 
with the plants and domestic animala can be completely 
guided and controlled by us, but as soon as we reach the 

3 "Inbreeding and outbreeding", p, 140. 
4 "Marriage of Near Kin", p. 33a. 
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sphere of humanity, our perception often fails and our 
control ia loosened. Unit characters in a human creature, 
are always complex, and they often times defy analysis. 
In plant life or in a domestic animal, if some undesirable 
recessive characteristic develops and comes to prominence
as a result of inbreeding, it can do but limited harm 
With human society the question assumes a difierent 
aspect. There may be cases where the development of 
the undesirable recessive characteristics may be .a serious. 
menace to the rest of the society. All these are sound 
considerations no doubt, but they are applicable to those 
societies in which continuous in-and-inbreeding just as 
the brother and sister marriage ia being practised. Marri
age between brother and sister ia at present totally absent 
in all civilized societies. When we talk of inbreeding .. 
what is really meant ia the mating of cognates or agnates 
in the third generation or onward. Even the severest 
critics of inbreeding shall have to grant that the danger 
of undesirable developments consequent upon inbreeding 
is considerably reduced in cousin-marriage. 

Leaving aside the scientific discussion about the 
effects of inbreeding, I should like to consider the problem 
·from a practical point of view. For a Hindu mind the 
Molmmedans and the Christians practise inbreeding, in 
as much as they approve of marriage between parallel 
cousins and cross cousins. These two communities are 
practising cousin-marriages for hundreds of years ; and 
they have not shown the slightest sign of degeneration, 
mental or physical. The vigour of these communities is 
unquestionable. The Mobamedans once aspired to be 
the mnsters of the world. As regards the Christians, 
it would suffice to say that they have made the rest 
of the world revoh·e round them. The Christian popula
tion oft he world is increasing by leaps and bounds. From 
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the point of intellect also, the largest number of high 
intellectuals of the world comes from among the Christ
ians. When sept exogamy was non-existent among the 
Indo-Aryans or was loosely observed by them, and when 
they habitually married their cognatic relations in the 
third generation, they were the leading race of the 
world. For the last 2,500 years, the Indo-Aryans have 
been observing the strict rules of sept and sapil;l~a 
exogamy. But during all these years, as history will 
tell us, the Indo-Aryans have not been able to hold 
their own against the foreign invaders. 

Under the rule of sapil;l~a exogamy, as practised 
in the Deccan, marriage between the children of two 
brothers and of two sisters is prolu'bited, while marriage 
between the children of brother and sister is permitted. 
From the point of clan-organization, according to the 
patrilineal or matrilineal descent, there may be good 
grounds to prohibit marriage between the children of 
two brothers and two sisters, but according to biology 
there is absolutely no difierence between the prohibited 
matings and the approved matings of cousins. In 
Northern India they avoid a great number d generations 
of cognates-sometimes seven generations and sometimes 
five ; while in the line of the agnates marriage is barred 
for all times. This distinction made between the cognates 
and the agnates is unsupportable from the point of view 
<Jf biology. · 

Regarding sept exogamy, its restrictions are so 
eJ.-travagant and so· far-reaching 'that one may not even 
try to give a r<>tional defence of them. To avoid hundreds 
<Jf agnatic generations in marriage cannot be justified on 
any ground either medical; eugenic or religious. According 
to Galton' s famous theorv of inheritance, eugenically 
cognates and· agnates st.and on the same footing, and the 
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fra<.:tion of inheritance that a man derives from his ances
tors six or seven degrees removed is so small that it may 
safely be ignored ; and it diminishes by one-half for 
every preceding generation. Thus, advocates of a cross 
or outbreeding should have absolutely no objection to 
allow marriage after the sixth or seventh generation in the 
cognatic and the agnatic lines as well. The Brahmanic 
rule of sapii)ga exogamy prohibits intermarriage of the 
cognates, only up to the fifth or seventh degree. One 
may reasonably say that the same rule on the same analogy 
should be made applicable also to agnatic relations. 

For that section of the Hindu population who. 
altogether refuses to consider the problem of marriage 
from the eugenic standpoint, it may be pointed out that 
sept exogamy originated with gotra-pnre and simple, 
meaning family name or surname. Manu, the first 
law-giver of the Indo-Aryans, enunciates the rule of sept 
exogamy in its simplest form, prohibiting marriage in 
the gotra or family. 1\-lillions and millions of gotras or 
surnames were afterwards grouped together on the 
basis of pravaras under ten heads. The gotra ~ishis 
and the pravara ~{ishis are not inter-related by any blood 

'tie. The more orthodox section of the Brahmins may, 
therefore, see the justice of going back to Manu's rule of 
exogamy, and prohibit marriage only in the family. 
Regarding the restridions of sapil)"'a exogamy, while 
disl'ountenancing, along with l\1anu, marriage in the 
third cognatic generation they may, with every propriety, 
rec~gnize the validity of marriage between cognates 
in the fourth generation and onward. 

There is another reason which must appeal to the 
orthodox-minded for loosening the exogamous restrictions 
in the present times. When the Siltra-writers laid 
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down the rule of sept exogamy, the Brahmin community 
was not di>ided into endless endogamous sub-castes. 
\Yhen the field of selection is sufficiently wide, exogamous 
restrictions are comparatively less troublesome. But 
to try to make the same rule applicable in entirely altered 
circumstances is to try to put up on one's grown-up 
body the jacket that one wore when a child. Even in the 
Siitra times, when the Siitra-writers found that their 
rule of exogamy, prohibiting marriage between persons 
reciting one identical pravara, was too harassing in the 
case of the Kevala Bhrigu and Kevala Angiras groups, 
they did relax the original rule. If the exogamous 
restrictions, current among the Brahmins, are really 
harassing, is it too much to expect from the modern 
Brahmins that they re-examine the restrictions and 
introduce suitable changes in the rules, just as their 
forefathers did under similar circumstances two thou
sand years before ? 

As I have already mentioned, all Hindu castes, 
high or low, are being slowly Brahmanised. In ~any 
cases the transformation is deliberate, and so it is 
rather swift ; but all other castes indirectly and un:
consciously are doing the same thing. One word of 
advice to the non-Brah:W:ms may not be out of place 
here. With all their laudable zeal for following the 
Brahmanical ideals, they would. be acting in their own 
interests if they analyse and sift before they embrace 
any Brahmani.cal dogma . 

. r .. llii!IIIIO~Or"¥"'' .. 
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177, 178, 186, I 88. 

Bauri, caste, 2-1.9. 
ll:i vuri, caste, 231. 

Bedar (Boya), caste, 231. 
Bee, sept, 240. 
Belli, (silver), sept,230, 242. 
Bestha, caste, 232. 
Bhag, Bhago (tiger), sept, 

235, 239, 241, 245, 246, 
247. 

Bhaggava, gotra, 93. 
Bhalandana, pravara, 26,91, 

96. 
Bhandari, caste, 232, 278. 
Bhangi, caste, 265. 
Bhaniha, sept, 262. 
Bharadvaja, Gai)a, 24, 51, 

153, 154, 226. 
Bharadvaja, ~ishi, 24, 30, 

31, 64, 70. 
Bharadvaja, surname, 38. 
Bharata, pravara, 73, 74. 
Bhargava, 72, 73, 266. 
Bhii.rga v;J;l, 72. 
Bhariya, tribe, 249. 
Bharmya.Sva, pravara, 69. 
Bhat, caste, 225, 25~. · 
Bhatiya, caste, 225. 
Bhavasar, caste, 249. 
Bhil, tribe, 232. 
Bhoi, caste, 232, 233. 
Bhondari, caste, 233. 
Bhoyar, tribe,26l. 
Bhringi, sept, 227. 
Bhrieu, last compiler of 

l\Ianu-Smriti, 105, ll7, 
179. 

Bh riguaf1giras, GaQa,33, 63. 
Bhrigu, GaQa, 24, 33,49, 62, 

63, 70, 71. 
Bhrigu, l.{ishi, 24, 26, 27, 30, 

31. 32, 64. 
Bhulnhar Brahmins, 38,266. 
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Bida, gotra, 52. 
Bida, pravara, 49. 
Billava, caste, 233. 
Bilkharia, sept, 265. 
Binjhwar, tribe, 249. 
Bird, sept, 234. 
Boat, sept, 234. 
Bola (bangle), sept, 242. 
Bopadeva, 208. 
Bottada, caste, 233. 
BrahmapurlU)a, 9, 15, 152, 

208. 
Brahma form of marriage, 

142, 145, 202, 215. 
Brahma Kshatri, caste, 2:25, 
Brahmin, I, 22, 24, 33, 39, 

40, 63, 64, 67' 74, 83, 86, 
87, 88, 91, 94, 95, 96, 98, 
101, 107, 108, 109, llO, 
111, 121,122,123,124, 125, 
137, 138, 148, 149, 154, . 
161, 171, 210, 221, 289, 
290, etc. 

BrahmaQa works, 17, 21, 46, 
57, 63, 70, 92, 96, 100, 
104, 108, 121, 155, 178, 
179, 220 etc. 

Bread, ~pt, 232. . 
Brihad AraQyaka Upam

shad, 66, 89. 
Brihaduktha, pravara, 51. 
Brihad-Yama, 138,141, 147, 

157, 159, 199. 
Brihan-Manu, 205. 
Bfihaspati, 52. 
Brihaspati Smriti, 15, 104, 

156. 
Budh, sept, 245. 
Buddhistic works, 11, 92, 

93, 94. 

Buffalo, sept, 239, 240, 246. 
Buhler, G., 104, 180, 185. 
Burud, caste, 266. 
Butter, sept, 234. 

c. 
Cart, sept, 234, 239, 242. 
Cow, sept, 236, 239, 240, 

242. 
Chakama, tribe, 262. 
Chamiir, caste, 250, 259. 
ChaQgala, llO, 124, 129, 

132, 133, 138, 139, 141, 
142, 146, 147, 149, 151, 
154, 157, 158, 159, 160, 
192, etc. 

ChruyJali, 138, 139, 147, 
183. 

Chandratreya, gotra, 37. 
ChandrayaQa penance, see 

Lunar penance. 
Charcoal, sept, 232. 
Chasa, caste, 233. . 
Chata (umbrella), sept, 245. 
Chatriya, sept, ~ 62. . 
Chaturvarga-Chintama(n, 

142, 201. 
Chaturvi.m§atimata, 193, 
. 207, 208, 215. 
Chauria (rat), sept, 245, 246 
Chenchu, tribe, 233. 
Chentsalrao, P., 23, 26, 43. 
Chero, tribe, 233, 234. 
Chhandoga, gotra, 36. 
Chh;mdogya Upanishad, 34. 
Chiknya, sept, 262. 
Chitpavan Brahmins, 217. 
Choitdhari, sept, 262. 
Christians, 285, 287. 



Col>ra, l!Ppt, 240, 241, 2.t7. 
omh, ~<'pt, 239. 

Cot, s<•pt, 24G. 
Crooke, \V., 224, 229. 

o. 
lhnrlasi, caste, 23·1. 
] >:mgi, tribe, 2GG. 
Darji, caste, 2.:;9. 
lla~aratha J ftt aka, 11. 
J);1~put, SPfJt, 26:;). 
llaitak•t !ltimftliwa, 76,77. 
l>a1tP, HllrtHIIUC, 36. 
]lt·~lnnukh, s('pt, 2G2. 
lJevak, 23:?, 9H, 217, 261 

ch-. 
llevaki, 20. 
lle\ ala, !WI. 
llc\'all;t llha ita, 139, 140, 

1-tl, !4.:;, 150, 199, 200, 
20I, 2U2, 203, 207, 215, 
216. 

llt'\·ang;t, <·a~i(\ 2.)fl. 
llPVtlnga, en:-,it:to, 234. 

::;!)7 

, J)pvftr, cu~1t\ 23-!~ 
])p,-ar•Hn, prayanl, 5L 
Dt•vutamsa, pranm1, 49. 
lllwnalijaya, pnn ara, 49. 
l>hatl~:,r, t'aste, 2jtJ, 
llkmuk , t•a,if', 2>0, 266. 
llh<lll\1 ar, trihl', 234, 23:>. 
llhark<ir, ca~it', 23.1. 
Dh<ttm>t·l'intlhu, 154, l.i!l, 

:?12. :?l!l. 
lllll'.!a, nt,;tP, 2.:;0. 
Jlhin:.ar, t'.:.H .. t'-"'· ~3.1. 
llhipp<>. ~t>pt, :?:13. 
Hholti, castt~. 2 .. i0, :!li7. 
Dlwr, l'U~i,•, :?3:>. 

Dhuniya, caste, 235. 
Dhuri, caste, 251. 
Divodasa, pravara, 49. 
DivodHsiya, 148. 
Dom, ca~1:e, 250, 251. 
Donhy, sept, 2~2. 
Dosiich, cnste, 267. 
DravirJa, Dravidian, 1, 170, 

171, 214, 223, 278, 279, 
281, 282,283 etc. 

Drir.lhachyuta, 70. 
Drum, sept, 232. 
Dry field, sept, 239. 
DuLla, tri1e, 251. 
Dumb, SPpt, 236. 
Dumiil, caste, 239. 
Durkheim, Professor, 168. 
Durv;isas, 31. 
Dutt, R C., 12. 
Dvii pilra age, 105. 
Dvigotra, 76. 

E. 
Ear, s('pt, 236. 
Eggclin~. I'rofessor, 53. 
EkHnalil;.1, 20. 
Ekoji, 99. 
Elephant, sept, 238, 239, 

2-tO, 242, 246. 
Ehdogamy, 2, 4, 284. 

F. 

Fiek, Dr. R., 3!J, 40, 69, 
72, 93, 9-l. 

Fire,st•pt, 232, 236, 2.12. 
Fort, SPpt-, 232. 
Fox, S<'pt. 2.16. 
};~r .. Jg, ~wpt, 242. 
Frazer, ::'oir James, I 66, I 67. 
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G. 

Gadba, caste, 235. 
Gadariya, caste 235. 
Gadhe, sept, 260. 
Gandhara, gotra, 35. 
GandharayaQa, gotra, 36. 
Gandharva marriage, 9, 12!, 

153, 200, etc. 
Gandhila, tribe, 251. 
Gangi, gotra, 35. 
Garden, sept, 232. 
Gardhabha, gotra, 36. 
Gardhabhimukha, gotra, 36. 
Garland, sept, 238. 
Garga, Garge, surname, 38. 
Gaura, gotra, 36. . 
Gautama Dharma Sutra, 81, 

102, 104, 108, 115, 116, 
117, ll8, 119, 123, 124, 
125, 156, 177, 182, 184, 

186, 188, 189, 191, 194, 
195, 198, 199, 200, 207, 
208, 213, etc. 

Gautama, GaQa, 2!. 
Gautama, ~ishi, 2!, 30, 31. 
Ga yaka, gotra, 36. 
Geldner, 34. 
Gens organization, 84, 85, 

86, 87, 88. 
Gbasiva. tribe, 236. 
Ghule: K! is!wasastrf, 23, 53. 
Gidh (vulture), sept, 245, 

246, 247. 
Goalft, caste, 267, 268. 
Gobhila Grihya Sutra, ll7. 
Godayana, gotra, 35. 
Godveshi, gotra, 36. 
Gohatya, sept, 262. 
Golla, caste, 236. 

Gond, tribe, 236, 237. 
Gotra, 2, 8, 22. Yaidp "s 

vie\\·s of, 23, 24, 25; drffe
rent interpretations of, 34; 
identity with surname,34-
39 ; Spiritual60, 61 ;G~tra 
in relation to . adopt1~m, 
76 ~17 78 88 · m relatiOn 

' ' ' ' . to impurities,_ 79, ~0 ; m 
relation to mhentance, 
81, 82, 83, 84 ; compared 
with gens organization,86, 
87, 88. 

Gowari, caste, 237, 238, 
Grain, sept, 234, 239. 
Grape, sept, 240. 
Greeks, different tribes of. 

3 ; gens endogamy_ o~ .. 4; 
surnames of, 38 ; ImtJa
tion of, 78, 79 ; laws of 
inheritance, 83; unequal 
marriages, 219. 

Grihya Sutras, 19, ll7. 
Gritsamada, 70. 
Gudala, caste, 238. 
Giijar, caste, 268. 
Gujarati Brahmins, 149. 
Gundam (pit), sept, 233. 
Gurav, caste, 260. 
Gurram, (horse), sept, 233. 

H. 

Hadd~ caste, 238. 
Hajam, caste, 252. 
Halba, caste, 260. 
Ha!dyo, surname, 37. 
Halwai, caste, 252, 268. 
Hanuman worship, 40. 
Hare, sept, 238. 
Hari, caste, 252. 



Ilaradatta, 82, 187, 206. 
Jl ariHYamin, 19. 
Harita, gotra, 66, 68. 
11 ariva~n"a, 20, 21. 
llcurn, 12. 
Hemad ri, 9, I 0, 142, 143, 

151,158,201,208,211. 
llem!wan·hus, pravam, 49. 
Hemodaku, pravara, 49. 
Hindu race, {'omponentsof,L 
Hirm.>yal•e::in G rihya Siitra, 

ll7. 
J [o. tribe, 238. 
Iloleya, caste, 2 38. 
Honey, sept, 238. 
Ilorsc, sept, 236, 240. 
Hut, st•pt, 232. 
liuth, Alfred, 286. 

I. 
Id!Jmuvaha, 70. 
lla, pranHa, 26, 96, 97. 
Im purities, see gotra. 
Indo-Aryan, 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 

!l, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
. 22, 21i. 27, 28, 29, 30, 33, 

uo, 76. 78, 87, 100, 109, 
11-l. 119, 120, 121, 123, 
12.3, 12U, 155, 161, 166, 
167. 178, 220, 288. 

Inbreeding, 2!!5·287. 
Imlm, hymn-composer, 46. 
lndrii~•i, hymn-t•ompot<er, 46. 
lnh('ritunet>, !'('(' gotra. 
Initiation, 76, 77, 78, 107. 

J. 
Jiihala, Satyakiima, 34. 
Jaeknl. st•pt, 236. 
Jadhi l'elengn, caste, 238, 

239. 
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Jaiu works, 1)2,93, 94. 
Jamadagni, Ga~1a, 24, 148, 

150, 159. 
Jamadagni, 1:-ishi, 24, 30, 31, 

54. 
Janagha, gotra, 226. 
Janardana, gotra, 226. 
Jasmine, sept, 239,242, 246. 
Jiit, caste, 268, 269. 
Jiittlka.r~lya, 2ll, 216. 
Jayasimha Bhonsle, 99. 
Jimhasimya, gotra, 36. 
Jimi1taviihana, 177. 
Jiianesvara, 158. 
Jolly, J., 18, 105, 127, 128. 
J nang, tribe, 239. 
J vari, gotra, 36. 

K 
Kachhi, tribe, 21;2. 
Kadar, tribe, 262. 
Kadu, S('pt, 260. 
Kuhar, tribe, 252. 
Kakshivat, 67. 
Kali age, 9, 105, 129,130, 152 .. 
Kalikapur:II)a, 77, 78. 
Kalinji, caste, 239. 
KalivarJ\·a 9 15 145 152 .. ' ' ' ,. . 
Kallan, tribe, 269. 
Kalwiir, caste, 269. 
Kamasha, gotra, 228. 
K:uuakalanidhi, 99. 
Kamali1kara, 130, 148, 149, 

150, 206,2ll, 212,217. 
Kamiir, tribe, 239. 
K:imi, gntra, 36. 
Kanm1a, l'aste, 239. 
Kammalan, caste,226. 
Klllilsa, 20. 
K1il)a (crow), st>pt, 2 45. 
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Ka~tiikshi, gotra, 36. 
Kan~uj:ya, sept, 265. 
Kanjar, tribes, 263. · 
Kanikar, tribe, 270. 
Kantode, sept, 260. 
Ka~wa, gotra, 35, 61, 66, 68. 
Ka~JVa, gotra, 35. 
Kal)viil;, 61. 
Kal)viiyana, gotra, 35. 
Kar)Vi, gvtra, 35. 
Kapali, caste, 253. 
Kapardisvamin, 43, 44, 53. 
Kapi, gotra, 39. 
Kapimukha, gotra, 36. 
Kftpu (Reddi), caste, 239. 
Ka pusavara, tribe, 270. 
Karan, caste, 226. 
Kare~mpitla, prayara, 49. 
I " • ·t <)N) \.an\ a, sep ., .... v-. 

Kasai (butcher), sepb, 262. 
Kashib-gotra, 269. 
Kasinirtha, 154, 219.. 
Kasyapa, Gar,1a, 24, 33, 39,62, 

71, 101, 115, 12Z, 149, 150, 
153, 154, 156, 159,226,227, 
226. 

Ka~yapa, l~ishi, 24,27, 30, ·31, 
49. 

Kasyapa, gotra, 205. 
Kath<tk, caste, 25 . 
Kathaka Grihya Sutra, 117. 
Kajhaka, pmvam, 49. 
Kiityf<yana, author of Anuk-

ramar.tl, 45, 46, 4 7, 48. 
Katyayana-Laugakshi, 75. 
Kiityayana, f3mriti, 152. 
Kfttyayana Srauta Sutra, 

54, 57, 73, 74. 
KauQ<)i~tya, gotra, 39, 52. 
Ka uQ•.linya, surname, 38. 

Kaushitaki Briihma{•a, 96. 
Kaw\ika, gotra, 99. 
Kam;ika, surname, 38. 
Kautiiiya, 3·!. 
Kavasha, 67. 
Kawar, tribe, 240. 
Kayastba, caste, 270, 278. 
Kayastha Prabhu, 226. 
Keith. A. B., 18. 
Kevala Artgiras, 61, 66. 68 

69, 70, 103, 122, 290. 
Kevala Bhrigu, 61, 6G, 68, 69, 

70, 10!, 122, 290. 
Kewat, caste, 253. 
Khi\Q•Java, gotra, 35. 
Khandekar, surname, 37. 
Khangar, tribe, 253. 
Khariv11, tribe, 2.i0. 
Khatik caste, 253. 
Khatri, caste, 226, 27 L. 
Khond, tribe, 271. 
Khyiin, cast<", 226. 
Klra (parrot), sept, 235. 
Kirar, caste, 271. 
Kisan, caste, 25!. 
Knife, sept, 23.J,. 
Kochh, trilw, 25!. 
Kohli, caste, 27l. 
Kolbe (jackal}, sept, 260. 
K.:>li, caste, 272. 
Kolta, caste, 272. 
Komat.i, caste, 240. 
Konda Dora, caste, 2H. 
Konga Velliila, caste, 241. 
Kora (sun), sept, 235. 
Kori\, caste, 241. 
Kori, caste, 272. 
Korku, tribe, 2H. 
KonYa, caste, 254. 
Kota, tribe, 272. 
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Krathaka, pravara, 49. 
1Cratu, 31, 70, 71. 
lCrichchhra penance, 102, II4, 

ll5,116, ll7,139, 146,147, 
151, 153, 154, 156. 

lCrishQa, gotra, 36. 
lCrislu;la, Vasudeva, 20, 21. 
Krislu;lavakakkar, caste, 260. 
lCrita-yuga, 105. 
Kshatriya, gotras and prava

ras of, 26, 27, 90-99. Pra
vara His his of, 66, 67, 
68. Rides of exogamy 
for, 107, lOS, 109, 120, 
121, 122, 123, i24, 125, 
133, 136, 205, etc. Subordi
nation to Brahmins, 94-97 
221, 222. 

Kudubi, caste, 276. 
Kumarila, 20. 
Kumiirila's Knrikiis, II3. 
Kumbhakiira Jataka, 93. 
Kumbhiir, caste, 241. 
K unbi, caste, 260. 
Kunchband, sept, 263. 
Ku~14ina, gotra, 51. 
Kuz.l9ina, pravara, 49, 51. 
Kurmi, caste, 242. 
Kuruba, caste, 242. 
Kurumo, caste, 276. 
Kusbandh, sept, 263. 
Kusika, gotra, 51. 
Kusika, pnvara, 51. 
Kutsa, pravara, 66. 

l 
Lnghu &<..·aliiynna Smriti, 

113. 
Lumbihli, tribe, 227. 
Lepi-·ha, tribe, 254. 

Light, sept, 232. 
Likhita, Smriti, 105. 
Limbu, tribe, 263. 
Ling a yat, caste, 227. 
Locust, sept, 232, 242. 
Lodha, caste, 255. 
Lohiir, caste, 255. 
Lohita, gotra, 51. 
Lunar penance, 101, 115, 134, 

135, 137, 138 ,139, 140, 
141, 14£, 146, 149, 151, 
153, 181, 182, 195, etc. 

M 
Macdonell, A. A., 18, 45. 
Madana-Parijiita, 147, 203, 

216. 
Miidhava, 129, 140, 144, 145, 

146, 147, 150, 176, 177, 
178,202,205,207,215,216. 

Madhava (marriage),sept,230. 
Madhupa, gotra, 36. 
Ma.dhyandina Brahmins, 145, 

150,152, 153, 155,210,217, 
277. 

Madiga, caste, 242. 
Magha, 21. 
l\laghwiir, tribe, 243. 
lllahiibharata, 24, 28, 33, 34, 

71,104. 
Mahar, caste, 243. 
lllahiiriishtra, 36, 41, 152,212. 
1\lahodara, gotra, 36. 
1\liihuli, sept, 264. 
l\lftl, caste, 243, 263. 
Mali, caste, 227, 273. 
1\lallah, tribe, 255 . 
.Malya, gotra., 35. 
M~t.nava Dharma Sobi:ra, (see 

Manu-smriti) 
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Manava Grihya Sutra, 117. 
Mandhatri, pravara, 66. 
Mandlik, V. N. 208, 209. 
Mang, caste, 244. 
Mangar, tribe, 263. 
l\fankila, pra vara; 96. 
Mannewar, tribe, 276. 
l\bntrakrit (hymn-oomposer), 

43, 44, 49, 97. 
Manu, pravara, 26, 73, 74, 75, 

96, 97. 
Manu-Smr:iti, 16, 28, 81, 104, 

105, 106, 107,108, 109, 110, 
Ill, 112,114, ll7, 118, 119, 
120, 125, 132, 133, 134,139, 
145, 155, 156, 157, 177, 
178,179,180,181,182,183, 
189, 191, 194, 195,200,201, 
289, etc. 

Maratha, caste, 244, 278. 
Maraviin, tribe, 244, 245. 
Mari, sept, 230. 
Maria Gond, tribe, 236. 
Marichi, ~hi, 31, 32. 
Marichi, Smriti-writer, 207. 
Miirkatl<;\eya, Smriti-writer, 

142, 199. 
l\iarkaJ;~<;\eya PuriiJ;la, 145,176. 
Marriage hymn, 12, 13. 
Marriage,between Arjuna and 

Subhadra, 19, 20; between 
cognates, 14 ; between 
cross-cousins, 21, 279 ; 
between grand-parents and 
grand-children 287, of wi
dows, 281, 282. 

Maskaribhiishya, 206. 
Mathara, pravara, 49. 
Matburiya, sept, 265. 
Matsya, gotra, 35, 39. 

Matsya-puriil)a, 70, 176, 198, 
205. 

Mauna, gotra, 36. 
McLennan, 161, 163. 
Medhiitithi, 52, 107, 108, 109, 

ll2, 125, 129, 133, 134,137, 
157,177,183,195,215. 

Mekala (goat), sept, 233. 
Menarikam, 230, 238, 240, 

245, 270, 279, etc. 
Meshapa, gotra, 36. 
Mila, caste, 2 45. 
Milk, sept, 238. 
Mimamsakas, 59. 
Ivlitakshara, 135, 137, 138, 

148, 197, 198, 199. 
1\Iitranlli,"ra, 144-, 150, 152, 

211. 
l\IitravaruJ;la, pravara, 49, 

51. 
l\Iitrayu, _Ga~ut, 66, 69. 
l\Iitrayuvan, pravara, 49. 
Mohammedans, 148, 149, 

173, 277, 285, 287. 
Mohiro (peacock), sept, 233: 
Moon (sept), 210, 242: · 
i\Iorgan, Le,ds H. 3, 83, 84, 

85, S6, 88, 165. 
Mother's gotra, 134, 135, 137, 
. 141, 142, 145,148, 150, 152, 
· 155, 223, 277, etc. 

l\Iuchi, caste, 255. 
Mudgala, gotra, 66, 69, 227. 
Mul)4a, tribe, 1, 84, 86, 170, 

245. 
l\Iuria Gond, tribe, 237. 
l\furkam (Mango tree), sept, 

237, 



Musahar, tribe, 255, 256. 
Musk, sept, 239. 
Miissad, caste, 227. 
Miiller, 42, 49, 70. 

N. 

Nag (cobra), sept, 235. 
Niigasira (cobra), sept, 233. 
Nugo (cobra), sept, 239. 
N ai, caste, 256. 
Naktode, sept, 260. 
NiimbUtiri Brahmins,227,228. 
Narada Dharma Siistra, see 

Narada-Smriti. 
Nararla-Smriti, 16, 127, 128, 

129, 132,138,156, 190, 191, 
195, 200, 206, 209, 214. 

N il.rii8amsa 62. 
NurayaQa,Asvalayana's com-

mentator, 25, 52, 62. 
Nftrikella (coconut),sept, 231. 
Niittukotai chetti, caste, 276. 
Nuyako, sept, 264. 
Nayar, caste, 228, 280. 
N oloor V lrar:lgha va, 99. 
Nomili (peacock) sept, 231. 
Nota, gotra, 36. 
Netam (dog), sept, 237. 
Next-of-kin marriage, 5, 6. 
Nhiivi, caste, 245. 
Nibandhas, 139, 140, 148, l'tc. 
Nidra, 20. 
Nilaka~Jtha, 77, 78. 
N imak (salt), sept, 2 45. 
Niroaya-Sindhu, 9, 10, 30, 

148. 150, 207, 208, 209, 
216, 217,219. 

Non-Aryllll, 121, 172, 173, 
17-l, 2'l1, 223. 
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Non-Brahmins, exogamy of, 
220-280. 

Nundi, gotra, 227. 
N unia., caste, 245. 
Nunia, caste, 273. 

0. 

Odde, caste, 246. 
Odiya, caste, 246. 
Omanaito, caste, 246. 
Oraon, tribe, 86, 246. 

P. 

Piichaka, gotra, 36. 
Pachhiwaha, sept, 264. 
Parlhan, sept, 262. 
Pahalwan, sept, 263. 
Pai\,hinasi, 103, 196, 198, 

205, 207' 208, 215. 
Prtlamala, sept, 270. 
Palasa, sept, 230. 
Pan, caste, 246. 
Panchakalsi, caste, 228. 
Piifichiila, caste, 226. 
Panchiila, gotra, 35. 
Pa!)Q.u, 165. 
Panka, tribe, 256. 
Pal)ini, 25, 60. 
Parahiya, tribe, 256. 
Parameshthi, hymn-compo-

ser, 46. 
ParaS!tra, gotra, 266. 
Parii8ara.-Madhava, 144, 253. 
Par:l.:~ara-Smriti, 16, 105, 

119, 129, 139, 144, 145, 
146 156, 191, 202, 214. 

Pa rii:illro, surname, 36. 
Paraskara G rihya Su tra, II 7 



Parishad, 87. 
Parsi scriptures, 5, 6, 7. 
Pasi, tribe, 256. 
Pathaka, surname, 38. 
Pathlire Prabhu, caste, 228. 
Patra, caste, 264. 
Patro, sept, 264. 
Pattharkat, sept, 263. 
Paulahas, 70, 71. 
Paulastyas, 70, 71. 
Peacock, sept, 2 32. 
Phanswar, sept, 263. 
Pig, sept, 232. 
Pinga, gotra J.tishi, 37. 
Pmgala, gotra I;l-ishi, 37. 
Pinge, surname, 37. 
Pingle, surname, 37. 
Pin jari, sept, 2 62. 
Pipal, Devak, 232. 
Plantain, sept, 240. 
Plough, sept, 232. 
Poroja, caste, 246, 24 7. 
Pracharya, gotra, 36. 
Pradumna, 21. 
Prajapati, hymn-composer, 

46. 
Prajapati, 12, 32, 52. 
Pr<J. japatya pe!!_ance, 130. 
Pravara, (see Arsheya,) 

1\Iax 1\Iiiller's explanation 
of, 42; selection of, 56,57, 
58, 59; Vaidya's expla
nation of, 42, 43. 

Pravara-Darpal;la, 75. 
Pravara-1\lanjarl, 141, 150. 
Pravara J_{ishis, 43, 49, 222, 

289, etc. 
Prayoga-Parijata, 153. 
Pulaha, 31, 70, 71. 
Pulastya, 31, 71. 
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Puli (tiger), sept, 231. 
Purabiya, sept, 264. 
Pural)as, 66, 67, 9 I. 
PiirQamasa, 49. 
Putrika., prava.ra, 49. 
Putrika, 142, 153, 203. 
Puriira.vas, pravara, 25, 96, 

97. 
Purushasiikta hvmn, 240. 
Purushottama, l41. 
Piirvatithi, pravara, 49. 
Piishan, 13. 

R. 

Rae, sept, 262. 
Rae Gajaria, sept, 225. 
Rae Haria, sept, 225. 
Rae Tambol, sept, 225. 
Raghu, pravara, 49. 
Raghunandana, 203, 204, 

205, 206, 216. 
Rahugal)a, pravara, 51. 
Rahugal)a, gotra, 51. 
Rajasevab, gotra, 36. 
·Rajaviide, V. K., 41-. 
Rajput, caste, 228, 229-. 
Rakshasa form of marriage, 

124, 162, 163. 
·Rama, 11. 
Ramayal)a, 11. 
Ramoshi, caste, 261. 
Rathltara, Gal)a, 66, 68. 

Rautia, caste, 247. 
Rays, sept, 232. 
Red Sky, sept, 234. 
Re-initiation, 143. 
Rice, sept, 239. 
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l~igveda, 3, 8, 9, 110, 13, U, 
15, lb, 31, 34, 44, 45, 46, 
4 7' 48, 49, 54, 55, 56, 70, 
73, 162, 196, 281' 282, 
284. 

Hlliley, Sir llerbert, 2, 223, 
224, 229, 277. 

Rivers, W. H. It, 280, 281. 
Hock, sept, 246. 
Hohil:ta, provara, 49. 
Homans, gens endogamy of, 

4 ; surnames of, 38 ; 
initiation of, 78, 79; 
inheritance, 83 ; prohibited 
degrees, 220. 

Hoth, 31. 

s. 
Sad~urusishf:\, 70. 
Sagotra, 17, 82, 83, 111, 

112, 126, 127, 128, 136, 
185, Marria~c, 102, 110, 
112, 117, 122, 123, 124, 
130, l 38, etc. 

&tim, sept, 264. 
Saindhnve1, gotra, 3;;. 
, aiftga, pmv:tra, 49. 
~ .... 
1"'1U~IT1, pravara, 49. 
SakatayaHa, 205, 207. 
Sakulya, 81, 120, 177. 
&uuftna-pra \"Ilia, 82 83, 127, 

128, 136, 185. 
S,uuiinftrsheya, see Samana

pravJua. 
S:u11:1lwdakabhava, 120, 180, 

ltll. 
S:unbavii.ha, pruvaru, 49. 
Saiilhitfts, 17, 105. 

Samskiira-Kaustubha, 130, 
152, 153, 211, 219. 

Sa!)r)ilya, gotra, 205. 
SiiQqilya, pravara, 49. 
.:"">ii~Jgilya, surnanw, 38 .• 
Saitkha, 105, 194. 
Siiftkhyiiyana Sra uta Sii.tra, 

54, 57. 
&nkho (conchshell), sept, 

239. 
::laitkriti, gotra, 66. 
Sai1kriti, pravara, 49. 
Santa!, caste, 273. 
Sapil:1t}a, 2, 15, 21, 79, 81, 82, 

100, 101, 109, 120, 127, 
128, 136, etc. 

Saptapadi, 145. 
Saptarshis (seven J.{ishis), 24, 

25, 31, 61, 64, 65, 66, 73. 
Sarvanukramai;Ji, 29, 44, 45, 

46, 47, 48, 70. 
Satapatha Brahm~ta, 12, 18, 

19, 50, 53, 65, 74, 89, 
90, 180, 194, 197. 

Satatapa, 137, 140, 146, 193, 
197. 

" :->atha, gotra, 36. 
Sat.hara, pravara, 49. 
Satyashagha, 148, 150, 152. 
Schrader, 13. 
Scorpion, sept, 242. 
Sembadavan, caste, 229. 
Senart, 3. 
Sept exogamy, 2, 7, 18, 21, 

100, 101, 126, 127, 129. etc. 
ShattrirMat-mata, 1 53, 193. 
Sheep, sept, 239. 
Sherring, 224. 
Shib-gotra, 269. 
Slhabahu, II. 



Sihasivali, 11. 
Simpi, caste, 261. 
Sindhava, caste, 257. 
Sita, 11. 
Skanda, gotra, 227. 
Slavs, 38. 
Smriti-chandrika, 139, 141, 

147, 177, 199, 200. 
Smritis, 76, 110, 130, 13l,etc. 
Smriti-writers, 61, 76, 100, 

104, 112, 123, 126, 131. 
Smrityarthasiira, 149. 
Sonar, caste, 273. 
Somapeya, gotra, 36. 
Somarajaka, pravara, 49. 
Somayaga, gotra, 36, 
Sparrow, sept, 242. 
Spencer, 163. 
Sraddha, 111, 208, 210, 211, 

216. 
Srotriya Brahmins, 229. 
Stone, sept, 236. 
Sudh, caste, 24 7. 
Suddhiviveka, 177. 
Silla pii.Qi, 177, 205. 
Sumaftgala, pravara, 49. 
Sumantu, 135, 146. 
Sunabsepa, 67, 70. . A . 
::Sunaka, GaQa, 62, 66, 68, 69, 
Sundi, caste, 257. 
Surajbansi, 229, 278. 
Surnames, in English society, 

39, 40 ; in Marathii com
munity, 41 ; of Kshatlriyas 
and VaiSyas, 98. 

Surya, 9. 
Sutiir, caste, 274. 
Sii.tradhara, caste, 257. 
Sii.tra-works, 63, 96, 101, 

108, 156, etc. 

Sii.tra-writers, 26, 29, 42, 43, 
44, 50, 61' 64, 74, 75, 76, 
92, 100, 101, 116, 118, 121, 
123, 184, 289, etc. 

Svayamvara, 9, 124. 

T. 

Taga, tribe, 230. 
Tailake5i, gotra, 36. 
Taittiriya BrahmaQa, 63. 
Taittiriya Samhita, 50,57, 90, 

104, 119, 155, 178. 
Talmala, sept, 270. 
Tamarind, sept, 236. 
Tambat, caste, 247, 278. 
Tambuli, caste, 261. 
TaQ<;Iins, 74, 75. 
Tai;~<;Iya BrahmaQa, 17, 30, 

72, 73. 
Tantravartika, 20, 21. 
TanukarQa, gotra, 36. 
Tanii.napat, 62. 
Taonla, caste, 257. 

. Tapta-Krichchhra .penance, 
. 153. 
Tarkshya, pravara, 69. · 
Tarvad, 228. 
Tatri, gotra, 228. 

· Tekam (teak tree), st>pt, 237. 
'Teli, caste, 257, 258, 261. 
Thakur, sept, 262. 
Thiiru, tribe, 274. 
Thread ceremony, see Upa

nayana. 
Thuppa (clarified butter), 

sept, 242, 
Tiyar, caste, 258. 
Toda, tribe, 84, 86, 274, 275. 
Tonsure ceremony, 76, 77. 



'L'ortoiHe, ~ept, 230, 241, 246. 
't'ota, (garden), sept, 233. 
Totemic divisions, 230-24 7. 
Totemism, 39, 40, 172, 173. 
'L'rasadasyu, hymn-composer, 

47, 66. 
'l'rota age, 105. 
Trikar.~<)ama~~<)ana, 151. 
'l'ulsi, sept, 240. 

u 

Ubhendra, gotra, 226. 
Uchatha, gotra, 51. 
Uchatha, pravara, 51. 
Udala, pravara, 49, 51. 
Udvfthatatva, 203, 204, 205. 
Ulf1ka, gotra, 36. 
Upanayana, see initiation. 

v 
Viichaspati, 177. 
Vadhrya,<va, ga~1a, 62, 69. 
\'adhtilu, pravam, 49. 
Vltdve, caste, 27-l. 
Vaidya, views regarding go

tra, 23, 24; views regarding 
pra vnru, 42, 4 3; views 
reganling gotras & pra
varas of Kshatriyaa, 91. 

Vaisyas, gotras and pravaras 
of, 26, 90-95, 221-222; rule 
of exogamy of, 108, 109, 
121-125; subordination to 
Brahtnins, 22lt 222. 

Vamndeva, hymn-composer, 
46. 

\'iimmle\'ll, gotra, 51. 
\'ihnadeva, provara, 51. 
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Varul,la, hymn-composer, 48. 
Viisisht.ha, 73. 
Vasishtha Dharma Sii.tra, 81, 

103, 104, 106, 112, 114, 
134,177,181,183, 188, 198, 
207, 214. 

Vasishtha, GaJ)a, 24, 33, 49, 
62, 71, 266. 

Vasishthal;t, 61, 72. 
V asish\ ha, l_{ishi, 24, 25, 27, 

28, 30, 31, 4 7' 64, 67. 
Vatsa, gotra, 205. 
V~tsapri, pravara, 26, 96. 
Vayu Pura!)a, 31. 
Vellanat, sept, 270. 
Vena, GM•a, 66, 68. 
V e8ya, gotra, 35. 
Vidhiina-Piirijata, 144, 153, 

154, 159, 212. 
Vijiiane8vara, 135, 136, 137, 

138, 139, 140, 143, 144, 
147,157,175, 177, 178, 186, 
197, 198, 199, 215, 216. 

Violation-pollution-of Guru's 
bed, 110, 114, 123, 132, 
135, 138, 142, 149, 
153. 

Vlra, gotra, 227. 
Viramitrodaya, 130, 144, 150, 

151, 152, 159, 211. 
Viruddhasambandha,212,219. 
\ ishl)upurii~ta, 91, 207. 
\'ish~tu Smriti, 16, 129, 190, 

191, 19J, 196, 207, 214. 
Vishr,1uvriddba, Gal.!&, 66, 68. 
Visvagu, gotra, 226. 
\ isvamitra, Gw;1a, 24, 49, 51, 

62, 70. 

' 
.. , •t u·.hi '>4 9- 27 1~\"!l.nn .ra, ~'-18 , - , -a, , 

28, 30, 31, 46, 51, 64, 67. 
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"\liSvarlipa, 132, 133, 189, 
193, 194, 197, 215. 

ViSve8vara, 147, 203, 204, 
205, 206. 

V!tahavya, GaQa, 66, 68. 
Vivasvan, hymn-composer, 

48, 
Vrajapati, 86, 87. 
Vratya, 77. llO. 
Vrisha, gotra, 227. 
VrishaH, 138, 147, 182, 211. 
Vulture, sept, 230. 
Vyasa, 31. 
Vyasa-Smriti, 141, 157. 
Vyavaharamayukha, 77. 

w 
Westermarck, Dr. 162, 168. 

y 

Yajnavalkya Smriti, 9, 15, 
16, 48, 126, 129, 133, 
134, 135, 138, 139, U5, . 
176, 188, 189, 190, 191, 
193, 194, 196, 197, 198, 
200, 214. 

Yajnavaha, gotra, 46. 
Yajilika, gotra, 36. 
Yama, hymn-composer, 46. 
Yama & Yamf, dialogue bet-

ween, 10, II, 169. 
Yamaduta, gotra, 36. 
Yama Smriti, 141, 146, 151, 
155 157. 

z 
169. Zimmer, Dr. 23, 33, 63. 
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